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From the author of the Pulitzer Prize-winnin

Gulag and the National Book ward finalist

Iron Cu oin, a revelatory histor of one 0

Stalin's greatest crimes-the consequence of

which still resonate today)

n 1929 Stalin launched his policy of agricultural

collectivization-in effect a second Russian revo-

lution-which forced millions of peasants off their

land and onto collective farms. The result was a cata-

strophic famine, the most lethal in European his ory At

least five million people died between 1931and 1933in

the USSR. But instead of sending relief the Soviet stat

made use of the catastrophe to rid itself of a political

problem In Red Famine, Anne Applebaum argues that

more than three million of those dead wer\037 Ukrainians

who perished not because they were accidental victims

of a bad policy but becaus the state deliberatel

sought to kill them

Applebaum proves what has long been suspected:

After a s ries of rebellions unsettled the province Stalin

set out to destroy the Ukrainian peasantry The state

sealed the rerubllc's borders and seized all available

food Starvation set in rapidly and peopl ate any-

thing: grass, tre bark, dogs corps s In some cases

they ,illed one another for food Devastating and de-

finitive Red FamIne captures rhe horror of ordinary

people struggling to survive e ,Jraordinary evil.

Today Russia the successor to the Soviet Union

has placed Ukrainian independence in its sights once

more. Applebaum's compulsively readable narrative

recalls one of the worst crimes of the twentieth century

and shows how it may foreshadow a new threat to the

P0 1 1 t c
I

nrder in the twenty-first)))
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The warning signs were ample. By the early spring of 1932, the peas-

ants of Ukraine were beginning to starve. Secret police reports and let-

ters from the grain-growing districts all across the Soviet Union-the

North Caucases, the
\\'olga region,

western Siberia-spoke of children

swollen with hunger; of families eating grass and acorns; of
peasants

fleeing their homes in search of food. In March a medical commission
found

corpses lying
on the street in a village near Odessa. No one was

strong enough to
bury

them. In another village local authorities were

trying to conceal the mortality from outsiders. They denied what was

happening, even as it was unfolding before their visitors'
eyes.

I

Some wrote directly to the Kremlin, asking for an explanation:)

Honourable Comrade Stalin, is there a Soviet government law

stating that villagers should go hungry? Because we, collective

farm workers, have not had a slice of bread in our farm since Jan-

uary
I . . . How can we build a socialist peoples' economy when

we are condemned to
starving

to death, as the harvest is still four

months away? What did we die for on the battlefronts? To go

hungry, to see our children die in
pangs ofhunger?2)

Others found it impossible to believe the Soviet state could be
respon-

sible:)

Every day, ten to twenty families die from famine in the
villages,

children run off and railway stations are overflowing with fleeing

villagers. There are no horses or livestock left in the countryside \302\267\302\267\302\267

The bourgeoisie has created a genuine famine here, part of the)))
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callitalist plan to set the entire peasant class against the Soviet

\037

governlllcnt.)

But the bourgeoisie hacl n()t created the famine. The Soviet Union's

disastrous decision to force peasants to give up their land and join col-

lective farms; the eviction of \"kulaks,\" the wealthier peasants, from

their honles; the cha()s that followed; these
policies,

all ultimately the

responsibility of Joseph Stalin, the C_;eneral Secretary of the Soviet
Communist

Party,
had led the countrysi(le t() the brink of starvation.

Throughout the spring and summer of 1932, many of Stalin's col-

leagues sent him urgent messages from all aroun(l the USSR, describ-

ing
the crisis. Communist Party leaders in Ukraine were especially

desperate, and several wrote him long letters, begging
him for help.)

Many of them believed, in the late summer of 1932,that a
greater

tragedy could still be avoided. The regime could have asked for

international assistance, as it had during a previ()us famine in

1921. It could have halted grain exports,
or

stopped
the punishing

grain requisitions altogether. It could have offered aid to
peasants

in
starving regions-and to a degree it did, but not nearly enough.)

Instead, in the autumn of 1932, the Soviet Politburo, the elite lead-

ership of the Soviet C:olnn1unist
Party, took a series of decisions that

widened and deepened the famine in the Ukrainian countryside and at

the same tinle prevented peasants fr()ll1
leaving

the republic in search

of f()o(1. At the height of the crisis, organized teanlS of
policeillen and

party activists, nlotivateti by hunger, fear and a decade of hateful and
conspiratorial rhetoric, entered \037)easant households and took everything
edible: p()tatoes, beets, sqllash. beans, l)eas, anything in the o\\'en and

anything in the cupboard, t:lrm anilnals anti
\037)ets.

The result was a catastrophe: At least '5 million
people perished of

hunger between 1931 and 1934 all across the Soviet Union. Among
them were more than 3.9 million Ukrainians. In acknowledgement of
its scale, the t:lI11ine of 1932-3 was described in emigre publications at

the tinle and later as the H%domor, a term derived from the Ukrai-

nian w()rds for hunger--ho/(Jd-and extermination-mor. 4

But famine was only half the story. While peasants were dying in the
countryside, the Soviet secret police simultaneously launched an attack)))
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on the Ukrainian intellectual and political elites. As the famine
spread,

a campaign of slander and repressi()n was launched against Ukrai-
nian intellectuals, professors,

museum curators, \\\\lriters, artists, priests,

theologians, public officials and bureaucrats. Anyone connected to the
short-lived Ukrainian

People's Republic, which had existed for a few

months from June 1917, anyone who had
promoted

the Ukrainian lan-

guage or Ukrainian history, anyone \\\\lith an
independent literary or

artistic career, was liable to be publicly vilified, jailed, sent to a labour

camp or executed. Unable to watch what was happening, Mykola
Skrypnyk, one of the best-kno\\\\rn leaders ()f the Ukrainian Communist

Party, committed suicide in 1933. He was not alone.

Taken together, these two policies-the Holodomor in the winter

and spring of 1933 and the repression of the Ukrainian intellectual and

political class in the months that
followed-brought

about the Sovi-

etization of Ukraine, the destruction of the Ukrainian national idea,
and the

neutering
of any Ukrainian challenge to Soviet unity. Raphael

Lemkin, the Polish-Jewish la\\\\tyer
who invented the word \"genocide,\"

spoke of Ukraine in this era as the \"classic example\" of his concept:

\"It is a case of genocide, of destruction, not of individuals only, but of

a culture and a nation.\" Since Lemkin first coined the term, \"geno-

cide\" has come to be used in a narrower, more legalistic way. It has

also become a controversial touchstone, a concept used
by

both Rus-

sians and Ukrainians, as well as by different groups within Ukraine, to

make
political arguments.

For that reason, a separate discussion of the

Holodomor as a
\"genocide\"-as

well as Lemkin's Ukrainian connec-

tions and influences-forms part of the
epilogue

to this book.

The central subject is more concrete: what actually happened in

Ukraine between the years 1917 and 1934? In particular, what hap-

pened in the autumn, winter and spring of 1932-3? What chain of

events, and what
mentality,

led to the famine? Who was responsible?

How does this terrible episode fit into the broader history of Ukraine

and of the Ukrainian national movement?

Just as
importantly:

what happened
afterwards? The Sovietiza-

tion of Ukraine did not begin with the famine and did not end with

it. Arrests of Ukrainian intellectuals and leaders continued
through

the 1930s. For more than half a century after that, successive Soviet

leaders continued to
push

back harshly against Ukrainian nationalism

in whatever form it took, whether as
post-war insurgency

or as dissent)))
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in the 1980s. During thc)se years Sovietization often took the form of

Russification: the Ukrainian language was demoted, Ukrainian history

was not taught.
Above all, the

history
of the famine of 1932-3 was not taught.

Instead, between 1933 and 1991the USSR
simply

refused to acknowl-

edge that any famine had ever taken place. The Soviet state
destroyed

local archives, made sure that death records did not allude to starva-

tion, even altered publicly
available census data in order to conceal

what had happened.) As long as the USSR existed, it was not possible

to write a fully documented history of the famine and the accompany-
. .

Ing repression.

But in 1991 Stalin's worst fear came to pass. Ukraine did declare in-

dependence. The Soviet Union did come to an end, partly as the result
of Ukraine's decision to leave it. A sovereign Ukraine came into being
for the first time in history, along with a new generation of Ukrainian

historians, archivists, journalists and publishers. Thanks to their ef-

forts, the complete story of the famine of 1932-3 can now be told.)

This book begins in 1917, with the Ukrainian revolution and the Ukrai-
nian national movement that was

destroyed
in 1932-3. I t ends in the

present, with a discussion of the ongoing politics
of memory in Ukraine.

It focuses on the famine in Ukraine, which, although \037lart
of a \"rider

Soviet famine, had unique causes and attributes. The historian Andrea
Graziosi has noted that nobody confuses the general history of \"Nazi

atrocities\" with the
very specific story of Hitler's persecution of Je\\vs or

gypsies. By the same
l()gic,

this b()ok discusses the Soviet-wide famines

between 1930 and 1934-which also led to high death rates, especially

in Kazakhstan and particular provinces of Russia-but focuses more

directly on the
specific tragedy

()f Ukraine.
6

The book also reflects a quarter-century's worth of scholarship on
Ukraine. In the

early 1980s, Robert Conquest compiled everything
then publicly available about the famine, and the book he

published

in 1986, The Harvest of Sorrow, still staneJs as a lan(lnlark in writ-
ing about the Soviet Union. But in the three clecades since the end ()f

the USSR and the elnergence of a sovereign Ukraine, several broad
national campaigns to collect oral

history and memoirs have yielded
thousands of new testimonies from all over the

country.7 During
that

same time period, archives in Kyiv-unlike those in Moscow-have)))
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become accessible and easy to use; the percentage of unclassified mate-

rial in Ukraine is one of the highest in Europe. Ukrainian government
funding

has
encouraged scholars to publish collections of documents,

which have made research even n10re straightforward.
8

Established

scholars on the famine and on the Stalinist period in Ukraine-among
them Olga Bertelsen, Hennadii Boriak, \\rasyl Danylenko, Lyudmyla

Hrynevych, Roman Krutsyk, Stanislav Kulchytsky, Yuri Mytsyk, Vasyl

Marochko, Heorhii Papakin, Ruslan Pyrih, Yuri Shapoval, Volody-

myr Serhiichuk, \\ralerii
\\rasylyev,

Oleksandra Veselova and Hennadii

Yefimenko--have produced multiple books and monographs, includ-

ing collections of
reprinted

documents as well as oral history. Oleh

Wolowyna and a team of demographers-Oleksander Hladun, Natalia

Levchuk, Omelian Rudnytsky-have at last begun to do the difficult

\"lork of establishing the numbers of victims. The Harvard Ukrainian

Research Institute has worked with many of these scholars to publish

and publicize their work.

The Holodomor Research and Education Consortium in Toronto,

led by Marta Baziuk, and its partner organization in Ukraine, led
by

Lyudmyla Hrynevych, continue to fund new scholarship. Younger

scholars are opening new lines of inquiry
too. Daria Mattingly's

research on the motives and background of the
people

who confiscated

food from starving peasants and Tetiana Boriak's work on oral
history

both stand out; they also contributed important research to this book.

Western scholars have made new contributions too. Lynne Viola's

archival work on collectivization and the subsequent peasant
rebellion

have altered the perceptions of the 1930s. Terry Martin was the first

to reveal the chronology of the decisions Stalin took in the autumn

of 1932-and Timothy Snyder
and Andrea Graziosi were among the

first to recognize their significance. Serhii Plokhii and his team at Har-

vard have launched an unusual effort to map the famine, the better

to understand how it
happened.

I am grateful to all of these for the

scholarship and in some cases the friendship that contributed so much

to this project.)

Perhaps if this book had been written in a different era, this very brief

introduction to a complex subject could end here. But because the fam-

ine destroyed the Ukrainian national movement, because that move-

ment was revived in 1991, and because the leaders of modern Russia still)))
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challenge the legitimacy of the Ukrainian state, I should note here that I

first discussed the need f()r a new history of the famine with colleagues at

the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute in 2010. Viktor Yanukovych
had just been elected

president
of Ukraine, with Russian backing and

support. Ukraine then attracted little political attention from the rest of

Europe, and almost no press coverage at all. At that moment, there was

no reason to think that a fresh examination of 1932-3 would be inter-

preted as a political
statement of any kind.

The Maidan revolution of 2014, Yanukovych's decision to shoot at

protesters and then Aee the country, the Russian invasion and annex-
ation of Crimea, the Russian invasion of eastern Ukraine and the

accompanying Russian propaganda campaign-all unexpectedly put

Ukraine at the centre of international politics while I was working on
this book.

My
research on Ukraine was actually delayed by events in

that country, both because I wrote about them and because my Ukrai-

nian colleagues were so transfixed
by

what was happening. But while

the events of that year put Ukraine at the heart of world
politics, this

book was not written in reaction to them. Nor is it an argument for or

against any Ukrainian politician or party, or a reaction to what is hap-

pening in Ukraine today. It is instead an attempt to tell the story of the

famine using new archives, new
testimony

and new research, to draw

together the work of the extraordinary scholars listed above.

This is not to say that the Ukrainian revolution, the
early years

of

Soviet Ukraine, the mass repression of the Ukrainian elite as well as
the Holodomor do not have a relationship to current events. On the

contrary: they are the crucial
backstory

that underlies and explains

them. The famine and its legacy play an enormous role in contem-

porary Russian and Ukrainian arguments about their identity, their

relationship and their shared Soviet
experience. But before describing

those arguments or weighing their merits. it is important to under-
stand, first, what actually happened.)))
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INTRODUCTION)

The
Ukrainian Question)

When I am dead, bury me

In my beloved Ukraine,

My tomb
upon

a grave mound high

Amid the spreading plain,

So that the
fields,

the boundleJJ steppes,

The Dnieper's plunging shore

My eyes could see, my ears could hear

The mighty river roar.)

\037K
YMPY,

TO noxooaHTe

MeHe Ha MornJIi

CepeA cTeny urnpoKoro

Ha BKpalHi MHniH,

\037o6 JIaHH llIHpoKononi,

I ,L\\Hinpo, i Kpyqi

yno OHJJ)fO, GYJIO qYTIf,

\037K peoe peOyqHH.)

Taras Shevchenko, \"Zapovit\" (\"Testament\,") 18451)

FOR C E N T U R I E S, THE geography of Ukraine

shaped the destiny of Ukraine. The Carpathian Mountains marked

the border in the southwest, but the gentle forests and fields in the
northwestern

part
of the country could not stop invading armies, and

neither could the wide
open steppe in the east. All of Ukraine's great

cities-Dnipropetrovsk and Odessa, Donetsk and Kharkiv, Poltava

and Cherkasy
and of course Kyiv, the ancient capital-lie in the East

European Plain, a flatland that stretches across most of the country.

Nikolai Gogol, a Ukrainian who wrote in Russian, once observed that

the Dnieper River flows through the centre of Ukraine and forms

a basin. From there \"the rivers all branch out from the centre; not a

single
one of them flows along the border or serves as a natural bor-

der with
neighbouring

nations.\" This fact had political consequences:

\"Had there been a natural border of mountains or sea on one side, the)))
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United States and Germany, sometimes to relatives and sometimes to

unknown leaders of their religious communities: \"Dear Fathers and
Brothers in

faraway Germany,
a plea from Russia from me of German

name. . . I call to you for advice and help and to tell you what is in
nlY

.
t

... .

k h
\"30

L Igrle -strlc en eart. etters a so managed to reach Canada.
These missives had an impact, as did the few refugees. Even as the

famine was unfolding, Ukrainians abroad
began to protest against it,

both peacefully and otherwise. Ethnic Ukrainian politicians brought
up

the famine at sessions of the Polish parliament, and described it
in the Ukrainian-language press.

31
In October 1933. Mykola Lemyk,

a member of a Ukrainian nationalist organization in Poland, mur-
dered the secretary of the Soviet consul in Lviv. During his trial in a

Polish court, Lemyk, who had been hoping to kill the consul himself,
described the murder as revenge for the famine.

32

At the end of that

month the Ukrainian community in Poland tried to organize a mass

state aggression. The peasants who experienced the searches and)))

by

the Polish government, which feared further violence. 33

At about the same time, on the other side of the world, the Ukrainian
National Council, an organization formed in May 1933, staged street

protests in Winnipeg, Canada, and sent a letter to President Roosevelt,

enclosing an eyewitness account of the famine. 34

At a meeting held at

the Ukrainian church in Winnipeg, diaspora leaders read aloud letters

from Ukraine exhorting the public to help Ukraine \"break away\" from

the USSR.3S

Ukrainians in Brussels, Prague, Bucharest, Geneva, Paris,

London and Sofia, among other cities, created action committees that

sought, without much luck, to publicize the famine and deliver aid to

h
. 36

t e starving.

News also filtered out via the Catholic Church. In Poland, Ukrai-

nian Greek-Catholic priests took up collections for victims of the

famine in 1933, held a day of mourning and hung black flags on

the facades of Ukrainian churches and the local offices of Prosvita,

the Ukrainian cultural institute. 3i

Polish and I talian diplomats as well

as priests with contacts inside the USSR also alerted the Church hier-

archy. The Vatican first received a written description of the famine

in April 1933, via an anonymous letter smuggled out through the Rus-

sian
port

of Novorossiisk. A second anonymous letter made its way to

Rome from the North Caucasus in August. Pope Pius XI ordered both

letters published in the Vatican newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano.
3M

In)))
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turtes remained Orthodox Christians, not ROlnan Catholics; Ukrai-
nian

peasants spoke a language that the Poles called \"Ruthenian,\" and
were always described as

having
different custon1S, different music,

different food.

Although at their imperial zenith
they

were more reluctant to

acknowledge it, Muscovites also felt instinctively that Ukraine, which

they sometimes called \"southern Russia\" or \"little Russia,\" differed

from their northern homeland too. An early Russian traveller, Prince

I van Dolgorukov, \\vrote in 1810 of the moment when his party finally

\"entered the borders of the Ukraine. My thoughts turned to [BohdanJ

Khmelnytsky and [Ivan]Mazepa\"-early Ukrainian national leaders-

\"and the alleys of trees disappeared. . . everywhere, without exception,
there were

clay huts, and there was no other accommodation.,,3 The

historian Serhiy Bilenky has observed that
nineteenth-century

Rus-

sians often had the same paternalistic attitude to Ukraine that north-
ern Europeans at the time had towards Italy. Ukraine was an idealized,

alternative nation, more primitive and at the same time more authen-

tic, more emotional, more poetic than Russia. 4

Poles also remained nos-

talgic for \"their\" Ukrainian lands long after they had been lost, making
them the subject of romantic poetry and fiction.

Yet even while acknowledging the differences, both Poles and Rus-

sians also sought at times to undermine or deny the existence of a Ukrai-

nian nation. \"The history of Little Russia is like a tributary entering

the main river of Russian history,\" wrote Vissarion Belinsky, a
leading

theorist of nineteenth-century Russian nationalism. \"Little Russians

were always a tribe and never a
people

and still less-a state.\"s Russian

scholars and bureaucrats treated the Ukrainian language as \"a dialect,

or half a dialect, or a mode of speech of the all-Russian language, in one

word a patois, and as such had no right to an independent existence.\"6

Unofficially,
Russian writers used it to indicate colloquial or peasant

speech.
7

Polish writers, meanwhile, tended to stress the \"emptiness\" of

the territory to the east, often
describing

the Ukrainian lands as an

\"uncivilized frontier, into which they brought culture and state for-

mations.\"R The Poles used the expression dzikie pola, \"wild fields,\"
to

describe the empty lands of eastern Ukraine, a region that functioned,

in their national imagination,
much as the Wild West did in America. 9

Solid economic reasons lay behind these attitudes. The Greek his-

torian Herodotus himself wrote about Ukraine's famous \"black earth,\)
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the rich soil that is especially fertile in the lower part of the Dnieper
River basin: \"No better crops grow anywhere than along its banks, and

h
.

h I

. 0

h Id
,,1 0

where grain is not sown, t e grass IS t e most uxurlant In t e wor \302\267

The black-earth district encompasses ab()ut two-thirds of modern

Ukraine-spreading from there into Russia and Kazakhstan-and,

along with a relatively mild climate, makes it possible for Ukraine

to produce two harvests every year.
\"Winter wheat\" is planted in the

autumn, and harvested in
July

and August; spring grains are planted

in April and May, and harvested in October and November. The
crops

yielded by Ukraine's exceptionally fertile land have long inspired ambi-

tious traders. From the late Middle Ages,
Polish merchants had brought

Ukrainian grain northwards into the trade routes of the Baltic Sea.

Polish princes and nobles set up what were, in modern parlance, early

enterprise zones, offering exemptions
from tax and military service to

peasants who were willing to farm and develop
Ukrainian land.

I I

The

desire to hold on to such valuable property often lay behind the colo-

nialist
arguments:

neither the Poles nor the Russians wanted to concede

that their agricultural breadbasket had an independent identity.

Nevertheless, quite apart fr(1m \\\\,hat their neighbours thought, a

separate and distinct Ukrainian identity did take shape in the territo-

ries that now form modern Ukraine. Fran1 the end of the Middle
Ages

onwards, the peo\03711e of this region shared a sense of who they \",'ere,

often, though not always, defining themselves in opposition to occu-

pying foreigners, whether Polish or Russian. Like the Russians and

the Belarusians, they trace(1 their history back to the kings and queens

of Kyivan Rus', and many felt thelllseives to be part of a
great

East

Slavic civilization. Others identified thenlselves as underdogs or rebels,

particularly a<lmiring the great rev()lts of the Zaporozhian Cossacks,

lee) by 13()htian Khmelnytsky, against Polish rlile in the seventeenth

century,
ancl

L1Y
I van Mazepa against Russian rule at the beginning

of the eighteenth century. The Ukrainian
Cossacks-self-governing,

sel11i-lnilitary C()nlI11unitics with their own internal la\\\\'s-were the

first Ukrainians to transforlll that sense of
identity and grievance into

concrete l)olitical 11r()jects, winning unusual privileges and a
degree

of aut()n()n1Y frolll the tsars. Menlorably (certainly later generations
()f Russian an<) S()viet leaders never forgot it), Ukrainian Cossacks

)()ineJ the P()lish arlny in its march on Moscow in 1610 and again

in 1{)18, takir1g part in a siege ()f the
city and hel\037)ing ensure that the)))
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Polish-Russian conflict of that era ended, at least for a time, advan-

tageously for l)oland. Later, the tsars gave both the Ukrainian Cos-
sacks and

Russian-speaking Don Cossacks special status in order to

keep them loyal to the Russian
en1pire,

with which they were allowed

to preserve a particular identity. Their privileges guaranteed that
they

did not revolt. But Khmelnytsky and Mazepa left their mark on Pol-
ish and Russian men10ry, and on E\\Jropean history and literature too.

\"L'Ukraine a
toujours aspire a etre libre,\" wrote Voltaire after news of

Mazepa's rebellion spread to France: \"Ukraine has
always aspired to

be free.\"
12

During the centuries of colonial rule different
regions

of Ukraine

did acquire ciifferent characters. The inhabitants of eastern Ukraine,
\\vho \\\\'ere

longer under Russian control, spoke a version of Ukrainian

that \\\\'as
slightly

closer to Russian; they were also more likely to be Rus-
sian Orthodox Christians,

following
rites that descended from Byzan-

tium, under a hierarchy led by Moscow. The inhabitants of Galicia, as

well as \\'()lhynia and P()dolia, lived longer under Polish control and,
after the partitions of Poland at the end of the eighteenth century, that
of Austria-Hungary. They spoke

a more \"Polish\" version of the lan-

guage and were more likely to be Roman Catholics or Greek Catholics,
a faith that uses rites similar to the Orthodox Church yet respects the

authority ()f the Roman pope.

But because the b()rders between all of the regional powers shifted

many times, memhers of both faiths lived, and still live, on both sides of

the dividing line between f()rmer Russian and former Polish territories.

By
the nineteenth century, when Italians, Germans and other Europe-

ans also began to
identify

then1selves as peoples of modern nations, the

intellectuals dehating \"Ukrainianness\" in Ukraine were both Ortho-

dox and Catholic, and lived in both \"eastern\" and \"western\" Ukraine.

Despite (Jifferences in grammar
aneJ orthography, language unified

Ukrainians acr()ss the region too. The use of the Cyrillic alphabet kept

Ukrainian distinct frfJffi Polish, which is written in the Latin alphabet.
(At one

point
the Habsburgs tried to impose a Latin script, but it failed

to take hold.) The Ukrainian version ()f Cyrillic als() kef)t it distinct

from Russian, retaining enough differences, including s()me extra let-

ters, to prevent the languages from becoming t(){)close.

For much of Ukraine's
history,

Ukrainian was spoken mostly in the

countryside. As Ukraine was a colony of Poland, and then Russia and)))
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Austria-Hungary, Ukraine's major cities-as Trotsky once observed-

became centres ()f cc)lonial cc)ntrol, islands of Russian, Polish or Jew-

ish culture in a sea of Ukrainian peasantry. Well into the twentieth

century, the cities and the countryside were thus divided
by language:

nlCJst urhan Ukrainians spc)ke Russian, Polish or Yiddish, whereas

rural Ukrainians spoke Ukrainian. Jews,
if they did not speak Yid-

dish, often preferred Russian, the language of the state and of com-

merce. The peasants identified the cities with wealth, capitalism and

\"foreign \"-Illostly
Russian-influence. Urban Ukraine, by contrast,

thought of the c()untryside as back ward and primitive.
These divisions also meant the promotion of \"Ukrainianness\" cre-

ated conflict with Ukraine's colonial rulers, as well as with the inhab-

itants of the Jewish shtetls who had Illade their home in the territory

of the old Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth since the Middle Ages.

Khmelnytsky's uprising included a mass pogrom, during which

thousands-perhaps tens of thousands--of Jews were murdered.

By
the beginning

of the nineteenth century, Ukrainians rarely saw

the Jews as their most important rivals-Ukrainian
poets

and intel-

lectuals mostly reserved their anger for Russians and Poles-but the

widespread anti-semitism of the Russian empire inevitably affected

Ukrainian-Jewish relations too.

The link between the language and the countryside also meant that

the Ukrainian nati()nal 1110veillent always had a strong \"peasant\" fla-

vour. As in ()ther parts of
Europe,

the intellectuals who led Ukraine's

national awakening often began by rediscovering th\037
language

and

cUSt()ll1S of the c()untryside. f()lklorists and linguists recor(led the art,
poetry

and
everyday sl)eech (If the Ukrainiarl peasantry. Although not

taught in state sch()()ls, Ukrainian becanle the language of choice for

a certaill kintl ()f rebelli()lls, anti-establishment Ukrainian writer or

artist. I)atriotic private SUll(lay scll()()ls began to teach it too. It was
never

eillpl()yetl
in ()fflcial transacti()ns, yet the language was used in

private cf)rrcsI)on(lence, antI in
p()etry.

In 1840, Taras Shevchenko,

b()rn an orI)halletl serf in 1 M 14, l)ublished Kobzar-the word means

\"Illinstrel\"-the first trlaly ()utstan(iing c()llection of Ukrainian verse.

Shevchenk()'s
l)()etry c()ll1binefl rOlnantic nationalism and an idealized

I)ictllre ()f the c()untrysi<ie with anger at social injustice, and it set the

tc)ne for 111any ()f the argulnents that were to come. In one of his most)))
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famous
poems, \"Zapovit\" (\"Testanlent\,") he asked to be buried on the

banks of the Dnieper River:)

Oh bury me, then rise ye up
And break your heavy chains
And water \\\\,ith the tyrants' bl()od

The freedonl you have gained. . .)

nOXOBaMTe Ta BCTaBaHTe,

KaHAaHI1 nopBiTe

I Bpa)l(OIO 3J10JO KPOB' 10

BOJIJO
oKponiTe

. . .13)

The importance of the peasantry also meant that from the
very begin-

ning the Ukrainian national awakening was synonymous with pop-
ulist and what would later be called Uleft wing\" opposition to the

Russian and Polish-speaking merchants, landowners and
aristocracy.

For that reason, it rapidly gathered strength following the emancipa-
tion of the serfs across

imperial
Russia under Tsar Alexander II in

1861. Freedom for the peasants \\vas, in effect, freedom for Ukrainians,

and a blow to their Russian and Polish nlasters. The
pressure

for a

more powerful Ukrainian identity was, even then, also pressure for

greater political and economic equality, as the imperial ruling class

\\vell understood.

Because it was never linked to state institutions, the Ukrainian

national awakening was also, from its earliest days, expressed through

the formation of a \\\\,ide
range

of autonomous voluntary and charitable

organizations, early examples of what we now call \"civil society.\"
For

a brief few years following the serfs' emancipation, \"Ukrainophiles\"

inspired younger Ukrainians to form self-help and study groups, to

organize the publication of periodicals and newspallers, to f(>und

schools and Sunday schools and to spread literacy among the peas-

antry. National
aspirations

manifested thenlselves in calls for intellec-

tual freedon1, mass education, and upward mobility
for the \037)easantry.

In this sense, the Ukrainian national movernent was from the earliest

days
influenced by similar movements in the West, c()ntaining strands

of Western socialism as well as Western liberalism and conservatism.

This brief moment did not last. As soon as it began
t() gather

strength, the Ukrainian nati(>nal movement, alongside other natiol1al

movements, was
perceivec) by

Moscow as a potential threat to the llnity

of imperial Russia. Like the Georgians,
the Chechens and other groups

who sought autonomy within the empire, the Ukrainians
challenged)))
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the supremacy of the Russian language and a Russian interpretation
of

history that described Ukraine as \"s()uthwest Russia,\" a mere province
without any national

identity. They
also threatened to empower the

peasants further at a time when they were already gaining economic

influence. A wealthier, more literate and better-organized Ukrainian

peasantry might also demancl greater political rights.

The Ukrainian language was a primary target. During the Russian

empire's first
great

educational reform in 18()4, Tsar Alexander I per-

mitted some n()n-Russian languages to be used in the new state schools

but not Ukrainian, ostensibly on the grounds that it \\\\'as not a \"lan-

guage\" but rather a dialect.
14

In fact, Russian officials' were perfectly

clear, as their Soviet successors would be, about the
political justification

for this ban-which lasted until 1917-and the threat that the Ukrai-
nian language posed

to the central government. The governor-general

of Kyiv, Podolia and Volyn declared in 1881that
using

the Ukrainian

language and textbooks in schools could lead to its use in higher educa-
tion and eventually in legislation, the courts and public administration,

thus creating \"numerous complications and dangerous alterations to

the unified Russian state.\"t5

The restrictions on the use of Ukrainian limited the
ilTIpact

of the

national movement. They also resulted in \\\\ridespread illiteracy. Many

peasants, educated in Russian, a language they barely understood,

made little progress. A Poltava teacher in the
early

t\\\\lentieth century

complainecl that students \"quickly forgot what they had been taught\"
if

they
were forced to stlldy in Russian. ()thers reported that Ukrainian

students in Russian-language schools were \"<.ienloralize(l,\" grew bored

with sch()()I, and became \"ho()ligans.\"tt) f)iscrimination also led to Rus-
sitlcation: for

everyl)()dy wh() liverl in Ukraine-Je\\\\'s, Germans and

other national nlinorities as well as Ukrainians-the path to higher

social status was a Russian-slleaking (Jne. Until the 1917 revolution,

g()vernment jobs, 11rofessi()naljobs and business cleals required an edu-

cation in Russian, n()t Ukrainian. In 11ractice, this meant that Ukrai-

nians wh() were p()litically, ec()n()mically or
intellectually

alllbitious

needed to communicate in Russian.

To prevent the Ukrainian national n1()Vement frolTI
growing, the

Russian state also banne(J Ukrainian organizations from Uboth civil

society anti the
bo<.iy p()litic . . . as a guarantee against political instabil-

ity.\"17
In 1876, Tsar Alexander II issued a decree outlawing Ukrainian)))
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books and periodicals and prohibiting the use of Ukrainian in theatres,

even in musical libretti. He also discouraged or banned the new volun-
tary organizations,

and provided subsidies to pro-Russian newspapers
and pro-Russian organizations instead. The sharp hostility

to Ukrai-

nian media and Ukrainian civil society later espoused by
the Soviet

regime-and, much later, by the post-Soviet Russian government as
well-thus had a clear

precedent in the second half of the nineteenth

century.18
Industrialization deepened the

pressure
for Russification as well,

since the construction of factories brought outsiders to Ukrainian cit-
ies from elsewhere in the Russian empire. By 1917 only one-fifth of

the inhabitants of
Kyiv spoke

Ukrainian.
IY

The discovery of coal and

the rapid development of heavy industry had a
particularly dramatic

impact on Donbas, the mining and manufacturing region on the east-
ern

edge
of Ukraine. The leading industrialists in the region were

mostly Russians, with a few notable foreigners mixed in: John Hughes,

a Welshman, founded the city now known as Donetsk, originally

called \"Yuzivka\" in his honour. Russian became the working language
of the Donetsk factories. Conflicts often broke out between Russian

and Ukrainian workers, sometimes taking the \"most wild forms of

knife fights\" and pitched battles.
2o

Across the imperial border in Galicia, the mixed Ukrainian-Polish

province of the Austro-Hungarian empire, the nationalist movement

struggled much less. The Austrian state gave Ukrainians in the empire
far more autonomy and freedom than did Russia or later the USSR,
not least because they regarded the Ukrainians as (from their point of

view) useful competition for the Poles. In 1868 patriotic Ukrainians in

Lviv formed Prosvita, a cultural society that eventually had dozens of

affiliates all around the country. From 1899 the Ukrainian National

Democratic Party operated freely
in Galicia too, sending elected rep-

resentatives to the parliament in Vienna. To this
day,

the former head-

quarters of a Ukrainian self-help society is one of the most impressive

nineteenth-century buildings in Lviv. A spectacular piece of architec-

tural fusion,
the building incorporates stylized Ukrainian folk decora-

tions into a Jugendstil facade, creating a
perfect hybrid

of Vienna and

Galicia.

But even inside the Russian empire, the
years just

before the revo-

lution of 1917 were in many ways positive for Ukraine. The Ukrai-)))
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nian peasantry took part enthusiastically in the early twentieth-century

modernization ()f
in1r)crial

Russia. ()n the eve of the First World War,

they were
rapidly gaining political

awareness and had grown sceptical

of the imr)erial state. A wave of peasant revolts ricochetecJ across b(Jth

Ukraine ancl Russia in 19(J2; \037)easants played
a major role in the 19(}5

revolution as well. The ensuing riots set (Jff a chain reaction of unrest,

unsettled Tsar Nich()las II, and led to the introduction of some civil

anti political rights in Ukraine, including the right t() use the Ukrai-

nian language in public.
21

When both the Russian and Austro-Hungarian empires collapsed,

unexpectedly, in 1917 and 1918
respectively, many

Ukrainians thought

they would finally be able to establish a state. That
h()pe

\\vas
quickly

extinguished in the territory that had been ruled by the Habsburgs.
After a brief but bloody Polish-Ukrainian military conflict that cost

15,000 Ukrainian and 10,O{)O Polish lives, the multi-ethnic territory of

western Ukraine, including Galicia as well as Lviv, its m()st important

city, was integrated into modern Poland. There it remained from 1919
to 1939.

The afterrnath of the February 1917 revoluti()n in St. Petersbllrg \\\\'as

more complicated. The tiissolution of the Russian e1TIllire briefly put

power in the hands of the Ukrainian national movement in Kyiv-but

at a moment when none of the country's leaders, civilian or nlilitary,

were yet rea(iy to assulne full resr1{)nsibility for it. When the
politicians

gathered
at \\.Tersailles in 1919 drc\\\\T the borders of new states-3lTIOng

them Illodern Polall<.i, Austria, C:zechoslovakia and Yugoslavia-

Ukraine woul(l not be anlong thenl. Still, the monlent \\\\'ould not be

entirely lost. As Richar{J Pipes has \\\\'ritten, Ukraine's tieclaration of

independence ()n 2() J anllary 1<) 18 \"marked not the denOt\037elnel1t of the

process ()f natit)n-forming in the Ukraine, but rather its serious begin-
ning.\"\0372

The tumultuous few months of independence and the vigor-
ous dehate ah()llt Ilati()nal

identity \\v()uld change Ukraine forever.)))



CHAPTER ONE)

The
Ukrainian Revolution, 1917)

Ukrainian people!
Your future zj- in your own hands.

In this hour of trial, of
total disorder and of collapse,

prove by your unanimity and
statesmanship

that you, a

nation of g1Aain producers, can proudly and with
dignity

take your place as the equal of any organized poweiful
natIon.)

The Central Rada's First Universal, 1917 1)

We shall not enter the kingdom of socialism in white

gloves
on a polished floor.)

Leon Trotsky, 1917 2)

I N LA T E RYE A R s there would be bigger dem-

onstrations, more eloquent speakers. more
professional slogans. But

the march that took place in Kyiv on the Sunday morning of 1
April

1917 was extraordinary because it was the first of its kind. Never before

had the Ukrainian national movement shown itself in such force on

the territory of what had been the Russian empire. But only weeks

after the February revolution had
toppled

Tsar Nicholas II, anything

seemed possible.

There were flags, blue and yellow for Ukraine as well as red for

the socialist cause. The crowd, composed of children, soldiers, fac-

tory workers, marching bands and officials, carried banners-\"A free)))
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Ukraine in a free Russia!\" ()r, using
an ancient C()ssack military title,

\"lnoeI)en(Jent Ukraine with its fJWn hetman!\" Some carried portraits

of the nati()nal poet, Taras Shevchenk(). ()ne after another, speakers

callc() for the crowe) tf) sUPI)ort the newly established Central Rada-

the \"central c()uncil\"-which had formed a few days earlier and now

claimed authority to rule Ukraine.

Finally,
the man who had just been elected chairman of the Central

Rada stel111edup to the podium. Mykhailo Hrushevsky,
bearded and

bespectacled, was ()ne of the intellectuals who had first
put

Ukraine

at the centre of its ()wn history. The author of the ten-volume
History

of Ukraine-Rt\037s',
as well as many other books, Hrushevsky had turned

to political activism at the
very

end of the nineteenth century when in

December 1899, and in exile, he helped found the Ukrainian National

Democratic Party in Habsburg Galicia. He returned to work in the
Russian

empire
in 1905, but in 1914 he was arrested and once again

went into exile. In the wake of the revolution, he had returned to Kyiv
in triumph. The crowd now welcomed him with vigorous cheers:

S/ava batkovi Hrushevskomu, or \"Glory to Father
Hrushevsky!'\"

He

responded in kind: \"Let us all swear at this great moment as one man

to take up the great cause unanimously, \\vith one accord, and not to
rest or cease our labour until we build that free Ukraine!\" The cro\\\\,d

shouted back: \"We swear!,,4

Fr()ITI the perspective of the present, the image of a historian as the

leader of a national m()Venlent seen1S odd. But at the time it did not

seem unusual at all. FrOlll the nineteenth century on\037/ards, Ukrainian

historians, like their counterparts in many of Europe's smaller nations,
ha(l

deliberately
set ()ut t(J rec()ver and articulate a national history that

ha(i
I()ng

been subsumed i'-ltQ that of larger enlpires. From there, it

was a short step to actual
political

activism. Just as Shevchenko had

linked \"Ukrainianness\" to the peasants' struggle against oppression,
Hrushevsk

y's
books also stressed the role of the \"people\" in the politi-

cal history of Ukraine, and emphasized the centrality of their resis-
tance to various f()rnlS ()f

tyranny. It was only logical that he sh()uld
want to inspire the same

people
to act in the politics of the present,

both in words and deeds. He was
particularly

interested in galvanizing

peasants,' ancl had written a Ukrainian history b()ok, \0374bout Old Times

in Ukraine, especially for a peasant audience. In 1917 it was reprinted
h

. )
tree tl rnes.)))
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Hrushevsky
was by no nleans the only intellectual whose literary

and cultural output proll10ted
the

sovereignty of Ukraine. Heorhii

Narbut, a graphic artist, also returned to Kyiv in 1917. He
helped

found the Ukrainian Aca(Jemy of Fine Arts and designed a Ukrai-
nian coat of arms, banknotes and

stamps.() \"olodymyr Vynnychenko,

another member of the Central Rada, was a novelist and
poet

as well

as a political figure. Without sovereignty-and without an actual state
that could support politicians

and bureaucrats-national feelings

could only be channelled through literature and art. This was true all

across
Europe: before they attained statehood, poets, artists and writers

had played important roles in the establishlnent of Polish, Italian and

German national identity. Inside the Russian empire, both the Baltic

States, \\\\,hich becarne indepentient in 1918, and Georgia and Armenia,
\\\\,hich did not, experienced similar national revivals. The centrality of

intellectuals to all of these national
projects

was fully understood at the

tilne by their proponents and 0l)ponents alike. It
explains why impe-

rial Russia had banned Ukrainian books, schools and culture, and why
their

repression
would later be of central concern to both Lenin and

Stalin.

Although they began as
self-appointed spokesmen

for the national

cause, the intellectuals of the Central Rada did seek democratic legiti-

macy. Operating out of a grand, white, neoclassical building in central

Kyiv-appropriately, it had been previously used for meetings of the

Ukrainian Club, a group of nationalist writers and civic activists-the

Central Rada convened an All-Ukrainian National Congress on 19

April 1917.i More than 1,500people,
all elected one way or another by

local councils and factories, converged on the National Philharmonic

concert hall in Kyiv
to offer their support for the new Ukrainian gov-

ernment. Further
congresses

of veterans, peasants and workers were

held in Kyiv that summer.

The Central Rada also sought
to build coalitions with a range of

political groups, including Jewish and other
minority organizations.

Even the radical left wing of the Ukrainian Socialist Revolutionary

Party-a large peasant populist party
known as Borotbysty after its

newspaper Borotba (\"Struggle\-came") to support the Central Rada.

Some of the peasantry
did too. Between 1914 and 1918 the army of

the Russian tsar had contained more than 3 million Ukrainian con-

scripts, and the Austro-Hungarian army had included an additional)))
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25(),()()O. Many ()f these peasant-s()ldiers had shot at one another across

the mud(Jy trenches ()f Galicia.
H

But after the war ended, some 300,000

Inell wh() haJ been serving in uUkrainianized\" battalions, composed

of Ukrainian peasants, (leclared their loyalty to the new state. Some

br()ught hack
weap(Jns

anti joined the new Central Rada militia. They

were 1110tivated by a (lesire to return to their homeland, but also by the

new Ukrainian government's promises of revolutionary change and
.

I 1

')
natl()na renewa.

In subsequent months the Central Rada did enjoy some popular
success, not least thanks to its radical rhetoric. Reflecting the left-wing
ideals of the times, it

proposed compulsory
land reform, the redistribu-

tion of property from large landowners, both monasteries and
private

estates, to the peasants. UNo one can know better what we need and
what laws are best for us,\" declared the Central Rada in June 1917 in
the first of a series of \"Universals,\" manifestos addressed to a broad

audience:)

No one can know better than our peasants how to manage their

own land. Therefore, we wish that after all the lands through-

out Russia held by the nobility, the state, the monasteries and

the tsar, have been confiscated and have become the property of
the

people,
and after a law concerning this has been enacted by the

All-Russian c()nstituent
assembly,

the right to administer Ukrai-

nian lands shall belong to us, to our Ukrainian assembly. . .
They

electetl us, the Ukrainian Central Rada, from among their midst
and eJirecte<1 us... to create a new order in free autonomous

Uk raine. I ())

That saine Universal calle<.i for uaut()n{)rny.\" In November, the third
an(1 final Universal w{)ul(1 ticclare the independence of the Ukrainian

National Republic ano call for elections to a constituent assembly.
I I

i\\lth()ugh S()lne pc()ple prc(Jictably opposed it, the revival of the
Ukrainian language was also popular, especially among

the peasantry.

As it had in the past, Ukrainian again became synonymous with eco-

nomic and political liberation: once officials and bureaucrats began to

speak Ukrainian,
peasants

had access to courts and government offices.

The public use of their native language also became a source of pride,)))
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serving as a \"profound base of emoti()nal
support\"

for the national

movement.
12

An explosion of dictionaries and orthographies followed.
Between 1917 and 1919, Ukrainian printers publislled fifty-nine

books devoted to the Ukrainian language, as coml1ared to a t()tal of

eleven during the entire preceding century. Among them were three
Ukrainian-Russian dictionaries and fifteen Russian-Ukrainian ones.

Heavy demand for the latter came fronl the large nUll1ber of Russian

speakers
who suddenly had to get by in Ukrainial1, not a prospect that

they all
enjoyed.

13

During its brief existence, the Ukrainian governnlent also had s()me

diplomatic successes, many
of \\\\lhich subseqllently fadecj from l11elll-

ory. Follo\\ving its declaration of independence on 26
January 1918, the

Ukrainian Republic's twenty-eight-year-old Foreign Minister, Olek-

sandr Shulhyn (also a historian by training), won de facto recognition

for his state from all of the main European powers, including France,

Great Britain, Austria-Hungary, Germany, Bulgaria, Turkey and even

Soviet Russia. In December the United States sent a diplomat to open

a consulate in Kyiv.
14

In February 1918 a delegation of Ukrainian offi-

cials at Brest-Litovsk concluded a
peace treaty with the Central Powers,

a deal separate from the better-known one
signed by

the new leaders

of Soviet Russia a few weeks later. The young Ukrainian
delegation

impressed everyone. One of their Gernlan interlocutors remembered

that \"they behaved bravely, and in their stubbornness forced [the Ger-

man negotiator] to agree to everything that was important from their

national point of view.\"ls

But it was insufficient: the spread of national consciousness, foreign

recognition
and even the Brest-Litovsk treaty were not enough to build

the Ukrainian state.The Central Rada's propose(J reforms-esl)ecially

its plans to take land from estate owners without compensation-
brought about confusion and chaos in the countryside. The public

parades, the flags and the freedom that Hrushevsky and his follow-

ers greeted with so much optimism in the spring of 1917did not lead

to the creation of a functioning bureaucracy, a public administration

to enforce its reforms or an army effective en()ugh to repel invasion

and protect its borders.
By

the end of 1917 all the military powers of

the region, including the brand-new Red Army,
the White Armies of

the old regime, and troops from Germany and Austria, were
making)))
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plans to occupy Ukraine. To different degrees, each of them would

attack Ukrainian nationalists, Ukrainian nationalism and even the

Ukrainian language along with Ukrainian land.)

Lenin authorized the first Soviet assault on Ukraine in January 1918, and

brieRy
set up

an anti-Ukrainian regime in Kyiv in February, of which

more later. This first Soviet attempt t() conquer Ukraine ended within a

few weeks when the German and Austrian armies arrived and declared

they intended to \"enforce\" the treaty of Brest-Litovsk. Instead of sav-

ing the liberal legislators of the Central Rada, ho\\\\'ever, they
thre\\\\' their

support behind Pavlo Skoropadsky, a Ukrainian general'who dressed in

dramatic uniforms, complete
with Cossack swords and hats.

For a few months Skoropadsky gave a sliver of hope to adherents of

the old regime while maintaining some of the attributes of Ukrainian

autonomy. He founded the first Ukrainian Academy of Science and

the first national library, and used Ukrainian in official business. He

identified himself as a Ukrainian, taking the title of Uhetman.\" But at

the same time Skoropadsk y brought back tsarist la\\\\'s and tsarist offi-

cials, and advocated reintegration with a future Russian state. Under

Skoropadsky's rule, Kyiv
even became, brieRy, a haven for refugees

from Moscow and St. Petersburg. In his satirical novel White Gt\037ard

(1926), Mikhail Bulgakov, who lived in Kyiv during that era, remem-

bered them:)

Gray-haired bankers and their \",'ives had tied, as had smooth

operators who had left their trusty assistants in l\\1oscow . . . Jour-

nalists had tied, frOITI Mosc()w and St. I->etersburg. venal. gree(Jy

cowards. Demimondaines. \\,rirtuous ladies from aristocratic fanl-
ilies. Their

gentle daughters.
Pale Petersbllrg debauchees \\\\,ith

lips paintecl carmine red. Secretaries t() departlllent directors fled,
poets

and usurers, gendarmes and actresses from the iml)erial
h It\037

t eatres.)

Skoropadsky also reinforced the old ownership laws and withdrew

promises of land reform. Unsurprisingly. this decision was
deeply

unpopular among the peasantry. who \"hated that very same Hetman
as

though
he were a ma(1 dog\" an(j didn't want to hear about reform

from \"bastard lords.\"17 Opposition to what was quickly perceived as a)))
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German
puppet government began to organize itself into various mili-

tant forms: \"Ex-colonels, self-styled generals,
Cossack otamany and

batky lIocal warlords] blossomed like wild roses in this revolutionary
summertime.\"IR

By
the middle of 1918 the nati()nalrnovelnent had regrouped under

the leadership of Symon Petliura, a social denlocrat with a talent for

paramilitary organization. His contemporaries were of radically dif-

ferent minds about him. Some perceived him as a would-be dictator,
others as a

prophet
before his time. Bulgakov, who disliked the idea of

Ukrainian nationalism. dismissed Petliura as \"a
legend, a mirage. . . a

word that combined unslaked fury, and the thirst for
\037leasant

ven-

geance.nll} As a young man Petliura had impressed Serhii Yefremov, an
activist contemporary, \\vith his \"boastfulness, doctrinairism and flip-

pancy.\" Later, Y efremov reversed his views and declared that Petliura

had evolved into \"the only unquestionably honest person\" produced
by the Ukrainian revolution. While others gave up or engaged in petty

infighting, \"only Petliura stO()(] his ground and did not waver.,,20 Pet-

liura himself later wrote that he wanted the whole truth about his

actions revealed: \"the negative aspects of my personality, my actions,
must be illuminated, not covered

up
. . . For me, the judgement of his-

tory has begun. I am not afraid of it.,,21

History's judgement ofPetliura has remained ambivalent. Certainly
he \"'as brave enough to seize an opportunity, reckoning that the end

of the First World War
gave

Ukraine's national movement one more

chance. As German troops withdrew fronl the country, he
patched

together
some of the \"ex-colonels, self-styled generals, Cossack ota-

many and
batky\"

into a pro-Ukrainian force known as the Directory,

and laid siege to the capital. Although the
Russian-language press

reviled the Directory as \"bancis of thieves\" and called their coup a

\"scandal,\" Skoropadsky's
forces crumbled with amazing spee(l, alm()st

without fighting.
22

()n 14 December 1918, Petliura's tr()()ps marched

into a surprised Kyiv, Odessa and
Mykolaiv,

and 110wer changed hands

yet agaIn.

The Directory's rule would be short and violent, not least hecause

Petliura never managed to obtain complete legitimacy and c()uld not

enforce the rule of law. Economically, the Directory, like the Central

Rada before it, was far to the left. Retlecting the increasingly radical

views of its supporters, the leadership c()nvened not a parliament
but a)))
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uW()rkcrs' C()ngress\" from representatives of the peasants, the workers

an{J the w()rking intelligentsia. But Petliura's peasant army was the

true SOllrce of his
authc)rity and, in the words of one ()f his opponents,

it made for \"neither a
good government

nor a good army.\"2j Many of

its members were \"a(Iventurers\" wh() w()re a wide variety
of uniforms

ant) Cossack costumes and were perfectly capable of pulling out their

revolvers to rob anyone who simply looked wealthy. The inhabitants

of bourgeois Kyiv took turns
standing sentry

outside their apartment
'4

blocks.
..

Inside the city one of the few policies that the Directory
U

not only

declared but carried out,\" in the snide words of one memoirist, was

the removal of Russian-language signs in Kyiv and their replace-
ment with Ukrainian ones: URussian wasn't even allo\\\\'ed to remain

alongside Ukrainian.\" Allegedly, this wholesale change \",'as ordered

because many of the Directory's troops came froln Galicia, spoke
very little Russian, and were horrified to find themselves at sea in a

Russian-speaking city. The result was that ufor a few lolly days, the

whole city was changed into an artists' workshop,\" anc) the deep con-

nection between language and
\03710wer

was driven home to the residents

f K
. .

\5

o
YlV

once agaln.-

Outside the capital, Petliura controllecl very little territory. Bulga-
kov described the Kyiv of this era as a city that had upolice . . . a min-

istry, even an army, and neWS\037lapers of various names, but what \\\\'as

g(>ing
on around thenl, in the real Ukraine, which \\\\'as

bigger
than

France anr! had tens of 111illi()ns (If people in it-no one kne\\\\T that.',26

Richard Pilles writes that in Kyiv hetiicts \\vere issue(l, cabinet crises
were resolved, cli\037)lomatic

talks were carried on-but the rest of the

cOllntry lived its own existence \\vhere the only effective reginle was

that f)f the gurl.

,,2i

By the end of 1919 the national movement, launched with so much

energy and h()pe, was in disarray. Hrllshevsky, force(l out of Kyiv by

the
fighting, would soon go abroad.

2H

Ukrainians themselves were pro-

foundly divided along many lines, between those who supported the

old order and those who did not; those who preferred to stay linked
to Russia and those who di(1 not; those who supported land reform
and those wh() (lid not. The c()lllpetition over language had intensi-
fied and become irreconcilably bitter. The

refugees
from Moscow and

St. Petersburg were already moving on to Crimea, Odessa and exile.2 <J)))
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But the greatest political divide-and the one that would shape the
course of the subsequent decades-\\\\'asbetween those who shared the

ideals of the Ukrainian national movement and those who
supported

the Bolsheviks, a revolutionary group with a very different ideology
altogether.)

At the beginning of 1917, the Bolsheviks \\\\'ere a small minority party in

Russia, the radical faction of what had been the Marxist Russian Social

Democratic and Labour Party. But
they spent

the year agitating in the

Russian streets, using simple slogans such as uLand, Bread and Peace\"

designed to appeal to the \\videst numbers of soldiers, workers and
peas-

ants. Their coup d'etat in October (7 November according to the \"new

calendar\"
they later adopted) put them in power amidst conditions of

total chaos. Led
by Lenin, a paranoid, conspiratorial and fundamentally

undemocratic man, the Bolsheviks believed themselves to be the \"van-

guard of the proletariat\"; they \\vould call their regime the \"dictatorship
of the

proletariat.\" They sought absolute power, and eventually abol-

ished all other political parties and
opponents through terror, violence

and vicious propaganda campaigns.

In early 1917 the Bolsheviks had even fe\\\\'er followers in Ukraine.

The party had 22,000 Ukrainian members, most of whom were in the

large
cities and industrial centres of Donetsk and Kryvyi Rih. Few

spoke Ukrainian. More than half considered themselves to be Rus-

sians. About one in six \\\\'as Jewish. A tiny number, including a few

who would later play major roles in the Soviet Ukrainian government,

did believe in the possibility of an autonomous, Bolshevik Ukraine.

But Heorhii Piatakov-who was born in Ukraine but did not consider
himself to be Ukrainian-spoke

for the majority when he told a meet-

ing of Kyiv Bolsheviks in June 1917, just a few weeks after Hrush-

evsky's speech, that \"we should not support the Ukrainians.\" Ukraine,

he explained, was not a \"distinct econ()mic
region.\"

More to the point,

Russia relied on Ukraine's sugar, grain and coal, and Russia was Piata-

k
' \302\267 \302\267

30

ov s priority.

The sentiment was not new: disdain for the very idea of a Ukrai-

nian state had been an integral part of Bolshevik thinking even before

the revolution. In
large part

this was simply because all of the leading

Bolsheviks, among them Lenin, Stalin, Trotsky, Piatakov, Zinoviev,

Kamenev and Bukharin, were men raised and educated in the Rus-)))
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sian empire, and the Russian empire did not recognize such a thing

as \"Ukraine\" in the pr()vince that they knew as \"Southwest Russia.\"

The
city

of Kyiv was, to them, the ancient capital of Kyivan Rus', the

kingdom that
they

rernembered as the ancestor of Russia. In school, in

the press and in daily life
they

would have absorbed Russia's prejudices

against a language that was widely described as a dialect of Russian,

and a people widely perceived as primitive former serfs.

All Russian
political parties

at the time, from the Bolsheviks to the

centrists to the far
right,

shared this contempt. Many refused to use

the name \"Ukraine\" at al1.31

Even Russian liberals refused to recog-

nize the legitimacy of the Ukrainian national movement. This blind

spot-and
the consequent refusal of any Russian groups to create an

anti-Bolshevik coalition with the Ukrainians-\\\\'as ultimately one of

the reasons why the White Armies failed to \"\"in the civil \"'ar.
32

In addition to their national prejudice, the Bolsheviks had particu-
lar

political
reasons for disliking the idea of Ukrainian independence.

Ukraine was still overwhelmingly a
peasant nation, and according to

the Marxist theory that the Bolshevik leadership constantly read and

discussed, peasants were at best an ambivalent asset. In an 1852 essay
Marx

famously eXplained
that they were not a \"class'\" and thus had

no class consciousness:
\"They

are
consequently incapable of enforcing

their class interest in their own names, whether through a
parliament

or through a convention. They cannot represent themselves, they must
be represented.,,33

Although Marx believed that \037)easants had no imp()rtant role in the

coming revolution, Lenin, who was nlore
11ragmatic, modified these

views t() a degree. He thought that the peasants \"'ere indeed
poten-

tially revolutionary-he approve(J of their desire for radical land
reform-but believed that

they
needed to be guided by the more pro-

gressive working class. \"Not all peasants fighting for land and free-

dom are fully aware of what their struggle inlplies:' he wrote in 1905.

Class-conscious workers \\\\r()uld need to teach thenl that real revolution

required not
just

land reform but the \"fight against the rule of capital.\"
Ominously, Lenin also

suspected
that

many farmers of small-holdings,
because they owned property, actually thought like capitalist small-
holders. This

eXplained why \"not all small peasants join the ranks of

fighters for socialism.\"H This idea-that the smallest landowners, later)))
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called kulaks, were a fundamentally counter-revolutionary, capitalist
force-would have great consequences some

years
later.

The Bolsheviks' ambivalence about nationalism also led them to be

suspicious of Ukraine's drive for
independence. Both Marx and Lenin

had convoluted and constantly evolving views of nationalism, which

they sometimes saw as a
revolutionary force and at other times as a

distraction from the real goal of universal socialism. Marx understood

that the democratic revolutions of 1848 had been inspired in
part by

national feelings, but he believed these \"bourgeois nationalist\" senti-
ments to be a

temporary phenomenon, a mere stage on the road to
communist internationalism. As the state faded away, so, somehow,

would nations and national sentiments. \"The supremacy of the prole-

tariat \\\\,ill cause them to vanish still faster. ,,35

Lenin also argued for cultural autonomy and national self-

determination, except \",hen it didn't suit him. Even before the rev-

olution, he disapproved of non-Russian language schools,
whether

Yiddish or Ukrainian, on the grounds that they would create unhelp-
ful divisions within the working class.

3b

Although
he theoretically

favoured granting the right of secession to the non-Russian
regions

of

the Russian empire, which included Georgia, Armenia and the Central

Asian states, he seems not to have seriously believed it would ever hap-

pen. Besides, recognition of the
\"right\"

of secession didn't mean that

Lenin supported secession itself. In the case of Ukraine, he
approved

of Ukrainian nationalism when it opposed the tsar or the Provisional
Government in 1917, and disapproved of it when he thought it threat-

ened the unity of the Russian and Ukrainian proletariat.
37

To this complicated ideological puzzle, Stalin would add his own

thoughts. He \"'as the party's expert on nationalities, and was
initially

far less flexible than Lenin. Stalin's essay, \"Marxism and the National

Question,\" had argued in 1913 that nationalism was a distraction from

the cause of socialism, and that comrades \"must work solidly and inde-

fatigably against the fog of nationalism, no matter frolTI what quarter it

proceeds.\"\0378 By 1925 his thoughts had evolved further into an argument
about nationalism as an essentially peasant force. National movements,

he declared, needed peasants in order to exist: \"The peasant question

is the basis, the quintessence, of the national question. That
explains

the fact that the peasantry constitutes the main army of the national)))
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movement, that there is no powerful national movement without the
\" \037()

peasant army.
. .

That argument, which clearly reflected his observation of events in

Ukraine, would become more significant later. For if there is no pow-
erful national movement without the

peasant army, then some()ne who

wished to destroy a national movement might well want to
begin by

destroying
the peasantry.)

In the end, ideology would matter less to the Bolsheviks than their
per-

sonal experiences
in Ukraine, and especially of the civil \"'ar there. For

everyone in the Communist Party, the civil war era was a true water-

shed, personally as well as politically. At the beginning of 1917 few of

them had much to show for their lives. They were obscure ideologues,

unsuccessful by any standard. If they earned
any money,

it was by writ-

ing for illegal newspapers; they had been in and out of
prison, they had

complicated personal lives, they had no experience of government or

management.
Unexpectedly,

the Russian revolution put them at the centre of

international events. It also brought them fame and power for the very

first time. I t rescued them from obscurity, and validated their ideology.

The success of the revolution proved, to the Bolshevik leaders as \\\\'ell

as to many others, that Marx and Lenin had been right.
But the revolution also

quickly
forced them to defend their power,

presenting them not just with
i(ieological

counter-revolutionaries but

with a real and very bloody counter-revolution, one that had to be

immediately
defeate(J. The suhsequent civil \\var forced them to cre-

ate an
army,

a
political police force and a propagan(la l11achine. Above

all, the civil war taught the B()lsheviks lessons about nationalism, eco-

nomic policy, fo()d distribution and violence, upon which they later
drew. The Bolsheviks'

experiences
in Ukraine \"'ere also very differ-

ent fr()ITI their
experiences in Russia, including a spectacular defeat

that nearly t()pplecl their nascent state. Many subsequent Bolshevik

attitudes towards Ukraine, including their lack of faith in the loyalty
of the

IJeasantry,
their

suspici()n of Ukrainian intellectuals, and their

dislike of the Ukrainian Comnlunist Party, have their
origins

in this

period.

Indeed, the experience of the civil war, especially the civil war in

Ukraine, sha\037led the views of Stalin himself. ()n the eve of the Russian)))
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Revolution, Stalin \\vas in his late thirties, with little to show for his life.
He had \"no

money,
no 11ernlanent residence, and no profession other

than punditry,\" as a recent
biographer has written.'w Born in Georgia,

educated in a seminary, his
re\037)utation

in the underground rested on

his talent for robbing banks. He had been in and out of prison several

times. At the time of the Fcbrllary revolution in 1917, he was in exile

in a village north of the Arctic (\037ircle. When Tsar Nicholas II was

deposed, Stalin returned to Petrograd (the name of St. Petersburg, the

Russian
capital, had been Russified in 1914, and would be changed to

Leningrad in 1924).
The Bolshevik

coup
d'etat in October 1917 unseated the I\037rovisional

Government and brought Stalin his first, glorious taste of real political

power..\037l i\\S the People's Conlmissar for Nationalities, he was a member

of the first Bolshevik go\\'crnnlent. In that role he was directly respon-
sible for negotiating \\vith all the non-Russian nations and peoples who

had belonged to the Rllssian
en111ire-and,

more importantly, for con-

vincing, or forcing, thell1 to submit to Soviet rule. In his
dealings with

Ukraine he had t\\\\'O clear and immediate priorities, both dictated
by

the extrernitv of the situation. The first was to undermine the national
,;

movement, clearly the Bolsheviks' most important rival in Ukraine.

The second was to get hold of Ukrainian grain. He embarked on both

of those tasks only days after the Bolsheviks took power.

Already in DeceJnber 1917, in the pages of Pravda, Stalin was

denouncing
the (\037entral Rada's Third Universal, the manifesto that

had proclaimed the Ukrainian People's Republic
and laid out the bor-

ders of Ukraine. Who, he asked rhetorically, would support an inde-

pendent Ukraine:)

Big
landowners in Ukraine, then Aleksei Kaledin [a White Army

general] and his
\"military government\"

on the Don, i.e. Cossack

landowners. . . behind both lurks the great Russian
bourgeoisie

which used to be a furious enemy of all demands of the Ukrainian

people,
but which n()w supports the Central Rada \302\267\302\267\302\267)

By contrast, \"all Ukrainian workers and the poorest section of the peas-

antry\" opposed
the Central Rada, he claimed, which was hardly the

truth either. 42

Stalin followed up his public denunciations of the Central Rada)))
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with \\\\That w()ulcl later be termed \"active measures,\" intended to

destahilize the Ukrainian government. Local Bolsheviks tried to

estahlish so-called inder)endent \"Soviet republics\" in Donetsk-Kryvyi

Rih, ()dessa, Tavriia and the Don province-tiny, Moscow-backed

mini-states, which were of course not independent at all. 43

The Bolshe-

viks also attempted tCJ
stage

a coup in Kyiv; after that failed, they created

an Halternative\" Central Executive Committee of Ukraine and then a

\"S()viet government\" in Kharkiv, a m()re reliably Russian-speaking city.
Later, they

would make Kharkiv the capital of Ukraine, even though,

in 1918, ()nly a handful ()f Kharkiv Bolshevik leaders spoke Ukrai-
. 44

'

nlan.

As the Bolsheviks consolidated their rule in Russia, the Red Army
kept pushing

south. Finally, on 9 February 1918, even as the Central

Rada leaders were negotiating in Brest-Litovsk, Kyiv fell to Bolshevik

forces for the first time. This first, brief, Bolshevik occupation brought
with it not only communist ideology but also a clearly Russian agenda.
General Mykhail Muraviev, the

commanding officer, declared he was

bringing back Russian rule from the \"far North,\" and ordered the

immediate execution of suspected nationalists. His men shot anyone
heard speaking Ukrainian in

public
and destroyed any evidence of

Ukrainian rule, including the Ukrainian street signs that had
replaced

Russian street signs only weeks before.\"
s

The 1918 Bolshevik bom-
bardment ()f the Ukrainian capital deliberately targeted Hrushevsky's

home, library and collections of ancient documents. 4b

Although the Bolsheviks c()ntrolled Kyiv for just a few weeks, this
first

()ccullation
als() gave l..enin a taste ()f what Ukraine could bring to

the C()ITIITIunist
project. I)esF)erate to feed the revolutionary workers

wh() hall hr()llght hilTI to
11o\\\\'er,

he inlnlediately sent the Red Army
t() Ukraine acc()mpanief) llY \"requisition detachments,\" teams of men

instrtlcted to confiscate the
\0371easants' grain.

He narned Sergo Ordzhoni-

kidze, a leading Georgian Bolshevik, as \"extraordinary plenipotentiary
c()mmissar\" irl

charge ()f requisitioning Ukrainian grain:'7 Pravda's

e(litoriall)()ar(1 trulTIpeted these soldiers' success, and assured its urban

Rtlssian rea(lers that the Soviet leadership had already begun to take

\"cxtraordinary measures\" to
procure grain from the peasants.

48

Behin{J the scenes, Lenin's telegrams to the Ukrainian front could

hardly have been more
eXplicit.

\"For God's sake,\" he wrote in January)))
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1918, \"use all energy and all
revolutionary

measures to send grain. grain
and more grain!! Otherwise Petrograd may starve to death. Use

spe-

cial trains and special detachillents. Collect and store. Escort the trains.
Inform us

every day. For God's sake!,,-f() The rapid loss ()f Ukraine t()

the German and Austrian armies in early March infuriated Moscow.
A furious Stalin denounced not only the Ukrainian national move-

ment and its recalcitrant peasant supporters but als() the Ukrainian

Bolsheviks, \",ho had fled Kharkiv and set up another messy hS()viet

Ukrainian government in exile\" just over the Russian border in Rost()v.

Instinctively, he disliked the idea of uUkrainian Bolsheviks,\" and felt

they should give up their efforts to create a separate l1arty. Fronl Mos-

CO\\\\', he attacked the Rostov group: UEnough playing at a government
and a republic. I t's time to stop that game; enough is enough.

\"'>0

In
response, one of the few Ukrainian speakers in Rostov sent a

protest note to the C()uncil of People's Comnlissars in Moscow. Sta-

lin's statement, \\\\'rote
Mykola Skrypnyk, ha(i helped hdiscredit Soviet

power in Ukraine.\" Skrypnyk (lid believe in the
possibility

of \"Ukrai-

nian Bolshevism\" and was an early champion of what wOllld later be

called Hnational communism,\" the belief that communism could have

separate forms in
separate

countries and was not incompatible with

national sentiment in Ukraine. He argued that the brief rule of the

Central Rada had created a real desire for Ukrainian sovereignty,
and

proposed that the Bolsheviks should recognize and incorporate that

desire too. The Soviet
government,

he argued, should not \"base their

decisions on the opinion of some
people's

commissar of the Russian

federation, but should instead listen to the masses, the working people

of Ukraine.\"SI

In the short run, Skrypnyk won this exchange, but n()t because the

Bolsheviks had decided to listen to the masses or the w()rking people.

In the wake of his first defeat in Ukraine, Lenin had simply decided to

adopt
different tactics. Using the nlethods of what would (much later,

though in a similar context) be called \"hybrid warfare,\" he orc-Jere(]

his forces to re-enter Ukraine in
disguise. They

were to hide the fact

that they were a Russian force fighting for a unified Bolshevik Russia.

Instead, they called themselves a \"Soviet Ukrainian liberation rnove-

ment,\" precisely
in order t() confuse nati()nalists. The idea was to use

nationalist rhetoric cynically, in order to c()nvince people to accept)))
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Soviet power. In a telegram to the Red Army commander on the

ground, l\037enin explaine(l:)

With the advance of our trc)oI)s to the west and into Ukraine,

regicJnal pr()visi()nal
S()viet governments are created whose task

it is to strengthen the local Soviets. This circumstance has the

advantage of taking away fr()m the chauvinists of Ukraine, Lith-

uania, Latvia and Est()nia the possibility of regarding the advance

of our detachments as occupation and creates a favourable atmo-

sphere for a further advance of our
troops.'il)

Military commanders, in other words, were responsible for helping

to create the pro-S()viet \"national\"
governments

that would welcome

them. The idea, as Lenin explained, was to ensure that the population
of

Ukraine would treat them as \"liberators,\" and not as foreign occupiers.
At no point

in 1918, or later, did Lenin, Stalin, or anyone else in

the Bolshevik
leadership

ever believe that any Soviet-Ukrainian state

would enjoy true sovereignty. The Ukrainian revolutionary council

formed on 17 November included Piatakov and \\tolodynlyr Zaton-

skyi, both pro-Moscow \"Ukrainian \"

officials-as well as \\1olodymyr

Antonov-Ovsienko, the Red Army's 111ilitary commander in Ukraine,
and Stalin himself. The \"Provisional Revolutionary government of

Ukraine,\" formed on 28 November, \\\\'as led
by

C:hristian Rakovsky,

who was Bulgarian by origin. Anl0ng other things, Rakovsky cleclared

that all derllands to rnake Ukrainian the officiallangu3ge of the coun-

try were Uinjllrious to the Ukrainian revolution.\"C)'

The general (Iisorcier 111a(Ie it easy to carry ()ut this hybrid \\var. The

Reel Arl11Y began its assault ()n the republic at exactly the same tinle
as the Bolsheviks began to neg()tiate an agreelnent \\\\,ith Petliura. The
officials ()f the

Directory furiously denounced this t\"'o-face(l policy:

Gc()rgi i Ch ic he ri n, the 13()lshev ik People 's (\037()In m issar f()r F ()reign

Aff\037lirs, blandly replied that Moscow had nothing to do with the troops
m()ving onto Ukrainian s()il. He blanled the rnilitary action on that

territory on Hthe
arrl1Y

()f the Ukrainian Soviet governn1ent which is

C(Jlllpletel y indepen(len
t.

\"\0374

The l)irectory lJr()teste<.1 that this was a flat-()ut lie. They could see
perfectly

well that the \"army of the Ukrainian Soviet government\)
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was in actual fact the Red Army. But the
Directory went on protesting,

right up until January 1919 \\vhen the Red Army forced the Ukrainian

government to withdraw frolll Kyiv altogether.'5'5
The second Bolshevik occupation of Ukraine

began
in

January and

would last for six months. During that period Moscow never controlled

the whole territory of what later became the Ukrainian Republic. Even
in districts where the Bolsheviks exercised authority in the towns and

cities, the villages often remained under the
s\\vay

of local partisan lead-

ers or \"otamans,\" some loyal to Petliura and some not. In many places

Bolshevik authority hardly extended beyond the train stations. Never-
theless,even that short period of partial rule gave the Bolshevik leaders

of the Ukrainian Soviet
Republic

the
opportunity to show their true

colours. Whatever theoretical independence the Ukrainian communist
leaders had on paper, they had none in practice.

Moreover, whatever ideas they had about Ukraine's economic

development
were also quickly overwhelmed by another priority. No

considerations of Marxist
theory\"

no
arguments about nationalism or

sovereignty, mattered as much to the Bolsheviks in that
year

as the

need to feed the workers of Moscow and Petrograd. By 1919, Len-
in's telegram-UFor God's sake, use all energy and all revolutionary

measures to send grain, grain and more grain!!! \"-had become the

single most important description of Bolshevik attitudes and practice
in Ukraine.)

The Bolshevik obsession with food was no accident: The Russian empire

had been struggling with food
supplies

ever since the outbreak of the

First World War. At the beginning of the conflict with Germany, impe-

rial Russia centralized and nationalized its food distribution system,

creating administrative chaos and shortages. A Special Council for Dis-

cussing and Coordinating Measures for Food Supply, a state food distri-

bution organization and a clear precedent for the Soviet organizations

that followed, was put in control. Instead of ameliorating the situation,
the

Special
Council's drive to ueliminate mi(Jdlemen\" and to create a

supposedly more efficient, non-capitalist form (Jf grain
distribution had

actually exacerbated the supply crisis.'56

The resulting food shortages sparked the February revolution in

1917 and propelled the Bolsheviks to power a few months later. Mor-)))
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gan Philips Price, a British journalist, described the atmosphere of that

year:)

Involuntarily the conversation seemed to be drifting on to one

main
topic,

which was evidently engaging the attention of all:

bread and peace. . . Everyone knew that the
railways

were no

longer equal to the transport burden, that the cereals formerly

exported
to Western Europe were now m()re than ahsorbed by

the army, that the cultivated area had fallen 1 (J per cent last year,

and was certain to fall more this spring, that the workmen of sev-

eral big towns had been several
days

without bread, while C;rand

Dukes and profiteers had large stores in their houses.);')

Price saw women queuing for rations: \"Their pale faces and anxious

eyes betrayed the fear that some calamity was approaching.
,,'5H

He vis-

ited the barracks of one of the Moscow regiments, where he found that

\"food rations were the subject of debate, and someone with a louder

voice and more initiative than the rest proposed a delegation of three

to the commanding officer to demand the immediate increase of these

rations.\" From food rations, the group moved on to the war, and then
to the ownership of land: uThis embryo Soldiers' Soviet had, at any
rate, become a centre for exchange ()f views on subjects which till yes-

terday were forbid(len to all outside the charmed circle of the ruling
caste. The next stage of the Revolution had been reached.\"

Later, Price observed that hunger, at least in its early stages, made
people

\"more
rapacious.\" The lack (1f fo()(J led people to question the

system, to demand change, even to call f()r vi()lence.\037C)

The link between fo()d and f)(Jwer was sonlcthing that the Bol-
sheviks also un(lerstood

very \"'ell. B()th hef()re, during and after the

revoilltion, all sides also realized that C(1nstant
shortages

made food

SUPIJlies a hllgely significant political tool. Whoever had bread had fol-

lowers, soldiers, loyal friends. Whoever could not feed his people lost

support rapidly. In 1921,when an American relief mission was nego-

tiating to enter the Soviet Union, ()ne of its re\037lresentatives told the

Soviet neg()tiator (alld later Foreign \0371inister), tvlaksim I-Jitvinov, that

\"we do not come to fight Russia, we come to feed.\"
According

to an

American journalist, Litvinov responded very succinctly, in English:
\"

y b
e

d
.. \"(I()

es, uti ()() IS a veppol1 . . .)))
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Lenin thought so too. But the revolutionary leader did not there-

fore conclude that the Special Council's nationalized food distribution

system was
\\vr()ng. Instead, he decided that its nlethods were insuffi-

ciently harsh, especially in Ukraine. In 1919,
Rakovsky,

the Bolshevik

leader in charge of Ukraine, echoed this sentiment in a frank comment
to a

party congress. \"'We went into the Ukraine at a tin1e when Soviet
Russia went

through
a

very serious production crisis,\" he eXplained:
hour aim was to exploit it to the utmost to relieve the crisis.\"61 From the

very beginning of their rule, the Bolsheviks assumed that the
eXploita-

tion of Ukraine \\\\ras the price that had to be paid in order to maintain

control of Russia. i\\S one of then1 \\\\'rote
years later, \"the fate of the

revolution depended on our ability to reliably supply
the

proletariat

and the army \\\\,ith bread.\"62

The urgent need for grain spa\\\\rned
an extreme set of policies, known

then and later as '\037War Communism.\" Launched in Russia in ] 918 and

brought to Ukraine after the second Bolshevik invasion in early] 919,

War Communism meant the militarization of all economic relation-

ships. In the countryside, the system was very simple: take control of

grain, at gunpoint, and then redistribute it to soldiers, factory workers,

party members and others deemed \"essential\"
by

the state.

In 1918 many \\vould have found this system familiar. The Russian

imperial government, tormented
by

wartime food shortages, had begun

to confiscate grain at gunpoint-a policy known as
prodrazvyorstka-

as early as 1916. In March 1917 the Provisional Government had also
decreed that peasants

should sell all grain to the state at prices dictated

by
the state, with the exception of what they needed for their own sow-

ing and
consumption.

63
The Bolsheviks folIowed suit. In May 1918

the Council of
People's

Commissars followed up on tsarist policy and

established a \"food-supply dictatorship.\" The Commissariat of Food

Supply created a
\"food-supply army,\" which was to be deployed on the

,'c d I f
\"64

100 -supp y ront.

But despite the militarized language, in practice War Communism

meant that most people went hungry. To obtain any food at all, in the

years
between 1916 and 1918 the majority of Russians and Ukraini-

k k h

. . 6)
Ians used the blac ,.

mar et, not tenon-existent state c()mpanles. n

Boris Pasternak's Doctor Zhivago, the doctor's wife seeks food and fuel

in post-revolutionary Moscow by \"wandering the nearby lanes, where

muzhiks [peasants]
sometimes turned up from their suburban

villages)))
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with vegetables and potatoes. Y()U had to catch thenl. Peasants carrying

loads were arrested.\" Eventually she found a man selling green birch

logs, and exchanged them for a \"small mirrored wardrobe.\" The
peas-

ant took it as a present for his wife. The tW() made \"future arrange-

ments about p()tatoes.\"(){) Such was the interaction between city and

countryside in the years
of War C:ommunism.

City-country barter remained an enduring part of the ec()nomic
sys-

tem for many years after that. Even in 1921, \"\"hen the civil war \"'as

technically over, an American charitable delegation visiting Moscow

discovered a
very

similar set of arrangements. On Kuznetskii M()st,

once an important commercial street, old women and children were

selling fruit from baskets outside the empty, shuttered shops. \\Tegeta-

bles and meat were unavailable except in the open-air markets. In the

evening the Americans discovered the source of these goods. Return-

ing to the railway car where
they

were due to spend the night, they

watched a \"perfect mob\" of men, women and children
push

and shove

one another in order to get onto a train heading out of the city. What

they deemed a \"very fantastic sight in the half twilight'. was in fact

the Russian food distribution network, thousands of individual traders

going back and forth from the cities to the countryside.
h7

During
those years these illegal markets gave many people access

to food, especially individuals not on special government lists. But the

Bolsheviks not only refused to accept these street bazaars,
they

blamed

them for the continuing crisis. Year after year the Soviet leadership
was surprised by

the
hunger and shortages that their \"c()ntlscate and

redistribute\" system ha(j create<.i. But because state interventitln was

Supp()sed to make pe()ple richer, not 1)(lorer, and because the Bolshe-
viks never blamed any t\037lilure on their ()wn p()licies, let alone on their

rigid ide()logy, they
instead zeroed in on the small tra(iers and black

marketeers-\"speculators\"-\\\\'h() n13(Jetheir
living by physically car-

rying f()od fronl farll1s into to\\vns. In January 1919, l\037enin himself

would denounce thenl as i(Je()logical enemies:)

All talk on this theme
1 private

trade I. all attempts to encourage
it are a great danger, a retreat, a

step
back from the socialist con-

struction that the {:ommissariat of Food is
carrying

out anlid

unbelievable difficulties in a struggle with millions of speculators
left to us by capitalism.)))
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From there, he neecled to rnake
only

a short logical leap to the denun-

ciation of the peasants \\vh() sold
grain to these \"speculators.\" Lenin,

already suspicious of the peasantry as an insufficiently revolutionary
class, was

perfectly clear al)()ut the danger of urban-rural trade:)

The peasant n1ust choose: free trade in grain-which nleans spec-

ulation in grain; freedoll1 f()r the rich to get richer and the poor to

get poorer and starve; the return of the absolute landowners and

the capitalists; and the severing of the union of the
peasants

and

workers-or clelivery of his grain surpluses to the state at fixed
-\037

prices.

b,-)

But \\\\'ords \\\\rere not enough. \037\"aced with widespread hunger, the Bol-

sheviks took more extreme Ineasures. Usually, historians ascribe Len-

in's turn towards political violence in 1918-a set of policies known as

the Red Terror-to his struggle against his political opponents.
69

But

even before the Red Terror \\\\'as formally declared in September, and
even before he ordered mass arrests and executions, Lenin was already

discarding law and precedent in
response

to economic disaster: the

workers of Mosco\\\\' anc! Petr()grad were down to one ounce of bread

per day. rvlorgan Philips Price observed that Soviet authorities were

barely able to feed the delegates during the Congress of Soviets in the

winter of 1918:
\"()nly

a very few wagons of flour had arrived during

the week at the Petrograd railway
stations.,,7o Worse, \"complaints in

the working-class quarters ()f Moscow began to be loud. The Bolshevik

.
c

d d h
,,71

regime must get 100 or go, one use to ear.

In the spring of 1918 these conditions inspired Lenin's first

chrezvychaishchina-a phrase translated
by

one scholar as \"a special con-

dition in public life when any feeling of
legality

is lost and arbitrariness

in power prevails.,,72 Extraordinary measures, or cherzvychainye meJY,

were needed to fight the \0371easantry whom Lenin accused of holding
back surplus grain f()r their own purposes. To force tile peasants to give

up their grain and to
fight

the counter-revolution, Lenin also eventll-

ally created the chrezvychainaia komissiia-the \"extraordinary commis-

sion,\"
also known as the Che-Ka, ()r Cheka. This was the first nalne

given to the S()vict secret p()lice,
later known as the GPU, the OGPU,

the NKVD and
finally

the KGB.

The emergency subsllmed everything else. Lenin ordered
any()ne)))
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n()t (Iircctly irlvfJlve(i in the military conflict in the spring and summer

()f 1918 t() bring fr)od hack t() the capital. Stalin was put in charge of

\"provisions
matters in southern Russia,\" a task that suddenly mattered

a I()t ITI()re than his tasks as Nati()nalities C()mmissar. He set out for

Tsaritsyn, a
city

()n the V()lga, accompanied by two armoured trains

and 4'5(J Rcd Army
soldiers. His assignment: to collect grain for Mos-

C()w. His first telegram to Lenin, sent on 7 July, reported that he had

(liscfJvere(1 a ubacchanalia of pr()fiteering.\" He set out his strategy: \"we

w()n't show mercy to
any()ne,

n()t to ourselves, not to others-but we
0

11 b

.

b J
,,7\037

WI rIng y()U rea .
-

In subsequent years Stalin's Tsaritsyn escapade was'mostly remem-

berecl f()r the fact that it
inspired

his first public quarrel with the man

who would become his great rival, Leon
Trotsky.

But in the context

of Stalin's later policy in Ukraine, it had another kind of
significance:

the brutal tactics he used to procure grain in Tsaritsyn presaged those
he would

employ
to procure grain in Ukraine more than a decade

later. Within days of arriving in the city Stalin created a revolutionary

military c()uncil, established a Cheka division, and began to \"cleanse\"

Tsaritsyn
of counter-revolutionaries. Denouncing the local generals as

\"bourgeois specialists\" and ulifeless
pen-pushers, completely ill-suited

to civil war,\" he took them and others into custody and
placed

them

on a harge in the centre of the
\\Tolga.

i4
In conjunction \\vith several

units of Bolshevik tr()()ps fr()m Donetsk, and with the help of Klement
Voroshilov an(1

Sergo ()rdzhonikidze, two men who would remain

close associates, Stalin authorized arrests and beatings on a broad scale,

f()II()we(1 hy Illass execllti()ns. Red Army thugs robbed local merchants
an(j

I)casants
()f their grain; the (\037heka then fabricated criminal cases

agaillst thelll-an()ther harl)inger ()f what was to cOlne-and caught

Ull ran(I()lll l)e()llle in the
s\\\\'eep

as well.
7 c;

J\037lJt the grain was put {)n trains for the north-which meant that,
fr()nl Stalin's

I)()int
()f view, this particularly brutal form of War Com-

munism was successful. The
populace

of
Tsaritsyn paid a huge price

and, at least in Trotsk y's view, so did the army.7tJ After Trotsky protested

against Stalin's behavif)ur in Tsaritsyn, l\037enin
eventually

removed Sta-

lin from the city. Rut his time there remained important to Stalin, so

much so that in 192'5 he renamed Tsaritsyn \"Stalingrad.\"
[)ll ri

ng
thei r SeCf)n(j ()CCU 11ation of Uk raine in 1919, the Bolsheviks

never had the same degree of control as Stalin had over Tsaritsyn. But)))
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over the six months when they were at least
nominally

in charge of

the republic, they went as far as they could. All of their ()bsessions-

their hatred of trade, private property, nationalism, the peasantry-
were on full

display
in Ukraine. But their particular obsession with

food, and with food collection in Ukraine, overshadowed almost
every

other decision they made.)

When they arrived in Kyiv for the second time, the Bolsheviks moved

very quickly. They immediately dropped the pretence that
they

were a

force for \"Ukrainian liberation.\" Instead, they once again followed the

precedent set
by

the tsars: they banned Ukrainian newspapers, stopped
the use of Ukrainian in schools, and shut down Ukrainian theatres. The

Cheka carried out rapid arrests of Ukrainian intellectuals, who were

accused of \"separatism.\" Rakovsky, the Ukrainian party boss, refused

to use or even to
recognize

the Ukrainian language. Pavlo Khrystiuk,

a Ukrainian Socialist Revolutionary, later remembered that \"Russian

troops,\" many drawn from the ranks of the old imperial police, once

again \"shot
anyone

in Kyiv who spoke Ukrainian and considered him-

self a Ukrainian.\" Hateful, anti-Ukrainian rhetoric became a standard

part of Bolshevik language in Kyiv: \"The unemployed, hungry, toiling
masses

simply joined the army, they were paid well for their service and

provided with 'rations' for their families. It wasn't difficult to raise the

'morale' of this army. All one had to say was that our 'brothers' are starv-

ing because of the Ukrainian-Khokh1y [a derogatory
term for Ukraini-

ans]. This is how our 'comrades' lit the fires of hatred for Ukrainians.\"77

As in Russia, they also confiscated large estates and used some of

the land to create collective farms and other state-owned agricultural
enterprises, yet

another harbinger of future policy. But although the

Moscow Bolsheviks were keen to
try

these experiments,
the Ukrainian

communists were not. More to the point, neither were the Ukrainian

peasants. Russia did have a tradition of communal agriculture, and

the majority of Russian peasants held land jointly
in rural communes

(known as the obschina, or mir). But only a
quarter

of Ukrainian peas-

ants followed the same custom. Most were individual farmers, either

landholders or their employees, who owned their land, houses and

I

.

k
78

Ivestoc .

When spontaneously offered the chance to join collective farms

in 1919, very
few Ukrainian peasants accepted. And although the)))
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new Soviet regime organized some 550 collective and state farms in

Ukraine in 1919, they were mostly unpopular and unsuccessful: almost

all of thelll were cliss()lve<.1 s()on afterwards. The vast majority of the

c()ntlscateJ land was instead rc(listributed. Peasants received smaller

parcels in the western and central part of Ukraine, larger parcels
in the

steppe regions of the south and east. Small landowners who controlled

between 120 and 250 acres kept their property. Although no one said

so, this was a tacit admission that Ukraine's private lando\\\\'ners pro-

duced more grain with greater efficiency.7

f)

But in 1919 grain was still a far bigger priority for Lenin than the

conversion of Ukrainians to the benefits of collective farming. When-

ever the republic
was discussed, that was his primary concern: \"at every

mention of Ukraine Lenin asked how many [kilos of grain] there \"'ere,

how many could be taken from there or how many had
already

been

taken.\"8u He was encouraged in his obsession by Alexander Shlikhter,

a Bolshevik with revolutionary credentials who was named People's

Commissar of Food Collection in Ukraine in late 1918. By early 1919,

Shlikhter had already placed every person, institute and agency associ-

ated with food production in Ukraine under his personal control.!!1 A

native of Poltava, in east-central Ukraine, Shlikhter thought that the

food-producing potential of his birthplace \\vas
huge, though he did not

imagine that the beneficiaries would be Ukrainians: \"'We have a target,

to pr()cure 100 million poo(ls 11.6 Inillion kilos] through grain requisi-
tion . . . I Of) million for starving Russia, for Russia which is no\\\\' under

threat of international intervention froln the East. This is a colossal

number, but rich Ukraine, breaJ-pr()ducing Ukraine \\vill
help.

. .\"s.:!

These nUlllhers \\vere plucked frt)Il1 the sky; later, Shlikhter would
be asked f()r 50 million \03710()ds, hut the reduction didn't matter since he

couldn't c()llcct anything cl()se t() that numl)er.
s ,

Certainly he found it

impossible t()
l)llrchase grain. As ()ne observer relnembered, the peas-

ants refllsetl t()
give Ull

their pr(J<.luce to lazy city-dwellers in exchange
for uKerensky 111011ey\"Ithe currency created in

Febrllary 1917) or

Ukrainian karbovantJi: h1
1

here \\\\'as scarcely a hOlne \\\\.,hich did not ()wn

bales ()f w()rthless
IJalJcr ITI()ney.\"S4 Although the I)easants would have

hal)lJily IJarterc() their grain for
clothing

or tools, Russia was barely

11rodllcing any 111anllt\037lctllre(1
go()ds

and Shlikhter had nothing to give
thell1.)))
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Force was again the only solution. But instead of
deploying the

crude violence that Stalin had used in Tsaritsyn, Shlikhter chose a

more sophisticated form of violence. He created a new class system in
the villages, first

naming and identifying new categories of peasants,
and then encouraging antagonism between them.

Previously,
class

distinctions in Ukrainian villages had not been well defined or mean-
ingful; Trotsky himself once said the peasantry \"constitutes that proto-

plasm out of which new classes have been differentiated in the past.\"s')

As noted, only a minority of Ukrainian villages followed the practice,
more common in Russia, of holding land communally. In most, there

was a rough division between
people

who owned land and were con-

sidered hard workers, and those who did not own land or who for

whatever reason-bad luck, drink-were considered to be poor work-
ers. But the distinction was blurry. Members of the same family could

belong to different
groups,

and peasants could move up or down this

short ladder very quickly.86
The

Bolsheviks, with their rigid Marxist training and hierarchical

way of seeing the
\\vorld,

insisted on more formal markers. Eventually

they would define three categories of peasant: kulaks,
or

wealthy peas-

ants;seredniak s , or middle peasants; and bedniaks, or poor peasants.
But

at this stage they sought mainly to define who would be the victims of

their revolution and who would be the beneficiaries.

In part, Shlikhter created a class division through the launch of an

ideological struggle against the \"kulaks,\"
or \"kurkuls\" (literally \"fists\"

in Ukrainian). The term had been rare in Ukrainian
villages

before the

revolution; if used at all, it simply implied someone who was
doing well,

or someone who could afford to hire others to work, but not necessar-

ily
someone wealthy.87 Although the Bolsheviks always argued about

how to identify kulaks-eventually the term would
simply

become

political-they had no trouble vilifying them as the main obstacle to

grain collection,
or attacking them as exploiters of the poorer peasants

and obstacles to Soviet power. Very quickly,
the kulaks became one

of the most important Bolshevik scapegoats, the group blamed most

often for the failure of Bolshevik agriculture and food distribution.

While attacking the kulaks, Shlikhter simultaneously created a new

class of allies through the institution of
\"poor peasants'

comnlit-

tees\"-komitety nezamozhnykh se/ian, otherwise known as
komne-)))
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zamy (kombedy in Russian). The komnezamy would later playa role

in the Ukrainian famine, but their origins lay in this immediate,

post-revolutionary moment, in Shlikhter's first
grain

collection cam-

paign. Under his direction, Red Army soldiers and Russian agitators
1110vecl from village to village, recruiting the least successful, least pro-

ductive, most opportunistic peasants
and offering

them power, privi-

leges, and land confiscated from their neighbours. In exchange, these

carefully
recruited collaborators were expected to find and confiscate

the \"grain surpluses\" of their neighbours. These
mandatory grain

collections-or prodrazvyorJtka-created overwhelming anger and

resentment, neither of which ever really went
a\\\\'ay.HH

'

These two newly created village groups defined one another as mor-

tal enemies. The kulaks understood perfectly well that the komnezamy

had been set up to destroy them; the
komnezamy equally

understood

perfectly well that their future status depended upon their
ability

to

destroy
the kulaks. They were willing to exact harsh punishments on

their neighbours in order to do so. Iosyp Nyzhnyk, a loyal member

of the poor peasants' committee in
\\'elyke Ustia, Chernihiv province,

joined a komnezam in January 1918, after returning home from the

front. As he recalled later, there were fifty members of the local com-
mittee. Tasked with confiscating land from their wealthier neighbours,

they unsurprisingly met with fierce resistance. In response, a hand-

ful of komnezam Inembers formed an armed \"revolutionary commit-
tee,\" which, Nyzhnyk recalle(i, imposed ilnmediate, drastic measures:

\"kulak.'- and religious gr()UllS
were banned fr()ln holding nleetings with-

out the permission of the revolutionary committee,
\\veapons

were con-

fiscated from kulaks, guards were place(-) arOllnd the village and secret
surveillance ()f the kulaks was set Ul) as well.,,\037q

Not all of these measures were ()rdered or sanctioned from above. But

by telling
the po()r peasants' c()nlmittees that their welfare depended

()n r()bbing the klliaks, Shlikhter knew that he was instigating a vicious

class war. The komnezamy, he wrote later, were meant to
\"bring

the

s()cialist rev()lution into the countryside\" by ensuring the \"destruction
of the l)olitical an(l ec()nolllic rule of the kulak.\"90 Another Bolshevik

stated it clearly at a party meeting in 1918: \"You, peasant comrades,

must kn()w that here n()w in the Ukraine, there are many rich kulaks,

very Inany, an(J they are \"rell ()rganize(i, and when we start
founding)))
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our communes in the countryside. . . these kulaks will put up a great
opposition.

,,91

At one of the low moments of the civil war, in March 1918,Trotsky

told a meeting of the Soviet and Trade Unions that food had to be
\"req-

uisitioned for the Red Army at all costs.\" Moreover, he seemed posi-
tively

enthusiastic about the consequences: \"} f the requisition meant
civil war between the kulaks and the

poorer elements of the villages,
then long live this civil \\var!

,,92
A decade later Stalin would use the

same rhetoric. But even in 1919 the Bolsheviks were
actively seeking

to deepen divisi()ns inside the villages, to use anger and resentment to
further their

policy.

Shlikhter did not invent this form of grass roots revolution: Lenin
had earlier tried it in Russia, in 1918, but it had failed. The poor peas-

ants' committees in Russia had not only been unpopular-Russian

peasants \\\\'ere even less inclined than Ukrainians to think of them-

selves using strict class divisions, preferring to regard their neighbours
as \"fello\\\\.'

villagers\"-but also corrupt. The committees were quick
to use what grain they confiscated for their own benefit, and in many
Russian districts they deteriorated into \"networks of

corruption and

distortion.
\"'1_\037

Shlikhter knew the political risks of repeating this policy
in Ukraine, where the peasantry were less

sympathetic
to the Bolshe-

viks. Nevertheless, under the slogan \"Bread for the Fighters, for the

Salvation of the Revolution!,\" Shlikhter put huge pressure on the kom-
nezamy to collect

grain using whatever means they could.

They were not his only tactic: Shlikhter also offered commissions to

private groups or warlords. According to official records, eighty-seven

separate grain collection teams arrived in Ukraine from Russia in the

first half of 1919, deploying 2,5()() people.
The total number, if sol-

diers and other unofficial participants were counted, may
have been

higher.
9 \"

()thers came fr()m within Ukraine, from cities as well as

from local criminal networks.
Just

like the collectivization brigades

that would be sent into the countryside from the cities in 1929, many

members of these teams were urban followers of the Bolsheviks,
if not

Russian then Russian-speaking. Whatever their ethnic origin, peasants

regarded these militarized collection teams as \"foreigners,\" outsiders

who deserved no m()re c()nsideration than the C;erll1an ancl Austrian

soldiers who had tried the same tactics a year earlier. U
nsurprisingly,)))
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the peasants fought back, as Shlikhter also admitted:
\"Figuratively

speaking.
one could say that every pood of requisitioned grain was

tinged with drops of workers' blood.\"95

I)easants were n()t the only instigators of class violence, or the

only
victims. The Cheka also pursued a harsh and rigid campaign in

Ukraine against political
enemies. The secret police arrested not only

Ukrainian nationalists but merchants, bankers, capitalists and the

bourgeoisie,
both haute and petite; former imperial officers, former

imperial civil servants, former political leaders; aristocrats and their

families; anarchists, socialists and members of any other left-wing par-

ties who failed to toe the Bolshevik line. In Ukraine the latter were

particularly important. The
Bomtbysty,

the radical left wing of the

Ukrainian Socialist Revolutionary Party, had a strong following in the

Ukrainian countryside. But although the Borotbysty were very close to

the Bolsheviks ideologically-they
also favoured radical land reform,

for exanlple-they were excluded from the government and treated

with suspicion because they had cooperated with the Central Rada.

The list of Bolshevik enemies also included the neighbouring Don

and Kuban Cossacks, whose territory straddled Russia and Ukraine
and who, like the Zaporozhian Cossacks in southern Ukraine, had

always enjoyed a large n1easure of
autonomy. Many Cossackstanitsas-

the name given to their self-governing communities-sided with
the White Russian

imperial
armies during the revolution, and some

reactccl even 1110reraciically. The Kuban Rada, the ruling organiza-

tion of the most Ukrainian-speaking Kuban Cossacks, declared itself
the

sovereign ruling b(){iy
in Kuban in April 1917, then fought against

the Bolsheviks frolll October.. and even
proclaimed

an
independent

Kuhan Pe()\037lle\"s Re\037)ublic in January 1918. At the height of the civil

war in 1918, the Russian-speaking Don Cossacks also declared inde-

pen(Jence anti founJecj the l)()n
Republic,

a romantic gesture that won

them n() frienlls in Mosc()w. l\037he Bolsheviks
repeatedly described them

as Uinstinctive c()unter-revollltionaries\" and Ulackeys of the imperial
. \"

reglllle.

In January IlJ19, after the Red Army entered the Don province, the
B()lshevik

leadership
issuell an order designed to dispose of the Cos-

sack IJr()hlem altogether. S()ldiers received orders
U

to conduct mass

terr()r against wealthy C=ossacks, exterminating them totally; to con-
duct merciless mass terror against all those Cossacks who participated,)))
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The komnezam members got ready, they were deciding who should

nominate wh()m, who should nominate candidates for the presid-

ium how the vote should be counted and other details. . . but the,
kulaks also got ready, and started nominating

kulak agents. See-

ing that the poor and middle peasants were standing together
and

winning
over kulak agents, the kulaks started a fistfight in the

building, trying at least to disrupt the meeting; but the komnezam

activists did not hold back, they began
to put

do\\vn the fighting

and tossed the bullies out of the window. The
meeting

went on as

. '4
It was supposed to, under full democracy.-)

Soon after, the same
komnezam

members were attacking kulaks and

forcibly taking their bread, \"in order to give it to the organs of Soviet

power.\" They also took part in the Hfight against banditry:' battling
what

they
called \"kulak bands\" of various kinds and at one point call-

ing in the militia to help. Together, one remembered, uthe militia and

the komnezam activists caught the bandits near the cemetery. During

the shooting, the bandits hid themselves\" after which they never
again

appeared
in the village and soon were completely liquidated.\"21

Massacre followed massacre in repetitive cycles.
The peasants'

resistance infuriated the Bolsheviks, not least because it confounded
their historical determinism: the p{)or were supposed to support them,

not fight against them. Conscious that
they

were a minority fighting

against the majority, the Bt)lsheviks increased their brutality, some-
times

demanding
the mur(ler of hun(lreds of

\037)easants
in

exchange for

one dead communist, or calling for the entire adult male population of

a
village to be wiped out.

2h

The tragedies ()f those terrible years woul(i remain in local memory
for tiecades afterwards, feeding the desire for revenge on all sides. But
some of the most brutal violence \\\\'3S inflicted on a group that sought
to stay as far

away
frol11 the c()nflict as possible.)

In the autunln of 1914 a young Russian soldier named Maksim wrote a

cheerful letter hOllle to his family from the Austrian front. He
opened

with reverent respect for his father and all his relatives, as well as a wish
that \"the Lord God gives you good health and all of the happiness in the
world.\" But he continued with concern. His unit had suffered a defeat ,
which he blamed on

Jewish spies
who had, he believed, set up an under-)))
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ground telephone line in order to feed information to the enenlY. Since

then, he and his comrades had been
\037.plundering

and beating the Je\\vs as

they deserve, for they just want to trick all of us.,,27

Of course, Maksim wasn't the first to come up with the idea that
Jews

were traitors: anti-semitism was rife throughout the imperial

army in 1914, as indeed it was rife throughout Russian society, even

at the very highest levels. Tsar Nicholas II was a particularly enthusi-

astic anti-semite, for whom Jews symbolized everything hateful about
the modern \\vorld. The emperor once defined a newspaper as a place
where U

some Jew or another sits. . . making it his business to stir up
passions

of people against each other.,,28 During his reign the okhrana,
the imperial secret

police,
had produced the \"Protocols of the Elders

of Zion,\" a notorious forgery that
depicted

a Jewish plot to govern the

world. The state had also had a hand in inspiring a wave of pogroms

across Russia in 1905. Given that general attitude, it is not surprising

that the army leadership in 1914 suspected Jews of \"consorting with
the enemy through

the use of underground telephones and airplanes\"

and supplying German troops with gold smuggled across the front line

in the stomachs of cattle and the eggs of geese.
29

Swirling conspiracy

theories about Jewish treachery supplied a plausible explanation for

unpalatable facts: the defeat of a unit, the loss of a division, the poor

performance of the entire
army.

This same belief in Jewish treachery, common enough before the

February revolution, laid the groundwork
for a series of appalling mas-

sacres in the years that followed. Between 1918 and 1920 combatants

on all sides-White, Directory, Polish and B()lshevik-murdered at

least 50,000 Jews
in more than 1,300 pogroms across Ukraine, accord-

ing to the most
widely accepted studies, though some put the death

toll as high as 200,OO().
Tens of thousands were injured and raped as

well. Many shtetls were burnt to the ground. Many Jewish communi-

ties were blackmailed out of all their
worldly goods by

soldiers who

threatened to kill them unless they paid up. In the town of Proskuriv

(now Khmelnytskyi) a riot started by the Bolsheviks led to the deaths

of 1,600 people
over the course of two days. Thousands of Jews fled the

violence only to die of hunger and disease in Kyiv. When Denikin's

troops left the city in December 1919, some 2,500 Jewish corpses were

found in makeshift
refugee

shelters.
3o

A complete explanation for this infamous wave of anti-semitic vio-)))
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lence is beyond the scope of this book, especially
since so much of the

evidence was I()ng age) cherry-picked by
authors seeking to prove a case

for or against the B()lsheviks, the White
Army

or the Directory. From a

wide range of sources it is clear that there were perpetrators on all sides.

Hryhoriev ma(le little pretence about his virulent anti-semitism; Deni-

kin and his generals enthusiastically carried out pogroms in retaliation

against the
\"Jewish\"

Cheka and the \"Jewish\" Bolsheviks. A British jour-

nalist who travelled for a time with Denikin recorded that the White

general's officers and men, in line with their tsarist
upbringing,

\"laid

practically all the blame for their country's troubles on the Hebrew\":)

They
held that the whole cataclysm has been engineered by some

great and
mysterious

secret society of international Jews who in

the pay and at the orders of Germany had seized the psychologi-

cal moment and snatched the reins of government. . . Among
Denikin's officers this idea was an obsession of such terrible bit-

terness and insistency as to lead them into making statements of

the wildest and most fantastic character. 31)

By contrast, Petliura is not known to have used anti-semitic language.
He was a former member of the (\037entral Rada, \\\\,hich had deliberately
included Jews among its leaders; l110re than once he went out of his way
to discourage anti-semitism in his own ranks: \"Because Christ com-

mands it, we urge everyone to help the
Je\\vish sufferers,\" he declared.

During his brief tenure in power his government had granted autono-
mous status to the Jews ()fUkraine, encouraged Jewish political parties,
and funded Yi(I(lish publications.

,2

But his Directory solcliers felt varying levels of loyalty to their com-
mander, anti the results on the ground were often different. A Red
Cross c()mmittee met one of Petliura's

generals in Berdychiv in 1921:

\"In a cynical fashion he ahusetl the \",'hole of Jewrv and accused them
\"

of
lending sUPllort t(> the B()lsheviks.

,,\037{

The same committee told

another general that the Direct()ry leadership had ordered a halt to

the pogroms. In response, he replied that \"the Directory was a
puppet

in the hands of tile <Jiplolnats, nlost ()f whonl were Jews,\" and that he
would el() as he IJlcased.

\0374

The Bolshevik leadership also formally opposed pogroms, though
that didn't stop Red Army soldiers from

blackmailing Jewish COffi-)))
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munities or stealing their money. Lenin \"\\l3S informed that Red Army

soldiers in Zhytomyr province were u(iestroying the Jewish population
in their path, looting

and
murdering,\" in October 1920. Despite his

arguments to the contrary, followers of Makhno were also
responsible

for attacks on Jews, as were some Polish soldiers. 35

But the violence was greatest in areas that were not under any politi-
cal control at all. The worst damage was inflicted by disintegrating

military units or bandits with little sense of allegiance to anybody.36

One testimony, written by a
Je\\\\rish trader, Symon Leib-Rabynovych,

describes what happened in the village of Pichky, near Radomysl,
when

twenty
members of\037'Struk's gang\" took over in 1919. On the first

evening the Jews of the
village

were taken hostage until they agreed

to pay 1,800 roubles. A few days later most of them fled temporarily,

following a Bolshevik attack on the village. When they returned, they

discovered that their homes had been plundered and their possessions
distributed among their neighbours. Leib-Rabynovych

went to one of

them and asked for his feather bed back:)

He fell on me like a wild beast; how did I dare to demand of him,

the head man of the village? He would arrest me and hand me

over to the Strukists as a communist. I saw that some change had

taken
place

in my neighbour. He had previously been peaceable,

and extraordinarily conscientious, and had
always

been kind to

me. I understood that I could not stay any longer in the
village.

I

had to get away to save my life. 3i)

Leib-Rabynovych escaped.
The next day the Struk gang took the

entire Jewish population of the village out into the field, stripped all

of them of their clothes and possessions,
demanded money, and mur-

dered those who could not
pay.

Similar scenes unfolded in Makariv, a large village in the Kyiv dis-

trict, over the course of 1919.The first attack was organized by one of

the local warlords. His gang, which one memoirist described as a band

of \"barefoot teenagers, armed with rifles,\" appeared in the village in

June. The Jews vanished \"like mice to their holes\"; the young people,

\"having amused themselves with their bullets,\" began destroying
the

stalls in the bazaar. Their leader, Matviienko, encouraged the local

peasants to join in.
Eventually

the Jews agreed to negotiate:)))
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Ukraine: USoviet
pO\\\\fer

in Ukraine has held its ground up to now (and
it has not held it well) chiefly by the authority of Moscow, by the Great
Russian communists and

by
the Russian Red Army.\"'\" The implica-

tion was clear: force, not persuasion, had
finally pacified

Ukraine. And

force might one day be needed again.
The security threat

\\\\'aned, in other words, but the ideological threat

remained. Ukrainian nationalism had been defeated
militarily,

but it

remained attractive to the Ukrainian-speaking middle class, intelli-

gentsia and a
large part

of the peasantry. Worse, it threatened the unity
of the Soviet state, which \\vas still struggling to find ways of accommo-

dating national differences. \037lost
ominously

of all, nationalism had the

power to attract foreign allies, particularly across the border in Poland.

The Ukrainian rebellion also posed a broader threat to the Bolshe-
vik

project.
The radical, anarchic, anti-Bolshevik rhetoric used during

the peasant uprising had reflected something real. Millions of Ukrai-

nian peasants had ,,'anted a socialist revolution, but not a Bolshevik

revolution-and certainly not one directed from Moscow. Although
their leaders represented a \\\\,ide range of views, from anarchist to mon-

archist, villagers across the country expressed
a coherent set of beliefs.

They wanted to vote for their own representatives, not for commu-

nists. They wanted big landowners dispossessed, but they wished to

farm that land then1selves.They did not want to return to the \"sec-

ond serfdom\" represented by collective farms. They sought respect
for

their religion, language and customs. They wanted to be able to sell

their grain
to traders, and they hated the enforced requisition of their

d 4{)

pro
uce.

This critique-s()cialist but not authoritarian, communist but not

Bolshevik-would res()nate strongly throughout the 1920s, finding
a

spokesman, among others, in Trotsky himself. But the first and most

damaging appearance of the anti-Soviet \"left\" was in Ukraine. The

\"cruel lesson of 1919,\" as the Ukrainian peasant revolt came to be called,

loomed over the Bolsheviks for many years afterwards. 47)))



CHAPTER THREE)

Famine and Truce, The 1920s)

We must teach these people a lesson right now, so that

they
will not even dare to think of resistance in the

coming decades.

Lenin, in a letter to \\\"yacheslav \037101oto\\', 1922
1)

Since our literattlre can at /ast foiloul its own path of

development
00. u'e must not, on an.y account, follow

the Russian. . . Russian literature has been burdening us

for ages, it has trained us to imitate it slavishly.)

Mykola Kh\\'ylovy, 1925 1)

TH E T R lJ C E WIT H Pilsudski as well as the

(lefeat of Denikin, the Directory and a wide array of rebels, finally

allowe(l the Bolsheviks to f()rce an uneven peace on Ukraine in the

course of 192()-1. The bloo(lshed did not stop right away: Makhno's
Black

Army kellt
on fighting through the sumll1er of 1921, and some of

Petliura's f<)rces were still fighting that autumn even though Petliura

himself hall Ac(io The Cheka killed 444 rural rebel leaders in Ukraine

during the first half ()f that year, ant! reckoned that thousands of \"ban-

dits\" still roanled the countryside.
3

Felix Dzerzhinsky, the Cheka's

gloomy f()under, personally brought 1,400men to Ukraine to
help his

local allies finish theln off.
4

Ukraine's new rulers, not trusting the mood in Kyiv, moved the)))
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republican capital east to Kharkiv, a city further from the Polish bor-
der, closer to Russia, and with a large, Russian-speaking proletariat.
The Red Army divisions stationed in Ukraine retained their foreign

character, with the majority of soldiers hailing from Russian districts

far
away. In a 1921 speech the Red Army's t()P commander in Ukraine

and Crimea, Mikhail Frunze, described the Ukraine-based Red Army
as 8S per cent Russian and

only
9

per cent Ukrainian. (The rest con-

sisted of hother nationalities,\" including Poles and
Belarusians.)5

The shaky hpeace\" did not bring prosperity either. Waves of vio-
lence had

displaced people
and destroyed villages, towns, roads and

railroads. The politics and policies of the Bolsheviks had rendered the

economy nearly dysfunctional. The abolition of trade, the nationaliza-
tion of industry, the failed

experiments \\\\rith collectivization and the

use of forced labour had all taken their toll.
\"Industry

was dead,\" wrote

one observer:)

Trade existed only in vi()lation of Soviet law. Agriculture, still

in the process of communization, had almost reached the point
where \\vhat it

produced, ifevenly distributed, was scarcely enough

to maintain the people of the country. Administrative chaos and

physical deterioration of rail and river transport made distribu-

tion impossible. Hunger, starvation,
disease were increasing.

6)

Prospects
for the future were hardly any better. This time a Ukrainian

government, directed
by

the Ukrainian Communist Party-a separate

entity from the Soviet Communist Party, with its own Politburo and

Central Committee-was formally in charge. But in practice, policy
was made in Moscow, and it sounded much the same as in the past. At

the national level, Trotsky
called for the militarization of the econ-

omy, the use of forced labour
brigades

and requisitioning,
the same

tactics deployed in the months following the 1917 revolution. 7

Dur-

ing a visit to Kharkiv, Stalin announced the creation of a \"Ukrainian

Labour Army.\" In a speech to the Ukrainian Communist Party in 1920,
he argued that the

military
tactics used to win the civil war could be

applied to the economy: \"We shall now have to promote econon1ic

non-commissioned officers and officers from the ranks of the work-

ers to teach the people how to battle against economic disruption and

build a new economy. . . this requires training 'officers oflabour.\",H)))
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But the renewed language of War Communism held no attraction

for Soviet peasants, and \"officers of labour\" offering lessons in the

\"new
ec()nomy\"

could harc)ly have inspired them either. In practice,

the en(i of the civil war brought
back Shlikhter's hated prodrazvyorstk a ,

the man(iatory fo()J confiscation, as well as the
komnezamy,

the poor

peasants' cOlnmittees in Ukraine. The party was taking no chances: it

wanted once again to strengthen its hand against the wealthier peas-
ants and to ensure s()me control over the village soviets (the Bolshevik

name for village councils), many of which were led by the same village

elders as in the past.
To the peasants, the

newly
reinforced requisitioning

committees

seemed to have no scruples. Their members, now veterans of the brutal

peasant uprising,
were clearly working to gain privileges and protec-

tion in a devastated and hungry world. Their behaviour was described

by one peasant very succinctly: \"If they want, they take the
grain\037

if

they like it, they arrest; what they want, they do.\"q Another remem-
bered that nobody seemed to control the committees at all: uThe kom-

nezamy were left to themselves and were guided in all their actions by
their 'revolutionary' self-consciousness.\"Those further

up
the chain

of command deliberately reinforced this sense of impunity. The party
authorities told one local committee that anyone \\\\rho showed any signs
of \"kulak counter-revolution\" should be locked

up
for fifteen days. If

that didn't work-then \"shoot theln.\"lo

The cruelty they
usee) was no secret. During a confidential meet-

ing in the summer of 1920,the Soviet
\"procurements commissars,\" the

men tasked with organizing the collection of grain, considered the
\"impact

of the requisitions on the population.\" After a long debate, they
made a decision: \"no matter h()\\\\l heavy the requisitions can be for local
inhahitants. . . state interests Olust anyway COOle first.\"11

This harsh attitude created a harsh response. Matvii Havryliuk, a

peasant
wh() workecl as a grain requisitioner in 1921, remembered the

violent em()tions of this
perio(1 in testimony he gave a decade later:)

In 1921, when the state needed fo()'-!, I worked in the food pro-
curement squad collecting bread fr()m the kulaks in our village

and then in five villages in Ruzhyn district and
helped

the army

squads, deployed outside the village, catch those who would

s\037)rea(1
kulak unrest.

Despite this very trying time, when kulaks)))
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did not want to submit any grain and even threatened to killlTIe

and my family, I persevered and stayed vigilant on behalf of the
Soviet power. I

requisitioned grain under the supervision of spe-
cial plenipotentiary Bredykhin [from the Chekal who rated

my

work highly. From that moment on I learnt to work in the vil-

lage, how to
organize poor peasant masses, to motivate them to

participate in the campaign. Siding with Soviet power right from

the
beginning made me an enemy of the kulaks in the village

too. I
always fought with the kulaks. . . they care about their own

interests rather than those of the state.
12)

Thanks to the \"perseverance\" and \"vigilance\" of men like Havryliuk,
the great grain collections of 1920 spared nobody. Lenin's instructions

eXplicitly called for the requisitioning of all grain, even that needed for

immediate consumption and for planting next year's harvest, and there
were

many people willing to carry out his orders.
I3

In
response,

the peasants' enthusiasm for growing, sowing and stor-

ing grain plunged. Their
ability

to
produce would have been very low

in any case: across Ukraine and Russia, up to a third of young men had

been mobilized to fight in the First World War. Even more had joined

the armies of the civil war, on one side or another, and hundreds of

thousands had not returned. Many villages lacked sufficient numbers
of men fit to work the fields. But even those who had returned and

could work had no incentive to produce extra grain that they knew

would be confiscated.
As a result, the peasants sowed far less land in both Ukraine and

Russia in the
spring

of 1920 than they had at any time in the recent

past.
14

And even that land wasn't particularly fruitful, for that spring
turned out to be \"hot and almost rainless,\" as one observer wrote: \"the

land at the time of the
spring planting

was caked and dry.\" Very lit-

tle rain fell that summer or the
following

winter either.
IS

As a result,

between a fifth and a quarter of the grain sown in the summer of 1921

withered on the stalk.
16

The drought eventually struck about half of

the food-producing areas in the country, of which roughly a fifth expe-

rienced total crop failure. 17

By itself, the bad weather would certainly have caused hardship, as

bad weather had in the past.
But when combined with the confiscatory

food collection policies, the absence of able-bodied men and the acres)))
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of unsown land, it prove(1 catastrophic. The twenty most productive

agricultural provinces
in imperial

Russia had annually produced 20

nlillion tonnes of grain hefore the revolution. In 1920 they produced

just 8.45 million tonnes, and by 1921 they were down to 2.9 million.11!

In the Stavropol prcJvince of the Northern Caucasus, almost the entire

crop disappeared.I'1 In southern Ukraine the drop
was especially dra-

matic. In 1921 the amount of grain harvested in the province
of Odessa

dropped to 12.9 per cent of previ()us levels. The southeastern
provinces

of Katerynoslav Zaporizhia and Mykolaiv produced between 3.7 per

cent and 5.1 per cent of their normal crop. In other words, some 95 per

cent of the normal harvest had failed to materialize.
2 (J

Historically,
both Russian and Ukrainian peasants had survived

periodic bad weather and frequent ciroughts through
the careful pres-

ervation and storage of surplus grain. But in the spring of 1921 there

was no surplus grain: it had all been confiscated. Instead, food short-

ages quickly resulted in fan1ine in the Russian
\\\"olga provinces-the

wide swath of territory along the middle and lower part of the
\\'olga

River-in the Urals and southern Ukraine. As the peasants grew hun-

gry, many left home in search of food. More than 440,000 refugees fled

the Voiga region alone, some
mistakenly making their \"ray to Ukraine.

Poorly informed officials even deliberately directed ()rphans from

starving
Russia towards Ukraine, but when they arrived they found

no orphanages and no food:\0371

Just as they woulci a decade later, peasants began to eat dogs, rats and
insects; they

boiled grass an(1 leaves; there were inciclents of cannibal-

ism,22 A
group

of refugees who managed to board a train to Riga from

Sarat()v, a
Volga

river port at the heart of the fall1ine district, described
life in the city:)

()Id garbage carts collecte(1 the dead daily as they used to collect

garbage.
. . we saw nlany cases ()f buhonic plague in the streets.

This never was mentioned
by the S()viet press, the officials

attcillpting t() keep kno\\\\pledge of this plague fron1 the
public. . .

The Soviet government reports the peasants are abandoning
their children. This is not truc. I t is correct that some parents
turn over their children to the state, which promises to care for

them and does not. Others throw their children into the
Volga,)))
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preferring to see them drown rather than be brought up in the

comlTIunist faith, which they believe is an anti-Christ doctrine.
23)

Just as they would a decade later, starving people sought to escape the
barren

countryside
and instead gathered within makeshift refugee

camps in cities and around train stations,
living

in discarded boxcars

and \037\037huddled
t()gether

in compact masses like a seal colony, mothers

and young close together.,,24An American
journalist,

F. A. Mackenzie,

described the scene at Samara station:)

Here were lads, gaunt and tall, thin beyond any conception a

Westerner can have of thinness, covered with
rags

and dirt. Here

were old \\\\rOmen, some of them sitting half-conscious on the

ground, dazed
by

their hunger, their misery and their misfor-

tune. . . Here \\vere
pallid

mothers seeking to feed dying babies

from their milkless breasts. Were a new Dante to come among

us, he could \"'rite a ne\\\\r
Inferno

after visiting one of these railway
. ., 5

sta tl0ns.\

But in one extremely important sense this first Soviet famine did dif-

fer from the famine that was to follow a decade later: in 192I mass

hunger
was not kept secret. More importantly, the regime tried to help

the starving. Pravda itself announced the existence of famine when

on 21 June it declared that 25 million
people

were going hungry in

the Soviet Union. Soon after, the regime sanctioned the creation of an

\"All-Russian Famine Committee\" made up of non-Bolshevik political
and cultural

figures.
Local self-help

committees were created to assist

the starving.
26

International appeals for aid followed, most promi-

nently from the writer Maxim Gorky, who led a
campaign

addressed

\"To All Honest People,\" in the name of all that was best in Russian cul-

ture. \"Gloomy days have come to the country of
Tolstoy, Dostoevsky,

Mendeleev, Pavlov, Mussorgsky, Glinka,\" he wrote, and called for con-

tributions. Gorky's list of Russian luminaries conspicuously left out the

names of Lenin and Trotsky.27 Extraordinarily-given how
paranoid

they
would become about the diaspora in the years that followed-

the Ukrainian Communist
Party

even discussed asking for help from

Ukrainians who had emigrated to Canada and the United States.28)))Kopelev
himself would \"search the hut, barn, yarel an(J

take away all the stores of seed, lead away the cow, the h()rse, the pigs.\)
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This public, international appeal for help, the only one of its kind

in Soviet history, produced fast results. Several relief organizations,

including the International Red Cross and the Jewish Joint Distribu-

tion Committee (known as the JDC, or
simply \"Joint\,")

would even-

tually contribute to the relief effort, as would the Nansen Mission,
a

European
effort put together by the Norwegian explorer and human-

itarian Fridtjof Nansen. But the most important source of immedi-

ate aid was the American Relief Administration (ARA),
which was

already operating in Europe in the spring of 1921. Founded
by

future

president
Herbert Hoover, the ARA had successfully distributed more

than $1 billion in food and medical relief across Europe in the nine

months following the 1918armistice.29

Upon hearing Gorky's appeal.

Hoover, an astute student of Bolshevik ideology, leapt at the opportu-
nity

to expand his aid network into Russia.

Before entering the country, he demanded the release of all Ameri-

cans held in Soviet prisons, as well as immunity from prosecution for

all Americans working for the ARA. Hoo\\ter \\\\'orried that ARA per-
sonnel had to control the process or aid would be stolen. He also wor-

ried, not without cause, that Anlericans in Russia could be accused of

espionage (and [hey were indeed
collecting information, sending it

home and using diplomatic mail to do so).30 l...enin fumed and called

Hoover \"impudent and a liar\" for making such demands and raged
against the \"rank

duplicity\"
of \"America, Hoover and the League of

Nations Council.\" He declared that \"H()over must be punished, he

must be slapped in the face pllhlicl)', for all the u'orld to see,\" an aston-

ishing statement given how much aid he was about to receive. But the

scale of the famine was such that Lenin eventually yielded.

H

In September 1921 an advance party ()f ARA relief \\\\'orkers reached
the

city
of Kazan ()n the \\'olga, \",here they f()und poverty of a kind

they had never seen bef()re, even in ravaged Europe. On the streets they
met \"pitiful-looking figures dressed in

rags
and begging for a piece of

bread in the name of C:hrist.\" In the or\037lhanages they found \"emaci-

ated little skeletons, whose gaunt faces and toothpick legs. . . testified

to the truth of the report that they were dying off daily by
the dozen.

\"32

By the summer of 1922 the Americans were feeding II million
people

every day an(j delivering care packages to hundreds of thousands. To

stop epidemics they provided $8 111illion worth of medicine as well. 33

Once their efforts were underway, the independent Russian famine)))
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relief committee was quietly dissolved: Lenin didn't want any Russian

organization not directly run by the Communist Party to
gain

credibil-

ity by participating in the distribution of food. But the An1erican aid

project, amplified by contributi()ns from other foreign organizations,
was allowed to

g()
ahead, saving millions of lives.

Yet even \\\\,'ithin this ostensibly outward-looking, genuine and robust

response,
there \\\\.'ere S()n1e discortiant notes. Throughout the whole

disaster the Soviet leadership-just as it would a decade later-never

relinquished its desire for hard currency. Even as the famine raged, the

Bolsheviks secretly sold gold, artworks and jewellery abroad in order
to

buy guns,
ammunition and industrial machinery. By the autumn

of 1922 they began openly selling
food on foreign markets too, even

while hunger remained \\\\lidespread and foreign aid was still coming

in.
34

This was no secret: Hoover fulminated against the
cynicism

of a

government that kne\\\\' \037)eople \\\\lere starving, and yet exported food in
order to hsecure

machinery
and materials for the economic improve-

ment of the survivors.,,31 A fe\\\\' months afterwards the ARA left Rus-

sia for precisely this reason.
As it would a decade later, the authorities' reaction to the famine also

differed between Russia and Ukraine. Like their Russian colleagues,

the Ukrainian communists set up a famine committee. But the
purpose

of the committee was not, at first, to help Ukrainians. 36

In its Septem-

ber 1921 resolution
h

on the campaign against hunger,\" the Politburo
noted that

many
districts in northern Ukraine could be \"fully pro-

vided by their provincial and county funds.\" I t therefore instructed the

Ukrainian famine comlnittee to direct any surplus Ukrainian grain-
and there was some, in the n()rthern parts of the republic not affected

by
the famine-to the starving Russian provinces ofTsaritsyn, Uralsk,

Saratov and Simbirsk, not to the
starving people

of southern Ukraine..
J7

At about the same time Lenin wrote to Rakovsky, then still the leader

of the Ukrainian Bolsheviks, to remind him that he was expecting food

and cattle from Kyiv and Kharkiv to be sent to Russia toO.

3M

By
late autumn 1921, with food shortages worsening, Lenin's tac-

tics sharpened. Although he hac)
already

halted food collections in the

worst-affected parts of Russia, the Soviet leader ordered even more

pressure
to be put on peasants in better-off provinces; Ukraine, despite

the disaster in its southern and eastern provinces, was deemed to be

one. Lenin sent frequent requests to Kharkiv for more grain:
J9

He also)))
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suggested new tactics: those who refused to turn over
grain

should face

fines and prison--or worse.

In N()vember, Lenin sllecifically ordered \"harsh revolutionary

methods,\" including the taking of hostages, to be used against peasants
who refused to hand over their grain. This form of blackmail, used

with such powerful effect
against

the Jews during the civil war and

the pogroms, was now deployed to facilitate collection of this precious

commodity. Lenin gave the grain collection teams and komnezamy a

clear order: UIn every village take between 15 and 20 hostages, and, in

case of unmet quotas, put them all up against the wall.\" If that tactic

failed, hostages
were to be shot as \"enemies of the state.,,40 Pressure

from above was
accompanied by propaganda below. In the Mykolaiv

province of southern Ukraine, where famine was
already beginning

to

bite, posters exhorted \"Workers of Mykolaiv, help the starving of the
V

olga.

\"41

The men of the ARA also noticed Lenin's different treatment of
Ukraine and Russia, and recorded it in their notes and memoirs. Ini-

tially, the authorities in Moscow did not tell the Americans about food

shortages in Ukraine at all. The
organization

instead learned of the

famine in southern Ukraine from the Joint Distribution Committee,
which received

reports
of mass starvation there and passed them on to

the ARA and others.
More

peculiarly,
the ARA's first requests for permission to visit

Ukraine were turnee) down on the grounds that northwestern Ukraine

was still producing plenty ()f grain and the republic had no need of

special help.
When two ARA officials finally managed to travel to

Kharkiv in Novernber 1921, they
were met with a cool welcome.

Mykola SkrYllnyk, at that time the Ukrainian Commissar of Internal

Affairs, received the Americans and told them they could not operate
in the

rel)ulllic because Ukraine, unlike Russia, did not have an agree-
rnent with the ARA. The men were

\"partly amused, partly irritated:'

and insisted that they were interested in t\037lmine relief, not politics.

Skrypnyk responded that Ukraine was a sovereign state, and not part
()f Russia: \"you are mixing in politics when you differentiate between
the two republics; when

y()U
treat with one, and refuse to do so with

the other, when
you regar(-)

one as a sovereign state and the other as a

subject state. ..42

Given that Ukraine was at that time contributing to
the relief of the S()viet famine, was subject to Soviet laws and confis-)))
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catory Soviet agricultural policy, Skrypnyk's insistence on Ukrainian

sovereignty in the matter of famine relief was absurd.

Only when starvation in the southern provinces of Ukraine was so

widespread that it could not be ignored did the Moscow party bosses

and their Ukrainian colleagues relent. In January 1922 the Ukrainian
Politburo

finally agreed
to work with the ARA, as well as with other

European and American famine relief
organizations. Feelings of trust

were still lacking: the Politburo empowered Comrades Rakovsky and
\\'asilii Mantsev to negotiate with foreign donors, but also to \"take mea-

sures\"
against

relief organizations that might turn out to be covers for

espionage.
43

Years later Soviet citizens who had worked for the ARA

became objects of suspicion: in 1935 an Odessa woman was sentenced

as a counter-revolutionary, in part because she had worked with the

Americans who sought to relieve the famine in her
city.44 Despite

the general ill will, ARA soup kitchens nevertheless began to oper-
ate across southern and eastern Ukraine as well as Crimea in the win-
ter and

spring
of 1922.

45
The Ukrainian Red Cross contributed to the

effort too, as did the Joint Distribution Committee, which
provided

food and other aid to victims of the pogroms.
46

Inevitably,
all the foreign organizations operated under restrictions.

The Nansen Mission was forced to work through Soviet institutions

instead of using its own personnel. The Joint Distribution Committee

did send its own employees, but all of them had to promise to \"refrain

from expressions
of opinion on national or international politics\" and

\"do nothing that shall in the slightest way aid or abet any section or

element of people over and above
any

other section or element.,,47

Anti-semitism hampered the Committee's relief programme; posters,
leaflets and other

objects bearing
its logo were often quickly removed

or confiscated by the authorities. The ARA was sometimes banned

from particular places with little advance notice. At one point its offi-

cials were told to keep away from the industrial city of Kryvyi Rih,

probably
because partisans

were still operating there. Soviet authori-

ties feared the influence of Americans in
territory

that was not quite

pacified.
48

Eventually,
aid reached Ukraine, food became more available, and

death rates slowed.
By

the end of 1923 the crisis seemed to be under

control. But the
delay

in the delivery of aid had caused tens of thou-

sands of unnecessary deaths.
Many wondered, both at the time and)))
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later, why it had happened. The ARA's members discussed it among

themselves and wrote about it years later. Most believed that the initial

Soviet opposition
to their relief programme in Ukraine was politically

inspired. Southern Ukraine, one of the worst-hit regions in the whole

of the USSR, hall also been a Makhno and Cossack stronghold. Per-

haps Soviet authorities were \"willing to let the Ukraine suffer,
rather

than take the chance ()f new llprisings \\vhich might follow foreign con-
n

h A

.
)

4')
A h h

.
J

.

tact, t e mcrlcans mllSC( . \\vare t at t ey \",'ere pcrcelve(] as spies,
the Americans als(>

th()ught
that the regime expecte() them to act as

provocateurs. They may well have been
right.

More recently, some Ukrainian scholars have offered an even more

pointed political explanation: perhaps
the Soviet authorities actually

used the famine instrumentally, as they \\\\'ould in 1932, t() put an end to

the Ukrainian peasant rebellion.'iO This thesis cannot be
proven:

there

is no evidence of a premeditated plan t() starve the Ukrainian
peas-

ants in 1920-1. At the sall1e tin1e, it is true that if Moscow had indeed

been using
its agricultural policy to

\037lut
do\\vn rebellion, it could hardly

have done so more efficiently. The grain requisition system
broke up

communities, severed relati()nships, and forced peasants to leave home

in search of food. Starvation \\\\'eakened and den10ralized those \\\\,ho

remained, forcing them to abandon the armed
struggle.'i'

Even at the

time, many note() that c()nllitions \\vere particularly bad in Huliaipole,
the h()ll1e

province
()f Makhn(). The territories \\vhere he held power in

the south were
am()ng

the most tievastateli, first by the crop failllre and

then by the lack ()f f:1nline relief.c;\037

(\037ertainly
the rcginle llilJ llse the t\037lnline-as it \\v()uld a (Iecade

later-t() strike harl) at the Ukrainian religious hierarchy. In the nalne

of fanline relief, the state forcel) Ukrainian chllrches t() give gold

objects, iCl>ns an(1 ()thcr valuallles t() the state. But hehind the scenes,

party lcallers, inclll(ling SkrYllnyk, \\vh(lle(I the collection (lrive, hope(I

that they cl)ulll use the p()licy t() create tensions bet\\veen the newly
forlne(1 Ukrainian

Allt()ccllhal()us ()rth()(lox Church anti its main

rival, which \\vas still
I()yal

t() the t\\1()sc()\\V patriarchate. l)ver Inany

weeks the Ukraillian IJ()lithllr() discusse<l these Church
Udonations,\"

inquircti
after thcf1l, an(1 interestell itself in their sale abroad.c;\037 In 1922,

Lenin, wile) \\\\'3S then alrea(ly ill, SCllt a letter to \\ryacheslav rvlolotov,
wh()

precc(le(f
Stalin ill the Icallcrshil) of the Commllnist Party secre-

tariat. The letter, arglling that the famine offered a unique opportu-)))
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nity to seize Church property, was to be passed on to party members.

The Church's sacrifice of valuable objects could, Lenin wrote, have an

important political impact:)

Now and only now, \\vhen people are beingeaten in famine-stricken

areas, and hundreds, if not thousands, of corpses lie on the roads,
we can

(and therefore must) pursue the removal of church prop-

erty with the most frenzied and ruthless energy and not hesitate

to put down the least opposition. Now and only now, the vast

majority
of peasants will either be on our side, or at least will not

be in a position to support to any decisive degree this handful
of [reactionary] clergy

and
reactionary urban petty bourgeoisie,

who are willing and able to attempt to oppose this Soviet decree

with a policy of force.\"\

This, Lenin explained, was a time to teach the peasants, the
clergy

and

other political opponents a \"lesson,\" so that \"for the coming decades

they will not dare think about any resistance.,,'55

But the extent of the famine did
frighten

the Bolsheviks. Food

shortages might possibly have helped to end peasant rebellions in

Ukraine, but elsewhere they fuelled them. In the Russian province of

Tambov, food
requisitioning sparked the Antonov rebellion, one of

the most serious anti-Bolshevik uprisings of the era. Food
shortages

also
helped inspire the infamous Kronstadt rebellion, during which

the Red Army fired on sailors who had played an important role in

the revolution. Over the course of three
years

some 33.5 million people

were affected by famine or food shortages-26 million in Russia, 7.5
million in

Ukraine-though precise death rates are difficult to calcu-

late because nobody was keeping track of the numbers.56

In Ukraine

the best guesses put the number of deaths between 250,000 and
500,000

for southern Ukraine, the hardest-hit region.'57 In the USSR as a whole

the ARA estimated that 2 million
people

had died; a Soviet publication

produced soon after the famine concluded that 5 million had died.
58

These numbers shook the regime's confidence. The Bolsheviks

feared that they were blamed for the disaster-and indeed they were.

One survivor of the 1932-3 famine later remembered
meeting

a peas-

ant from the Dnipropetrovsk province in 1922 and hearing of the

famine there. The man explained what had happened that year in no)))
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uncertain terms: \"The Bolsheviks robbed people, took horses and oxen.

.
b

J
I d

.

f h
\"S9

There IS no rea(J. PC()11 e are Ylng 0 unger.)

By
1922 the Bolsheviks knew that they were unpopular in the country-

si{le anc)
especially

the Ukrainian countryside. The expropriation of food

had leJ to shortages, protest and
finally starvation, all across the nascent

USSR. Their rejection ()f everything that looked or sounded \"Ukrainian\"

had hel11ed keep nationalist, anti-Bolshevik anger alive in Ukraine.

In response, the
regime changed

course and adopted two dramati-

cally new policies, both intended to win back the support of the recal-

citrant Soviet peasants, and especially recalcitrant Ukrainian peasants
with nationalist sentiments. Lenin's \"New Economic Policy,\" \\\\,hich

put an end to compulsory grain collection and temporarily legalized
free trade, is the better remembered of the t\\\\'o. But in 1923, Moscow

also launched a new \"indigenization\" policy (korenizatsiia ) designed to

apl1eal to the Soviet federal state's non-Russian minorities. It
gave

offi-

cial status and even priority to their national languages, promoted their
national culture, and offered what was in effect an affirmative-action

policy, replacing Russian cadres from Moscow with ethnic nationals.
The

policy
was known in Ukraine as \"Ukrainization,\" a \\vord that had

actually been coined
by Hrushevsky,

who had called for the Ukraini-

zation of the Russian-speaking state apparatus back in 1907.
ttO

Hrush-

evsky (wh() was long gone from J)()litics by the early 1920s)had wanted
to use the language t() solidify su\037)port for national independence. The

g()al of Lenin's 1923
p{)licy

was
precisely the 0PI)osite: he hoped to

nlake Soviet p()wer seerTI less
f()reign to Ukrainians, and thus reduce

their llenlan(ls for sf)vereigllty.
To the

Pllrists,
both of these strategies represented a step \"back\\\\rards,\"

away fr(Jm Marxist-Leninist icleals, and many refuse(l to believe that

they w()ul(\037 IJe
permanent. ()ne ser1i()r Bolshevik, Grigorii Zinoviev,

callc(1 the New ECOn()lllic
I)()licy

\"a temporary deviation\" and a \"clear-

ing of tile land f(Jr a new an(l (lecisive attack of labor against the front
of international capitalism.\"hl Lenin

himseH\037 when
eXplaining the

New EC()n()(11ic IJ()licy t(> the
party's \037)olitical erlucators in October 1921,

used the expression \"strategic retreat.\" When
discussing

the
policy, he

often sounded almost apologetic. He told one group of educators that
Soviet economic

policy had so far been based on a mistaken
assump-)))
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tion, namely that \"the peasants would provide us with the required
quantity of grain, which we could distribute among the factories and
thus achieve cOffirnunist

\0371roduction
and distribution.,,62 Because the

peasantry had not yet reached the correct level of
political evolution,

some retrenchment was now required. Once they became enlightened,
it might be possible to

try
more advanced communist economic poli-

. .

Cles once agaIn.

To those who had believed in a unified, homogenized, Russian-
speaking \\vorkers' state, the very notion of uUkrainization\" was simi-

larly disheartening. Rako\\'sky, \"rho \\vas still leader of the Ukrainian

Council of People's Commissars in 1921, declared that
widespread

use

of the Ukrainian langllage \\vould mean a return to the \"rule of the
lTkrainian

petit-bourge()is intelligentsia
and the Ukrainian kulaks.\"

His deput)', Dmytro Lebed, argued even 1110re
forcefully

that the teach-

ing of Ukrainian was reactionary, because it was an inferior language
of the

village, \\vhcreas Rllssian \\\\raS the superior language of the city. In
an essa)' outlining his

UThcory
of the T\\vo C:ultures,\" Lebed conceded

that there n1ight be a reason to teach
peasant

children in Ukrainian,

since it \\\\'as their nati\\'e language. Later, ho\\\\'ever, they
should all study

Russian, in order to help them eventually merge with the Russian
pro-

I

. t, i
etarlat.

Beneath their fears of the hrcacti()nary\" and \"kulak\" Ukrainian

language, Rakovsky, LJebed and the other Russophone Bolsheviks in
Ukraine had a mixed set of motives. ()nce again, there was an element

of Russian chauvinism in all of their thinking: Ukraine had been a

Russian col()ny thr()llgh()ut their lives, and it was difficult for any of

thelll tC)
imagine

it as anything else. Ukrainian, to n1any of them, was a

\"barnyar(J\" language.
As the Ukrainian c()mmunist \\T()l()dymyr Zaton-

skyi com plaineli, \"it is 311 old habit of cornrades to look upon Ukraine

as Little Russia, as
part

()f the Rllssian empire-a habit that has been

(Irumrne(I into you through()ut the nlillennia of the existence of Russian

inlperialism.\"(-A Others had (Jeerer ()bjections and arguc(i that Ukrai-

nian \"laS actllally a \"c()unter-rev())utionary langllage.\" Scarred by the

peasant revolt, they ha(l a \\\\'ell-founde(j fear ()f Ukrainian nationalism,

which they iclentifiecj with the Ukrainian language. Zatonskyi again
eXplained: \"Precisely

in the year 1919 . . . there was a certain suspicion

regarding the Ukrainian langllage. Sllch feelings were
widespread,)))
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even in circles of the revolutionary proletariat and
peasantry

of unde-

.
hi I

. ..
\"hI)

nla
y pro

etarlan ()rlgln.

Their prejudice against all things Ukrainian of course had an ideo-

logical
source too: the Bolsheviks were committed to a heavily cen-

tralizecl state anc) the destructi()n of independent institutions, whether

economic, political or cultural. Intuitively, they understood that the

autonomy
of any

Soviet province or republic could become an obstacle

to total power. Class
solidarity,

not national solidarity, was supposed to

guide the way. As another communist leader
put

it: \"I think that if we

concern ourselves with the culture of every nation
individually,

then

this will be an unhealthy national vestige.\"bf)

Still, both of the new
policies

had enthusiastic supporters
at the

highest levels. The New Economic Policy found a
champion

in the

Bolshevik intellectual Nikolai Bukharin, who came to believe that

the USSR would reach the higher stages of socialism through mar-

ket relations, and who argued forcefully against grain requisitioning.
67

Partly thanks to his support, and to Lenin's support in the months

before his death in January 1924, the New Economic Policy-widely
known

by
the acronym NEP-briefly evolved into a form of what

Lenin called \"state
capitalism.\"

Under the new system, markets func-

tioned, but only un(1er heavy state control. The state abolished the pro-

drazvyorJtka, the nlandatory grain procurement, and replaced it with a

tax. Peasants began to sell grain again in the traditional way-that is,
for

money.
Small traders-\"NEP men \"-also bought and sold grain

and thus organizecl its distribution, as they had for many centuries. At

this very elenlentary level, a market economy was restored and food

gradually becanle more available.

Ukrainizati()n ha<.i real 3clv()cates too. After the experience of

the peasant rebellions, Lenin hilllself said in 1919 that it would be

a \"prof<Jun<.-) and dangerous error\" to ignore nationalist sentiment in

Ukraine.
hH

I n \037\037cbruary 192(), as the thir<.! and final Bolshevik occupa-
ti()n of Ukraine got underway, he sent a telegram to Stalin, telling him
t() hire

interpreters f()r the Red Army in Ukraine and to \"oblige uncon-

diti()nally all their ()fficers to accept applications and other documents

in the Ukrainian
langllage.\"hc\037

Lenin did not want to lose Ukraine

again, an(1 if tllat nlcant indulging Ukrainian national emotions, then

he woul() <.10 S().)))
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Inside Ukraine, the monlent of the \"national cOl11rnllnists\" had

arrived. Optimistically, they argued that Ukrainian national feelings
\"'()uld enhance the revolution, and that Ukrainization and Sovietiza-

tion were not just compatible but mutualIy reinforcing. Skrypnyk-
the same Ukrainian official \\vhose resistance to Anlerican aid had

so surprised the Inen from the ARA-\\vas the Inost enthusiastic of

all. Ever since he had served as Lenin's envo}' to Ukraine in Decenl-

ber 1917, Skrypnyk had been arguing that the hostility between the

Russian-speaking proletariat
and the Ukrainian-speaking peasantry

was counter-productive?) His views were echoed
by Zatonskyi,

who

told his fello\\\\' Bolsheviks in 1921 that they had nlisscd the nationalist

mon1ent: uWhen the dark peasant masses rose up and becalne conscious
of themselves, \\\\,hen the

peasant \\\\,ho hac) previously lo()ked at hin1self

and his language \\\\,ith scorn
I)ut up his chin and started demanding

more-\\\\te didn't make use of it.\" As a result, the nati()nal revolution

had been hijacked by the bourgeoisie: UWe should say it straight: that

\\\\'as our great mistake. \"il

()leksandr Shumskyi and other Inelnbers of the far left Borotbyst
group, which had secured so much popularity in 1917-18, also joined

the ranks of the national communists after 1920.
i2

By the standards

of the USSR at the time, Shumskyi's position was unusual.
Although

socialists, i\\1ensheviks, anarchists and Socialist Revoluti()naries \\vere

already under investigation or arrest allover the Soviet Union, Mos-

cow made an exception in Ukraine for a few of the
B()r()tbyst group,

\\\\'ho were brought into the Soviet fold. Lenin hoped that they would

align their
peasant supporters

with the Bolsheviks and a(J(l a touch of

native authenticity to the new regill1e.
Shumskyi himself

suspected
that he \\\\'as serving as a f()rll1 of camou-

flage, but he
acceptec1

the arrangement
an() agreed to serve as COlnmis-

sar of Education in Ukraine. Skrypnyk became Con1missar of Justice.

In the summer of 1923 the Central C()mmittee of the Ukrainian COll1-

munist Party-the wider b()dy ()f lea(lers, beneath the I\037olitbllro-

passed its first decree on Ukrainization. The auth()rities in Kharkiv

recognized Ukrainian as the majority language in the republic,
and

required all state employees to become bilingual within a
year.7\037

Through
these changes, Ukraine's nati()nal COlTIll1unists

hO\037le(i
to

make Soviet communislll seem more native, to make it l()()k less like a)))
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Russian imposition. They also hoped to encourage the Ukrainian intel-

lectual elite to be more sympathetic, and even to make Soviet Ukraine

attractive to the ethnic Ukrainians who live(1 across the border in

PolancJ and Czech()slovakia. The USSR was
always looking

out for

foreign revolutions that it could support. To most
people

it looked as

if Moscow had fully thrown its weight behind these policies, and for a

few short years many sincerely believed that they might work.)

In March 1924, nearly
seven years

after his triumphant speech to the

flag-waving crowds in Kyiv, Mykhailo Hrushevsky returned to Ukraine.

After fleeing the country in 1919, he had lived for a time in \\'ienna. For a

couple
of years he contemplated moves to Prague or Lviv, even Oxford

or Princeton. He
negotiated

with the Bolsheviks and seems to have

sought a political role.

Although he did not find one, Hrushevsky decided to come back any-

way, returning to Ukraine as a \"private person\" and a scholar. No one

doubted the symbolic significance of his decision, including the Ukrai-
nian communists. Between Januarv and June 1921 the Ukrainian Polit-

\037

buro had discussed Hrushevsky and his possible return no fewer than

four times. 74

Many
of the Ukrainian nationallea(iers \\vho remained in

exile denounced his decision as a \"legitimization\"
of Bolshevik rule\037

the Bolsheviks celebrated it for the same reason. It \\\\'as
proof

that their

policy was working. Later, they would claim he had begged to return,

having repented
of his previous counter-revolutionary activity?;

But Hrushevsky himself said repeatedly that he had made no con-
cessions.He was

returning,
he said, because he believed that a Ukrai-

nian political revival first
required

a Ukrainian cultural revivaL. and

he thought that such a thing nlight [10\\\\' be
\037lossible.

Restricted though

he might be in the Soviet Union, Hrushevsky could not miss this

m()ment, Sc) pregnant with p()ssibilities f()r Ukraine. U()ne must think

how to avoi(1
allowing

cultural life to backslide,\" he wrote to a col-

league. USa far, both governn1ent anll society are holding their own.,,7b

N()t every()ne in the Ukrainian adnlinistration felt the same way: as

soon as he arrive(1 back in his homeland, the secret
police began t()

c()nstruct what w()uld bec()nle a massive surveillance operation all
around him,

recruiting
dozens of people to report on his movements

and his thinking.
77

Hrushevsky may not have known the details of)))
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this
operatio\037,

but he surely suspected something like it: before his

return, he had asked both the Ukrainian Communist
Party

and the

government to write him letters guaranteeing him immunity from

political prosecution.i
8

Nevertheless, on the surface the Bolsheviks accepted his presence,
and he accepted the Bolsheviks. Hrushevsky received state

support to

set up a new institute for historical studies in Kyiv under the banner
of the All-Ukrainian Academy of Sciences-Vseukrainska Akademiia

Nauk-best known by its Ukrainian acronym, YUAN. He went back

to work on his multi-volume History of Ukraine-Rus', began editing a

journal, and encouraged younger colleagues
in their work.

79

Hrushevsky's return set the tone for a period of genuine intellectual

and cultural ferment in Ukraine. For a few brief years his fellow histori-
ans at VU AN produced monographs on

nineteenth-century
Ukrainian

peasant rebellions and the history of Ukrainian nationalist sentiment. 8o

The Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church declared itself fully

independent in 1921; it rejected the authority of the Moscow patri-

archate, decentralized the hierarchy, revived Ukrainian liturgy, and

anointed a leader, Metropolitan \\'asyl Lypkivskyi. Artists and architects

in Kharkiv experimented with Cubism, Constructivism and Futurism,
just

like their counterparts in Moscow and Paris. Ukrainian architects

built the first skyscraper complex in
Europe,

a cluster of buildings that

included government offices, a library and a hotel. Years later, Borys

Kosarev, an artist, set designer, and one of the stars of Kharkiv mod-

ernism, remembered that in Kharkiv \"new theatres opened regularly.

Performances were accompanied by heated debate.\" Kosarev worked

on one production created to mark the opening of a tractor-production

plant: \"The plant was built
by discharged Red Army soldiers and peas-

ants from remote villages--our potential spectators. The task was to

tell them the truth about their reality, as well as to create a
fascinating

performance.
But first the spectators had to be lured in.,,1I1

Meanwhile, young Ukrainian literati dreamed of inventing whole

new forms of artistic experience. One
literary group,

Hart (\"The

Tempering\,") sought to \"unite the proletarian writers of Ukraine\" the

better to create \"one international, communist culture.\" Not that its

leaders, former Borotbysts, were sure what such a
thing

would look

like in reality:)))
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We do not know whether, during Communism, emotions will

disappear,
whether the human being will change to such an extent

that he will become a luminous globe consisting of the head and

brain only, or whether new and transformed emotions will come

into being. Therefore we do not know precisely what form art

will aSSUll1e unller C:()nlnlUnism . . .\0372)

Another organization,
Pluh (\"The Plough \,") sought to cultivate peas-

ant writers, in the hope
that they could help awaken the creativity of

rural Ukraine. They started rural reading
circles and sent evangelis-

tic envoys into the countryside. Their literary programme proclaimed

the group's goal to be the \"creation of broad pictures, works with

universal thernes, dealing primarily
\\vith the life of the revolutionary

peasantry.\"!1-\037 They
also established one of the first writers' colonies in

Ukraine, an al>artment conlp()und in Kharkiv \\vhere \"'riters and jc)ur-

nalists could live together.
x4

The Ukrainian intelligentsia also had, for the first tirl1e, the

resources and the
legal

statlls that they needed in order to standard-

ize their own language. Because Ukrainian had never bef()re been the

official language of a modern state, not everybody agreetj up()n pr()per

usage. Ukrainians in the \\vestern half of the country had borrowed

many wor(1s and spelling
habits from Polish, \\vhereas in the eastern

half they borro\\\\red fr()m Russian. For the first till1C in its history the

Ukrainian Aca(lell1Yl)f Sciences set ull an orthography division to iron

out the differences, antI began \\vork on a definitive Russian-Ukrainian

dictionary. In I ()2'5 the Ukrainian (\037ouncil of People's (:()ll1nlissars also

created a special orth()grallhic C()nlll1issi()n to fortnalize and stantiard-

ize the language, llntler the leaclcrshill first of Shulnskyi, and then

of SkrYllnyk. After tnany 1110nths ()f debate, the conlmission's \\vork

culminated in a conference, held in Kharkiv in the spring of 1927, to
which

SkrYI)nyk
invite(l lea(jing scholars from Lviv, \\vhich was part

of PolanJ. The resulting uKharkiv
()rth()grallhy,\" finally (lull1ished in

1929, proved acce(ltahlc to both eastern and \\\\'estern Ukrainians. It \\vas

intenlictl t() bCC()fllC the stan<-Iar{! tcxtb()ok f()r th()se
living insi(le the

Ukrainian RCI,)llblic as \\vell as th()se ()utside its borders.st;
As their c()nfitlence r()se, S()nle ()f the Ukrainian leadership also

began to seek t(>
sllrea(1

Ukrainian culture heyontI the country's for-

mal h()r<lcrs, partly \\vith i\\:{()SCl)\\\\r's
SUllI1()rt.

The Stalinist leadershi\037l)))
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particularly approved of Kharkiv's efforts to exert its influence on the

Ukrainians across the border in Poland. Shumskyi served as liaison

to the Communist Party of western Ukraine, meaning the territories
that then

belonged
to Poland. Stalin personally received a delegation

from western Ukraine in 1925, and of course it was
hoped that these

West Ukrainian communists would help destabilize the Polish state. 86

Things became more complicated when some of the national commu-
nists grew interested in the

nearly 8 million Ukrainian speakers living
across their eastern border in Russia, and

especially
the 915,000 living

in the neighbouring North Caucasian district of Kuban. From 1925
onwards the Ukrainian

leadership grew more enthusiastic in its pur-
suit of national links in Russia, agitating for more Ukrainian language

schools there and even seeking to change the republic's eastern border
in order to include more

Ukrainian-speaking territory.

Although the alarmed authorities in the North Caucasus success-

fully
resisted all but the most minimal border change, they were forced

to relent on schools after a Central Committee investigation into the

political mood of the Cossacks found evidence of \"mass counter-

revolutionary work\" and general dissatisfaction. To placate them, Mos-
cow granted the C:ossacks all across Ukraine and Russia recognition

as a national minority. Because the Kuban Cossacks
spoke Ukrainian,

they too had the right to open Ukrainian language schools. 87

This \"high\" cultural activism was accompanied by what was referred

to as \"low\" Ukrainization, meaning the promotion of the Ukrainian

language in ordinary life-in the media, in
public debate, and above

all in schools. Just before the start of the school
year

in 1923, the repub-

lican government decreed that all Ukrainian schoolchildren should be

taught in their own language, using a new educational programme

designed to \"cultivate a new generation of loyal citizens.\"H8 The idea

was to make the peasantry both literate and Soviet. By absorbing

Marxist thought in Ukrainian, they would come to feel like an inte-

gral part of the USSR. In order to promote the language more
widely

and faster, Skrypnyk even imported 1,500 schoolteachers from Poland,

where Ukrainian-language schools had been in existence for longer

and where the teaching of Ukrainian was more entrenched. 89

These decisions had a significant impact. The percentage of books

published in Ukrainian doubled between 1923and 1929,and the num-

ber of Ukrainian-language newspapers and periodicals grew rapidly)))
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as well. S() (lid the number ()f Ukrainian schools. In 1923 just over half

of schools in the republic taught children in Ukrainian. A decade later

h
-

h I

.

8 8

I
JO

t e figure at risen t() per cent.

In many places the change went even
deeper

than language. Petro

Hryhorenko, a schoolboy at the time-the son of peasants, he became

a Soviet general, and later a dissident-remembered the era as one of

real enlightenment.
Two of the teachers in his village founded a branch

of Prosvita, the nineteenth-century Ukrainian cultural ()rganization,

which had been revived: UIn their h()use I first saw and heard
played

the Ukrainian national musical instrument, the bandura. From them

I learned ()f Kobzar, written by the great Ukrainian poet Taras Hry-

horovych Shevchenko. And from them I learned that I belonged to the

same nationality as the great Shevchenko, that I was Ukrainian.','}J At

the time Hryhorenko perceived no conflict between his \"Ukrainian\"

identity
and the ideals of the Bolsheviks: ULove for my culture and my

people mingled
in my mind with the dream of universal happiness,

international unity and the unlimited
.po\\\\'er

of labor.\". His Prosvita

club eventually founded a Komsomol cell, and he eventually became
. . 4'

an active communist.
-

Others trod a similar path. Ukrainization launched a broad fash-

ion for folk music, and hundreds of young Ukrainians, both urban
and rural, formed ban dura ensembles that perfornled traditional

songs at public events. Sonletillles the songs, with their Christian and

anti-Russian echoes, had to be toned d()wn and usecularized.\" But their
r()mantic

311peal
seenle(i to Inove young people, including those like

Hryh()renko who had not grown Ull
\\vith them:

r ,

Romantic legends ()f the past inspired 111any.One headmaster in

K
yiv

was so m()ved t() teach chilflren the language of Ukrainian poetry
that he christened his school Taras Shevchenko Kyiv Labour School

No.1, and put Ukraine's national
poet

at the centre of the curricu-

IUln. He encouraged the school's ()upils to keep journals\037
to \\vrite down

their th()ughts and to tiraw Ilictures in resp()nse to Shevchenko's
poetry.

They
also perfornled skits about the poet at the local workers' club, and

interviewe(1 the sch()ol janit()r, whose t:1ther had met the poet, for the
school newspaper.'H I n all of these projects the slogans calling for social

justice derived fr()ln Shevchenko, not Marx. That saIne of Shevchen-

ko's verse ha(I anti-Russian ()vert()nes seemed, at the time, not to mat-)))
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ter: his words were interpretcd as opposition to the Russian empire, not
to the Rllssian nation, and allowed t() stan(l.

Still, cracks in the schenle were visible very early. Not all of the

schools officially deemed \"Ukrainian-speaking\" necessarily taught
the language very \\\\'ell. The Inajority of teachers were still native Rus-

sian speakers, an(l fe\\v of thel11 found it easy to make the switch--or

\\\\\037anted to. In rural schools, teachers \\vho spoke bad Ukrainian were

instructing pupils \\\\.,ho also
spoke bad Ukrainial1; b()th might end up

speaking an ungranlmatical mix of languages. AttemlJts
to

verify the

skills of teachers nlet \\\\,ith 11lany forms of passive resistance. Teachers
would refuse to be tested, protest that they had no time to acquire flu-

ency or complain, no doubt
accurately, about inadequate textbooks. It

\\\\.'as hard to disprove their claims, since many menlbers of the commis-
sions set up to check on the teachers' aptitudes could not themselves

speak Ukrainian either.'J1

Sonle resisted more
actively. Many people

didn't want their children

to be educated in Ukrainian, on the groun(ls that
they

would be handi-

capped \\\\\037hen
attempting

to enter higher education, where Russian

\\\\'as still dominant.\"fl Btlreaucrats also resisted efforts to make the state

apparatlls use Ukrainian. !)espite being theoretically required
to speak

Ukrainian, party officials often shirked the task with impunity. By
the

second half of the decade the regional party committee in Odessa, a

Russophone city,
had established courses in Ukrainian for 300 party

apparatchiks. ()nly 226
actually registered,

and of that number only 75

attended regularly. Even fewer paid the required fees. The organizers

of the pr()gramme harassed the recalcitrant pupils to pay up, which

could hardly have
encouraged

thenl to attend, and complained con-
()]

stantly
that they had l()st money.

The party's failure even to train its own officials in the language

hinted at something deeper. By the mid-1920s the USSR had
already

become a strict police state, one that, if it had wanted to do so, could

have cracked down hard on party members who refused to learn Ukrai-

nian. But in truth the police state was already quietly pursuing another

set of policies. Even as Hrushevsky, Shumskyi, Skrypnyk and other

advocates of an independent Ukrainian identity rose to prominence in

cultural and educational ministries, a very different group of officials

were rising alongside them. Pro-Soviet, Russian speaking-and, often,)))
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Russian, Jewish or even Latvian or Polish
by \"ethnicity\"-Ukraine's

political policemen
were far more likely to be devoted to Stalin than to

any abstract idea of the Ukrainian nation. As the decade wore on, their

allegiances w()uld hegin to show.)

()f the Ukrainian policenlen who came of age in the 1920s, the most loyal,
and in many other ways the most notable, was Vsevolod Balytsky.98 Born

in' 1892 in
Verkhniodnipr(Jvsk,

a small city on the Dnieper River, Balyt-

sky spent most of his childhood in the industrial city of Luhansk, where

his father was an accountant in a
factory.

Raised in the Russian-speaking

world of the Ukrainian industrial intelligentsia-rumour had it that he

was even of aristocratic origin-Balytsky described himself in a 1922

document as \"Russian,\" though
later he changed his national designa-

tion to \"Ukrainian.\" Only much later, at the time of his arrest during the

\"great terror\" of 1937,did he declare himself \"Russian\" once again.

In fact, Balytsky's national sympathies had always been less
impor-

tant to him than his political sympathies. He was radicalized as a teen-

ager, and later claimed to have been \"in contact with the revolutionary
movement in Luhansk\" from the age of seventeen. He went to law

school in Moscow, and in 1913 joined the Menshevik Party, the Bol-

sheviks' rivals, a t:'lct that he later tried to strike out of his biography.

He switched sides and became a Bolshevik in 1915, joining the party

early enough to count as a true believer. Tall and blonde, he was given

to dramatic gestures and radical declarations. After being drafted into

the army t() fight in the First World War, he conducted \"revolution-

ary agitation\" among l)ther soldiers. When the revolution finally broke

out in Fehruary 1 (}17, he ran ()ne of the hloody upeople's tribunals\" in

the (:aucaSlIS.
Perha\037)s

it was there that he acquired his taste for iden-

tifying, purging antI
murdering

class enemies. Violence, in Balytsky's

rhetoric, was often assl>ciate<.1 with cleansing and purifying, with rid-

<ling the party ()fUternlites\" and
\"pollution.\"

Balytsky's
belief in the cleansing power of political violence moti-

vatetl hilll t(> retllrn to Ukraine, and to join the Ukrainian Cheka, in
1919. In f'ebrllary ()f that year he published a poem in the Ukrainian

[zt1eJtiya:)

There, where even
yesterclay

life was so joyous

\037\037I () w s the r i ve r () f b I ()(J(\037)))
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And so? There \\\\,here it flo\\vs

There will be no mercv
\037

Nothing
\\\\,ill save you, n()thingf)C))

Soon after his return, Balytsky had the opportunity to see the \"river

of blood\" he had imagined. He IJlayed an active role in
resisting

the

peasant rebellion of 1919. Fighting alongside the Red ArlllY, he took

part in the nlass murder ()f h()stages, before being force() ()ut ()f the

republic alt()gether. For a fe\\\\,' \\\\,'eeks he \"'ound up in C;oIllel, in the

southeastern corner of the Republic of Belarus, in what 111lIst have felt

like a major setback.
J

lIst as he ha() been preparing t() take his IJlace

among the leaders of Ukraine, he found hill1self stranded in a (listant

provincial city, once again leading a revolutionary tribllnal. Neverthe-
less, he stuck to his goal even at the edge ()f the war zone, arresting and

shooting counter-revolutionaries, speculators
and others who seemed

to pose a threat to So\\'iet forces.

Eventually, Balytsky
returned to Ukraine, \\\\,here he triumphantly

helped Dzerzhinsky \"clean up\" in the wake of the White Army's

retreat. He travelled a good deal around the republic at this time, and

at one point accidentally \\\\lalked into a band of Makhno partisans.

According to his o\\\\'n account, the insurgents inlmcdiately arrested

him and marched hinl to the edge of the village to be shot. But one

of their commanders, apparently impressed by Balytsky's
aristocratic

bearing, stopped them from killing him. After a brief interrogation,
the partisan chief decided t() let him go. A few years later Balytsky
returned the favour. After Bolshevik forces

captured
the sanle com-

mander, Balytsky allegedly commuted his death sentence. IOU

After the fighting died d()wn, Balytsky was rewarded for his loy-

alty. In 1923 he became commander of the Ukrainian Cheka. Tak-

ing the lead from his colleagues in Moscow, who were then busy

prosecuting the Bolsheviks' socialist opponents, he helped organize
the first trial of Ukrainian Socialist Revolutionaries. In this peri()(j the

courts handed down
relatively

mild sentences and 111any of the accuse()

received pardons.

Quietly, Balytsky's power and influence
kept growing.

In 192'5, at his

insistence, the Ukrainian Politburo signee) a series of decrees strength-

ening the Ukrainian secret police, whose name was changed first to

GPU-the State Political Directorate-and then to OGPU-the J()int)))
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State Political Direct()rate. 1ol

Among
other things he convinced the

P()litburo to protect the salaries of his
departments' employees. Even as

the cultural influence of the Ukrainian intelligentsia was at its
height

and the power of the peasants was at their greatest, Balytsky, Ukrai-
nian

by
hirth but Russian-speaking and Soviet by sympathy, was build-

ing the loyalty of quite a different team, preparing them to playa large

r()le in the future of Ukraine.)))



CHAPTER FOUR)

The Double Crisis, 1927-9)

Clavlit instructs YOt\037 to take all meaJures to completely
bar the appearance in the

press of any dispatches (articles,

items, etc) that refer to
difficulties

or
interruptions in the

supply of grain for the countlY as
they could, without

sufficient grounds, cause panic and derail measures

being taken by
the government to overcome temporary

difficulties in the matter of grain procurements
and

suppliesfor the country.)

Mailgram to all units from the information

department
of the OG PU, 1927

1)

It is not possible that there is no bread. If they gave us

rifles
we would find some.)

Comment overheard by a secret police infornler, 1927
2)

WAR COM M U N ISM HAD failed. The radical

workers' state had not brought prosperity
to the workers. But by the

latter part of the 1920s, Lenin's New Economic
Policy

was failing too.

Theoretically, markets were free. But in practice, the state was not
content to leave them alone. Officials, suspicious of the traders profiting
from the sale of grain, interfered

constantly by circulating aggressive,

\"anti-speculator\" propaganda and imposing heavy regulations. They set

high prices for industrial goods
and low prices for agricultural products)))
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(hence the (lesigllati()n \"scissors crisis\,") which created an imbalance.

S(une traders offeree! t() buy grain at l()w \"state\" prices, others (}ffered

high \"private\" prices. Many peasants who could not get the higher

prices (li(1 n()t sell at all. Instea<l they preferre(l-logically-to st()re

their grain, fee<l it to their livestock, an<] wait for the prices t(>
go up.

This new crisis came as a sh()ck. Food supplies had gradually been

in111roving
since the famine of 1921-3. A po()r grain harvest in 1924

lecl once again to \"rides\0371rea{1 hunger, but the peasants still had beets,

potatoes, and their cows and pigs
t() rely upon. The m()ratorium on

enforced grain c()llection, which was still then in place, meant that

peasants were willing to plant during the following spring.
3

By
1927 the system looked shak y again. I n that year the state obtained

(according
to its own unreliable counting nlethods) 5.4 nlillion tonnes

of grain. But the food distribution agencies that han{!ed out strictly

rationed bread loaves to the urban proletariat and the bureaucracy
had been counting on 7.7 million tonnes.

4

In an all-union survey, the

OGPU reported \"crushing nl0bs and shouting matches\" in the
queues

for food all across the USSR. The saIne secret survey quoted the \\vife

of a factory worker: \"the whole day is killed just for I ()
pounds

()f

flour, your husband comes home fronl \\\\'ork and dinner isn't ready.\"

Ominously, some of the comlllaining hac! a political edge. In the
city

of Tver, police fOllnt) a proclanlation calling for a strike: \"There's no

butter, flour became availahle only recently, there's no kerosene, the

people have been
duped.\"\"

Paul Scheffer, the Moscow correspondent

f()r Berliner Tageblatt, rep()rted \"\\\\'aiting lines in front of the
shops

everywhere
in the S()viet Union\" anti extraordinarily high prices. His

Ol11inous thought: \"Might
()ne nf)t say, in COll1111ellt on all such things,

that they are 'like the \",inter of 1()17' in Gern1any?\"tl Eugene Lyons,

freshly 1)()stc(1 t() Moscow as the c()rresIJondent for U niteti Press I nter-

national, also described the queues he saw in the winter of 1927-8:)

Everywhere these raggctf lines, chiefly of \\\\'Onlen, stretched

fr()m shop d()ors, un(ler cl()uds of visible breath; patient, bovine,

scarcely grumbling. . . Bread, \\vhich constitutes the larger half of
the

orclinary
Russian's diet, becanle a Udeficit product.''''7)

For the C:ommunist Party the crisis threatened to overshadow an

iml)()rtant anniversary: ten years after the revolution, living standards)))
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in the Soviet Union were still lower than they had been under the

tsars. Food of all kinds was
obsessively

rationed-workers received

food coupons according to their status-and very scarce. So sensitive
was information about grain production that five months before the

anniversary celebrations, in
May 1927, the OGPU forbade all Soviet

newspapers from writing about any \"difficulties or
interruptions in the

supply of grain to the country as they could. . . cause
panic.

\"S

The renewed food crisis also came at a critical moment in the Com-
munist

Party's
own internal power struggle. Since Lenin's death in

1924, Stalin had been organizing support
inside the Communist Party,

marshalling his forces against Trotsky. his main rival. To do so, he had

sided with the \"Rightists,\" most notably Nikolai Bukharin-who sup-
ported the

principles
of the Ne\"' Ec()nomic Policy, limited free com-

merce and cooperation \",ith the peasants-against Trotsky's \"Leftists,\"

who warned that the policy would create a new capitalist class and
enrich the kulaks in the countryside. But in 1927 he flipped his politics:

having satisfactorily disposed of the \"Leftists\"-
Trotsky

was by now

in disgrace, and would soon be in exile-Stalin now began preparing
an attack on the \"Rightists,\" Bukharin and the New Economic Policy.
In other words, Stalin used the grain crisis, as well as the general eco-

nomic dissatisfaction, not
only

to radicalize Soviet policy, but also to

complete the destruction of this group of rivals.

From the Kremlin's standpoint, 1927 was also an important year
in foreign policy.

For the previous several years, the OGPU had been

expanding its spy network throughout Europe with
great

enthusiasm.

But in 1927 the Soviet Union's foreign spies suffered some embarrass-

ing
setbacks. Major Soviet espionage operations were uncovered in

Poland, Turkey, China and France, among other
places.

In London,

the British government broke off diplomatic relations with the USSR

after uncovering an operation described
by

the Home Secretary in the

House of Commons as \"one of the most com plete and one of the most

nefarious spy systems that it has ever been my lot to meet.\"')

At the same time the newly expanded Soviet
espionage

service uncov-

ered what it claimed to be evidence of Japanese territorial designs on

the Soviet Far East. Poland was assumed to have ongoing designs on

the USSR as well, especially
after Marshal Pilsudski's successful coup

d'etat in 1926 brought the victor of the Polish-Bolshevik war back to

power. Ironically, Poland did secretly sp()nsor some schemes to
pro-)))
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m()te Ukrainian nati()nalisnl in the I <)2()s, with sorlle support from

Japanese diplolnats, but there is n(} evicler1ce that Stalin knew ab(}ut

it.
IO

His sllspicions were f()cused insteao ()n non-existent I\037olish and

J a llanese spy netw()rks ancl what was, at best, SfJme
very superficial

Polish-Japanese military collaboration.
I I

Taken together
all these inciejents did seem threatening, especially

to Soviet leaders who still remembered the bitterness of the fighting

a decade earlier. In a Pravda article in
July 1927, Stalin \\\\'arned of the

\"real and material threat of a new war in general, and a \\\\'ar against
the

USSR in particular.\" Unconnected stories \\vere presented in
ne\\\\'spa-

pers
and public speeches as a looming conspiracy.12 The accompanying

propaganda campaign prepared Soviet
society

for \\vartime conditions

and more austerity, and sought to inspire greater loyalty to the com-

munist system at the same time. 1 \037

Responding
both to the apparent threat of hostilities as \\vell as to

the more realistic prospect of mass food riots, the OG PU
pr()posecf

a

list of harsh new policies in October 1927. Arnong other things the
secret

police
wanted the right to \"hold accountable\" private grain trad-

ers who were
\"speculating\"

in scarce gooJs anej inflating prices.
14

The

Politburo also called for an imlnediate transfer of industrial goods to
the countryside (a carrot

among
the Inany sticks)\037 the collection of back

taxes; the freezing of grain prices;
and the tiirect involvement of local

party officials in the collection of grain.
l )

None of these changes had any significant impact. In early January
1928the Soviet Central Comlnittee ()bser\\'c(j that despite their orders,

\"no breakthrollgh was visible\" in the c()llecti()n ()f grain. To sol\\'e the

pr()blelll, Stalin tole) party b()sses to uralJidly mobilize all of the par-

ty's best forces,\" to Illake local J)arty leaders uI1ers()nally responsible\"

for
grain collection. to ()rganize a pr()paganda call1Jlaign that \\\\\037ould

point clearly at those who were failing. and to apply \"harsh punish-
ments\" to those who were refusing to pay their taxes. especially if they
were kulaks. '{'

Eventually.
the state would fine peasants who could not

deliver grain, charging them up to five times its monetary value. Those

who refused to pay these fines could have their
property

confiscated

and sold at aucti()n.
17

The language Stalin now used was militaristic. He
spoke

of \"mobili-

zation\" and \"fronts,\" as well as of \"enemies\" and \"danger.\"The kulaks)))
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and the speculators had, he said, \"taken
advantage

of the goodwill and

the slow workings of our organizations and broken through the front

on the bread Inarket, raised prices and created a \\\\'ait-and-see mood

among the peasants, \\\\rhich has
\037)aralyzed the grain c()llection even

more.\" In the face of this threat it \\v()lll<.-! be a terriLlle nlistake to l110ve

softly or slowly. I nstead, the kulaks and traders had to be separated

from the other peasants, and hit hard \\\\,ith arrests:)

Only \\\\,ith that kind of policy \\vill the nliddle-inc()me peasants
understand that the

possibility
of

higher prices is a lie invented

by speculators, that the kulak and the
speculator

are enenlies of

Soviet po\\\\'er, that linking their o\\\\'n fate with the fate of specula-

tors and kulaks is dangerous.
IS)

i\037t about this time Stalin and the rest of the Soviet leadership also

brought back the
phrase chrezvychain}1e mery, \"extraordinary mea-

sures,\" as \\\\'ell as the chrezvychaiJhchina, a state of emergency, words

still redolent ofTsaritsyn, the Red Terror and the civil war. And along

\\\\rith the language of the civil war, the tactics of the civil war-the vio-

lence Stalin had deployed in Tsaritsyn ten
years

earlier-returned too.

In early January, Genrikh Yagoda, now the chairman of the ()(;PU,
issued

abrupt
instructions to immediately arrest \"the most prominent

private grain procurement agents and most inveterate grain mer-

chants. . . \\vho are disrupting set procurement and market prices.\"
In practice, anyone making

a living trading grain was now liable to

be reclassified as a criminal. By the middle of the month more than

five hundred people had been
imprisoned

acr()ss Ukraine, and m()re

investigations were underway. In C:herkasy, Mariupol and Kharkhiv,

among
other places, police discovered many tonnes of grain that had

been kept back because
peasants had, quite rationally, been waiting for

prices to rise. The
police pounced upon

this evidence of conspiracy.19

The OGPU meanwhile concluded that sorne of the dealers conceal-

ing
this grain were aware of police repression and seeking actively to

avoid it. Many
had moved their grain to prevent being arrested; others,

hoping for the wave of repression to subside, were paying peasants to

hold on to grain in order to wait for a better moment.
20

The OGPU

ended all this activity with a blunt decree on 19 January: anyone
who)))
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refused to sell grain to the state at the
agreed price

would be arrested

and tried.
21

With that ()rder the New Economic Policy effectively came

to an end.)

The grain traders were useful scapegoats. But in truth. Soviet economic

policy in the 1920shad rested on a fundamental c()ntradiction, and even

ordinary people could see it. At the beginning of 1929, Semen I vanisov,

an educated peasant from Zaporizhia in southern Ukraine, wrote a letter

to a friend who was a party official. The letter praised Lenin, who had

once written of the \"indispensable link\" between workers and peasants.
But Ivanisov feared that Lenin's sentiments had been forgotten. \"What

do we see now? The correct
relationship

with the peasantry, a relation-

ship of allies-it doesn't exist.\"

Instead, wrote I vanisov, he and his fello\"l peasants were now in an

impossible situation. If they worked hard and built up
their farms then

they became kulaks, \"enemies of the people.\" But if
they

took the other

option and remained bedniaks, poor peasants-then they were \\vorse

off than the \"American peasants\" with whom they \\vere supposed to

be competing. There seemed no way out of the trap. \"What shall we

do,\" I vanisov asked his friend, \"how shall we live?\" His own situation

was deteriorating. \"Now we have to sell our cows, without that there is

nothing. At home there are tears, endless
shouting. suffering. curses. I

would suggest that if you should go soon and visit a
peasant family and

listen, you would say: this isn't life, but rather hard labour. hell, worse

than the devil knows what. That's all.\"22

I vanisov, like many others, faced an
in1possible choice: ideologi-

cally approved poverty on the one hand, or (langerously unacceptable
wealth on the other. The

peasants
knew that if they worked badly, they

would go hungry. If they worked well, they would be
punished by the

state. Even Maurice Hindus, the American journalist wh() generally
admired the USSR, could see the problem: \"When therefore a man

came into possession of two or three horses, as
many

or a few more

cows, about half a d()zen pigs, and when he raised three or four hun-

dred poods of rye ()r wheat, he fell into the category of kulak.
\"2\037

Once

a peasant became wealthy and successful he became an enemy. Farm-
ers who were too efficient or effective immediately became figures of

suspicion. Even girls stayed away, Hindus recorded:
\"Nobody

wants

to marry a rich man nowadays.\"24 Eugene Lyons in Moscow noted that)))
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\"the more industrious, more unscrupulous and more prosperous peas-
ants\" \\\\'ere all under huge l)reSSllre. The writer Mikhail Sh(JI()khov, in
his novel

Virgill
Soil

Up/llf/led, also depicted a character whose farln

had simply prosl1erell t()O 111l1Ch:)

I sowed t\\\\relve, then t\\venty, and even thirty hectares, think of
that! I worked, and my S(1n and his wife. I ()nly hired a lallourer
a couple of times at the busiest season. What was the Soviet gov-
ernment's order in those

years?
Sow as much as YOll can! And

now. . . I'm afraid. I'm afrair) that because of Iny thirty hectares

they'll drag me through the neetile's eye, and call me a kulak:\037C))

Thus had the Soviet Union cornprehensively destroyed the peasants'
incentive to

prt)duce
m()rc

grain.

Perhaps not all of the B()lsheviks understood this contradiction. But
Stalin certainly did, and in the \\vinter of 1928 he and his most senior

comrades decided to take it on
directly. The Politburo sent one of its

members, Anastas
\037/likoyan,

to the North Caucasus in order to uncover

the source of the fooe)
shortages.

\037/folotov went to Ukraine. Stalin him-

self decided to go to Siberia.
The records of Stalin's three-week trip are revealing. In the reports

he wrote after\\\\fards, he observed that most of his party colleagues on

the ground-some of whom still dared to argue with him-were con-

vinced that the grain shortage could be solved
by

technical changes,

for example by offering the peasants more manufactured goods in

exchange
for grain. But \\voliid a better supply of shoes for

peasant
chil-

dren really fix the longer-term problem? At a meeting with Siberian

party leaders, Stalin, clad in a brand-new sheepskin coat, unexpectedly

began to think aloud about the deep flaws of Soviet agriculture. After

the revolution, he reminded them, peasants had occupied and divided

up
the private estates of aristocrats and monasteries, thus creating hun-

dreds of thousands of
tiny, unproductive

farms and similar numbers

of poor peasants. But this was precisely the
problem:

klliaks-rich

farmers-were so much more productive than their poor ncighbours
because they had held on to bigger properties.

The strength of the wealthy farnler, Stalin concluded, lay
\"in the fact

that his farming is large scale.\" Larger farms were more efficient,
more

productive, more amenable to modern technology. I vanisov had
spot-)))
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ted the same problem: over time the most successful farmers became

wealthier and accumulated more land, which raised their productivity.
But

by doing
so they became kulaks, and therefore ideologically unac-

ceptable.
What shoul(J be done about this? Stalin's ideology

would not let him

c()nclude that successful farmers should be allowed to accumulate more

land and buil(j up major estates, as had happened in every other soci-

ety
in history. It was impossible, unimaginable, that a communist state

could contain major landowners, or even
wealthy

farmers. But Stalin

also understood that persecution of successful peasants would not lead

to higher grain production either. His conclusion: collective farming

was the only solution. uUnification of small and tiny peasant house-

hold farms into large collective farms. . . for us is the only path.,,26 The

USSR needed large, state-owned farms. The peasants had to give up
their

privately
owned land, pool their resources, and join them.

Collectivization had, as noted, been tried on a small scale and

mostly abandoned in 1918-19. But it aligned with several other Marx-
ist ideas and had some advocates in the Communist Party, so the idea

had remained in the air. Some hoped that the creation of collectively
owned communal farms-ko/khoz-would \"proletarianize\" the

peas-

antry, making farmers into wage labourers who would begin to think

and act like workers.
During

a discussion of the subject in 1929 one

advocate eXplained that Uthe
large kolkhoz-and this is entirely clear

to everyone-must in its type be a production economy similar to our
socialist factories and state farms:'.:!7 The collectivization propaganda

also contained more than a whiff of the Soviet cult of science and of

the nlachine, the belief that rn()dern technology, increased efficiency
an<) rationalizc(1

nlanagement techniques could solve all problems.
I\037and would be share(i. Farming equipment would also be shared. In
the name ()f

efficiency,
tractors and combine harvesters would be con-

tr()lled by state-owneli Machine Tractor Stations, \\\\,hich would lease

them ()ut as nee(lc(1 to the collective farms.
Collectivization anc)

centrally planned agriculture also matched Sta-

lin's l)lans for Soviet inclustry. In 1928 the Soviet government would
al)prove

its first \"Five-Year IJl an ,\" an ec()nomic programme that man-
dated a massive, unprece(iented 20

per
cent annual increase in indus-

trial output, the adopti()n of the seven-day week-workers would rest

in shifts, so that factories would never have to close-and a new ethic)))
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of workplace competition. Foremen, labourers and
managers

alike

vied with one another to fulfil, or even to over-fulfil, the plan. The
massive increase in industrial investment created thousands of new

working-class jobs, many of which would be taken by peasants forced

off their land. It also created an urgent need for coal, iron and natural

resources of all kinds, many of which could only be found in the far

north or far east of the USSR. These resources would also be mined by

peasants Inade redundant by collectivization.

The
\037.emergency methods,\" the collectivization drive and rapid

industrialization quickly became Stalin's signature policies. This
\"Great Turnaround\" or hGreat Upheaval,\" as it became known, repre-
sented a return to the

principles
of War Communism and, in practice, a

second revolution. Because the new
policies represented

a clear depar-

ture from ideas that Stalin and others had been advocating for several

years, and because his main party rivals were bitter opponents of collec-
tivization in

particular,
he became deeply invested, both personally and

politically, in their success. Eventually, Stalin would
personally

redraft

the collectivization orders so as to implement them as radically and

rapidly as
possible:\0378

In the wake of Stalin's visit, the Siberian OGPU realized that they
had to ensure their leader's success. Instead of waiting for contribu-

tions from the peasants as they had done in the past, they abandoned

any pretence of rule of law, sent agents into the countryside, searched

and arrested farmers and took their grain, just as they had in the
days

of the civil war. \"Comrade Stalin gave us our motto,\" declared one

local grain collector: \"Press, beat, squeeze.,,29 They got results. Even

before he had returned to Moscow, Stalin sent a
telegram

to his col-

leagues, declaring success: \"We greet the Central Committee with 80

million
poods [1.31 million metric tonnes] of grain for January. This

is a great victory for the Party.\" February, he claimed, would be the

\"most important fighting month in Siberia.\"30

Buoyed by these reports, Stalin intensified the argument for collec-

tivization at two tumultuous Central Committee meetings in the spring

and summer of 1928. In the speeches he made at the time, it is clear that

he was, in part, pushing hard for the policy change precisely
because it

was opposed by his remaining serious party rivals, especially Bukharin,
whom he now denounced as a \"Right-Opportunist.\" Even apart from

its ramifications in the countryside, the collectivization
policy

was an)))
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ideological tool that estahlished Stalin as the
indisputable

leader of the

party. Eventually, the acceptance of his policy would invest him with

auth()rity ancllegitimacy
inside the \037larty. His opp()nents would recant

h
. J. H

t elr (1ISsent.-

In the spring ane) sunlmer ()f 1928 the reverse \\vas also true: Sta-

lin used the internal party c()nflict in ()rder to build up an ideologi-
cal case f()r the collectivization drive. At the July plenum, he argued,

infamously, that the
exploitati()n

of the peasants was the key to the

indllstrialization of the USSR: UYou know that for hundreds of years

England squeezed the juice out of all its colonies, froln
every

conti-

nent, and thus injected extra investment into its industry.\" The USSR
could not take that same path, Stalin arguecl. Nor, he declared, could

it rely on
foreign

loans. The only remaining solution \\\\'as, in effect,

for the country to \"colonize\" its own peasants: squeeze them harder

and invest this \"internal accumulation\" into Soviet industry. To sup-

port this transformation, peasants
\",'auld have to pay

U

a tribute\" so that

the Soviet Union could \"further (levelop the rate of industrial growth \":)

This situation, one Inust say, is unpleasant. But \\ve wouldn't be

Bolsheviks if we skated over this nlatter and closed our eyes to
the fact that witll0ut this additional tax on the peasants, unfortu-

nately, our in(iustry and our
c()untry

will not be able to manage.)

As for the Uenlergency Illeth()(ls\" that \\\\'ere
causing

so nluch pain, these

had already \"saved the country fr()m a
general econolllic crisis. . . \\ve

would now have a seri()us crisis of the whole national economy, starva-

ti()n in the cities, starvati()n in the arlny.\" Those who opposec! them
\"are

dangerous pc()ple.\"
l\037he once-Iauclctl Utight link\" between the

peasants anti the w()rkillg class \\\\'as n()
l()nger necessary: Hthe only class

which h()l(ls
\037)()wer

is tile ()r()letariat.\"
\037\037

Stalin's
language was deeply rooted in his Marxist understanding of

cc{)n()Jnics. He hac! arrived at the us()luti()n\" ()f rapi(1 collectivization

n()t
11Y acci{lcnt, hut after a carefll1logical process. He hatl determined

that the 11easantry woul(1have t(1 be sacrifice(i in order to in<.!ustrialize

the USSR, an() he was I)reparcd t() force millions off their land. He had

kn()wingly (iecillcc) that they \\\\'oul(1 have to pay \"tribute\" to the work-

ers' state, and he knew that they would suffer in the process.

Was forced collectivization, accompanied by violence, really the
only)))
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solution? Of course not. Other options were open to the Soviet lead-

ership. Bukharin, for example, believed in voluntary collectivization
and raising the

price
of bread.\037\037 But Stalin's understanding of Soviet

agriculture, his fanatical commitment to his
ideology

and his own

experiences--especially his faith in the efficacy of terror-made mass,
forced collectivization appear to him inevitable and unavoidable. He

would no\\\\' stake his personal reputation on the success of this policy.)

The New Economic Policy was not the only inconsistent Bolshevik
pol-

icy,
nor was it the only one to hit a crisis point in 1927. \"Ukrainization\"

also contained within itself a profound contradiction, which became

obvious around this time. On the one hand, the policy was essentially

instrumental: the Bolsheviks in Mosco\"' created it in order to placate

Ukrainian nationalists, to convince them that Soviet Ukraine
really

was

a Ukrainian state, and to draw thenl in to Soviet power structures. Yet

to succeed, Ukrainization could not appear to be instrumental: if Ukrai-

nian nationalists were to become loyal citizens of the USSR, they needed

to believe that Ukrainization was real.
34

In order to win over Ukrainian nationalists, the Soviet state was
therefore

obliged
to appoint

ethnic Ukrainians to leading positions

in the country, to fund the teaching of Ukrainian, and to allow the

development of an \"authentic\" Ukrainian national art and literature

that would be regarded as distinct and different from Russian or Soviet
culture. But these actions did not placate the nationalists. Instead, they

encouraged them to demand more rapid change. Eventually, they

encouraged
them to question the primacy of Moscow altogether.

The loudest noises of discontent came from the literary world, where

ambitions were expanding rapidly. Both the Hart and Pluh groups,

like the rest of the Soviet artistic avant-garde, survived only briefly.
In

January
1926 they were folded into a more eXplicitly political organi-

zation, the Free
Academy

of Proletarian Literature, Vilna Akademiia

Proletarskor Literatury, known by its Ukrainian acronym, V APLITE.

The group's leader, Mykola Khvylovyi, had joined the Bolsheviks dur-

ing the civil war and even belonged briefly to the Cheka. But his iden-

tification with Ukraine afforded him some distance from the Moscow

Bolsheviks, and he began to develop in a different direction. Eschew-

ing provincialism, \"backwardness\" and the peasantry, railing against
the \"servile

psychology\"
of his compatriots, Khvylovyi aspired instead)))
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for Ukraine t() (Ievel()p an urban literary culture. He sought to
identify

Ukraine with \037\037ur()pe, nr)t Russia, and by 1925 he \\\\'as
willing

to say so:)

Since our literature can at last f()llow its own path of develop-
ment, we are facee) with the question: by \\\\,hich ()f the \\vorld's

literatures should we set our course? ()n nf) account by the Rlls-

sian. This is definite and unc()nditi()nal. Our p()litical union nlust

not be confused with literature. Ukrainian
poetry

must flee as

quickly as possible from Russian literature and its styles. . . the

point
is that Russian literature has \\\\'eighell do\\\\'n upon us for

centuries as master of the situation, it has conditioned our psyche

I h I

.

h
. . J)

to p ay t e s aVls Imitator...)

The Ukrainian artist Mykhailo Boichuk, a modernist \\\",h() had been

part of the revolutionary avant-garde, had come to a similar conclusion

around this time. Ukraine should construct a Ugreat \\\\'all\" on its border

with Russia, as the Chinese had done, ha barrier even for birds,\" so that

Ukrainian culture stood a chance of developing by itself.-'\037'

An echo of that language appeared in the Ukrainian press, which
was becoming evangelistic

about
spreading the benefits of Ukrainiza-

tion beyond the country's borders. As \\\\\"e have seen, the state approved

of the idea that Soviet Ukraine should hegin to exercise influence on

Ukrainian speakers abrl)ad, particularly in Polan(l. But in 1927, Soviet
Ukraine also

began lo()king t() exercise inHuence on Ukrainians in

Russia, and in particlilar ()n those in Kllban, a Ilr()\\\"ince of the North

(:allcasus where Ukrainian sl)eakers olltnull1bered Russian
speak-

ers by two t() ()ne, anti three t() one in the countryside. The
rel)ublic's

government neWSl)aper l)ublishe(J a series ()f t\\velve articles on Kuban
an<1 the N(Jrth (:aucaslls, {lescribing the hist()ry of Ukrainian influence
in the l)rovince an(1 the \\Vartll feelings that Ukrainians in Kllban felt

for their brethren in Ukraine.
The series of articles 0llenly a<Jv()catc(1 Ukrainizati()n, infuriat-

ing the Russophone communists who ruled Kuhan. Soon
after, they

arrested and prosecuted a group of alIeged sahoteurs. accusing them
of adv()catillg the transfer ()f Kuban to Ukraine. ()nc c(Jnfessed, or was

ma(le to confess, that he had been
ills\037)ired by

articles in the Uk rainian

press.
i7

Fears that the region might become \"Ukrainianized,\" and thus)))
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to the Bolsheviks politically llnrelia11le,\\v()ulcl have fatal significance a

few years later.

Discontent \\vas also sinllTIcring \\vithin the Ukrainian
political class,

which objected to the heavy-handecf role Moscow c()ntinued to play in
the affairs of the republic's conlnlunists. In April 1925, less than two

years after the first decree on Ukrainization, the Soviet Comlnunist

Party abru\037ltly
sacked the leader of the Ukrainian Communist Party,

Emmanuel Kviring, \\\\lho hac) been an open 0Pllonent of Ukrainiza-

tion, and replaced him with IJazar Kaganovich, one of Stalin's closest

colleagues. Although Kaganovich had been born in Kyiv province, he

spoke
Ukrainian poorly. He \\vas also Je\",'ish, had spent most of his

career in Russia, and \\\\'as perceived in Ukraine not as a native Ukrai-
nian but as an advocate for the Russian Bolsheviks.

Ostensibly, Kaganovich arrived with a plan to speed up the
process

of Ukrainization. During his three years in charge of the Ukrainian
(\037ommunist

Party (he \\\\'as replaced in 1928 by Stanislav Kosior) he

would in practice continue to
encourage

hl ow
\"

Ukrainization-the

elimination of the bureaucratic obstacles to the llse of the language-
because the Bolsheviks still thought that was necessary to keep
Ukrainian speakers loyal to the regime. But his

suspicion
of \"high\"

Ukrainization-culture, literature, theatre-turned quickly into real

antagonism, irritating his new colleagues. Soon after
Kaganovich's

appointment,
()leksandr Shumskyi, the Comlnissar of Education, n1et

with Stalin. He complained about the new Ukrainian party secretary

and demanded the appointment of a ureal\" Ukrainian in Kaganovich's
place.

A few months later Shumskyi also complained to the Ukrainian

Politburo about unnamed Ukrainian communists-\"unprincipled
and

hypocritical, slavishly t\\Vo-t:1ced and traitorously syc()phantic\"-who

paid lip service to Ukraine but in trllth \\vc)ulcl do anything to please the

Russians in order to U

get
a position.\"

Shumskyi's c()nfidence-in himself, his position, in Moscow's com-

nlitment to Ukrainian cultllre-was
remarkably high, given that the

ground was already beginning to shift under his feet. As Kaganovich
oriented himself in Ukrainian affairs, he grew increasingly alarmed

by what he saw and heard. He was ast()nished to discover that Hrush-

evsky, a man who had \"serve() in a series of governments\"-nleaning

non-Bolshevik ones-was still walking freely on the streets ()f
Kyiv.)))
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Elsewhere in the USSR such people were long behind bars. The more

aggressive writings of the Ukrainian literati, especially Khvylovyi's call

for Ukrainian p()etry
to \"flee as quickly as possible from Russian litera-

ture and its
styles,\"

shocked Stalin's envoy toO.
3H

So did the writer's fre-

quently repeated slogan, \"He! vid
Moskvyl\" (\"Away

fr()m Moscow!\.

Kaganovich sent a few choice Khvylovyi quotations to Stalin, who
was

predictably outraged,
denounced the \"extreme views,\" and fulmi-

nated against Comrade Shumskyi for
failing

to understand that \"only

by combatting such extremisms is it possible
to transform the rising

Ukrainian culture and Ukrainian social life into a Soviet culture and a

S
. .

I I

. c ,,39
oVlet socia lie.

Stalin had no need to alert his other
ally

in Ukraine to his concerns,

for he already shared them. By that time, Vsevolod
Balytsky

had run

the Ukrainian OGPU for several years, mostly keeping his activities

shrouded in mystery. Although in charge of what was technically a

Ukrainian party organization, Balytsky kept quiet about his surveil-

lance of leading cultural figures and politicians, never making regular

reports
to the Ukrainian Council of Ministers or to local adn1inistra-

tors. He even blocked a propaganda film intended to laud the work of

his agents, on the grounds that it would reveal too many secrets. He

remained loyal not to the Republic of Ukraine but to the Communist

Party leadership in Moscow, and he demanded the same of his subordi-

nates: \"If the order is given to shoot into the crowd and you refuse:' he

told them at one point, \"then I will shoot all of y()u. 't\"ou must conform

without objection to my commands, I will pern1it no protests.\" At the

same time Balytsky worked hard to improve their salaries and
privi-

leges, as well as his own. IJresunlably it \\vas at about this till1e that he

acquired the taste for jewellery and fine art.. \\\\,hich w()uld be discov-

ered in his possession at the time of his death. 40

By 1925, Balytsky had als() convinced the Ukrainian Politburo to
set up a commission t() monitor the activities of \"Ukrainian intellec-

tuals,\" particularly those linked to the
Aca(jerny of Sciences. In 1926

the OGI->U I)r()duced a report \"on Ukrainian separatism\" that recom-

mended cl()se observation of anyone with past links t() any uUkrainian
anti-Soviet movements.,,41The nationalists had

stopped conducting an

open struggle against the Soviet state, but that \"does not mean that they
have been fully reconciled to the existing situation and have

sincerely)))
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Russian, Jewish or even Latvian or Polish
by \"ethnicity\"-Ukraine's

political policemen
were far more likely to be devoted to Stalin than to

any abstract idea of the Ukrainian nation. As the decade wore on, their

allegiances w()uld hegin to show.)

()f the Ukrainian policenlen who came of age in the 1920s, the most loyal,
and in many other ways the most notable, was Vsevolod Balytsky.98 Born

in' 1892 in
Verkhniodnipr(Jvsk,

a small city on the Dnieper River, Balyt-

sky spent most of his childhood in the industrial city of Luhansk, where

his father was an accountant in a
factory.

Raised in the Russian-speaking

world of the Ukrainian industrial intelligentsia-rumour had it that he

was even of aristocratic origin-Balytsky described himself in a 1922

document as \"Russian,\" though
later he changed his national designa-

tion to \"Ukrainian.\" Only much later, at the time of his arrest during the

\"great terror\" of 1937,did he declare himself \"Russian\" once again.

In fact, Balytsky's national sympathies had always been less
impor-

tant to him than his political sympathies. He was radicalized as a teen-

ager, and later claimed to have been \"in contact with the revolutionary
movement in Luhansk\" from the age of seventeen. He went to law

school in Moscow, and in 1913 joined the Menshevik Party, the Bol-

sheviks' rivals, a t:'lct that he later tried to strike out of his biography.

He switched sides and became a Bolshevik in 1915, joining the party

early enough to count as a true believer. Tall and blonde, he was given

to dramatic gestures and radical declarations. After being drafted into

the army t() fight in the First World War, he conducted \"revolution-

ary agitation\" among l)ther soldiers. When the revolution finally broke

out in Fehruary 1 (}17, he ran ()ne of the hloody upeople's tribunals\" in

the (:aucaSlIS.
Perha\037)s

it was there that he acquired his taste for iden-

tifying, purging antI
murdering

class enemies. Violence, in Balytsky's

rhetoric, was often assl>ciate<.1 with cleansing and purifying, with rid-

<ling the party ()fUternlites\" and
\"pollution.\"

Balytsky's
belief in the cleansing power of political violence moti-

vatetl hilll t(> retllrn to Ukraine, and to join the Ukrainian Cheka, in
1919. In f'ebrllary ()f that year he published a poem in the Ukrainian

[zt1eJtiya:)

There, where even
yesterclay

life was so joyous

\037\037I () w s the r i ve r () f b I ()(J(\037)))
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clictionary. Khvylovyi was also attacked and expelled from V APLITE;

the literary ()rgaI1izati()n was f()rcibly dissolved and replaced with a

m()re upr()-Soviet\"-in
()ther words controlled and penetrated-union

()f proletarian writers, the All-Ukrainian Union of the Workers of

(\037olnmunist C:lllture. uShumskyism\" and \"Khvylovyism
n

became

buzzwords for eJangerous nationalist deviations. In subsequent months

and years association with either one of them became toxic.

The attacks ()n Shumskyi and Khvylovyi were only the loudest man-
ifestations ()f the p()litical pressure that began to affect other Ukrainian

intellectuals as well. Hrushevsky, under
heavy

surveillance since his

return to Kyiv, began to have trouble getting his books
published:\0376

Suddenly,
he encountered difficulties in travelling abroad-the

informers watching him were convinced he was
planning

to defect-

and an OGPU plot would soon prevent him from becoming president
of the Academy of Sciences.

4i

The OGPU also stepped up its surveillance campaign. One of its

informers heard a Ukrainian professor predicting a war between the
Soviet Union and Poland and arguing, allegedly,

that Ukrainians

should \"use the conflict to strengthen themsel ves.\" A further informer
claimed that another professor believed that \"Ukrainization\" would

raise national awareness to such an extent that soon-within two or

three years-Ukraine would separate itself from Russia. The OGPU
also recorded Ukrainian intellectuals

worrying
that the republic would

soon fall into the hands of
Uforeign\"

elements-that is, Russians and

Jews.'HI These accusations filtered into the language of the leadership.
At a

s()ecial plenunl in the spring of 1927, Skrypnyk, who had now

replaced Shumskyi as Commissar of Education, echoed the general

paranoia ah()ut f(Jreign enelnies and denounced both
Shumskyi and

Khvyl()vyi for c()llahorating with Ut\037lscist\" Poland.
44

Ry the cn() ()f 1927, Balytsky was ready to proclaim the existence
of a broader conspiracy: in Ukraine the Communist Party was facing
opposition of an unprecedented kind.

Acting
both

openly and sub-

versively. people with links to anti-Bolshevik parties were working
inside Soviet institutions in order to hide their true allegiance. Many
remained in contact with

\"foreigners\"
who were actively seeking to

launch a counter-revolution. just as they had done in 1919.

Not accidentally, this wave of accusations coincided with the food
shortages and discontent of 1927,as well as the ten-year anniversary of)))
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the revolution. Someone, after all, had to be blamed for the slow pace

of Soviet growth-and it would not be Stalin.)

In 1927the OGPU had
begun looking for a \"case\" that could launch a

new campaign against the saboteurs and
foreign agents who were alleg-

edly holding back the USSR. In the
spring

of 1928 they found one. In the

Russian town ofShakhty-just to the east of Ukraine, in the North Cau-

casus, on the edge of the Donbas coal basin-the OGPU \"discovered\" a

conspiracy of engineers who allegedly were aiming to destroy the coal

industry, in
league

with manipulative foreign powers. A few of them

had indeed come from abroad and in due course more than two dozen

German engineers were arrested, along with similar numbers of Soviet

colleagues. The secret police also believed they would find connections

between members of the workforce and the former owners of factories
who had lost their property in the revolution and were supposedly plot-

ting to get it back, as well as links to other foreign powers, including

Poland.

The result was an elaborate show trial, the first of many. Dozens of

foreign journalists attended the court in Shakhty in southwest Rus-

sia every day, along with the German ambassador and other promi-
nent guests. The chief

prosecutor,
Nikolai Krylenko-an advocate

of \"socialist justice,\" the theory that politics matter more than rule of

law-lectured the spellbound audience about the \"vampires\" who had

sucked the blood of the working class. \"This was Revolutionary Jus-

tice,\" wrote Eugene Lyons, \"its
flaming eyes

wide open, its flaming

sword poised to strike.,,50 Not all of the
testimony

went quite the way it

was supposed to. One of the witnesses, Nekrasov, failed to appear.
His

lawyer eXplained that Nekrasov \"was suffering hallucinations and had

been
placed

in a padded cell, where he screamed about rifles pointed
at his heart and suffered

paroxysms.,,51
One of the German engineers

openly declared he had made his \"confession\"
only

under duress.
52

Nevertheless, five of the engineers accused of
\"wrecking\"

were sen-

tenced to death, and forty-four received prison sentences. Newspa-

pers across Russia covered the trial in great detail. Party functionaries

everywhere got the message: if
you

don't obey, this too can be your fate.

In practice, \"the Shakhty engineers were essentially on trial not as indi-

f I

,,'53
A

.

h d
. .

viduals but as members 0 a c ass. nyone Wit e ucatlon, expertise,

technical experience was now under suspicion.)))
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Because so many foreigners were involved, the Shakhty trial en-

joyed huge notoriety ahroad. Foreign diplomats rightly interpreted it

as a signal that the New Economic Policy had heen ahandoned and

that higger changes were coming. But inside the Soviet Union almost

as 111uch attenti()n \\\\'as
Ilaid

tf) a second sh()w trial: that of the Union

for the l\037iberati()n ()f Ukraine, the \037pi/ka l'yzt
J o/el1nia Ukrainy

(Jr S\\'U,

an organizati()n \\vhich seems t() have been entirely ficti()nal. ,\\
gr()up

with a sill1ilar nall1e hac) been f(]unoed in IJ\\'iv in 1914-it later devel-

oped small branches in Vienna and Berlin before fading away-and
had

propagated
the Ukrainian cause among prisoners of war. But the

Soviet version was inventcc)
by Balytsky's

Ukrainian OGPU. The goal

was clear: the arrest of Ukrainian intellectllals \\\\.,ho
might secretly har-

bour a belief in Ukrainian independence, and the (Jestruction of that
belief once and for all.,)4

The S\\'U trial \",'as just as \",'ell
prepared

as the Shakhty trial, and

had equally broad aims.)) The first arrests were made in the sllring

of 1929. Eventually, the OGPU detained 3(),OO{) l)eople-intellectu-

als, artists, technical experts, \\vriters and scientists-and publicly tried

forty-five of them at the Kharkhiv
Opera

House in the spring of 1930.

The nlost prominent \\\\'as Serhii Yefremov, a literary critic, historian,

vice-president of the Ukrainian ACa()enlY of Sciences and a forll1er
dep-

uty chairman ()f the Central Rada. Yefrenl0v had already bcen under

public
attack f()r many 111onths, on the grounds that he had publishe(J

an article in a Ukrainian-language ne\\vspaper baseeJ across the Polish

border in l\037viv. ()thers on trial inclu(JelJ 11rofess()rs, lecturers.. e(Jitors,

laboratory assistants.. as \\vell as
linguists, doct()rs, la\\vyers, theologians

and chenlical cngincers.\037h Scveral others hall also been Central Rada

politicians; nearly half were either 11riests or the s()ns of priests.');
Tcachers an<.J stlillents \\vere 11articular targets. Al11f)ng thclll \\vas the

direct()r ()f the Taras Shevcllcnkl)
Kyiv

Lab<.)ur Sch()(\302\273) N(). I, \\vhich

hao so assilJll()usly ()rganizcli its curriculum arounli tllc vcrse of
Ukraine's

nati()nall)()ct.
Tl1c (Iirect()r anti f(Jur of his colleagues \",'ere

arrestec.1 ()n the gr()llnlls that they hal-l
Sllp\037l()sellly

excluded the chil-

eJren ()f
JC\\VS an<) \\v{)rkers fr(Jlll the sch(){)l, had catered exclusively to

the \"b()urgc()is 11ati()nalists,\"anli hall c()llected funds f()r a nl0nUlnent

to Petliura. l\037ca(lcrs ()f stuclent urganizations, inclll(ling s()lne that had

alll.ge(lly recrllite(1 klilak chil(lrell
IJY rcaoing

Shevchenk()'s \037)oetry,

were also arrestee) anli trice!. The state seemed to fear that many Ukrai-)))
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nians would be seduced
by

nationalist
poetry, a paranoia that would

last until the 1980s. 5M

The Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church was another

target. Its success-at its height it had 6 million followers and thirty

bishops-had inspired suspicion. Balytsky's secret police had picked
up \"clues\" about the Church's real nature. Informers had reported, for

example, that Church leaders
secretly

told peasants to stay faithful to

the Ukrainian cause. 59

During
the SVU trial the state openly accused

the Church of preparing a revolt:)

The Ukrainian counter-revolution defeated on the battlefields

of the civil war hid in the underground and began to organize

partisans, to undermine the construction of Soviet power and
to launch an

uprising against the worker-peasant state. One of

the most important roles in this uprising was to be played by the

Autocephalous Church, created by the leaders and ideologists of
the Petliura movement.

60)

Two Church leaders-brothers, one of them a former member of the
Central Rada-were

among
the

group of accused at the SVU trial.

Thousands of others, priests as well as ordinary believers, were swept

up in the mass arrests that followed.
The

occupations
of the other defendants varied widely. The state

clearly wanted the group to represent a broad swath of the Ukrainian

national intelligentsia, in order to slander as many of them as
possible.

The indictment accused the SVU of plotting the overthrow of Soviet

power in Ukraine, \"with the assistance of a foreign bourgeois state\"-

Poland-so as to \"restore the
capitalist

order in the form of the Ukrai-

nian People's Republic.\" During the trial the journal Bilshovyk Ukrainy

(Ukrainian Bolshevik) put it even more bluntly: \"the
proletarian

court

is examining a case not only of the Petliurite scum, but also
judging

in

historical retrospect all of Ukrainian nationalism, nationalistic parties,
their treacherous policies, their

unworthy
ideas of bourgeois indepen-

dence, of Ukraine's independence.\" One of the defendants, a student

named Borys Matushevsky, later recalled hearing similar language
from his interrogator. \"We have to put the Ukrainian intelligentsia on

its knees, this is our task-and it will be carried out; those whom we

do not [put on their knees] we will shoot!,,61)))
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Stalin personally hel ped write the trial scenario, sending memo-

ran(ja abollt it to the Ukrainian leadershiI). In one of them he expressed
a

particular paranoia
that would repeat itself many years later, during

the \"Doct()rs' Plot\"
investigations

of the early 1950s. \"We think that

not only the insurgent and terrorist actions of the accused must be

enlarged IIp()n during the trial,\" he wr()te to the Ukrainian commu-

nist
leae)ershi(),

\"but also the medical tricks, the goal of which was the

murder of
responsible

workers.\" That order resulted in the arrest of

Arka(lii Barbar, a well-known Kyiv physician and professor of medi-

cine. No evidence was produced against him, even
during

the trial. But

Stalin's desire t(J punish \"the counter-revolutionary part of the
special-

ists wh() seek to poison and murder communist patients\" was all that

mattered. h2

The trial itself was farcical. The case against Yefremov derived

almost entirely from notes in his diary,
\\\\Those existence \\\\las revealed

to the police by another defendant. But although it contained a few

entries that sniped at some of Ukraine's conlmunist leaders, the diary
didn't mention a clandestine organization at all. It contained no evi-

dence of foreign contacts or revolutionary conspiracies. )'efremo\\' nev-

ertheless \"confessed,\" after being told that there was no other
way

to

save his wife from arrest and torture. An infornler placed in his cell

rel)orte(j
back on his behavi()ur:)

Yefremov returned from the interrogation very upset and t()
my

question, \"How's it g()ing?\" he replieci: UI have never been in such

a loathsoille and I)itiful anti stupici state. It \\\\'ould be better if they

t()ok me right away and finished me ()ff than this t()rment every

day with their interr()gations. . . I \\\\'()uld he very gla(i if there

truly hat) been such an ()rganizati()n \\vith all those people and

details they are attaching t() it t()day. Then I \\vould say every-

thing an(1 that would L1C tile en(i of it . . . Hut here I have to tell

theln all0ut (Ietails ah()ut which I know n()thing. . .\" It should

be a(I(led that here (luring this conversati()n Yefrenl0v was very

upset, c()mpletely exhausteti, an(1 spoke \\\\,ith trenl0r in his voice

I
.

h
.

td
anc tears In IS eyes.

')

In the end Yefrernov wr()te a 120-page confession ()f his \"crinles\"; he

repeatc(1 the sanle invented st()ries during the Kharkiv Opera House)))
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show trial. Others did the same. A Ukrainian writer, Borys Antonenko,

later saicJ of another defendant that \"'even if one were to believe all

of his statements, during the trial he looked like an
operetta chief-

tain \\vithout an arnlY an(1 fell()\\\\, thinkers.\" Another called the trial \"a

theatre within a theatre.\" The writer Kost Turkalo, possibly
the

only

defen(lant to survive the trial, his subsequent inlprisonment and the
Secon() \\Vorld \\\\'ar, later {lescribecl the scene:)

It began \\vith the interrogati()n of the defendants, each of them

being given a chance by the presiding justice to say whether he

had received a C()py of the bill of indictment and, if so, whether he

pleatleLI gtlilty
or not. When all hati been pllt through this ordeal,

the justice began to read
publicly

the \"'hole of the bill of indict-

ment, the rea(iing continuing for more than two days, because the

bill \\vas a 23()-I)age bo()k. This L)o()k was also given a special name

by the defendants, they calle(J it the \"libretto of the gral1d SVU

opera\" . . . Everyone \\\\'as
l)erfectly

aware of the court's attitude.

It \\\\'as plain that all details of the trial and its final outcome were

planned ahead, ancl that it was necessary only for
propaganda

Purl)oses abroad anti for the fanatical party followers and some

del tided citizenry at home.()4)

All of the (Jefendants were ultimately found guilty. Most received Gulag
or

I)rison sentences, an(J many were later shot during a wave of prison
execlJtions in 1938. But the purge didn't en() there. Between 1929 and

1934 the OGPU in Ukraine would \"discover\" three more national-

ist conspiracies: The \"Ukrainian National Centre\"
(Ukra.inskyi

Nat-

sionalnyi Tsentr, ()r UNT), the \"Ukrainian Military Organization\"

(Ukra.inska \\'iisk()va ()rhanizatsiia, or U\\'O) and the \"Organization

of Ukrainian Nationalists\" (()rhanizatsiia Ukra.inskykh Natsionalistiv,

or GUN). The U\\'O and GUN were real
organizations-both

were

active across the harder in P()lan(l, where they resisted Polish rule in

western Ukraine-bllt their inAllence in Ukraine was vastly exagger-

ated. All these cases
kept acquiring

new aS\037lects, and were eventually

t\\\\listed to inclu(le anyone \\\\,horTI the p()litical police wanted to arrest,

right to the cnd of the 1930s.l>,)

I.Jike the SVU investigation, these cases als() had SllPl10rt at the

highest levels, an() the incentive to expand them was strong. OGPU)))
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officers wh() \"discovered\" nati()nalist conspiracies in Ukraine received

promotions.
In the spring of 1931 those who specialized in these issues

received their own
special department

within the secret police, the

Secret Political Departnlent of the OGPU in Ukraine (the sekretno-

polityclmyi viddi/, or SPY). The Spy then created special sections

to monitor the Ukrainian Academy of Science, to track the 60,000

Ukrainians who had moved to the USSR from Poland, and to look

into a huge range of literary gr()ups
and publishers, university pro-

fessors, high-school teachers and other \"suspicious\" groups as well. In

1930 the OGPU even announced that it had discovered a conspiracy

of \"counter-revolutionary veterinarians and bacteriologists\" who were

allegedly poisoning
wells and murdering livestock.

bb

Each of these cases was accompanied by a substantial public disinfor-

mation campaign. From 1927 onwards the Soviet press was filled with

slogans denouncing the \"Ukrainian counter-revolution\" and \"Ukrai-

nian
bourgeois

nationalism.\" The public campaigns were intended to

affect their victims, and they did:
public shaming played an important

role in the campaign to \"break\" arrestees and get them to confess to

crimes they had not committed-and, of course, to silence and terrify

everyone who knew them. In the atmosphere of hysteria and hatred

any criticism of the Communist
Party

or any
of its policies, including

its agricultural policies, could be used as evidence that the critic was a

nationalist, a fascist, a traitor, a saboteur or a
spy.6i)

At a great distance in space ant1 tinle, the problem of Uk rainian national

aSI}irations might appear to be quite different from the problem of resis-
tallce t(} S()viet grain pr()curement. The former involved intellectuals,

writers an(1 (Jthers who felt continued loyalty to the idea of Ukraine as

an indellendent ()r even semi-independent state. The latter concerned

peasants wllO fearet) inlI}overishment at the hands of the USSR. But
in the late 192{)s there is (}verwhelrning evidence to show that the two

becalllc interlinkeo, at least in the minds of Stalin and the secret police

wh() w()rke(J with him.

Farllol1sly, Stalin ha(l
eX\037llicitly

linked the \"national question\" and

the \"peasant questi()n\" more than once. In his memorable 1925 speech

he ha(1 tleclarc(f that \"the 11easantry constitutes the main army of the
nati()naltn()venlent, that there is no p(}werful national movement with-)))
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out the peasant arn1Y.\"
In the sanle lecture he also chided a c()lnrade for

failing to take this dangerous combination
seriously,

for refusing to

see the \"profoundly popular and profoundly revoluti()nary character
of the national movement.

\"61:1

Although he did not specifically mention

Ukraine by nan1e, Ukraine \\\\las the Soviet republic which, at the tinle,

had the largest national movement and the ITIOst numerous peasantry,

as Stal in \",'ell kne\\\\'.

Even in his theoretical comnlents, in other words, Stalin saw the

danger of \"peasant armies\" united behind a national banner. His Bol-

shevik colleague Mikhail Kalinin made the same point, though Kali-
nin also

repeated
a solution offered by the advocates of collectivization:

turn the peasants into a
proletariat.

That way they would lose their

attachment to a particular place or nation: \"The national question is

purely
a peasant question. . . the best way to eliminate nationality is a

massive factory with thousands of workers. . . which like a millstone

grinds up all nationalities and
forges

a new nationality. This national-

ity is the universal proletariat.
\"bY

In
practice, the OGPU also anticipated a specific danger to the

Soviet state from the Ukrainian peasantry, one that was not theoreti-

cal at all. Under economic pressure, the
peasants

had erupted in revolt

in 1918-20. Now, as collectivization loomed, the san1e
provinces

\\vere

about to be put under economic pressure again. Unsurprisingly, the

OGPU feared a
repeat

of those years, so much so that its officers, echo-

ing Stalin, also
began using language lifted straight out of the civil

70

war era.

I n a certain sense the OG PU's fears were well founded. Among other

things, its tasks included the regular collection of information on the

\"political moods\" and opinions of ordinary people.
It was therefore well

aware of how much the new policies on grain collection-essentially
a revival of the old ones-would be loathed by those upon whom they
were about to be inflicted, especially

in Ukraine.

The OGPU were equally aware of discontent among educated

Ukrainians in the cities, and they feared the connection between the

two disgruntled groups. In 1927 the OGPU
reported, among

other

things, that a former Ukrainian Communist Party member of the Cen-

tral Committee had been overheard denouncing Moscow's \"colonial-

ist\" policies towards Ukraine. 71

They
observed a \"chauvinist\" crowd)))
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caught up in \"national-independent\" feelings present yellow and blue

flowers-the c()lours of the Ukrainian flag-to two famous Ukrai-

nian musicians after a concert in Odessa.
72

The OGPU took note of an

anonymous letter mailed t() a newspaper
that described the peasants

as \"slaves\" who were oppresse(1 beneath the \"Muscovite-Jewish
boot\"

and the \"Tsars from the C:heka.\" The same letter warned the edito-
rial board not to read t()O much into the nation's silence: the Ukrai-

nians had not
\"forgotten everything.\"7\037

Police informers in Zhytomyr

even heard teachers complaining that Ukrainian food and resources
were

being
sent to Russia. The teachers agreed that the peasants would

surely revolt against such
practices:

\"It's only necessary to find lead-

ers from among the peasants themselves, in whom the peasant masses

could believe.\"74

Even more worrying was the evidence that some
peasants, fright-

ened by the constant drumbeat of war propaganda, were hoping that
an invasion

might
save them from a new round of grain requisitions.

Rumours that the Poles were soon to cross the border inspired peasants
in the village of Mykhailivka to start

stockpiling
food, emptying the

local cooperative shop of its provisions. A local newspaper printed a

letter describing the panic:)

Everyone is crying, and reports arrive as if by telegraph: \"The
Poles are

already in Velykyi Bobryk!\" \"Bobryk has already been

taken!\" \"They are advancing directly
on Mykhailivka!\" No one

..\"

knows what to do--flee or stay.')

Secret police rel)()rts recorde(i peasants telling one another that \"in two

months the Poles will arrive in Ukraine, and that will be the end of

grain requisitions\" or that \"We have no grain because the authorities
are

shipping
it to Moscow, and they are shipping it out because they

know that
they

will soon lose Ukraine. Well, never mind, the time is

coming for them to take t() their heels.\" Polish, German and Jewish
residents of Ukraine meanwhile

began plotting
to leave. \"The Ger-

mans in Russia are outcasts; we need to go to America:' nlembers of

that minority told one another: \"It is better to be a
good farmer in

America than a bad one in Russia and be called a kulak.\" Ethnic Poles

were reportedly excited by news that the Polish army was
conducting)))

Arguing
that \"there was)))
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military exercises across the border, and taking \"malicious
pleasure

at

the prospect of an impending change of government.\"76
Knowing or at least

guessing
at what was to come after collectiv-

ization, the secret police expected opposition
to increase among urban

Ukrainians as well as peasants. Their ideology anticipated this resis-

tance: as the class struggle intensified, the bourgeoisie would naturally
fight even harder

against
the revolution. The OGPU knew it was their

job to ensure that the revolution
triumphed

nevertheless.

In October 1928 two senior OGPU officers, Terentii Derybas and A.
Austrin, tried to sketch out the nature of the problem in a wide-ranging
report for their

superiors, entitled\" Anti-Soviet Movements in the Coun-

tryside.\" They started by recounting the searing experiences
of the civil

war all across the USSR, which had forged so many of their careers. \"In

the history of the struggle of the organs of the Cheka-OGPU
against

counter-revolution, the fight against counter-revolutionary manifesta-

tions in the countryside played a
significant role,\" they began. The two

officers went on to recall how the \"kulaks and the rural bourgeoisie,\"

led by anti-Soviet parties, had fought the Bolsheviks during the \"kulak

uprising\"
of 1918-19-in other words, the great peasant revolts led

by Petliura, Makhno, Hryhoriev and others. They observed that these

peasant movements had subsided during the early 1920s;but
they

also

suspected
that they were again gathering strength, taking new forms

and using new
slogans.

In short, the old peasant uprising might return

in a new form.

The officers had observed, or said they had observed, a new phenom-
enon: \"urban anti-Soviet

intelligentsia\"
were making greater efforts

than ever before to link up with \"anti-Soviet movements of the kulaks.\"

Thanks to this expanding relationship between the city and the coun-

tryside, they wrote, little cells of opposition had emerged around the

country--even within the ranks of the Red
Army.

The officers were

particularly worried by the periodic calls for a peasants' trade union, or

for a class-based peasant party-a counterpoint to the workers' party-

which the OGPU's informers now heard,
or thought they had heard,

with alarming frequency all across the Soviet countryside. They had

counted 139 calls for a peasants' union in 1925. In 1927 the number had

risen to 2,312.

Despite the fact that Symon Petliura himself was now dead-)))
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murdered two years earlier by an assassin's bullet in Paris-the mem-

ory of how his forces had once conquered Kyiv, backed
by

Polish forces,

was never far frorn the t\\VO officers' thoughts:)

Notably reanimated in recent days are the Petliurists, who are

trying to make Ukraine into a beachhead for a future imperial-

ist campaign in the USSR. There is no doubt that the govern-

ment of IJitsudski stan(ls behind the I)etliurist UNR [Ukrainian

People's Republic nl()Vementj but it \\vould be incorrect t() explain

the revival of Petliurists in the Ukrainian Republic as simply an

intrigue of the I)olish government and UNR. The Petliurists,

promoting
chauvinist and anti-semitic slogans and attracting the

masses with the existence ()f an independent [Ukrainian nati()nall

republic, can become an organizational centre \\vhich can unite a

wide range of anti-Soviet organizations in the villages and
alTIong

the urban petit-bourgeoisie under a unified national flag, in order

to carry out a
joint

attack on Soviet po\\\\'er.
'1)

Even with hindsight it is impossible to judge the veracity of this

report. Links bet\\veen anti-Soviet intcllectllals anti anti-S()\\\"iet peas-

ants in Ukraine may well have been a
significant phen()ll1enOn,

and

calls for a peasants' union may also have been spreading. Certainly
the

secret police rep()rts include nlultiple cxalllpies of political fernlent. In
late 1927the

ne\\VS()a\037lCr
\037'eJti rccei\\'etl an anonynlous letter fronl the

\"Farmers' U ni()n of Ukraine,\" sent fr()ITI a fake a(I(lress in hI\">etliura

Street, Kyiv,\" (ieclaring \"\\ve can
nlll()nger l1ear the rule ()fC()nlnlllnists:'

The letter entle() \\vith a verse froll1 the Ukrainian national anthem,

\"Ukraine has not <Iierl yet:' At ab(Jut the S3111C till1C the OGPU found

leaflets floating art)und Ukraine, allegedly printed by the \"Ukrainian

revolutionaryconlmittee:' a
body

that called on the peasants to prepare
thenlselves f()r the

\"(lay
\\vhen the r\\lle of the rvl0SC()\\V Bolsheviks will

end\" an(1 the Ukrainian Pe()llle's RC(lublic
\\\\'()uld return.

iX

But these theories c()lIIJ also have been pr()duced or pUlnped up by

the ()(-; PLT's c()llccti ve i
Illaginati()n. S()ll1e ()f the parties and leaflets

nlay also have l)ecn
1

1r ()(lucc(1 by the secret ll()lice thenlsclves. One of

their techniqlles, lcarne() fr()lll their tsarist predecess()rs, \\\\ras to cre-

ate fake opposition movements and organizations designed to tempt
potential

(Iissi(lcnts illt()
CXll()sing thcIllselvcs hy j()ining theill.)))
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Still, even if these beliefs in a
city-country conspiracy were paranoid,

they were not illogical. The Bolsheviks' own experience of revolution

taught them that revolutions emerge from the link between intellectu-
als and workers. So

\\\\'hy
shouldn't a new revolution now emerge from

the link between Ukrainian nationalist-intellectuals and
peasants?

And why mightn't such a movement grow very quickly? After all, that
was

roughly
\\\\,hat had happened in 1919, when the peasant rebellion,

seemingly coming from nowhere, had
exploded

all across Ukraine.

Some of the leaders of that movement had certainly had national
aspi-

rations, and their rebellion had indeed paved the way for a foreign

\"imperialist\" invasion.

At the beginning of 1928 the two OGPU officers
writing

this pon-

derous essay clearly remembered these events, the tenth anniversary of

\\\\,hich was so near. Armed with daily reports ofuanti-Soviet\" whispers,
leaflets and \\\037/orse, they

had to assume that the danger of another explo-
sion in Ukraine was real.

Having anticipated the rise of urban-rural

nationalism, the OGPU investigated it, sought it out, and recorded the

evidence, real or false. Even before the collectivization drive had prop-
erly begun,

in other words, the Soviet secret police and Soviet leader-

ship already perceived any
Ukrainian resistance to grain collection as

evidence of a political plot against the USSR.)

Very quickly,
the OGPU's expectations were fulfilled: all across the

USSR peasants objected to the confiscation of their property, arbitrary

arrests, the criminalization of \"grain hoarding\" and the
imposition

of

fines. Reports of resistance flooded in from Siberia and the North Cau-

casus as well as Ukraine, everywhere where \"emergency methods\" were

applied with vigour. \"Moscow,\"
recalled Eugene Lyons, \"buzzed with

rumors of localized rebellion in the Kuban, Ukraine, and other sec-

tions. . . When the press was permitted to speak more openly, many
of the rumours

appeared
to be true. From all sections of the country

came reports of local communists, visiting grain agents
and tax collec-

tors assaulted and murdered.\"79 In some places anger led to real violence.

In January 1928 the OGPU arrested six people in a town near Odessa

for beating up the secretary of a collective farm. Another group of rebels

were arrested in southern Ukraine for thrashing a tax collector. so

For some Ukrainians this was not resistance, but rather a struggle

for survival. The harvests of 1928-9 were
poor. Fluctuating

weather)))
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and rain during the harvesting season meant that the
quantity

of grain

produced in the winter and spring harvests was well below
average.

As

in 1921, political pressure meant that peasants had very little grain in

reserve. F()od once again became scarce, especially in the steppe region

of southeastern Ukraine-but
grain

collection continue(J at the same

pace. At least 23,000 people died directly of hunger in the scarcely

remenlbered smaller famine of 1928-9, and another 80,000 died from

disease and other knock-on effects of starvati()n.\037u

In many ways, this smaller famine was a Udress rehearsal,\" marking
a transition point

between the disaster of 1921 and the larger famine of

1932-3. The Soviet Union did not call f()r international involvement,

as it had in 1921. Nor did Moscow provide grain or other food aid.

Instead, the USSR left the problem
to the Ukrainian communists to

solve. In July 1928 the Ukrainian government did create a republican

commission to help \"victims of the famine.\" The commission granted
loans to peasants

for the purchase of seeds (\\\\lhich had to be paid back),

provided
some food aid (in return for public \\vork), offere(J some meals

and medical assistance to children. But ne\\\\.'s of the famine \\,-as kept to

a minimum. In about a third of cases death certificates for victinls of

starvation listed other causes. And at no
point

in 1928-9 difi anyone in

the leadership question whether the hemergency methods\" thenlselves
were the source of the

\037)roble,n.\0372

I nstead, throughout 1928 the OG PU continued to search for evi-
dence of counter-revolutionary activity.

Its officers noted the discov-

ery of \"anti-Soviet leaflets\" in several parts of rural Ukraine,
produced

by \"Petliura-friendly circles.\" They recorded Uanti-S()viet\" comments

in the Ukrainian c()untrysi(le. UIt's better to burn YOllr bread rather

than give it to the I\037olsheviks'l\" ()ne
peasant \\\\'as heard to declare.\037-\037

The S()viet leadership believed that rnany Ukrainians \"'ere preparing
for outside invasion, and the Ukrainian OGPU was

happy
to provide

them with evi(lence. Balytsk y told Kaganovich in the summer of 1928

that internal (1issent in Ukraine \\vas by (ietlniti()n connected to foreign
actf)rs:)

One may consider as established the circumstance that the degree
of activity of internal chauvinist elements corresponds directly to

the
c()m\037llexity

an(1 acuteness of the USSR's international status.

They proceed from the fundamental thesis that the
breakup

of)))
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the USSR is inevitable. and with this
catastrophe

Ukraine will be

able to gain independence.
M4)

Worse. there was evidence of discontent among Red Army troops in
the Ukrainian

military district. the vast majority of whom were peas-
ants. Knowing how poor the conditions were for their families, they

talked about abandoning their units. joining partisan groups, even

fighting for
peasants' rights. The historian Lyudmyla Hrynevych has

compiled a striking list of overheard complaints, all made in May 1928:)

\037\"In the event of \\\\'ar, the forests \\\\,ill be
overflowing with bandits\"

(80th I nt\037lntry I)ivision)

hAs soon as \\var breaks out, all these organizations will fall

apart, and the peasantry \",ill go to
fight

for its rights\" (44th Infan-

try Di vision)

UIn the event of
\\var, we \\vill turn our bayonets against those

\\vho are Haying the skin off the peasants\" (51 st Infantry Division)

UAs soon as \\var breaks out, \\\\'e \\vill throw down our rifles and

scatter to our h()mes\" (Comlllllnications Company of the 17th

Infantry Corps)HI))

Because the Upolitical mood\" in Ukraine was
thought

to be so bad, in

1928 the OGPU also began to monitor
closely anyone

who mightpoten-

tial/y become the leader of a peasant uprising or a Ukrainian libera-

tion movement. An informer reported that Hryhorii Kholodnyi, head

of the Institute ()f Ukrainian Scientific Language, told colleagues he

believed the police \"'ere arresting anyone who had close ties to the vil-

lages or \\vho was well regarded among the peasantry. His comments

triggered
a search for precisely the kind of person that Kholodnyi

described. And thus did one of the victims' hypotheses about the wave

of arrests become one of the OGPU's
working

theories. Kholodnyi was

eventually arrested himself as IJart of the S\\'U case. He spent eight
years

in the Gulag before being shot in 1938. H (a

But the OGPU now identified another potential scapegoat: the

Ukrainian (:ommunist Party itself. While Stalin was in Siberia in 1928,

Molotov made a similar trip to Ukraine. Upon his return to Moscow,

he told the Politburo that the news was not good. Ukraine-which,
Molotov observed, accounted for 37, per cent of the entire grain col-)))
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lection plan for the Soviet Union-was already collecting less and less

grain every month. He blamed not just the kulaks and speculators, but

the Ukrainian c()mmunists. The Ukrainian Party, he complained, had

underestimated the grain deficit. \"Elementary discipline\" was lack-

ing
in the provinces. Local officials were setting their own grain col-

lection
targets, regardless

of the \"all-Union\" targets and requests sent

from Kyiv. Some of these local officials didn't even seem to care about

his visit, Molotov observed with all the outrage he could muster: they

had evidently decided these \"emergency measures\" amounted to a
\" . . \"

h Id
H7

mini-storm t at wau soon pass.

The idea that some local communist parties were more than merely

ineffective also began to appear in OGPU reports soon afterwards.

Another account spoke of \"khvostism \"-from the Russian for \"tail,\"

meaning to be behilld events-and
\"inactivity\" among party members.

It also accused them of offering \"incorrect explanations of the
goals

of the [grain procurement] campaign\" and harbouring unwarranted

sympathy for kulaks. Some lower-level officials, the
report stated,

were actually refusing to procure grain or carry out any orders at al1.
88

OGPU informers even recorded the grumblings of Marchenko and

Lebedenko, two local officials. The former objected to Molotov him-

self. The man was a Russian who lived in Moscow, Marchenko grum-

bled: his visit was evidence that the Ukrainian
Republic

was
nothing

but a \"fiction,\" and that the Ukrainian communists were mere puppets.
Lebedenko went further: \"The Bolsheviks have never robbed Ukraine

as thoroughly and as cynically as they do no\\v. Without question, there
.
11 b

e. \"M9

WI elamlne...

Instead ()f addressing the problem, the Soviet Communist Party
sought to eliminate the dissi(ients. In November 1928 the state

c()nclucted a purge of the komnezamy, the committees of
poor peasants,

kicking out those l11embers who were insufficiently enthusiastic.

Purges of the Ukrainian Communist
Party

also took place that year.

These were not the lethal purges of 1937-8; the point was not to kill

\037)e()ple, but t() elilninate potential troublemakers, and to create the
atmosphere

()f
insecurity and tension that would persuade party mem-

bers to carry out the difficult task of collectivization in the months to
tlO

I

.

M I I
.

h
.
d

\302\267

c{)me. n practice, oscow was a so accumu atlng t e eVI ence It

might 11ee(1 in the future. Collectivization was coming. And if it failed)))
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in Ukraine, Moscow could force the Ukrainian Con1111unist
I\037arty

to

shoulder the blame.

Wild rumours now swept across the countryside. Ukrainians were

afraid of a new wave of requisitions, famine, economic c()llapse, or war.
The

peasants
told one another that the grain requisitions had become

harsher because the Soviet Union owed
money

to foreign governments.

Many started to bury their grain underground. Some refused to sell

anything
for paper money. Others began hoarding whatever goods

they could buy.91 In this
atmosphere-of conspiracy, hysteria, uncer-

tainty, suspicion--collectivization began.)))



CHAPTER FIVE)

Collectivization: Revolution

the Countryside, 1930)

.)

ln)

Green corn uJaves neul shoots

Though planted not long ago
Our

brigadier sports
neu.1 boots

While we barefoot go.)

Collective farm song, 19305I)

The u.1ords \"liquidatioll of the kulaks\" can}' fett J

implications of human agony. It seems a _formula of

social
engineering

and has an impersonal and metallic

ring. Bllt for those uJho Jau\" the process at close range

the phrase isfreighted u'lth horror. . .)

Eugene 1.J}'ons, .-tSJlgnnlent in Utopia, 1937
2)

I N T.-I E WIN T E R of 1929 outsiders came to

Miron Dol()t's village on the banks of the Tiasmyn River in central

Ukraine. It was a large village by the standards of the time, with about

eight hundred f\037lmilies, a church and a central square. \\Tillagers
owned

their ()wn house and land, hut most ()f those houses had thatched roofs

and the plots were tiny. Few farnlers possessed more than
fifty acres,

but they felt, by the standards of the time, cOlllfortably off.

As [)olot remembere() it, the presence of the Soviet state in his vil-

lage
in the 192()s had been mininlal. \"We were completely free in our

m()Velllents.We took
pleasure trips and travelled freely looking for)))
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jobs. We went to
big

cities and neighboring towns t(J attend wed-

dings, church bazaars, and funerals. No one asked us for documents

or questioned us about our destinations.\"-\037 Others remembered the

era before collectivization in the same way. The Soviet Union was in

charge, but not every aspect of life was controlled by the state, and

peasants lived much as they had in the past. They farmed the land,
ran small businesses, traded and bartered. A woman from Poltava

remembered that her parents, \"very
industrious

people
and religious,\"

11ad owned ten hectares of land and earned money doing other odd

jobs
too: \"My father was a good carpenter. He also knew many other

crafts.

,.4

Politics had remained loose and decentralized: \"The Ukrainian

government did not dictate in the 1920s and say that a particular school

had to be Ukrainian or Russian, because that decision was made in

the locale itself.\"s \\'illages \"'ere self-governing, much as
they always

had been. Tension between the adherents of Bolshevism and the more
traditional

peasants remained, but the various groups

xxx,

354

Yefremov, Serhii, 17,98,100-1

Yiddish, 6

Young Pioneers (communist children's

organization), 118
Yugoslavia,

329

Yushchenko, Viktor, 350-2, 353, 354)

Zalyvcha, Sofiia, 265

Zaporizhia province, 41, 43,
60

Zatonskyi, Volodymyr, 26, 69-70, 71,

240

Zerr, Antonius, 144

Zhyhadno, Oksana, 264

Zhytomyr province, 226-7, 256, 299

Zinoviev, Grigorii, 68-9

Zolotovekha, Elada, 320

Zynovivskyi district, 169, 171)))

star. In addition, they

learned not only old carols, but also new ones. They made a
plan:

when they were approaching a communist's house, they would

display the
five-pointed

star and sing the new carols, but when

they approached the house of a
religious man, they would display

the side with the icon of the Mother of God, and would sing [old

carols].6)

But the outsiders who came to Dolot's
village

that December brought

with them a different set of ideas about how life there should be lived.

Loose organization was to be replaced by strict control. Entrepre-
neurial farmers would become paid labourers. I ndependence was to

be replaced with strict regulation. Above all, in the name of efficiency,

collective farms, owned jointly by the commune or the state, were to

replace all private farms. As Stalin had said in Siberia, the \"unifica-)))
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ti()n ()f small and tiny IJeasant household farms into large
collective

..,

farms. . . f()r us is the onl y path.
\"I

Eventually,
there woule) be Jifferent types of collective farm with

(iifferent degrees ()f communal ownership. But most would require

their menlbers to give U\037l
their private property-their land as well

as h()rses, cattle, ()ther livest()ck and to()ls-and to turn all of it over

t() the collective.
R

S()me
peasants

woule) remain in their houses, but

others w()uld eventually live in houses or barracks owned
by

the col-

lective, and would eat all of their meals in a common dining room.9

None of them woulel own anything ()f importance, including tractors,
which were to be leased from centralized, state-o\\\\'ned -Machine Trac-

tor Stations that woulel manage their purchase and upkeep. Peasants
would not earn their own money, but would rather be paid day wages,
trudodni, often

receiving
for their labour not cash but food and other

goods, and those ill small quantities.

Supposedly, all of this was to come about spontaneously, as the
result of a great upswell of rural enthusiasm. In November 1929, Sta-
lin lauded the collectivization \"movement,\" which he claimed was

\"sweeping the country\":)

radical change. . . has taken place in the
development of our agri-

culture from snlall, backward individual farming to large-scale,
advanced collective

agriculture,
to cultivation of the land in

conlmon . . . the new anfl decisive feature of the peasant collec-

tive farnl m()Velllent is that the peasants are joining the collec-

tive farlns n()t in separate grou\037)s, as \\vas forlnerly the case, but
in whole

villages,
wh{}le

regions, \\\\'hole districts and even whole
.

10

provinces.)

But in practice, the
\037)olicy

was
f)ushed hard fronl above. In the week

starting 10 N()velnber 1929 the
party's

Central Committee met in Mos-

cow and resolved to \"speed-up the process of collectivization of
peas-

ant households\" hy sending party cadres into the villages to set
up

new

C()llllnUnal t:1rllls anJ persuade peasants to join thenl. The same reso-
lution condemned the

opponents
of collectivization and expelled their

leader, Nikolai Bukharin-Stalin's most important political opponent
by

that time-from the Polithuro. A few weeks later the
People's)))

clear that grain collection

all acr()ss the USSR w()ul() t\037lll short of the targets\037 the official harvest

t()tal f()r 1931-2 w()ul() eventually conle t() 69.5 million tonnes, instead

of the H3 Illillioll-J1lus eXI)ectccI.2\"
Soviet exports would be hit if the numbers didn't rise. Worse, peo-)))
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Commissariat for Agriculture declared that all of the grain-producing

regions of the USSR would be collectivized within three years.
I I

The men and women \"rho showed up in Dolot's village that winter
were the first

tangible
evidence of the new policy. At first, the villag-

ers didn't take them
seriously:

\"Their
personal appearance amused us.

Their pale faces and their clothes were totally out of
place

in our vil-

lage surroundings. Walking carefully to avoid getting snow on their
polished shoes, they were an alien presence among us.\" Their leader,
Comrade Zeitlin, treated the

peasants rudely
and seemed to know

nothing of their ways. Supposedly, he mistook a calf for a colt. A farmer

pointed out his mistake. \"Colt or calf,\" he
replied, \"it does not matter.

The world proletarian revolution won't suffer because ofthat. nl2

Comrade Zeitlin was, in the language of the time, a \"Twenty-Five
Thousander\"-a \"Thousander\" for

short-meaning
that he was one

of approximately 25,000 working-class, urban aktivists recruited at the
end of 1929, following

the Central Committee's resolution, to help

carry out the collectivization of Soviet agriculture. The
physical

mani-

festation of the Marxist-Leninist belief that the working class would
be an

\"agent
of historical consciousness,\" these urban activists were

enticed into the countryside with a
campaign

that had the feel of a

\"military recruitment drive in the initial
stages

of a patriotic war.,,13

Newspapers published photographs of these \"worker-volunteers,\" and

factories held meetings to celebrate them. Competition to join their

ranks was, at least according to official sources, quite fierce. One vol-

unteer, a former Red partisan, later made an explicit comparison to

the bloody battles of the previous decade: \"Here now before me arises
an

image
of' 19, when I was in the same district, climbing along snow-

drifts with rifle in hand and blizzard raging, like now. I feel that I am

. \"14

young again. . .

The motivations of the urban men and women themselves were

mixed. Some sought advancement, some hoped for material rewards.

Many felt
genuine revolutionary fervour, stoked by constant, angry,

repetitive propaganda. Others felt fear as well, as the newspapers wrote

constantly about imminent war. Urban food
shortages,

all too real, were

widely blamed on the peasants, and the Twenty-Five Thousanders
knew that too. Even in 1929 many Soviet citizens already believed that

recalcitrant peasants posed a
very

real threat to themselves, and to the)))
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future ()f their rev()lution. This p()werful belief enabled them to do

things that \"bourgeois Illorality\" would have once described as evil.

()ne of the people gripped by this rev()lutionary fervour was Lev

K()pelev, a Twenty-Five Th()usander who
played

an unusual role in

the history of Soviet letters.
Ko\037)elev

was born in Kyiv to an educated

Jewish fanlily, studied in Kharkiv, sJ10ke
Ukrainian as well as Russian,

but identified himself as \"Soviet.\" Much later, in 1945, he \\\\'as arrested

and sent to the Gulag. He survived, befriended the writer Alexander

Solzhenitsyn,
became a model for ()ne of Solzhenitsyn's characters,

wrote powerful Illemoirs of his o\"'n, and became a prominent dissi-

dent. But in 1929 he was a true believer:)

With the rest of my generation, I firmly believed that the ends

justified
the means. Our great goal \\\\'as the universal triumph

of Communism, and for the sake of the goal everything was

permissible-to lie, to steal, to destroy hundreds of thousands
and even millions of people, all those who \\vere hindering our

work or could hinder
it, everyone

\".,ho stood in the \\\\'ay. And

to hesitate or doubt about all this \"'as to give in to hintellectual

squeamishness\" and \"stupid liberalisln,\" the attributes of people
who \"could not see the forest for the trees.,.I:;)

He was not alone. In 1929, Maurice Hindus, the An1erican social-

ist, received a letter from a Rllssian friend, Nadya, \\\\'ho did not yet

have the benefit of KOl1elev's hinlisight. She \\vr()te in a state of ecstatic

excltenlent:)

I am off in villages with a group of other hrigadiers, organiz-
ing kolkhoz)'.

It is a tremendous joh, hut we are making amazing
pr()gress . . . I am confident that in time not a peasant will remain
on his own land. We shall

yet smash the last vestiges of capitalism
and forever rid ourselves of eXploitation. . . The

very
air here is

afire with a ne\"' spirit an(i a new energy.
It,)

Kopelev, Nadya and others like them were holstered by a sense of
grievance. The Bolsheviks had made

extraordinary promises to people,

offering wealth, happiness, land ownership, power. But the revolution)))
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and the civil war had been violent and disorienting, and the promises
had not been kept. Ten years after the revolution, many people were

disappointed. They neecled an
ex\037)lanation

f()r the hollowness of the

Bolshevik triumph. The Communist Party offered them a
scapegoat,

and urged then1 to feel no n1ercy. \0371ikhail Sholokhov, in his novel Vir-

gin Soil Uptl\037rned, painted a telling p()rtrait of one such
disa\037)pointed

f\037lnatic. Davidav \\\\'as a T\\\\'enty-Five Th()usander who had come to
collectivize the

peasants
at

any cost. When, at one point, a farmer ten-

tatively suggested that he had been too cruel to the village kulaks, he

lashed back: hYou're sorry for them. . . you feel pity for them. And

have they hal1 pity for us? Have Ollr enemies ever wept over the tears

of our children? Did they ever
\\veep

over the orphans of those they

killed?
'd 7

It \\\\'as \\vith this kind of attitude that, after very brief training
sessions-usually no more than a

couple of \\\\'eeks-the urban vol-

unteers set out for the villages. But although they
boarded trains in

Leningrad, \0371osco\\v or Kyiv \\vhile listening to the strains of revo-

lutionary music and the echoes of patriotic s\0371eeches, as they moved

into the countryside the music faded
a\\vay.

One brigadier wrote later,

\"They sa\\v us off \\\\,ith a
triumphal n1arch, they met us with a funeral

dirge.\"I\037
It \\\\'as at this moment in time that the Stalinist rhetoric of

progress clashecJ
headlong

\\vith the reality of Ukrainian and Russian

peasant life.

The trains ran n10re
slowly

as they entered the cOllntryside: not

every provincial railway manager \"'as enthllsiastic about the new
urban acti vists. I n Uk raine most ()f these vol unteer outsiders were Rus-

sian speakers, either from Russia or from Ukrainian cities; in either

case they seemed equally foreign to the Ukrainian-speaking peasants.

When they arrived in provincial capitals, the activists sometimes found

that the
reception

was hostile, which was unsurprising. To local peas-

ants who had just recovered from the shortages and hunger of the

summer of 1929, the newcomers would have seell1ecI
indistingllishable

from the soldiers and activists \",ho had con1e to the Ukrainian coun-

tryside
to

expropriate grain a decade earlier.

Nor was their task simple. Initially, collectivization was supposed
to

be voluntary. The activists were simply meant to argue anc1
harangue,

and in the process persuade. \\Tillage meetings were held, and these
agi-)))
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tators also went from house to house. Antonina Solovieva, an urban

activist and Komsomol member in the Urals, remembered the collec-

tivization drive with
nostalgia:)

The objective was to talk individual peasants into joining the

collective farm; to make sure that the collective farm was ready

to begin sowing; and, most
important,

to find out where and by

whom state grain was being hidden. . . We would
spend long

evenings around a small table with a weakly flickering kerosene

lamp at some collective farm headquarters, or by a burning stove
. ,

h
19

In some poor peasants ut.)

But while the objectives might have been clear, the lines of com-

mand were not. Many different groups had some responsibility for

the implementation
of collectivization, including the local commu-

nist parties, the Komsomol (the communist
youth organization),

the

Young Pioneers (the communist children's organization), the remain-

ing Committees of Poor Peasants, the Central Control Commission,

the Workers' and Peasants' Inspectorate, the Collective Farm Cen-

tre
(kolkhoz-tsentr),

the trade unions and, of course, the secret police.
Other state officials, most notably teachers--educators of the new

generation-were involved too.

All these local authorities, already
burdened with chaotic chains of

command and conflicting priorities, had mixed feelings about these

young enthusiasts who had no experience in farming, agriculture or

even of country life, while the young urban enthusiasts ha(J mixed feel-

ings about the local authorities too. Many documents from the
period

cite complaints
about the local village councils, which were alleged to

be dragging their feet or otherwise obstructing the work of the volun-

teers sent from the outside. Clearly the
village

councils were inefficient.

But they may also have wanted to protect their neighbours from the

harsh impact of orders issued by fanatical young outsiders. 20

The peasant farmers themselves, whether or not they were classified
as kulaks, were even less enthusiastic about the urban activists. The

oral historian William Noll, interviewing Ukrainians in the ] 980s,

found that folk memories of the Twenty-Five Thousanders were still

strong. As in Dolot's description, they were remembered as incompe-
tent: they used the

Wrl)ng
seeds for the soil, gave bad advice, knew)))
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nothing about the
cOllntryside.

21

They
were also relnernberecl as f()r-

eign, Russians or
}e\\\\'s. Oleksandr Honcharenko, a YOllng 111an at the

time, later recalled-incorrectly, since many of his
subjects can1e from

Ukrainian cities-that the T\\venty-Five Thousanders were \"all Rus-

sians.\" He also relnembered that in his village in Cherkasy province
the brigadier-Hobviollsly..a Russian-was rejected in1111ediately: hHe

came to convince the peasants ho\\\\' wonderful life was under the Sovi-

ets. But, who listene<.l? N() ()ne. This liar made his way fronl one end

of the village to the other. No one wanted anything to do with him.,,22

Of course the urban acti\\'ists \\vere unpopular not just because
they

seemed
\"\037foreign,\"

but L)eCallSe their policy was unpopular-pro-

foundly so, as the next chapter \\\\,ill
explain.

But if a slnall number

of peasants eventually came, like Kopelev, to symlJathize with their

vie\\\\'s, most had the 0Pl10site reaction. If anything, the peasants' stub-

born opposition n1ade the acti\\'ists
angrier,

more prone to violence, and

more convinced of the rightness of their cause. In January 1930,Gen-

rikh Yagoda, the deputy director of the secret police at the time, told

his senior staff that resistance \\\\'ould be fierce. The kulak \"understands

perfectly well that he \"'ill perish \"'ith collectivization and therefore he

renders nlore and more brutal and fierce resistance, as we see already,

[ranging] from insurrectionary plots and counter-revolutionary kulak
. .

d
\"\"3

organizations to arson an
-

terror.
-

This notion trickled do\\vn to the villages, where the emissaries of

the working class sa\\\\' the peasants' unfriendliness as evidence of the

ukulak counter-revolution3ry tendencies\" that they had been warned to

expect. Much of the subsequent cruelty can be explained by this clash

between what the urban activists wanted and the very different reality

in the countryside itself.

They also had to
prove

themselves and their loyalty. \"Your task,\" a

local communist told Antonina Solovieva, \"is to engage in agitational

work among the village youth. . . and to find out where the kulaks

are hiding the
grain

and wh() is wrecking agricultural machinery.\" In

addition, \"you will need to talk to these people
and explain party poli-

cies and collectivization to them.\" Solovieva, then a
young student, had

a moment of doubt: \"This was a huge task; were we
up

to it? We really

knew nothing about these things; we did not know how to begin.\"

Resolved to prove herself-\"there was no time to lose\"-she had no

incentive to be kind.
24)))
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There is no d()ubt that the collectivization drive was ordered by
Mos-

cow, irnl)()sed \"frolll above,\" and that it was Stalin's personal policy,

as first ()utlinetl ()n his trip tc> Siheria at the end of 1928. Nor is there

any dc)ubt that collectivization was first brought to the countryside by

urban ()utsiders wh() were culturally alien and, in the case of Ukraine,

linguistically ancl often ethnically alien as well. But the collectivization
drive did fine) some supporters among both local officials and peas-
ants. Just as Aleksandr Shlikhter had set

poor villagers against wealth-

ier ones in the immediate aftermath of the revolution, the Bolsheviks

yet again sought to empower one group of peasants so that they could

exploit
their neighbours on behalf of the state.

As soon as they arrived, the outside agitators began
to

identify and

elevate local collaborators-the aktiv-who could help them to do just
that. Pasha

Angelina,
later a celebrated \"shock worker\" and one of

the first female tractor-drivers in the USSR, wrote a highly politicized
memoir of collectivization in Starobesheve, her

village
in Donetsk

province. The memoir is notable for its rigid conformity to the social-

ist realist template-being a predictable tale of the triumph of the
Communist Party over all obstacles-as well as for the genuine hatred

evoked in her wooden prose. Although she
gave

few details, Angelina

and her family had played an active part in forcing their
neighbours

to join the new collective farms: \"Those were difficult days, filled with
tension and fierce class

struggle. It was only after defeating the kulaks

and chasing them off the land that we, the poor, felt truly in charge.\"
Neither she nor her

parents
and siblings felt any remorse:)

We went after the \"kurkuls'. \\\\,ho were
strong and ruthless in

their hatred of everything new. . . Our farnily, and many families

like ours, had heen working for the kulaks for many generations.
We realized that it was

imp()ssible for us to live on the same earth
as those bloodsuckers. The kulaks stood between us and the good

life, and no amount of persuasion, constraint or
ordinary

taxation

was sufficient to move them out of the way. Once again, the party
understood our needs and showed us the solution. Through Com-

rade Stalin, the party told us: \"Move from
limiting the kulaks to

the 1 i
qui

d a t i () n ()f the k IIIa k s a sac I a S5 . . .\"
2 C))))
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She and her
siblings

were not alone. A Ukrainian secret police report
from February 1930 described with enthusiaslTI the crowds of poor

and so-called \"middle\" peasants, who were rather less impoverished,
gathering with \"red

flags
and revolutionary songs\" in some villages

to oversee collectivization. 26

Some of these local participants were for-

mer melnbers of the Hcommittees of
poor peasants,\" exactly the same

people who had led the grain requisition drives in 1918-20 and felt

some loyalty to the Soviet system. Matvii Havryliuk, who had worked
as a

requisitioner in 1921 despite the kulaks \"threatening to kill me and

my family,\" leapt
at the chance to rejoin the struggle: \"All of 1930 I was

an agitator, participated in the brigades. . . I even found those kulaks

who tried to avoid de-kulakization by hiding in the woods. I
personally

brought them to justice.
,,2i

Others sought to use the new revolutionary situation to
improve

their status. As the OGPU itself recognized, many of the
\"poor peas-

ants\" were in fact \"'criminal elements\" who sa\\\\' a way to profit off the

misfortune of their neighbours.
2R

Sergo Ordzhonikidze, the OGPU

boss who travelled back and forth between Ukraine and Moscow at

this time, worried that the authorities relied too much upon people
\\\037lith no background

or experience: \"We take a Komsomol member,

we add two or three
poor peasants

and we call this an 'aktiv,' and this

aktiv conducts the affairs of the village.
\"29

Like the Twenty-Five Thousanders themselves, some of these local

collaborators found Bolshevik ideology appealing. They believed the

promises of a \"better life,\"
a phrase

that must have meant full stom-

achs to some and something more
mystical

to others, and they thought

that the destruction of the party's \"enemies\" could make the better life

arrive faster. As in 1918, collectivization would eventually help
create

a new rural elite, one that felt confident about its right to rule. Activists

argued,
even years later, that despite the opposition, the collectivization

was \"for the greater good.,,30 Many, though not all, would be rewarded

with jobs and better rations. The strengthening of this new elite also

helped, in turn, to intimidate the
opponents

of collectivization further.

An OGPU report from Ukraine in March 1930 explained, approvingly,
that \"the

activity
of the village masses was so great that throughout the

period of the operation there was no need to call on the armed forces.\"

Thanks to the \"enthusiasm and
activity\"

of local volunteers, opponents)))
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of collectivization felt aban(I()ned an(] alone. This, according to the

()GPU, relnoved the incentive f(]r resistance and demoralized those

J t .31

un er arres .

It is inlP()ssible t(J know, from the evidence available, just how much

of the uenthusiasnl antI activity\" was real. The existing Inemoirs hint

that Inany ()f those wh() joined the collectivization brigades, perhaps

even the majority, were neither enthusiastic nor
cynical

nor crimi-

nal, but simply afraid: they felt that they had no option but to
join

in.

They were afraid of being hurt or being beaten, of going hungry, of

being
named as \"kulaks\" or enemies themselves. Komsomol members

received direct orders to participate, and
may

have believed that it \"'as

impossible to refuse. \0372

One later remembered,
h

once all of the students

and teachers who were Komsomol and
party

members were ordered

to surround one of the villages to prevent anyone from escaping while

[secret police vans] drove the peasants out of the village to the heated
box-cars of the trains waiting to deport them.

.,33
\037A.. teacher recalled that

\"all teachers were considered helpers in the socialization of the village,
so that we were autolnatically recruited as activists to encourage people
to join the collective farms.\" Those who refused could lose their prop-

erty or be transported to another
village.

3 -f

To those who opposed them, these collaborators were hlazy loiter-
ers\" or \"thieves\" who hO\037led to profit from the misfortune of others.3\037

But
Inany of the local perpetrators would have heen as terrorized and

traumatizetl as their victinls, intimidated by the same undertones of

violence and the language of threat. And \\vhen falnine took hold, some

of them would beconle victinls themselves.)

()ne nlorning in
January 1930, nl)t long after the Twenty-Five Thou-

sanders had arrive(i in \302\243)olot's
village,

the peasants 3\\\\'oke to discover

that several of their ITI()st
11r()lninent citizens-a teacher, a clerk, a

store owner ana several relatively wealthy farmers, all
among

the most

resllccted nlenlbers ()f the cOlnmunity-ha(-) been arrested. Immedi-
ately afterwards, the \\-vives ()f the arrested 111cn \\\\'ere evicted from their
h()mes along with their chilejrcn. ()ne of the women, the \"'ife of a farmer
known as Uncle

Tymish, tried to fight back after they grabbed her:)

She struggled and
pulled

their hair. She was finally dragged out

of the house and thrown onto the sleigh. While two men held her,)))
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the children were brought out. A few of their possessions were
thrown onto the

sleigh
and it Inoved off. Still restrained by the

two officials, Uncle Tymish's wife and his children, wailing and

shouting, disappeared in the winter haze. 36)

Within days of deporting this prosperous farmer and his wife-

whether to Siberia or to another part of Ukraine nobody knew-the

men from Moscow had
occupied

Uncle Tymish's house and refitted it

to serve as a district office.
What Dolot had witnessed was the beginning of\"de-kulakization\"-

the ugly, bureaucratic term that \\\\'as shorthand for the \"elimination of

the kulaks as a class.\"-\037i But who was a kulak? As noted, this term was

not traditional every\"'here in the USSR, and certainly not in Ukraine.

Although widely used in newspapers, by agitators
and by authorities

of all kinds since the fall of Tsar Nicholas II, it had always been vague

and ill-defined. In her memoir of the Russian Revolution, Ekaterina
Olitskaia noted that in the civil war era:)

Anyone who expressed discontent was a kulak. Peasant fami-

lies that had never used hired labor were put down as kulaks. A

household that had two cows, a cow and a calf or a
pair

of horses

was considered kulak. Villages that refused to give up excessgrain
or

expose
kulaks were raided by punitive detachments. So peas-

ants had special meetings to decide who was going to be a kulak.

I was astonished by all this, but the
peasants explained:

\"We were

ordered to uncover kulaks, so what else can we do?\" . . . To
spare

the children they usually chose childless bacheiors.\037H)

In 1929, just as in 1919, the notion of a \"wealthy\" peasant remained

a relative thing.
In a poor village, \"wealthy\" could mean a man with

two pigs instead of one. A \"wealthy\" peasant might also be one who

inspired dislike or envy among his neighbours--or
who acquired ene-

mies among the village rulers or the local cOlllmunists.

As the state demands to \"eliminate the kulaks as a class\" became

a priority, Ukrainian authorities felt the need to find a better defini-

tion. In August 1929 the Ukrainian Council of
People's

Commissars

issued a decree identifying the \"symptoms\" of kulak farms: a farm that

regularly hired labour; a farm that contained a mill, a tannery, brick)))
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t\037lctory
or ()ther srnall \"industrial\" plant\037 a farm that rented buildings

or agricultural implernents on a
regular

basis. Any farrn whose owners

or nlanagers involve(1 thenlselves in trade, usury, or any (Jther
activity

that produced \"unearned income\" was certainly run by kulaks toO.39

Over tilne, this econ()lnic cletlnition \\\\,'()ul(1 evolve. Needing to

explain h()w it was
p()ssible

that pe()ple who (!i<1 n()t employ hired

labour or rent
prol)erty

could still ()PI1ose c()llectivization, the authori-

ties invented a new term. l\037he
podkulachniki,

the \"under-kulaks\"-

or perhaps better translatc(1 as \"kulak agents\"-\\\\rere p()or peasants
who \"'ere somehow under the influence of a kulak relative, employer,

neighbour or friend. A
podkulachnik might be a po()r man \\vho had

had wealthier parents and thus inherited some kind of kulak essence.

Alternatively, he might have been somehow duped or misled into

opposing
the Bolsheviks, and could not be re-educated.

40

Other poor peasants became kulaks simply because they refused

to join the collective farnl. Maurice Hindus stooe) in the back of the

room while a
visiting party melnber harangued a gathering of \\vomen

in the Belarusian village of Bolshoe
Bykovo

about the s{)-called ben-

efits of joining the collective farll1: \"They \\voulel have to bother harclly

at all with their babies, he declared\037 for these \\\\'ould be cared for in

well-equipped nurseries. They \\\\'oul<.1 not have to r()3st over ovens\037 for

community kitchens wOllld do all the
co()king

. . .\"

The reSI)onse to this tirade was silence-and then a \"babel of shouts.\"
Finally, (>ne of the \\vomen spat at the \\vhole gathering: \"()nly pigs ha\\'e
come here; I

might
as \\vell g{) home.\" A I()cal agitator sh{)uted back:

\"What do we see? What elo we hear? ()ne ofollr citizens\" a p()()r \\\\,'Olllan,

bllt (>ne with a deci{le{1 kulak qllirk in her nlin<i, has jllst called us

pigs!\"In ()ther \\\\'()rrls, it was n()t htar \\\\realth that definee! the \\\\'onlan as
\"kulak\"--{)r rather as a

l)ers()n \\vith a \"klliak quirk in her 111inej\"-but
he r 0I)ll()siti<)n to c()llecti \\' i za tion:\"

The definition, infinitely adaptahle, seemed to expand most easily to
encompass

the smaller ethnic groups who lived in the USSR, including
Poles and Germans. hoth of whom had a distinct presence in Ukraine.
In 1929 an(! 1\037)3()

111any Ukrainian <)fficials believer) that all of the eth-
nic Germans in Ukraine. who had heen there since the eighteenth cen-

tury, should he classified as kulaks. I n
practice. they were de-kulakized

and deported at about three times the rate of ethnic Ukrainians, and

were often
targeted for special abuse. \"Wherever you destructive)))
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insects have settled in our land,\" a collective t\0371rm boss told one group

of ethnic German villagers, \"no God will drop manna from heaven to

help you, and nowhere will anyone hear your miserable complaints.\"41
Jews, by contrast, were very rarely classified as kulaks. Although many
\\\\'ere arrestee) as speculat()rs, very fe\\\\' ()f thclll ()wnc{llan(i, since the
Russian en11)ire hat) restricte(J their ahility t() ()\\\\'n l)roperty.

Initially, sonle in the OGPU \\\\'ere
uneasy

ab()ut how quickly the

definition ofHkulak\" e\\'olved. In a note to Stalin written in March 1930,

Yagoda feared that u111ideJle-inconle peasants, I)()or peasants, and even
farm labourers ane) \\\\'orkers\" \\\\'ere falling into the Hkulak\" category. So

\\\\/cre former \037're(J
partisans\" and the fal11ilies of Red Arlny soldiers. In

the Central \\'olga province,
u

111 iddle anti p<Jor peasants\" \\vere counted

as \037.dyed-in-the-\\\\'ool klllaks.\" In Ukraine, Yag()da cOlnplained, poor

peasants \\\\'ere cOllnted as kulaks nlcrely on the grounds that they were
ubabblers\" or troublemakers. In the C:entral Black Earth province--one
of the Russian administrative districts to the north of Ukraine-the list

of kulaks \\\\'as found to contain three l)oor l)easants and a
day labourer,

the declasse son of a nlerchant.
43

Yet the OGPU \\\\'as itself responsible f()r the rapidly expanding defi-

nition: in large part, the nunlbers of people iclentified as kulaks kept

increasing because \03710scow sai{l the numbers had to go up. Orders

to liquidate the kulaks came
acc()mpanied by

nunlbers and lists: how

many should be removecl, ho\\\\'
many exiled, how nlany sent to the

ne\\\\,ly expanding
concentration canlps of the GlJlag, how many reset-

tled in other villages. P()licenlen ()n the grouncl were responsible for

meeting these quotas, \\\\,hether they were ahle to
identify

kulaks or not.

And if they couldn't find thenl, then they would have to be created.

l\037ike the central planners of the same era, the OGPU was nothing if

not ambitious. Of all the grain-gr()wing regions of the USSR, Ukraine

was
expected

to deliver the most kulaks: ] 5,000 of the most \"diehard

and active kulaks\" were t() be arrested, 30,()()O-35,OOO kulak families

were to be exiled, and all 5(),000 were to be ren10veeJ to the Northern

Krai, the northern Russian regi()n near Arkhangelsk ()n the White Sea.

By contrast, the comparable kulak numbers fr()m Belarus were 4,000-

5,000,6,000-7,000and] 2,()()0.
Fr()m the (:entral Black Earth province

3,000-5,000 were arrested, lO,()OO-25,000 \"'ere to be exiled, and a total

of20,000 were to be resettlecl. The high nllmbers for Ukraine may have

reflected the
higher percentage

of peasants there. They may also have)))
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reflected Moscow's perception that the Ukraine's peasants remained
the

greatest
source of political threat.

44

The need to meet these high numbers also meant that anti-kulak

rhetoric tended to become more extreme over time, not more mod-

erate. As early as
January

1930 an OGPU operative used the term

\"kulak- White-Guard-bandits\" to describe opponents of collectivization,

thus stigmatizing the kulaks not only as class enemies but as national

enemies-agents of the \"White Guard\"-and criminals\"'\037 Language

also quickly became more extreme on the ground. In Dolot's village

one mandatory meeting ended in chaos after villagers refused to
sign

up
for the collective farm. The brigade \"propagandist\" urged them on,

but no one
responded:)

\"Come on! It's late,\" he urged us. \"The sooner you sign in, the
sooner

you go
home.\" No one moved. All sat silently. The chair-

man, bewildered and nervous,
whispered something

in the pro-

pagandist's ear. . . We kept our silence. This irritated the officials,

especially
the chairman. A moment after the propagandist fin-

ished his admonishment, the chairman rushed from behind the

table,

the

political signifi-

cance of this Inass movement of people. All across the Soviet Union,
in the far north and far east, in the Ukrainian-speaking territories

of Poland and in Ukraine itself, itinerant Ukrainians \\\\rere not only

spreading news of the farnine, they were bringing their
allegedly

counter-revolutionary attitucles along \\vith them. As their numbers

increased oran13tically, the Soviet government finally
declared there

could no I(Jnger he allY (Iouht: uthe tiight of villagers and the exodus
from Ukraine last year anll this year is (being1 organizeti by the ene-
mies ()f the S()viet g()vernment . . . and agents of PolantJ \\\\,ith the goal

of spreading l1r()I)agan(la am(Jl1g the peasants.\"
A s()lution was fauna. In January 1933,Stalin and Molotov simply

closea the b<.)r<.iers of Ukraine. Any Ukrainian peasant found outside
the

repuhlic
\\vas retllrnetl t() his ()r her place ()f origin. Train tickets

were n()
I()nger

s()I(1 t() Ukrainian villa\037ers. ()nly those who had permis-
sion c()ulclleave h(HllC-and

\037)erlnissi()n was, of course, denied.
hh

The

bor(iers of the lleavily Ukrainian North Caucasus district were also

closed, and in rcbruary the Lo\\ver \\'olga district was also blocked. 67

The b()rtler cl()sures remained in IJlace throughout the famine.

Separately, work continue(! on an internal
passport systenl,

which)))
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Centre from February 193()
s\037)eaks approvingly

of the \037'decisive Ineth-

ods\" being deployed by those prosecuting the battle against the
wealthy

farmers: \"confiscation of kulak property... means of production,

equipment, livestock antI fectl. Houses of kulaks are
l)eing

used for

communal organizatil>ns or as barracks for farm labourers.\"47
In practice, de-kulakizati()n

quickly
evolved into plunder. Some

kulak property was confiscated and then sold to the
public

at
impro-

vised auctions. Clothes and trinkets were piled up on carts in village
squares, and

peasants
\\vere in\\'ited to bid on their neighbours' l)OS-

sessIons:)

I can see the scene as
clearly

as if it were happening right now: a

girl, a l11ember of the K()ll1S()mol, is
standing in front of the vil-

lage soviet and conducting an hauction.\"She would
pick up some

miserable piece of clothing from the pile of goods confiscated
from some \037'kulak,\" \\vave it in the air and ask: \"Who's going to

make an offer for this thing?
,,4H)

Much property \\\\ras sin111ly stolen outright. At one village near Kharkiv
twelve farms were ude-kulakized.\" This meant that, on the appointed

day, a mob of 400
peasants carrying

red flags marched towards the

designated farms. They arrived, ripped apart the huts and took what

they wanted. One of the nlob leaders seized the hat off a kulak's head

and the coat off his body, and walked away wearing both of them.
4 <J

In

another village the collective farln and the collective farm boss simply
divided all the confiscate(J property between them.

50
Some called this

form of theft War C:()mrnunisnl, in another nod to the past.
SI

At times, expropriation \\\\'as fast and violent. In the Chernihiv prov-
ince, the local

brigades
thre\\v a l)easant family out of their h()ll1e in the

dead of winter. The entire
family

was undressed on the road, driven

to an unheated building and told it would be their new home.')'! In

the Bereznehuvate (Jistrict, a twelve-year-old girl was left with only

a single shirt. A baby was stripped ()f its clothes and thr()wn into the

street along with its mother. An activists' brigade took away a teenage

girl's underwear, and left her naked in the street as well.')i

In other cases de-kulakization was drawn out over
lnany

months.

When one peasant refuse(J to join his local collective farm, the authori-
ties made him pay: \"They taxed us more and more. They took

away)))
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the cow, yet they imposed tax quotas on butter, cheese, and milk, which

we didn't have anymore!\" When the family had nothing left to give,

the brigade leaders arrived to seize whatever was left:)

They began t(> break into our grain bins where we kept the seed.

They would (Jrive up
in their horse-drawn carts, load up the carts,

taking everything. After the seed, they
started taking

our clothes.

The confiscation happened in stages. . . They took all our winter

clothes, the sheepskin coats, and cloaks, as well as other clothes.

Then they started taking the clothes off our backs.)

Finally, in the winter, the local aktiv threw the
family

out of the house,

exiled the father, and split the children up among relatives.

54

In some instances expropriation took place through the means of

heavy, retrospective taxation. One
peasant

donated his livestock to the

collective farm. He worked there for a year, but then tried to take his

cows back: his children \"'ere starving and he needed the milk. He was

allowed to do so, but the following day he was asked to pay the heavy
taxes

required
of the uindividual\" peasant. To do so, he had to sell a

cow, two goats and some clothes. Taxes kept increasing anyway, until

the
family finally

had to sell the house and move into a barn where

they slept on hay. Eventually they escaped, blending into the urban

landscape of Leningrad.\"')
As collectivization progressed, so did the

propaganda campaign. In

places where efforts seemed to be flagging, the Red
Army

would make

occasional appearances. Solcliers would march down streets, conduct
exercises, fire into the air. Cavalry would ride through the streets at full

gallo\037l.
Urban

agitllrop teanlS sometimes made an appearance as well,
\"a few hun(lred peoille from neighboring cities [marching) in orderly

C()IUI1111S . . . ortlinary industrial workers, students, office clerks.\" They
were there to tlcrnc>nstratc the cities' support for collectivization, and

they brought propaganda films, improvised theatre and \"unceasing
noise.\"'ih

Although ostensibly intended to show solidarity between the

country and the city, their
IJresence

also llnderlined the pointlessness of

dissent. The peasants were to understand that the urban
working

class

sUllported c()llectivizati()n, and that dissent would win them no allies.
Under

pressure
to fulfil quotas, inspired and terrified by the

pro-)))
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paganda machine, the collectivization
brigades

sometimes resorted to

outright intimidation and torture. Both memoirs and archives record
multiple examples

of
\"persuasion

n

involving threats, harassment and

physical violence. In one Russian village a
brigade raped two kulak

women and forced an elderly man to dance and sing before beat-

ing him up. In another Russian village an older man was forced to

undress, remove his boots, and march around the room until he col-

lapsed.
An OGPU report told of other forms of torture too: \"In the

village of Novooleksandrivka, secretary Erokhin from the Komsomol

cell forced a middle peasant to
pull

the end of a noose that had been

thrown around his neck. The
peasant

was
gasping

for breath, the sec-

retary mocked him, saying, \037Here's some water, drink it.'
,,57

In Poltava province the daughter of another kulak recalled that

her father was locked in a cold storage room and deprived of food

and drink. For three days he ate only the snow that issued through
the chinks in the wall. On the third day he agreed to join the collec-
tive farm.

58
In Sumy the local brigade leaders set up their headquar-

ters in one of the villagers' huts. A handful of them sat in the sitting
room; a

gun lay on a table in front of them. One by one, recalcitrant

peasants
were marched into the room and asked to join the collective

farm. Anyone who refused \\\\'as shown the revolver-and if that failed,

he was marched to an isolation cell in another village with the words

\"malicious hoarder of state grain\" written in chalk on his back.
59

There were many casual cruelties. In one Ukrainian village, brigades
burned down the home of two recently orphaned sisters. The elder girl

went to work at the collective farm, and was forbidden to care for her

younger sibling when she became
very

ill. No pity was shown to either

girl. Instead, neighbours scavenged the charred remains of their house

for firewood, and helped themselves to their remaining possessions.
60

Nevertheless, the same extreme circumstances that generated fear

and hatred also sometimes brought out
bravery,

kindness and sym-

pathy in people. Even the OGPU saw it. One of its officers observed,

with some concern, that \"due to a lack of mass explanatory work, some

poor
and middle peasants have treated the kulaks with either sym-

pathy or indifference,
and in isolated cases, with pity, helping them

with lodgings and providing physical and material assistance.\" In one

village, the OGPU observed how \"50 poor peasants, without
putting)))
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up resistance to the expropriation, wept with the kulaks and
helped

therl1 take ()ut their h()useh()lcl belongings and also (helpeJ] with lodg-
.

h
n()1

Ing t enl.

From the officer's point of view, the peasants who
\"wept

with the

kulaks\" bef()re inviting thenl into their home were proof that \"mass

explanatory
work \"-vicious propaganda-had failed. But they also

proved that even in an atm()sphere of violence and hysteria,
some peo-

ple, in some places, nlanaged to preserve their humanity.)

Once identified as enemies and robbed of their possessions, the kulaks

met a variety of fates. S()n1e were allo\\ved to stay in their villages, \\\\there

they
were given the worst and most inaccessible land. If they continued

to refuse t() join the cc)llective farm, they often had their tools confiscatc(i,

as well as their livestock. They were called nalnes such as odnooJibn}'k, or

singleton, which
eventually

became insults.
h :?

When famine struck later

on, they were often the first to die.

To
keep

thenl
a\\\\'ay

from their friends and neighbours, some kulaks

were given plots of land in other parts of the cOllntry, or even in the

same districts but distant froln their old farms and with \\\\rorse soil.

Henrikh Pidvysotsky's family \\\\'3S sent to the Urals: \"We lived there for

one sumn1er and spent almost the entire fall
walking

back on foot:.h.\037

A Ukrainian go\\'ernnlent order in late 1930 commanded kulaks to he

expropriated
an() nl0ved to hthe farthest a\\\\'ay an() least conlfortabie\"

land inside the
republic.

h \"

To avoid that t\037lte
nlany esc31Jed. In a fe\\\\' cases neighbours or local

officials hel()c(l them t<) sell their prl)11crty, ()r e\\'en qllietly gave s()me

of it back to ease tht\037ir
j()llrney.h')

Th()se \\vh() c()uld dl) so made their

way to cities. S()ll1e 1 () rnillic)n I)easants entered the Soviet industrial

w()rkf()rce in the years 1 l}2H-32; 111any, 11erhaps most, \\\\'ere forced or

persuatleJ t() d(> s()
by c()llt\"ctivization anc) de-kulakization.

t'b

Whereas

unell1ploynlent hac) been a llr()hlell1 in some cities jllst a year ()r two

earlier, fact()ries scranlhling t() Il1cet their Five Year Plan targets in
1930 were

()esllerate
f()r \\v()rkers, all() n()t as concerne(l by their social

origills as they were Incant t(J he.

For th()se klilaks C(>ll1ing froll1 the villages of Ukraine, the nlost
obvious (Jestinati()n was the c()aln1ining and indllstrial centre of Don-

has, in the S()lltheastern c()rner f)f the
repllblic. [)onbas \\vas expanding

ral)i<.ily, antI it hall l()ng hall a
rel)lltati()n

as the \"\\vilfl
\037\037ast,\" a land)))
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of Cossacks and adventurers. In tsarist Russia, Donbas had attracted

runaway serfs, religious dissidents, criminals and black marketeers. 67

By
1930 it seemed an obvious destination for anyone who wanted to

conceal their \"kulak\"
origins.

Oleksandr Honcharenko later remem-

bered avoiding arrest by \"hiding\" in the Donbas: as
\"everyone knew,\"

he wrote \"they were not hunting down kulaks in the Donbas.\" Hon-
charenko believed this was deliberate: Soviet authorities wanted the

good workers to go to the factories while the \"riffraff' stayed behind

on the collective farms. 68

Even later on, after laws required peasants
to have living permits, it was still sometimes

possible to flout the rules

in Donbas. The work in mines and
heavy

factories was difficult and

dangerous, and the authorities were willing to turn a blind eye to their

employees' past.
69

Some officials still tracked their progress. In
Mykolaiv province

the authorities recorded the flight of 172 kulak families and their
arrival in the industrial quarters of Donbas where they were \"living in

working-class apartments and conducting anti-Soviet
agitation among

the workers.\" In Sumy province hundreds of kulaks were also con-
sidered to be suspicious because they had \"refused\" to sow their land,

preferring instead to abandon it and move away, allegedly destroying

their farm machinery.7o

But the overwhelming number of kulaks wound
up

much farther

away from home. Between 1930 and 1933 over 2 million peasants

were exiled to Siberia, northern Russia, Central Asia and other under-

populated regions of the Soviet Union, where they lived as \"special

exiles,\" forbidden to leave their designated villages.

71
The story of this

vast movement of people is separate from the story of collectivization

and famine, though no less tragic. This was the first of what would be

several mass Soviet deportations in the 1930s and 1940s, and the most

chaotic. Whole families were loaded into boxcars, transported hun-

dreds of miles, and often left in fields with no food or shelter, since no

preparations had been made for their arrival. Others were abandoned

in Central Asian villages where suspicious Kazakhs either
deigned

to

help
them or didn't. Many died on the way, or during the first winter,

in settlements with no access to the outside world.

Almost everywhere the facilities were primitive
and the local officials

were disorganized and neglectful. At what would eventually become

a labour camp in the Arkhangelsk region, one prisoner arrived to find)))
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\"neither IJarracks, n()r a village. There were tents, ()n the side, for the

guards and for the equipment. There weren't many people, perhaps
one anti a half th()usand. The maj(Jrity were nliddle-aged peasants,

former kulaks. And criminals.\"i\037 In February
1930 the Politburo itself

urgently (Iiscusse(j the t\037lct that Siheria was unprepared for such large

nUll1bers ()f prisoners, n()t to mentic)n their \\vives ancl chil(lren. The

(JGPU, it \\\\'3S (leci(led, w()uld (Jivide the exiles into groups of no more

than ()(l,O()() families. Ukraine, Belarus ano the other regi()ns with high

nunlbers c->f kulaks were asked t() cO(Jrliinate their activities accord-
.

I

.,\037

I n g y.
I .-

In time, the large numbers of deported kulaks would fuel the rapid
expansion

of the Sf)viet forcecllabour system, the chain of camps that

eventually became kno\\\\'n as the C;ulag. Bet\\veen 1930 and 1933 at least

100,000 kulaks were sent
directly

into the Gulag, and the system gre\\,.,

in llart, in l)rder to acconlmodate them.i\"

In this era the relatively sOlall

gr()UI) ()f \"political\" camps on the Solovetsky islands
expanded

across

the far north and east. Under the lea{lershi
I)

of the OG IJU, the C;ulag

launchel) a series of aOlbitious industrial projects: the White Sea canal,

the coalmines of \\'orkuta, the g()ldmines of KolYll1a-all enterprises
made I)ossible by

the sUliden availability of \037)lentiful f()rced labour.
7s

C()nversely,
in s()me regions alnhiti()us 1()callea(lers s()ught t() increase

the supply ()f forcetllab()ur in or(Jer to ex\037)and their in(1ustrial projects.
In the Urals l()cal bureaucrats Illay have s()ught an increase in the nunl-

ber of klliaks
\037)recisely

L)ecause they necllell nlen tt) \"'ork in the l()cal

C()alll1ines an(llnetallllrgicall)lants, all ()f \\\\,hich no\\\\ ha{1 to meet the

illlIJ()ssible reqllirelnents ()f the Five Year Plan. 7h

In tille C()llrSe the klilaks Illet the sanle \\Ville variety of t:ltes as other

(;lliag IJris()ners
antI S[)vict ller)()rtces. S()ll1e starved to (Jeath, ()th-

ers \\vere 111urllerCll as ..
el1CIll ies\" in the (\037reat T err()r ()f 1937. S()nle

rem a i 11 el I i n t 11e c i tic s () rat the i n II us t ria I sit est () w hi c h they h a (I

been
(It.\037)()rtc(l, illtcgrating scall11cssly int() S()viet \\\\'l)rking-class cul-

ture. (>thers \\v()unlilip in the RClf
Arlny

and fOllght the Nazis. A few

ackn()\\vlcllgc(1 that exile savell theln froln the t:1rnine ()f 1932-3: in the

1 (JH()s (Jne Ukrainian 11easallt tol(1 all ()ral hist()rian he was
llicky

to have

heen scnt t<) Siheria. hecallse it Illcant he c()ul() bring his
fanlily

there

\\vhen f()()(J shc)rtages bcgan.
7i

Most of the kulaks never returned to their
villages. They stayed in)))
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Siberia or in Donbas,
stopped t\037uming,

blended into the working class.

Thus did Stalinist policy successfully remove the most prosperous,
the nl0st effective and the ffi{)st defiant farll1ers fronl the Soviet coun-

tryside.)

De-kulakization \\\\'3S the nlost spectaclilar of the many tools used to

force the revolution in the
cOllntryside.

But it \\vas accompanied by an

equally po\\\\'erful i(leological attack on the
\"system\"

that the kulaks

supposedly represented, and that the c()llective farms were meant to

replace: the ec()nomic structure of the village as well as the social and

moral order,
symb()lizerl by village churches, priests and religious sym-

bols of all kinds. Religious repression in the USSR began in 1917 and

lasted until 1991, but in Ukraine it reached its brutal height during col-

lectivization. It \\vas nc)t coincidental that the Politburo's January 1930

decree ()n collectivizatil)n als() ordered churches to be closed and
priests

arrested: the Soviet leaders kne\\v that a revolution in the countryside's
class and economic strllcture also required a revolution in its habits, its

customs and its
morality.

The assault on religion was part of collectivization from the begin-
ning. All across Ukraine, the same brigades that organized collectiviza-

tion also ordered peasants to take down church bells and destroy them,

to melt do\\\\'n the bells into metal, to burn church property, to wreck

icons.
ix

Priests \\\\\037ere m()ckeu ancl holy places were desecrated. Olek-

sandr Honcharenko has (lescribed an agitator who \"donned the priest's

vestments, took hold of the chandelier and started clowning around in

h h h
.

II h
. \302\267

,,7()

M

\302\267

t e cure , stomping a over t C IC()nostasIS. any eyewltnesses-

from ()dessa, (:hcrkasy and Zhyt()myr provinces in Ukraine among
others-remelnbere(J this desecration for years afterwards, especially

the silencing of the hells. Ho

A
priest's wife, b()rn in Poltava province,

described the assaliit on her village bell t()wer: \"When a man went up

to remove the bell ant) the bell fell to the gr()und and rang out, all the

people burst into tears. Everyone was
weeping

and saying goodbye to

the bell, because that was the last ti.TIe that the bell rang \302\267\302\267.\"

After that the ak tiv smasheeJ the church ic()ns too. In due course her

husband \\vas arrestccl, along with many other priests: \"They took him

away and we were left alone, my
son was fatherless.\"lil Other priests

were forced out ()f their parishes. Many were deported along with the)))
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kulaks, or else forced to change jobs. Priests shed their cassocks and

became manual labourers or factory workers.
82

The state accompanied the destruction of the
physical symbols

of reli-

gion and the repression of priests with a wave of angry, anti-religious

propaganda
and attacks on the rituals of religion as well as those of

peasant life in general.
I n rural and urban schools children were told

not to believe in God. The state banned traditional holidays-Christ-

mas, Easter, saints' days-as well as Sunday services, replacing them

with Bolshevik celebrations such as May Day and the anniversary of

the revolution. It also organized atheist lectures and anti-religious

meetings. The whole cycle of traditional peasant life\037hristenings,

weddings, funerals-was disrupted. The authorities
promoted \"get-

ting together\" instead of marriage, a status marked by a visit to a

registry
office rather than a church, and with no traditional feast or

celebration afterwards. 83

Within a decade musical traditions were lost too. Traditionally,

young people had gathered together at
somebody's house, unmarried

girls helping out with weaving ()r embroidering \\vhile
boys sang and

played music. This custom of dosvitkY-\"till dawn\"--<elebrations

gradually ceased, as did Sunday
dances and other informal musical

gatherings. Young people were told instead to meet in the Komsomol,

and formal concerts replaced the spontaneous village music-making.
84

At the sanle time the institution of the kobzar-the traditional wan-

dering nlinstrel,
playing

the handura, who had once been a staple
of Ukrainian village lite-disappeared so

abruptly
that many long

believecl they 11a(1 been arrested en masse. There is no documentary

evidence ()f this (th()ugh Dlnitry Shostakovich referred to it in his

menl()irs), hut it is n(1t unthinkable. Still, even without a deliberate

Inur(ler, the
kobzarJ

woul(i have fallen f()ul of the passport laws passed
in 1932; later tile t\0371111ine \\\\'ould have killed many, since they would not

11C1ve ha(1 easy access t() rati()n cartis. Inevitably, they would also have

attracte(i the attenti()n ()f the Il()lice. Many of their traditional songs
ret()I(ll:()ssack legends, an(1 had anti-Russian overtones that

acquired

anti-S()viet {Jvert()nes after the rev()lution. In 1930 an alert citizen in
Kharkiv wr()te an indigllant letter to a local newspaper, claiming that

he ha(i hear(1 a minstrel at a bazaar recite anti-Lenin
(and anti-semitic)

rhyming c()u(Jlets, and sing an anti-Soviet
song:)))
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Winter asks the Frost
Whether the kolkhoz has boots

There are no boots just sandals,
The kolkhoz will

disintegrate.s\037)

The song (which rhynles in Ukrainian) nll1st have been
\037)opular,

because two ethnographers recorcled another nlan, a blil1d
kobza/\",

singing exactly the same one at a bazaar in Krelnenchuk. When police-
men canle to arrest hill1, he sang another verse:)

Oh see, good folks,
What \\vorld has arrived no\\\\':

The policeman has bec()me

A guide for a blindman.\037t')

The official dislike of the kobzar and the bandllra \\vas no surprise: like

court jesters in Shakespeare's day, they had
al\\vays expressed impolitic

thoughts and ideas, sonletimes singing of things that could not be
spo-

ken. In the heated atmosphere of collectivization, when everyone was

in search of enenlies, this form of humour-along with the nostalgia

and emotion that folk music ev()keo in Ukraine-was intolerable. A

Red i\\rmy colonel in Kyiv complained about it to a colleague:)

Why is it that \\vhen I listen t(J a piano concert, a violin concert or a

symphony orchestra, or a choir, I
always

notice that the audience

listens politely? But when they listen to the women's banclura

choir, and they get to singing the dum)' [epic IJallacls
I,

then I see

tears welling up in the eyes of the Reel
ArlllY

s()ldiers? Y()U kno\\\\',

these banduras have a Petliurist soul.\0377)

Folk nlusic inspired an emotional attachment to Ukraine anel evoked

memories of village life. No wonllcr the S()viet state wante(! t() tlcstroy

both of them.

The joint attack on the churches an(1
village

rituals ha(1 an i<.Jeologi-

cal justification. The Bolsheviks were C()mll1itted atheists wh() believcli

that churches were an integral11art of the old regime. They \\A/ere als()

revolutionaries who wanted to destroy even the nlelnory of another)))
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kind of society. Churches-where villagers had gathered over
many

decades or centuries-remained a potent symbol of the link between

the present and the
past.

I n most Russian and many Ukrainian cit-

ies, the Bolsheviks had immediately sacked churches-between 1918

and 1930 they shut down more than 10,000 churches across the USSR,

turning
them into warehouses, cinemas, museums or garages.

8 !!

By
the

early 1930s few urban churches were still functioning as places of wor-

ship. The fact that they had continued to exist in so many villages was

one of the things that made the peasants
seem suspicious to urbanites,

and especially to the urban agitators who arrived to help carry out col-

lectivization.

Churches also served a social function, especially in poorer villages

that had few other social institutions. They provided a physical meet-

ing place that was not controlled by the state, and at times were centres

of opposition to it. During a series of violent peasant riots in Ryazan

province, near Moscow, church bells had served as a call to arms, warn-

ing the farmers that the brigadiers and soldiers from the capital
had

arrived.
H9

Above all, the church was an institutional umbrella under

which people could organize themselves for charitable and social

endeavours. During the 1921 famine Ukrainian priests and church

institutions had
helped organize

assistance for the starving.

Once the churches were gone, no independent bodies in the coun-

tryside remained capable of motivating or organizing volunteers.'.I\\'

The church's place in the cultural and educational life of the village

was taken instead by state institutions-Uhouses of culture,\" registry

offices, Soviet schools-under the control of the Communist Party.
Churches were eliminated in ()r<.-!er to \037)revent them from becoming

a source of 0llPosition; in practice, their absence also meant that they

c()uld n()t be a source of aid or con1fort when people began to die from

hunger.

Whether they had volunteered to join comn1unal farms or had

been f()rce(J, whether they joined the campaign ()r ()pposed it, collec-
tivization was a point of no return for all the inhabitants of the Soviet

countryside. Villagers
who ha(i participated in acts of violence found it

difficult to retllrn to the old status
quo. IJong-standing friendships and

s()cial relationships were (Jestroyed by unforgivable acts. The attitude
to the

village,
to work and to life changed forever. Petro Hryhorenko

was shocked t() discover, on a trip into the countryside in 1930, that his)))
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formerly hard-working neighbours had lost their desire even to bring
in their own harvest:)

Arkhanhelka, an enormous steppe village consisting
of more

than 2,000 farmhouses, was dead during the height of the har-
vest season.

Eight men worked one thresher for one shift daily.
The remaining workers-men, women and

young people-sat

around or lay in the shade. When I tried to start conversations

people replied slowly and with total indifference. If I told them

that the grain was falling from the wheat stalks and perishing
they would

reply,
uOf course, it will perish.\" Their feeling must

have been terribly strong for them to go to the extreme of leaving
the grain in the fields.91)

Family relationships changed too. Fathers, deprived of property, could

no longer bequeath land to their sons and lost authority. Before col-

lectivization it was very unusual for
parents

to abandon children,

but afterwards mothers and fathers often went to seek work in the

city, returning sporadically or not at all. 92

As elsewhere in the USSR,

children were instructed to denounce their parents, and were ques-
tioned at school about what was going on at home. 93

Traditions of

village self-rule came to an abrupt end too. Before collectivization,
local men chose their own leaders; after collectivization, farcical \"elec-

tions\" were still held, with candidates making speeches exhorting
their

neighbours to join the great Soviet project. But everyone knew that
the outcome was determined in advance, guaranteed by the omnipres-

ent police.
94

Finally,
and perhaps most ominously, collectivization left the peas-

ants economically dependent on the state. Once the collective farms

were established, nobody who lived on them had any means of earning
a

salary.
The farm bosses distributed food products and other goods

according to the quality and
quantity

of work. Theoretically, the

system was supposed to provide an incentive to work. In practice, it

also meant that peasants had no cash, no way to purchase food,
and

no mobility. Anyone who left without permission or refused to work

could be
deprived

of his or her ration. When their family cows and

garden plots were taken
away,

as they
would be during the autumn

and winter of 1932-3, the peasants had nothing left at all.
95)))
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By itself, collectivization neeJ not have le(-J to a famine on the scale

()f the one that took place in 1932-3. But the methods used to collectiv-

ize the peasants destr{)yeJ the ethical structure of the countryside as
well as the economic order. ()I() values-respect for property, for dig-

nity, for hUlllan life-(Iisapllcared. In their
place

the B()lsheviks had

instilled the ruJinlcnts ()f an ideology that \\\\'as about to becolne lethal.)))
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Rebellion, 1930)

Comrades!I call on
you to defend your property and

the property of the people. Be preparedfor the
first

and the /ast call. The rivers and seas will
dry up

and

tvater will flow on to the high Kurgan and blood

will flow in the streams and the land will rt\037(e
up

in

high whirlevinds . . . I call on you to
defend

each other,

don't go into the collective farm, don't believe the

gossips. . . Comrades, remember the past, when you

lived freely, everyone lived well, poor
and rich, now all

live poorly.)

Anonymous proclamation, 19301)

If
we had not immediately taken measures against

violations of the party line, we would have had a wide

wave of insurrectionary peasant uprisings,
a good part of

our lower officials would have been slaughtered by
the

peasants.)

Central Committee secret memorandum, 1930 2)

I N JUS T A few short months during the win-

ter of ] 929-30 the Soviet state carried out a second revolution in the

countryside, for
many

more profound and more shocking than the

original Bolshevik revolution itself. All across the USSR, local leaders,)))
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successful t\037lrmers, priests and village elders were deposed, expropri-

ated, arrested or deported. Entire village populations were forced to

give up their land, their livestock, and sometimes their homes in order

to join collective farms. Churches were destroyed, icons smashed and

bells broken.

The result was rapid, massive, sometimes chaotic and often violent

resistance. Bllt
\037)r()I)erly speaking,

it is incorrect t() say that resistance

followed collectivization, since resistance of various kinds actually

accompanied every stage of de-kulakization and collectivization, from

the grain requisitions
()f 192H to the dellortations of 193(), continuing

throughout 1931 and 1932, until hunger and
repression finally ren-

dered further defiance impossible. FraIn the beginning, resistance

helped shape the nature of c()llectivization: hecause peasants
refused

to cooperate, the idealistic yotlng agitators from outside and their I()cal

allies grew angrier, their nlethods becalne nlore extrenle an(! their

violence harsher. Resistance,
especially

in Ukraine, also raised alarm

bells at the highest level. To anyone \\\\'h() remembered the peasant

rebellion of 1918-19, the rebellion ()f 1930 seenled b()th fanliliar and

danger()us.
At different stages

the rebellion took different forlns. The initial

refusal t()
j()in

c()llective t:1rlns \\\\'as itself a form ()f resistance. r..'lany
Ukrainian 11easants(liel not trust the Soviet state that they hall fought

against only ten years earlier. Parts of Ukraine \"'ere ll1st recovering

fr()nl the f\0371111i11e an(1 fO(J(1 sh()rtage ()f 192()\037 \\vith nc) tra(iiti()n ()f jointly

o\\\\'ncli lal1ll, the 11easants 11acl g()()ll reaSOll t(J believe that ()utsi<.lers

w()lll(1 Inake things worse ratl1cr than better. \302\243\037II across the USSR

IJcasants fclt attachctl t() their C()\\\\\"S, h()rses an(j t()ols, \\\\'hich they did

nut wal1t t() surrenller t(J S()llle uncertain entity. \037\037ven in Rllssia, \\\"here

there \\vas a traJitic)n ()f Cl)ll1nlunally ()\\\\'Ilccl t:1rlnlanej, peasants \\\\'ere

sllspici()us ()f c()llective farms, which hali an uncertain future and an
unfailliliar

()rganizati()n.
The S()viet state hacl pr()posed rapid policy

changes l)cf()rc, anll S()Jllctill1es UI1\\\\l()lI11tl thelll \\\\,ith equal s\037)eell. S()nle

reillcll1hcreci that the llisarray ()f the civil \\\\'ar
years

had given \\\\'ay to

the Ill()re hrcas()nahle\" Nc\\\\' Ec()n()ll1ic
I)olicy, an(1 assullled collcctiv-

izati()n \\vas an()ther short-livc(J Soviet fad that would soon disappear.
Peasants also hall reas()n t() fear that, even if they went along with

it, worse c()uld foll()\\v. I n his first rep()rt to Moscow for the year 1930,
Vsevol()d Balytsky

n()tc(1 that 111any mid(lie-incoille peasants-farmers)))
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who were not kulaks but not quite the
poorest

either-had been over-

heard saying that \"after the kulaks, they will de-kulakize us too.,,3

Outright refusal \\\\'as ()ften follo\\\\'ed by ill1mediate action. Ordered

to hand over their livestock to collective farms that they did not trust,

peasants began to slaughter CO\\\\,'S, pigs, sheep
and even horses. They ate

the meat, salted it, sold it or concealed
it-anything

to prevent the col-

lective t:1rms from getting hold of it. All across the Soviet Union, in all

the rural districts, slaughterhouses suddenly began working overtime.

Mikhail Sholokhov
\037)enned

a f\0371nl0us ficti()nal portrait of a livestock

bloodbath:)

Hardly had darkness fallen \\\\,hen the brief and stifled bleating

of a sheep, the nlortal SCreall1of a
pig

or the bellowing of a calf

\\-vould be heard piercing the silence. Not
only

those who joined

the collective farm, but individual farmers also slaughtered. They
killed oxen, sheep, 11igs,

even C()\\\\'S; they slaughtered animals kept

for breeding. . . the
<.10gs began

t(J drag entrails and guts about the

village, the cellars and granaries \\vere filled with meat. . . \"Kill,

it's not ours no\\v!\" \"Kill, they'll take it for the meat collection

tax if you don't!\" \037\037Kill, for you \\\\'on't taste meat in the collective

farln! \"4)

This most visceral and inlmediate form of resistance continued well

into the
follo\\\\'ing year

and beyond. Between 1928 and 1933 the num-

bers of cattle and horses in the USSR dropped by nearly half. From 26

million pigs, the number went do\\\\'n to 12 million. From 146 million

sheep and goats, the total dropped to 50 million.)

Those who did not slaughter their animals protected them fero-

ciously. In one
village

the OC;PU observed a mob attempting to beat up

a Komsomol member who was trying to lead
away

a horse. In another

village a group of twenty women, armed with clubs, raided a collective

farm to take back their horses. I n yet another, peasants burned a barn

full of horses to the ground, preferring to see their animals dead rather

than confiscated.() Peasants were heard to (lcclare that it was \"better to

destroy everything\" rather than let the authorities have their property.7

In a few cases peasants simply released their animals into the streets

rather than hand them over. In the North Caucasian village
of Eka-

terinovka one farmer set his chestnut mare free to wander the streets,)))
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carrying the sign \"please take, whoever wants.\" One
report

on this

incident indignantly described the horse as playing the role of a \"kulak

agitator\":
the mare was \"wandering around the village for two days

already, provoking curiosity, laughter
and panic.\"H

Both the killing of animals and the resistance to their confisca-

tion was entirely personal: peasants feared losing their wealth, their

fo()d, their entire future. But the authorities perceived
the slaughter

as purely political: it was deliberate \"sabotage,\" motivated
by

counter-

revolutionary thinking-and they punished the saboteurs accordingly.

One man who refusecl to give
his cow to the collective farm and killed

it instead was f()rceu to walk around the village with the dead cow's

head tied to his neck. The local
brigade

leaders wanted to \"show the

entire village what can happen, what
everybody

can expect later on.,,9

More commonly, those who slaughtered their livestock were automati-

cally categorized
as \"kulaks,\" if they had not been so designated already,

with all of the consequences: loss of property, arrest, deportation.

Unsurprisingly, demands for seed grain produced similar reactions.

The memory of the grain confiscations, shortages and famines of the

previous decade were still strong. One woman, a
young girl at the

time, remembered the day that her father abruptly came home and

locked her in the house. She sat at the window and saw dozens of peo-
111e, mostly women, running across her courtyard towards the railway
station. Not long after\\\\'ard, she saw them come back, dragging sacks

of grain. Later, her father told her that people from the surround-

ing villages had attacked the grain storage
bins at thf town's railways

station-bins containing their own grain-and had begun remov-

ing the C()(1tents.
Although

the local security guards failed to prevent
them from entering the storage area, additional

police troops arrived

from Poltava. Horses traillpled the \"thieves.\" A few people escaped
with some

grain,
but m()st \\vere left with nothing.

lo
This was not

unusual: in a
re\037)()rt covering

sixteen Ukrainian districts the OGPU

noted that the riots following the \"collectivization\" of seed grain led to

the deaths of thirty-five pe()ple \"from our side\"-meaning the police

and authorities. An()ther thirty-seven were wounded and 314 were
beaten. In the exchange twenty-six rioters--described by police as

\"c()unter-rev()lutionaries\"-wcre killed as well. I I

Bllt if police viewed the rioters as political agents rather than des-

perately po()r people
who feared starvation, it was equally true that the)))

to the \"enthusiasm and activity\" of local volunteers, opponents)))
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rioters viewed the governlnent as a hostile f()rce, or w()rse. To S()lllC,

the collectivization policy \\vas the llitinlate betrayal of the revolution,
proof

that the Bolsheviks inten<.ied to inlp()Se a \"second serf<.i()ll1\" and

rule like the nineteenth-century tsars. In 1919 silnilar fears ha(1 helpc(l
inspire the anti-Bolshe\\'ik sentill1ents of the \037leasant rellcllion. Now they

,\\rere frequently expressed, so ffillch so that the OGIJU gleanc<.1 thenl

from informers. In the Russian (\037entral Black Earth district OGIJU

sources heard one peasant declare, uThe COI11111unistsdeceived us in
their revolution, all land \\\\'as given out to \\vork for free ancl no\\v they
take the last co\\\\r.\" In the Middle \\\"olga pr()vince another sai<.l, \"They
said to nle 'revolution: I didn't understan(l but no\\v

I
I I un(lerstan(1

that such a revolution means to take everything from the
peasants

and

leave them hungry and naked.\" In Ukraine a peasant declared, \"They

push us into the collective farm so that we \\\\rill be eternal slaves.\"ll

Many decades later, \0371ikhail Gorbachev, the last General Secretary of

the Soviet Communist
Party

and the grandson of kulaks, described the

collective farms as \"serfdom.\" In order for the memory of collective

farms as a \"second serfdom\" to have had such a
long life, it must have

been deeply rooted.
13

But to some people the regime quickly becanle far more than just an

ordinary earthly enemy.
In the past, fears of the apocalypse and expec-

tations of the end of the world had
periodically swept through the

Russian and Ukrainian countryside, where religious cults and magical

practice had been
present

for centuries. The 1917 revolution insllire(J

another wave of religious mania. Throughout the 1920s dire pr()phe-

cies were common, as \\\\'ere omens and miracles. In \\'or()nezh 11rovince,

pilgrims flocked to see trees that had unexpectedly burst into bloom:

their \"regeneration\" was taken as a sign
of a change to come.1-I In

Ukraine a crowd gathered to watch a
rusty

icon on the road to Kharkiv

\"

I
.c\"

k
.

h d I
15

come to lie, ta lng on s
ape

an co our.

In 1929-30 some Soviet peasants, appalled by the attacks on churches

and
priests,

once again became convinced that the Soviet Union was

the Antichrist-and that c()llective farm managers
were therefore his

representatives. Priests told their parishioners that the Antichrist was

taking
their food, or that the Antichrist was trying to destroy them. 11I

In line with those beliefs, peasants rejected the collective farnls n()t

merely for material or political reasons, but for spiritual ones: they

feared eternal damnation. The state was attacking
the Church; group)))
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prayers, singing and church services became a form of opposition.
One

local official recorded the words of a Ukrainian farmer: \"You will be

forced to work on Sundays if you go into the collective farm, (they]
will

put
the seal of Antichrist on your forehead and arms. Now already the

kingdom of Antichrist is begun and to go into the collective farm is a

big sin. About this it is written in the bible.\"
17 Members of the Catholic

minority in Ukraine were affected by
the same spirit: in the ethnic Ger-

man viIlage of Kandel, the local
bishop,

Antonius Zerr, began to offer

counsel and even ordain priests in secret, in defiance of anti-religious

laws.l\037

Buffered sometimes by faith, sometimes by anger at the theft of their

possessions,
the peasants grew bolder. In response to the Soviet propa-

ganda songs
that they

heard played over and over again-songs with

refrains such as \"Our burdens have lightened! Our lives have glad-

dened! \"-they began to write their own:)

Hey, our harvest knows no limits or measures.

It grows, ripens, and even spills over onto the earth,
Boundless over the fields. . . While the patrolling pioneers

Come out to guard the ripening wheat-ears of grain.
19)

Songs
and poetry of resistance were passed from village to village.

According to one inhabitant of the
Dnipropetrovsk province, they

were sometimes even printed and bound into small booklets:\037o Graffiti

formed a part of the culture of resistance too: one Ukrainian peas-
ant later remembered inscriptions appearing on the walls of houses:

\"Down with Stalin,\" \"Down with Comn1unists.\"They were
wiped

off, and the next day they appeared again. Eventually, two men were
arrested as members of the \"organization

n
that had written them. 21

Protest also took the forln of escape, not just from the countryside
but from the Soviet Union itself. Already in January 1930 guards

caught three peasants in the
Kamianets-Podilskyi border province try-

ing to cross the Polish-Ukrainian border:\0372 A month later, a group of

400 peasants from several villages marched t()wards the border shout-
ing

\"We don't want collectives, we're going to Poland!\" Along the

way they attacke(! and l)eat
up anyone who stood in their way, until

they were finally stopped by
border

guards. The following day another

crowd from the same group of villages marched towards the
border,)))
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also shouting that they would ask for
help

from the Poles. They too

were stopped by guards, this time only 400 metres from the border.

Secret police also recorded several attempts to raid grain warehouses
near the border. Peasants who lived close to the border seem to have

been inspired by
the

proximity of the \"normal\" life of their neighbours
on the other side::!3

Inevitably, these
spontaneous protests, church meetings and border

marches gave way to organized violence. All across the USSR-but

with significantly higher numbers in Ukraine-people who saw that

they were about to lose their possessions and possibly their lives took

matters into their own hands. The OGPU archives record what hap-

pened next.

In Sumy province thirteen \"kulaks\" took the weapons they
had

saved from the civil war, slipped into the forest and became partisans.
Near Bila Tserkva, in Kyiv province, another ex-partisan was, accord-

ing to a secret police report, organizing an armed band. Pasha Ange-

lina, the female tractor-driver who had so delighted in the downfall of

her kulak neighbours, felt this violence first hand:)

In the summer of 1929,when
my brother, Kostia, my sister, Lelia

and I were walking to a Komsomol meeting in the neighboring
village

of Novobesheve, somebody shot at us with a sawed-off

shotgun. . . I will never forget how we ran, barefoot, through the

prickly grass, our hearts beating wildly with fear.

24)

The OGPU responded immediately to these early \"terrorist inci-

dents.\" By 6 February 1930, only a few months after collectiviza-

tion had been formally launched in November, the Soviet secret

police
had already arrested 15,985 people across the Soviet Union for

\"counter-revolutionary activity\"
in the countryside. Of that number,

about a third were Ukrainians. Between 12and 17February the secret

police
across the USSR made another 18,000 arrests. Those hauled

into prison were accused of
planning organized armed uprisings, of

\"recruiting\" rebels among the poor and middle
peasants,

and even of

seeking contacts with the peasant soldiers in the Red Army, in order

to alienate them from the government and convert them to the kulak

cause.25

None of this news was sufficient to convince Stalin to abandon col-)))
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lectivizati()n or tf) rec()nsi(Jcr whether it was a gl)()d idea to force farm-

ers int() collective t\037lrll1s
they

deteste(). The situation still seenled as if

it was lln(ler c()ntr()1. Nevertheless, he was worried enough by these

initial rel)()rts tf) t()ne down the collectivizati()n rhet(Jric-with unex-

IJcctecl
results.)

UDizzy with Success.\" l\037hat \\\\'as the title of an article written
by

Stalin

an(J \037)ublished
in Pravda on 2 !v1arch 193(J. The phrase Inight well have

been borrowed frolll Josef Reing()I(I, the (:hekist wh() had used the same

eX\037lression
in 1919 to bring a halt tC) the

bl()l)(ly rellressi()n
of the Don

Cossacks. But whether or not he hintccl at
any

slIch allusi()n, Stalin cer-

tainly did not intend any ircJny. \"Dizzy
\\vith Success\" began \\\\lith a long

tribute to the great achievelllcnts of collectivization. N()t
()nly

\\vas the

policy going well, he declared, it was proceeding far better and far more

quickly than expected. The USSR hacl alrcacly uo\\'crfulfillccj\" the Five

Year Plan for collectivizatioll, he (leclare(I: HEven (>llr enemies are forced

to adnlit that the successes are substantial.\" .t\037fter
only

a fe\\\\' \\,'eeks the

countrysicle had already Inade a Hradical turn. . . to\\\\'ards socialism.\" An

extraor(linary anl0l1nt had been acc()nlplishecl-s() nluch so that pcr-
ha\037ls

it \\-vas tinle t() sl()w the pace of change. Even SllCll a great achieve-

nlent had dra\\vbacks, he \"'arne<.-J:)

Such successes sonletinles induce a spirit of vanity and con-
ceit . . . Peol)le not infrequently becollle intoxicated by such

Sllccesses, they becollle dizzy \\vitll Sllccess, I()se all sense of pro-

I)orti()n an(1 the
ca\037)acity

to untierstallc) realities. . . ad\\'enturist

attenlpts are 1113<.iet(J sulve all qlIcstions of s()cialist construction

in a trice. . . Hence the party's task is t()
\\vage a <.)eterll1inecl strllg-

gle against these sentill1ents, \\vhich are <.Iangerousand harrnful to
our

cause, and to drive thenl out of the
party:\037h)

C:()llcctivizati()n, Stalin
(iisingenu()usly rCll1in<.iecl the ca(-Jres, was

intended to be \"voluntary.\" It was not supposeJ to
require

force. It

Inight 11()t 11r ()gress llnif()rnlly: n()t every region \\\\rOllle) be aL)le to collec-

tivize at the sarne pace. Hecallse of the CI10rnl()US enthusiasnl, he feared

these princi\037lles ha(1 hccn f()rgl.)tten. SOl11C excesses had occurred.

()f c()urse, neither Stalin nor any()ne else back in t\\1l1SCOW took

responsibility for these \"excesses,\" either then or later. Nor did he
give)))
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any real details. The murders and beatings, the children left outside

in the snow with no clothes-all of this naturally went unmentioned.
Instead, Stalin shifted the blame for any mistakes squarely onto the

shoulders of local party members, the men and women on the lowest

rung of the hierarchy, \\\\,ho had \"become dizzy with success and for

the moment have lost clearness of mind and
sobriety

of vision.\" He

mocked them for using militaristic language-which was, of course,
an echo of his own-and condemned their \"blockheaded\" attempts

to lump different kinds of farms together. He even took them to task

for removing church bells: hWho benefits by these distortions, this

bureaucratic
decreeing of the collective farm movement, these unwor-

thy threats against the
peasants? Nobody, except our enemies!,,27

Why did he write this article? By the time it
appeared,

Stalin would

have seen the secret police accounts of rebellion, resistance and armed
attacks on

party members. He may also have known that at least some
of the Communist

Party leadership
in both Russia and Ukraine had

doubts about the policy. Although these critics
only began to speak

openly some months later, Stalin might already have sensed the poten-
tial for a backlash against him in the wake of a failed or chaotic drive to

collectivization, so he sought someone else to blame. The lowest party
officials-the local leaders, the

village
bosses-made the perfect target:

they were far away, they were nameless, and
they

were
powerless. The

letter neatly shifted the responsibility for what was clearly a disastrous

policy away from him, and onto a social group far from Moscow.

Ostensibly, the article was also conciliatory. Stalin seemed to be

seeking at least a temporary halt to the worst excesses of his policy. In

the wake of the article some genuine concessions were made as well:

the Central Committee decided, for example, to allow peasants to keep
a

family cow, some poultry, and their own kitchen gardens.
28

But if

these gestures were meant to stop the rebellion then they backfired. Far
from

calming
the peasants, \"Dizzy with Success\" inspired a new wave

of insurrection, a vast array of armed and unarmed resistance. One

official christened this movement \"March Fever,\" but that expression

was misleading: it implies that the protest wave was a brief illness, or

perhaps a form of temporary insanity. What began to happen was in

fact far more profound. \"What the state labelled a fever,\" wrote Lynne

Viola, \"was in fact a massive peasant rebellion, reasoned in cause and

con ten t. \"29)))
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The impact was immediate. All across the USSR
party

officials read

ant) discussed Stalin's article at party Ineetings and with one another.

In
Myron

Dolot's village, as in many villages, a local activist read the

\"Dizzy with Success\" article aloud to the villagers. As he was eXplain-

ing that mistakes had been made, that errors had been committed, and

that party members had made grave miscalculations, \"the assembled

crowd was deathly still.\" Then the activist a(1ded his own vie\"': the

Jews
within the party were at fault, not the (Jarty itself. This explana-

tion
neatly exempted

himself and his comrades from blame. \"What

happened next,\" wrote Dolot, \"was a
spontaneous

ri()t.\" \"Away with

you!\" one man shouted. \"We've had enough of you,\"'cried another.
\"We have been duped! Let's get our horses and CO\\\\'S out of that stink-

ing collective farm before it's too late!\" In a
disorganized

wave the vil-

lagers ran to get their livestock, tripping over one another in the dark.

About twenty peasants were shot in the subsequent chaos.-'o

In the
days

that followed, similar riots broke out all across the

Soviet Union, and in a few
places they acquire() ne\\\\' layers of sophis-

tication. The first signs of organized opposition
that ha(l so \"Tarried

Balytsky in January became, by tvlarch, April and May, a real move-

ment. The riots quickly becan1e organized-son1etimes very well

organized-and they acquired a much m()re ()b\\'ious political char-

acter. Men and women across the USSR, but
especially

and most

numerously frol11 Ukraine, attacke(l, beat ant) InurdereeJ activists in
the spring ()f 193().

They organizcJ rai(ls on \\varehouses and grain

storage containers. They broke locks, st()le
grain

an(l other food, and

distributed it aroun(1 villages. They set fire to collective an(1 Soviet

property. They attacked \"collab()rat()rs.\" In ()ne village those wht) \\\\'ere

\"n()t satisfie(1 with the regirlle. . . burnt (I()\\\\'n the houses of the (col-
lective farm I activists.

\"41
The acti vist who had \"donned the priest's

vestments\" and
stt)mped

on the iconostasis was found dead in a ditch

the f()llowing day.-i2

l\037here \\\\'as little 11ity for the victilns. ()ne 111an \\vh() ha(-) I)layed in
a local c()ncert l1an(1 rel11cll1bered being askc() to play at the funerals

of \"Twenty-Five Thousanders\" who had been murdered
by peasants.

\"Fc)r liS it was a happy event hecause every time
somebody

was killed,

they w()uld take us to the village, give us SOl11e food anti then we w()uld

play at the funeral. And we were looking forward
every

time to the

next funeral, because that n1eant foot) for us.\"3\037)))
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Some of the angriest l)rotests took the forlll of babJki bunty, a phrase
that literally translates as U\\\\'On1en's revolts\" ()r uri()ts,\" though the word

bab{l connotes not just a \\\\.'OOlan hllt a 11easant \\voman, and implies

something uncouth and irrati()nal. WOlnen had ()rganized protests
in

the USSR before, in 1 \037)27 and 1928. But these riots had focused on food

shortages, not l101itics.As one secret
policenlan

\\\\'rote about those ear-

lier protests, UIn this periocl, cleln()nstrations \\vith the
participation of

WOOlen dilln't have, as a rule, any kine) of clearly defined anti-Soviet

character: cro\\\\'as or gr()ups of \\\\'Oillen gathered at state and coopera-
tive organizations, demanding

bread.
\".'4

In the spring of 1930 the l)easant \\\\r()nlen'S inchoate clemand for

bread turned into equally rutiilnentary attacks on the men who had

confiscated it. Cr()\\\\'lis of \\\\'Olllen Ill0bhed activists, Soviet officials and

visiting dignitaries, deillanding their
property

back. They shouted and

chanted, sang songs and hurlecl threats. Others took matters into their
own hands. In one Ukrainian village a young girl watched her mother,

along \\\\'ith other \"hungry \\\\,'omen,\" L)reak the locks of the collective

farm storehouse and take the stored
grain;

local officials, intimidated

by the mob, called in provincial party officials and Komsomol mem-

bers to help arrest the \\\\'Olnen and recover the grain. They remained
in

prison
for t\\\\'o weeks.

35
In another Ukrainian village a boy watched

activists go frorTI house to house claiming pr()perty on behalf of the

collecti\\'e farm. In response, a
gr()up

of women stormed the farm

and demande(f everything back: \"()ne woman
grabs

her plough; the

other her horse; a third, the co\\v.\" Soldiers, or possibly secret
police

troops-the
memoirist isn't clear-then Hcalne and chased all of these

\\vomen
a\\vay

. . . all of the c()nfiscate() itenls, agricultural implements
and horses, once again became

part
of the collective farm.\"\037b In early

March 1930 some SO() ethnic Gerlnan women from three different vil-

lages also spent a week demonstrating, demanding their
property

back

from the collective farms and preventing them from functioning.
37

Sometimes the cr()\\vds went even further. The (JGPU itself recorded

an incident in
Mariupol province

in Ukraine, which hegan when a

U1TIob\" of 300 \\\\,'omen descenoed on the village council and demanded

the key to the
village

church, \\\\,hich had been turned into an admin-

istrative building. The women then shouted that Naumenko, the boss

of the village soviet, had broken down the door of a member of the

church council. When he denied doing so, \"The women sat him on a)))
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wagon (tachanka) and forcibly took him to the man's house, where it

was established that he had indeed been present. The mob decided to

hold an impromptu
trial.\"

The women then forced Naumenko to sign a paper promising to

free the churchman-and then attempted a citizens' arrest of a local

party official, Filomynov. They publicly
mocked both officials, spitting

in their eyes and face, calling the communist officials \"bandits, thieves

and White guards.\" The two men were freed only by the intervention

of the OGPU. For several days afterwards, crowds armed with sticks

and clubs continued to meet in front of local administrative buildings,

demanding their property back. The rebellion was
finally put down,

and the peasants were \"pacified.\" But nobody believed that the Soviet
state had won them over.-\0378

There were many such incidents. By the end of March 1930 the
OGPU had recorded 2,000 \"mass\" protests, the majority of which

were exclusively female, in Ukraine alone.3 <J

At the Ukrainian Party

Congress in the summer of 1930 several speakers referred to the prob-

lem. Kaganovich, no longer head of the Ukrainian Communist Party
but still

keenly
interested in Ukrainian affairs, declared that women

had played the \"most 'advanced' role in the reaction against the col-

lective farm.,,4o The OGPU eXplained this phenomenon, naturally, as

evidence of the influence of the \"kulak-anti-Soviet element\" on their

ignorant wives and daughters. More
propaganda

work and agitation

among peasant women would surely solve the problem.
41

The OGPU also suspected that wonlen were protesting precisely
because they knew that

they
were less likely to be arrested. They may

have been right: even without bringing in the men, women could

attack officials-even physically attack them-with far less fear of ret-

ribution. Women's protest also ()ffered a \"legitimate\" way for men to
join: if activists arrived to fight peasant women, then the village men
could leap in to defend them on the grounds that they were defending
the honour of their wives, mothers and

daughters.

Not all of them nee<.ied a pretext. Many Ukrainian men had, in
recent memory, taken

up
arms against hated rulers. As they had done

during the civil war, some
began

to organize themselves into parti-
san units. As one remembered, \"Rifle fire was heard at night. Partisan

groups operated out of the forests. It was a
typical peasant uprising.

The village soviet was destroyed. Heads of the village soviet either)))
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fled or ran the risk ()f
l}cing

killc(1.
\"42

\037'1any l()cal comnll1nists f\0371ilc() to

escape and \\\\'ere killecl (In tile Sl)()t.
The violence \\vas real, 3ne) it \\vas \\videspread. Soviet (IOCUlllcnts

from 1930 record 13,794 \"incidents of terror\" and 13,754 \"mass protests,\"

of which the largest nllll11)cr t()()k place in Ukraine and were
c3l1sccl,

in the ()GPU's o\\vn yie\\\\', by c()llcctivization ant) de-kulakization. 43

The local records ()f the secret 11()lice in Ukraine are both more CITIO-

tive and nl0re precise abollt tIle reL)ellions on their territory. Despite
prior attenlpts to confiscate

\\vea\037)()ns, they noted that peasants still hac)

them: shotguns antI riMes,
ke\037lt

in
storage since the civil war l)eriod, as

well as pikes ant) staves. In t}1e
sllring

of 1930 they began once again

using them in a co()rJinate() fashion.
Balytsky

did not dOllbt that he

\\\\'as \\vitnessing the S3111ekinJ ot- \"anti-Soviet
activity\"

that had taken

place in Ukraine in the !13st. \"Klliak counter-revolutionary activists
have not

stopped
their struggle,\" he declared, Ubut are rather fortifying

their position.\" Bet\\veen 2()
January

and 9 February his nlen arrested

11,865 peol1le, including 111ell1hcrs()f
\"counter-revolutionary organiza-

tions and groups,\" pc()ple \\\\.ho \\vere preparing to carry out \"arlned
revolution\" as \\vell as t}}()se \\vho could become the \"ideologists\" of

such a rev()luti()n.
Anyb()tly

\\\\'ith any foreign links-especially links to

Poland-was suspiciollS 11ecallse they might receive \"active assistance\"

from abroad. The secret p(Jlice also focused on those who were using
anything that sounded like a \"Ukrainian-chauvinist\" or \"Petliurite\"

slogan, and identified three Illaj()r groups of such activists in [)niprop-

etrovsk, Kharkiv and Krcl11cnchuk l)rovinces, all important centres of

strife during the civil \\\\'ar era.
44

To\\\\'ards the micl(lle ()f \037'1arch the situation had worsene(J. On

9 March, Balytsky rellorteJ \"mass uprisings\" in sixteen districts ()f

Ukraine. Most had been upacified\" by the time of his report, but in

Shepetivka
district in the western part of the country, \"anti-Soviet and

criminal elements,\" some in
grOUl-1S

as large as 300 to 500 people, had

armed themselves with sawn-off shotguns, hunting rifles and axes. The

Shepetivka peasants hacl heen fighting since Febrllary, when Balyt-

sky
himself had arrivc(J in the tlistrict. On his orders the ()(-;!JU had

brought in
cavalry units, arme(l with machine guns antI backed up hy

border guards and militia.\"'''
Balytsky

claimed the OGPU had broken

up the gang, but they had killet-) a K()msomolleader an() were holcling

other communist lea(lers h()stage; he feare(! the gang had nlatle contact)))
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with another armed gang in a neighbouring district. 46

Within only a

few weeks of the publication ()f \"Dizzy with Success,\"the rebellion

seemed very cl()se to spinning out of control.)

Reading through the archival (Jocumentation of the 1930 rebellions, it is

not always easy to separate fact from fiction. How well
organized

was

the dissent in reality? How much were the secret policemen inventing

conspiracies
where none existed? How much were they \"finding\" the

nationalist movements that
they

were seeking? To what extent were

they inventing a problerTI that they could later claim to have solved? The

OGPU had, after all, invented the fictitious 5\\'U
only

a year earlier. A

few years later, Soviet secret policemen would manufacture hundreds
of thousands of false accusations in the course of the Great Terror of

1937-8.
The archival accounts of the 1930 rebellion do at times sound delib-

erately embroidered, as if the OGPU was trying to show Moscow

that it was faithfully following orders. In February 1930,for
example,

the OGPU conducted an operation against \"counter-revolutionary
kulak-white guard and bandit elements\" all across the Soviet Union,

again arresting the largest numbers in Ukraine, where
they

identified

seventy-eight individual cells of \"anti-Soviet activists.\" Among the most

serious were the \"Petliurivska..\" bandits whom they believed had been

organizing an armed u(lrising in the Kremenchuk district in central

Ukraine, scheduled to take place in the spring of 1930.They identified

the leader, \"Manko\"-a name suspiciously similar to \"Makhno\"-as

a \"former Petlillra officer\" who had entered Ukraine illegally, crossing
the Polish border in 1924.

The
rep()rt

on the operati()n quoted Manko: \"When the state author-

ities carry out c()llectivization, they will ensure their influence over the

masses, their eyes will be everywhere, as a result of which it will be

difficult to approach them and our organizational efforts will lead to

failure.\" His gr()up was also said to have \"set as its goal the creation of

an independent Ukraine on the basis of the right to
private ownership

of land\" and the preservation of the Cossack class. Allegedly, Manko
intended to launch an attack on the city of Kremenchuk by starting
fires outside the town and taking over the train station and the tele-

graph ()ffice. 47

Other groups were believed to harbour similar goals. Some were)))
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said to have links with one another, others were
suspected

of sowing

traitorous ideas within the Red Army. Yet another group, in the west-

ern districts of Ukraine, had created a \"kulak-Petliurite\" organization
that was supposedly conducting \"counter-revolutionaryagitation\"

and

spreading hprovocative rumours\" as well. The same report recorded
the arrest of 420 members of

\"counter-revolutionary organizations and

groups\" in the North Caucasus region, in the course of
only

five days,

as well as arrests in the \\'olga reg-ions toO.

48

Balytsky
himself recorded

his visit to Tulchyn district in the spring of 1930,where he found armed

rebels, trenches around the villages, and peasants shouting \"Down
with the Soviets\" and

singing \"Ukraine has not yet died,\" the anthem

of the Ukrainian People's Republic
in the era of the Central Rada.

49

The tone of these accounts can seem exaggerated and hysterical. Yet
both documentary and memoir evidence does show that not all of these

movements were invented. There was real violence, well organized

and nationalist in character. In a number of places it was armed and

contagious, spreading from village to village as peasants gained confi-

dence from the actions and slogans of their neighbours.

In mid-March 1930, for example, a string of villages in the Tulchyn

district staged protests, one following the next. The archival reports
are clear:

peasants
were shouting, \"We don't want leaders who rob

peasants!\" and \"Down with the communists, who are
leading

the

country to disaster!\" Even when they didn't kill the local authorities,
they

drove them out of office. In 343 villages, peasants elected their

own \"starostas,\"
or traditional village elders, and refused to cooperate

with the communists. 50

In many places they also fired Soviet teachers,

banned cooperatives and announced the return of free trade. Some of

the villagers began to talk about organizing armed resistance, and a

few
passed

around leaflets that the OGPU described darkly as hav-

ing \"an anti-Soviet character.\" At one meeting those gathered called

for property to be given back to the \"kulaks,\" and for the liquidation

of the collective farms. On several occasions, rebels reportedly sang the

national anthem. The
victory

in Tulchyn
was short-lived: the OGPU

blamed \"Petliurists\" and called for \"operational measures.\" The
prov-

ince was duly divided into sectors, and each sector was assigned an

armed OGPU
cavalry

unit.
51

Balytsky told a colleague that he had

been instructed, by Stalin himself, \"not to make speeches but to act

decisively.
,,'52)))
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In several
\037)Iaces

the rehelli()ns \\vere Il()t ()Illy genllinely l)l}litical,

they \\vere alSf)
genllinely letlllY l)e()l)le \\\\'h() hall 111ayetl S()nle role in the

l)casant rcllclli()ns, the Ukrainian nati()nallll()\\'elllent ()r the civil \\var.

C:ertainly this \\\\'as the case in Pa v I()h ra<.l. a <.1istrict in tile Dni prope-

tr()vsk l)rt)vince ()f eastern Ukraine, \\\\,h()se arnleJ rebelli()n has no\"'

been extellsively J<')CllI11ellted.\037\037 \037\037ven hef()re the U\037larch fever\" rebel-

li()ns, the authf)rities CXI)cctell vi()lence in IJavl()hra<.1 itself. a to\\vn orig-

inally f()un(ieti as a (:()ssack base. In the nineteenth century ()ne of the

villages in the Pavl()hrati tiistrict t()()k 11art in a re\\'()lt
against

local gen-

try; in 1919 many in the district had supported Makhno.\"\"', Anticipating

violence after c()llectivizati()n, l()cal I)olice in r\"ebruary 193() arrestee)

seventy-nine pe()ple an(1 executed
t\\venty-()ne

of thelll f(Jr \037)I()tting

rebell ion.

Even after that several IJavl()hrad lea<.lers \\\\'ith
pri<.)r nlilitary experi-

ence \\vere still willing to resist. In \0371arch 193(), Kyryl() Sh()I)in. 3 f()rmer

soldier in the arll1Y of Hetrnan Skor()padsky. esca\037)eli
arrest and began

travelling through the regi<.)n. He \\vent fr()nl village to village enCOllr-

aging peasants to revolt. St)ll1e of those \\vho \\\\'Olll<.l
eventually join hilll

ha<.i l)reviously f()ught for Petliura ()r \037takhn().

Shollin's
efforts pai<l off ill early 4\037llril.

\\vhen
rCI)rescntati\\'cs fr()ln

aroun<j the regiollinet in H()htlanivka an(ll)egan tt) l)lan their llprising.
\037lany

of those present ha<.II()st I)()ssessi()ns <.Illring collectivizati()n, and

were partly nloti\\'atcllllY the helief that
they

Cl)lliti
get t}lel11 back. But

they had
\037)()litical g()als

as \\vell. antI they llSelll)()litical slogans: UDo\\vn

with S(}vict
1

1 ()\\ver\" antI \"14et's fight f()r a llifferent kinll ()f freeflonl.\"
After the first

gr()lll) Il1cetillg sI11ali rel)el cells fl)rlllC(I. SlHllC\\\\,}lat cha-

()tically, ar()lllltl the ncarhy (\"()lliltrysic.le.
()n 4 .\037l)ril Illany t)f their

Illelll11ers bcgan arriving ill ()s3llchi, a slllall harnlct Ilear
13t)htlani\\'ka,

hoping
to join the rebdlion and expecting to be gi,'en weapons.

Prccallti()ns \\\"ere takcll: tllc rel)cls agreell tllat if thllO rl'\\'olt \\\"ere t{)

fail, everyone who joined should claim that he had been forced against
his \\\\' i II t () t a k e

r)
art. T 11e i r I e a c.1 e r s t r ie <.1 t () rea C h () II t t () the s () I die r s 0 f

the Pavlohrad district militia, in the
hopes

that
they would sign on as

well. They outlined a plan: \0371arch on Pa\\'lohrad, gather weapons, use

them to storm Dnipropetrovsk and, eventually, take over the rest of

Ukraine. from the documentation-the interrogations, investigations,
memoirs, accounts written afterwards-it seems clear that the

partici-

pants in the Padohrad uprising were convinced that they could suc-)))
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ceed. All over Ukraine, they told one another, abused
peasants

would

rise up and join them.

On 5 April they began their rebellion in Osadchi, where they mur-

dered the local Soviet and party activists, and then moved on
quickly to

nearby villages, where others joined them. Arriving in Bohdanivka at

mid-day, they rang the church bells, took control of a key bridge, and

began fighting the local militia. Over the course of the day, the insur-

gents killed several dozen government figures, including party
mem-

bers, Komsomol members, village councillors and others. Towards the
end of the

day they managed to cut the telephone lines, but it was too
late: the head of the

village
council had already telegraphed to Pav-

lohrad for help.
The Pavlohrad militia, which had not taken

up
the rebels' call to

join them, arrived in the evening. The rebellious peasants retreated,
but in the meantime another group of insurgents had taken over

the village council and party buildings in a nearby village, Ternivka.

Finally, on 6 April, an armed OGPU unit arrived in Bohdanivka from

Dnipropetrovsk-200 men, fifty-eight on horseback. Balytsky had

given them
explicit orders, using

the strongest language possible: \"liq-

uidate these counter-revol utionary bands.\"

In the end, the fighting lasted no Inore than two days. Although
the insurgents had killed several dozen government figures, includ-

ing party members, Komsomol members, village councillors and oth-

ers, the peasant army never really had a chance. The mostly illiterate
leaders had no communications or logistics, and not enough weapons.

They were easily overpowered, arrested and killed. Thirteen of them

died, a handful were badly injured.
More than 300 were detained, of whom 210 were convicted in a trial

which, unlike the SVU trial, was firmly closed to the public: the party

could not risk staging a \"show trial\" for a genuine rebellion. The wit-

nesses could not be so easily manipulated, the
story

could not be retold

in such a way as to hide what had
really happened: poor peasants, led

by men with genuine military backgrounds, had taken up arms
against

the state. Nor could the survivors be allowed to live to tell the true
story.

On 20 May twenty-seven of them were executed.

The Pavlohrad rebellion was unusually brutal, but it was not unique.

In March the OGPU had also been surprised by
a rebellion in Kryvyi

Rih province in eastern Ukraine, a region that had a
\"nearly

100 per-)))
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cent\" collectivization rec()rd and was c()nsidered (Jocile.Although the

arrest ancl tle})()rtati()ns there hatf been uacc()mpanie{J by some nega-

tive phenolnenon,\" according t() an ()C;IJU report, de-kulakization

had been enthusiastically SUl)J)()rted by Jl00rer and mi{ldle-income

peasants.
Rut a Uchange of m()otl\" f()II()wc(1 ()r(iers tf) c(Jnfiscate seed grain in

anticiJ)ation of the spring sowing season. One local
peasant

was heard

t() declare that the c()llection ()f seed grain meant that Hall bread will be

taken out of Ukraine, an(J Ukraine will be left \\vith nothing.\" I n another

village someone expressed the fear that
Hthey

will take
<?ur

last grain

anti leave the peasants starving.\" Follo\\ving Stalin's \"Dizzy with Suc-
cess\" article, the OGPU men blamed ill hUmC)llr on ()ver-enthusiastic

Kryvyi Rih officials
putting I)ressure on peasants who \\\\'ere not Uk ulaks.\"

One set of officials had reportedly confiscated some hdirty linen\" from

a poor peasant, and demanded milk and lard for his
brigade; others

had broken down the doors of peasant cottages, stripped the inhabit-
ants and thro\",\037n them out on the street. In response. a nlob of \\\\lomen

gathered
around a local party activist antI shouted that Stalin had said

that the collective farms were to be organized uvolunrarily.\" Others

organized petitions {lemanding their lantl back. or hall rushed to the

collective farms to reclaim equipment anti livestock.

Some of their deman{!s \\\\rent further. hU nder the influence of

anti-Soviet and kulak agirati()n,\" the ()C-;PlJ reported. \037leasants
in the

village of Shyroke nlade a series l)f uc()unter-rev()lutionary political
dernands.\" Finally, ()n 14 March, a nlob of 5()() men an(i \\\\'ornen sur-
rounde(1 the I(Jcal

government ()ftlces anti lierl1anJed the return of seed

grain, the (liss()luti()(l ()f the K()ITIS()(ll()I, the restitution ()f \037)rollerty con-

fiscate<l ()r f()rcibly utl()natc{l\" t() the ()llecti\\'e t:lrnl\037 and the refuncl ()f

mOI1eta ry fi nes
11ai(i

t() the l()cal a llth()rities.
,,';

()nce again, the ll()Clllllentation 111akesclear that all these rebellions,

in Tulchyn, PavlohraJ, Kryvyi Rih and elsewhere, were real. They
re(lreserltC(1

an
()rganized reaction t(J a nlllch-hate(i (lolicy, as well as to

the vi()lcnce use(f t() cllf()rcc it; s()me ()f the ()c()(lle \\vh() led the revolts
were, unsurprisingly, people

who had opposed Soviet rule all along.
But even if the rebellions were real, the ()(;PU's

explanation
of

their sources and influence is harder to believe. The secret policemen
in Stalin's Soviet Union could not tell their superiors that their policy
was failing, or that honest Soviet citizens

opposed
it for understand-)))
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able reasons. Instead, they had t()
i111\03711y

tile inHuel1ce of class enemies

and foreigners, in\\'enting or exaggerating links and connections.
The

report
on

Kryvyi Rih, for exarnple, attributed all the violence to
\037\037anti-Soviet elen1ents, kulaks and relatives of kulaks\": Karpuk, a \"refu-

gee from !J()lantl\";Lis()hor, the br()ther of an exiled kulak; Krasulia, a

bootlllaker, an(l thus a ITIan \\vh() o\\vnecl a bit ()f
pr()pcrty.)()

\037t\\ll of them

belonged t()
sUS\037lect categories: 11eoille \\\\rith foreign connections, with

previously arrested fanlily Illel11bers, \\\\rith
any property at all.

()ver and o\\'er again, officials also sought explanations for the
strength

of the rebellion in the province's history, clra\\\\ling
attention especially

to the rebellions of }9}8-20. At one
\037)oint,

the ()(;PU assigned a group

of officers to \\\\lork across several districts, citing the \"especially impor-
tant political significance of the bortler zones and the historical

past
of

these regions.\" Among them \\\\'ere the districts of \\'olyn, Berdychiv,
\037Iogile\\', \\.Tinnytsia,

Kamianets and Odessa, all sites of major fighting
in the previous decade.);'

B3lytsky
noted elsewhere that special care

had t() be taken in (Jne
region

because it \\vas the territory of the \"Zabo-

lotny gang,\" one of the partisan units during the civil war.
5X

This obsession \\\\'ith the civil war past \\vas not
unique to Ukraine. It

spread to inclu(fe the North Caucasus, \\vhere Soviet authorities also

attributed violent resistance to c()llectivization to the influence of Cos-
sacks as well as Ukrainian nationalists. It also encompassed Siberia

and the Urals, \\\\rhere Soviet secret policemen targeted \"former White

C;uard officers.\" \\'i()lent resistance to collectivization in Central Asia,
Kazakhstan, Tatarstan ancl Bashkiria was also immediately under-

stood to be anti-S(Jviet ancl counter-rev()lutionary-again, not with-
out reason. In the Fergana region of Central Asia, Red Army troops

arrived to pacify the Basmachi
guerrilla

m()vement. Although it had

been repressed a fe\\\\l
years earlier, the m()Velllent was revived by anger

at collectivizati()n. \\'i()lent struggles also followed collectivization in

the Caucasian autonomous republics ofChechnya and Dagestan.
S9

But in Ukraine the strength of nationalism in the cities n1ade this

anger in the c()untryside
m()re danger()us. In 193(), ()(; PU analysts

returned repeatedly t(J the matter of city-country contacts, an(1 to the

links bet\\\\reen intellectuals and peasants predicted in 1929. SOlne of

these may have been real; others were clearly invented. On 21 March,

Balytsky
sent a report to Stanislav Kosior, the general secretary of

the Ukrainian COlnlllunist Party, anrl t() Yagoda,
n()w the boss of the)))
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OGPU: in a village in the Vinnytsia district, he had discovered a link

between leaders of the local uprising and the SVU. Allegedly, a rebel

there had declared, \"After the liquidation of the SVU it is necessary

to work according to other methods-to incite the ignorant masses

to revolt.\" Other SVU members were \"discovered\" in \\'innytsia
in

subsequent days. Balytsky congratulated himself for finding them,

and indeed for
predicting

the influence of the SVU-an organiza-

tion that he himself had conjured into existence. The cells, he wrote,

\"correctly confirm the SVU's strong links with active cadres of rural
counter-revolution and SVU's expectations for an uprising in 1930-31.\"

He patted himself on the back: \"it was only
the timely liquidation of

the SVU that disorganized the splinters of the organization, forcing

them to act at their personal fear and risk.\" Perhaps this is how Balyt-

sky escaped criticism for failing to stop the rural uprisings: had he not
rid Ukraine of the non-existent SVU, he was arguing, they might have

been worse.60

During subsequent months the police kept up the search for new
and undiscovered

conspiracies.
Even after the S\\.ru had supposedly

been rounded up, the OGPU was still
anticipating

the \"strengthening

of links between counter-revolutionary elenlents in the city and the

countryside,\" claiming
that a wide range of rural ()rganizations had

their headquarters in towns. Counter-revolutionaries from the cities

were allegedly roaming around Ukraine; in the \\vestern provinces of
the

republic,
\"a

range of counter-revolutionary organizations (mainly

Petliurite) liquidated in Ukraine. . . were tightly linked to Poland.\"hl

The search for the SVU and \"Petliurites\" would continue \\\\Tell

into the end of the decade. I n retrospect, it is clear that 1932 and 1933
were

really
the beginning of the great wave of terror that peaked all

across the USSR in 1937 and 1938. All of the elenlents of the \"Great
Terror\"-the suspicion, the

hysterical propaganda,
the mass arrests

made accorJing to centrally planned schemes-were already on dis-
play

in Ukraine on the eve of the famine. Indeed, Moscow's paranoia
about the c()unter-revoluti()nary p()tential

of Ukraine continued after

the Second World War, and into the 1970sand 1980s.It was
taught to

every successive generation of secret
\03710Iicemen,

from the OGPU to

the NK VD to the KGB, as we\\1 as
every successive generation of party

leaders. Perhaps it even helped mould the thinking of the post-Soviet

elite, long after the USSR ceased to exist.)))



CHAPTER SEVEN)

Collectivization Pails, 1931-2)

rJ e cuuld lo\037\\-e Ukraine. . .)

StJlin to Kagano\\'ich, August 1932
1)

Tl-JE SECRET POLICEMEN triunlphed. Al-

though the protests sl()\\.ve(l the progress of collectivization, the state

fought
back \\\\lith 11l3SS arrests, mass (Ieportations, mass repression. The

Communist
I->arty

\\vaitetl-antl then pressed ahead. The temperate

language of Stalin's \"Dizzy \\vith Success\" article turned out to be just
that: language. The saIne policies continued, and even grew harsher.

In July 1930, just a fe\\\\' 111(Jnths after the angriest \"March fever\" pr()-

tests, the Politbur() itself set ne\\\\-'
targets: up to 7() per cent of households

in the main grain-gr()\\ving regi()ns, Ukraine
among them, were to join

collective farlns by Scpteml)er 1931. In l)ecember 193(),eager to
prove

their enthusiasnl, PolitlJuro Inembers raised that sanle target to 8()
\037)er

cent of househol(ls.2 t\\ C:cntral <:()mmittee resolution again c()nfirmeti

that in certain regi()ns-Ukraine, as well as the Northern CaucaSllS

and the Lower and \037li(J(lle
\\'olga provinces-the

achievell1cnt of this

goal would require the \"liquidation of the kulaks as a class.\"J

All through the sllbseqllent alltumn sowing alld the \\vinter harvests,
and again (luring

the sl)ring s()\\ving and sumlner harvest-IJrcsslJrc ()n

the peasants continued. Taxes (In
I)easants

who remained ()n their ()\\vn

land remained high. [)eI)()rtati()ns t() the
fast-ex\0371anding call1ps

()f the

Glliag increase(J. F()(Jll shc)rtages bccanle
\037)ernlanent.

In tllc Sllnl111er of

1930 secret police repc)rts again j<1cntifieJ the first
signs

()f starvation,

as people once more l)egan t() sllffer froln {Iiseases CallSe(]
by hllnger.)))
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A driver weakened by lack of food fell from his tractor in one Ukrai-

nian village; in another, people were beginning to swell with hunger.
In the course of a few months 15,000 peasants in the North Caucasus

abandoned their farms to look for work in the cities. In Crimea people

began eating horse feed, which made them il1.
4

Threatened by
violence and afraid of hunger, hundreds of thousands

of peasants finally relinquished
their land, animals and machines to the

collective farms. But just because
they

had been forced to move, they

did not become enthusiastic collective farmers overnight. The fruits

of their labour no longer belonged to them; the grain they sowed and
,

harvested was now requisitioned by the authorities.

Collectivization also meant that peasants had lost their ability
to

make decisions about their lives. Like the serfs of old, they were forced

to accept
a special legal status, including controls on their movement:

all collective farmers, kolkhoznjkJ,
would eventually need to seek per-

mission to work outside the village. Instead of deciding when to
reap,

sow and sell, kolkhozniks had to follow decisions made by the local

representatives of Soviet power. They did not earn regular salaries

but were paid trudodni or
day wages,

which often meant payment in

kind-grain, potatoes or other products-rather than cash. They lost
their

ability
to govern thenlselves too, as collective farm bosses and

their entourages supplanted the traditional
village

councils.

As a result, Inen and women who had so recently been self-reliant
farmers now worked as little as possible. Farm machines were not
maintained and

frequently
broke down. I n August 1930 some 3,600

tractors Ollt of 16,790 in Ukraine were in need of repair. The problem

was cYl1icaily blametl on \"class struggle'. and \"wreckers\" who were

allegedly sabotaging the farnl n13chinery.'\\
Even when peasants did sow an(i till the fields, they often did their

work withollt tht' care al1d enthusiasm they had shown in the past.

(\037()llective farnls \0371r()(luce(i {lralnatically less than they could or should
have (i()ne.

Everyone trie(1 t() l)()rrow or take from the collective as
much as

p(}ssible:
after all, the state's grain belonged to Uno one.\" Men

and women who would never have considered stealing in the past now

had no compunction ab()ut taking from state
organizations that no one

owned or respected. This form of
\"everyday

resistance\" was not unique

to the peasantry.h Working as little as possible, stealing public property,)))
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failing to care for state-owned equipment and machinery-these were

the methods by which underpaid, underfed and unmotivated Soviet

workers of all kinds got along.
Peasants also continued to abandon the collective farms for work

in the cities-the OGPU quoted one
saying

\"it's impossible to tolerate

this anymore.\" They divided up the land or the harvested grain among

themselves instead of sharing it out with others. In a few places the
authorities observed that kulaks ejected from their own farms banded

together to form what the authorities called \"kulak collectives.\" Work-

ing together, they \"tried to win sympathy from the local
population

and

to demonstrate their superiority to the other collective farms.\" This too
..,

was seen as a form of anti-Soviet activity.'

Attacks on shops and grain warehouses continued too. I n May 1930

a crowd of several thousand people-mostly women-from outside
Odessa swarmed into the city and attacked several state-run grocery

stores as well as a restaurant. Mounted
policemen

were sent in to

restore order, and several arrests were made. The unrest was
significant

enough to appear in the reports of both the Turkish and the
Japanese

consuls in Odessa-and those reports were significant enough to alarm

the OGPU. Although the
police

had responded promptly, the Japanese

observed, \"the general atmosphere in the town remains
agitated.\"g

Nevertheless, the summer of 1930 seemed, from the perspective of

Moscow, to mark a moment of victory. Despite the evidence of suffer-

ing and the reports of chaos, the illusion that collectivization would

still be a \"success,\" dizzy or otherwise, persisted through the end of

1930.There are
many arguments about whether the published figures

for that year-and indeed subsequent years-were real. falsified, or

simply mistaken. But there is no question that the state claimed, and

Stalin
appears

to have believed, that 1930 was a high point. The official

statistics decreed that 83.5 million tonnes of grain had been collected

in 1930, a notable rise over 1929-a year of famine and bad weather-

when the comparable figure was 71.7 milIion tonnes. 9

Convinced that

collectivization was now on the path to success, the Kremlin made

what would turn out to be a disastrous and callous decision: to increase

the export of grain, as well as of other food products, out of the Soviet

Union in exchange for hard currency.
Grain

export
was of course not new. As we have seen, in 1920 the)))
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Bolsheviks had reckoned grain to be one of the safest
goods

to sell to

the West, since doing so required no interaction with
\"capitalists.\"II'

Nor was it the only source of hard currency. funds also came in from

the sale of art, furniture, jewellery, icons and other objects confiscated

from \"the hourgeoisie\" and the Church. In
July

1930 the state also

opened the \"Torgsin\" chain of hard currency shops (from torgovlia
s

inoJtrantsami, ()r \037'trade with f()reigners \,") originally created t() attract

foreign
visitors forbidden to spend foreign money elsewhere but later

accessible to Soviet citizens. C;oods in them \",'ere available to those

who had tsarist-era gold coins; Juring the famine they
\"'auld become a

means of survival for peasants who had saved gold objects
or even had

foreign currency transferred to them from relatives abroad. I I

But grain
was still the most lucrative export, especially since the

timber trade had run into trouble; reports (\\\\,hich \\\\'ere accurate) that

convict labour produced Soviet timber had led to calls for boycotts
in

a number of Western c()untries. The level of grain exports duly rose

throughout
the 1920s. Britain bought 26,799 tonnes of \\\\\037heat frorn the

USSR in 1924; by 1926-7 that hac! risen to 138,486 tonnes. Exports to

Italy, Turkey
and the Netherlands grew as \\vell. Bet\\\\'een 1929 and

1931, Soviet grain exports
to Germany tripled.l\037

As exports rose, the Soviet leatiership perceived that they brought
more than

just
hard currency. F()reshad()\\\\'ing the ftlture So\\.iet (and

Russian) use ()f gas as a
\\\\'eai)l)n

()f influence, the Bolsheviks also began

asking for l>olitical f\037lvollrs in resi10nse
to large shil>nlents ()f relatively

low-price(1 grain. In 1 92() they tleillanlle(! that, in exchange fl)r grain, the

Latvians rec()gI1izc the S()viet
RCi)llblic

()f Ukraine. In 1922 the Soviet

g()vernll1ent t()I<.1 the British foreign Sccretary.l\037ortl (\037urzon. that unless

Britain signctl a i)eacc treaty \\vith Sovict Rlissia, it \\vould Cllt ()ff the sup-

ply ()f grain t() I\037ritish nlarkcts. S()f11e Sl-)cculate that in the late 1920s the

S()viet U ni(>ll
hegal1 (Jull11)ing grain at l()\\\\, prices for gc()(\">olitical rea-

sons: Stalin
h()I)C()

t()
<.lalllagc Western cal)italisll1. By 1<J3() one C;erll1an

newspaper \\vas
arglling

f()r tra{ie l)arricrs t() stop the fl()()J ()f \"cheap
Russian

(Jr()tluce.\"
,\\t a I.-eagllc ()f Nations gathering in 1931 the Soviet

f\037()reign rv1inister, \037/laksiI11 IJitvin()v, Sill ugly boasted that UI arll ell joy-

ing a SI)ccial statlls Il\037re thallks t() the fact tllat the c()untry I rCIJrescnt not

only tl()cs n()t stiffer fr())11 ec()n()ll1ic crisis, but is on the c()ntrary living

thr()ugh an unl)rccc<.lentc(11110111cntin its ec()n()llliclife.\")

\037

The (lesire t(> 11laintain tl1is HSl1cciai status\" \\\\'3S intense, but (1()lnes-)))
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tic pressure for more imports was enormous as well. In the cities and

on new building sites, Stalin's drive for industrialization was intensi-

fying.
To meet the extraordinarily ambitious targets of the first Five

Year Plan, Soviet factories
urgently required machines, parts, tools and

other things available only for hard currency. In a letter to Molotov in

July 1930, Stalin \\vas already writing of the need to \"force the export

of grain. . . this is the key.\" In August, fearing that American
grain

would soon flood the market, he again urged speed: \"if we don't export

130-150 million poods [2.1-2.4 million tonnes] our currency situation

may become
desperate.

Once again: we must force the export of grain
with all of our

strength.,,14

Elsewhere Stalin spoke of the risk that a lack of hard currency posed

to the metallurgical and machine-building industries, and of the need

to obtain a foothold in the international market. He also railed against
the \"kno\\\\'-it-alls\" in the export department

who advised waiting for

prices to rise, and who should be thrown out
by

the scruff of their

necks: \"'to wait, we would need currency reserves. And we haven't got

any.\"I'; In September 1930, Anastas Mikoyan-now Commissar for

Internal and External Trade-wrote a note to the head of the grain

export enterprise, urging him to conclude longer-term export agree-
ments with

European companies, although this would mean \"holding

back some reserves for them.\"lb A few weeks later the Politburo dis-

cussed increasing food exports to fascist Italy, and even taking credit

from Italian banks to finance them.
Ii

The result of this urgent policy directive would be a far higher rate

of grain export in 1930-4.8 million tonnes, up from 170,000 tonnes

in 1929-and an even higher rate in 1931, 5.2 million tonnes.l!iThese

numbers were a relatively
small fraction of the more than 83 million

tonnes, with higher totals in future, that Stalin believed should be har-

vested. But when less than that came in, it represented food that would

not be available to Soviet citizens-and certainly not to the peasants

who produced it.)

The optimism that followed the 1930 summer harvest did not last. The

autumn sowing season was delayed by the general confusion-peasants
were still

joining, leaving
and rejoining the collective farms-and by

uncertainty over who controlled which
pieces

of land. The spring sow-

ing of 1931 was hampered by shortages
of horses, tractors and seeds.)))
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Worse, the spring was cool, and there was less rain than in some other

years, especially in the east. The
Volga region,

Siberia and Kazakhstan

all suffered from b()uts of drought, as (lid central Ukraine.
By

itself the

weather might n()t have created a crisis. Hut, as in 1921, poor conditions

c()nlbined with the chaos of S()viet p()licy meant that farmers could not

produce what the state dcmanded from them. Some were already find-

ing it difficult to producc enough even to feed themselves.
I')

By the summer of 1931 bureaucrats and activists at all levels were

once
again warning

of trouble to come. The OGPU in Ukraine pre-
dicted the loss of a Usignificant part of the harvest.\" Aside fronl the

weather proll1enls, their report described
unprepared st0rage contain-

ers, as well as tractors and other machinery in poor condition: UIn not a

single region have district plans been brought to individual villages and
collective farms. . . No mass-educational work or organizational prep-

aration for the harvest has been conducted at the localleveI.\"20

Multiple

reports-some
sent directly to Stalin--described the poor \\\\'orking

practices of the collective farms and their inefficient methods:\0371

Throughout the sumlller and autulnn a flurry of letters and direc-
tives circulated in Moscow and Kharkiv, all expressing the fear that

grain collection would go badly, especially
in Ukraine-or even that

Ukrainian peasants would not sow at all. On 17
June,

Stalin and M()lo-

tov sent out an order, jointly signed, denlancling that the Ukrainian

leadership
ensure that UUnSo\\\\'n fields be so\\\\'n,'\" anti bluntly calling

on the Ukrainian (\037()rnnlunist
Party

to nlobilize all existing resources:

uPlease inforln us of the results
by June 25th.\"22

But the situation was not better by that date, or even
by

the autumn.

By Se\037)tenlber it was alrea<.ly clear that the 1931 harvest would be

smaller than that of the Jlrevious year, not larger as
expected:\0373

The

Soviet leatlershiJl was \037larticlllarly c()ncerned that the country would
n()t meet its eXpf)rt qll()tas. I n the mitlJle l)f the month M()lotov sent a

secret telegraln tf) the C()lnmllnist Party lea<.lers in the North
(\037aucasus,

declaring
that grain collection for purposes of export was proceeding

\"disgustingly slowly.
\"2-1

By
latc autumn it was clear that grain collection

all acr()ss the USSR w()ul() t\037lll short of the targets\037 the official harvest

t()tal f()r 1931-2 w()ul() eventually conle t() 69.5 million tonnes, instead

of the H3 Illillioll-J1lus eXI)ectccI.2\"
Soviet exports would be hit if the numbers didn't rise. Worse, peo-)))
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pie in the cities would once again have no bread. The leader of
Kyiv

province had already \\\\'ritten a begging letter to Mikoyan, who was at
the time the People's(\037onlmissar of Trade: \"For two weeks we haven't

distributed any rationed meat, no one brings us
any fish, potatoes only

sometimes.\" As a result, hthe 11100dof the workers is
agitated;

the rural

poor have no bread. Industrial 11roductivity is on the edge ()f a seri-

ous crisis:' Please, he asked, could SOl11eone hsupply Kyiv quickly with
bread

according
to the established norms.,,2b In Moscow no meat was

,..
available at all.- I

Everybody understood, at sonle level, that collectivization was itself

the source of the ne\\v
shortages.

Stalin hinlself had received reports

eXplaining exactly \\vhat \\\\'as
wrong

with the collective farms, describ-

ing their inefficiency in great (letail. ()ne official from the Central Black

Earth province even wr()te hilll a daring defence of private property:
UHO\\\\l to explain

this enormous drop in collective farm production?
It's illlpossible to explain it, excel1t

t() say that the material interest in

and responsibility for the losses, and f()r the low quality of work, don't

affect each individual collective farmer directly. . .,,28

The missing feeling ofhresponsibility,\" destroyed by collectivization,

would
\037llague

Soviet agriculture (and indeed Soviet industry) as long

as it existed. But although this \\\\'as already
clear as early as 1931, it was

not possible to question the
policy

because it was already too closely

associated with Stalin himself. He had staked his
leadership

of the

party on collectivization and he had defeated his rivals in the course of

fighting
for it. He could not be wrong. A large chunk of the Central

Con1mittee
plenum

in October was therefore devoted to a search for

alternative scapegoats. Since Stalin c()uld not be responsible, and since

senior party officials did not want to be, responsibility
for the lo\037ming

disaster was again sought further clown the hierarchy.

Echoing the \"I)izzy with Success\" accusations, Stanislav Kosior-

since 1928 the General Secretary of the Ukrainian Communist Party,
as well as a member of the Soviet P()litburo--blalned the lower levels

of the party hierarchy for the harvest failures. Ukrainian officials, he

explained, had gone into the rural districts. They had
personally

talked

to the directors of the machine tractor stati()ns. They had (Iirectly
accused thenl ()f failing t() ()ut their energy into collecting grain. But

even so, many had \"fallen captive\"
to the idea that the state's demands)))
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for grain were too high. For they had returned to Kharkiv and Moscow

from their sojourns into the countryside with the wrong message for

the leadership:
the peasants were very hungry and needed more food.

As a
good

Bolshevik, Kosior could only see this demand in con-

spiratorial terms. \"Even our communists and often our twenty-five

th()usanllers had c()me t{) believe the fiction about hungry peasants,\"

he declare(l. W{)rse, \"among the twenty-five thousanders there has

appeared a whole array of alien elements.\" The result: \"Not only did

they not fight, not only did they fail to organize
the collective farm

masses in the struggle f'Or bread against
the class enemy, they often

followed along with this peasant mood, sometimes out of gullibility,

and sometimes consciously.\" Suspect party members had already been

expelled
from the Ukrainian Communist Party: \"In the countryside

we need genuine Bolsheviks, who will
fight

for the construction of

socialism, for the collective farm, for the interests of our Soviet state,

and not for kulak nonsense.\"2 9

As they
so often did when their policies failed, the authorities also

blamed
\"sabotage.\" During

the Shakhty trial in 1928 they had focused

on mining engineers in order to explain production failures in heavy

industry. Now they s()ught agricultural specialists to blame. In the

spring of 1931 secret police operatives in the ,\"'estern Ukrainian city of

Vinnytsia
disclosed and eliminated a \"saboteur counter-revolutionary

organizati()n,\" the \"Peasants' Labour Party of POliolia.\" Most of the

sixteen people arrested for \"organized acts of sabotage in all sectors
of

agricultllre: planning,
land adn1inistration, crediting, machine sup-

plies etc\" were agr()n()n1ists. M()st had been members of the Podolian

branch of the All-Ukrainian Agricultural Society, an institution set
up

in the n1()re O\037)tin1istic year ()f 1 <)23. Now they stood accused of seek-

ing the u()verthr()w ()f S()viet rule and the establishment of a bourgeois
IIem ()crat i ere pub I i c .

\"

Althl)llgh
n()ne of their bi()gra(lhies a\037lpeared obviously counter-

rev()luti()nary, they were e(lucatecl people \\\\'ho had connections in both

t()wn and countrY-llreciscly the category of suspect that interested the
()C;I>U 111(Jst.

Ste(lall (:herniavsky was an agronomist who had been

w()rking f()r the Ukrainian g()vernment since the days of Petliura, and

had been chairlnan ()fthe P()d()lia Land Office. IukhYlll Pidkui-Mukha

hatl been secretary ()f the sall1e organizati()n. I van
Oliinyk had been a

l)r()fcss()r a t tile Agricu I tural I nsti tute in Kamianets- Podilsk yi. Oth-)))
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ers worked on agricultural credit issues or as
experts

in vari()us fiel(Js

of agriculture and husbandry. Not only could this eclucated, aCC()lll-

plished group be blamed for the Inultiple agricultural failures, its mem-
bers could also be

plausibly accused of spreading counter-rev()lutionary

ideas among the rural peasants in the countryside. The trial was
heavily

covered by the Soviet press; most of the accusecl would spend between

three and ten years in the Gulag..;()

This search for scapegoats \\\\ras effective, but only in a narrow sense:

the arrest of the Uenemy
n

agronomists
and the expulsion of some party

members helped explain Ukraine's failure to Ineet its
quotas,

at least

to the rest of the party, but it did not produce more grain. Angry
tele-

grams from Moscow did not produce more grain.
31

Nor did Mikoyan's

declaration, in October 1931, that the year's plan still had to be fulfilled,
whatever the weather, so

any regions unaffected by drought should con-

tribute more. This was perhaps unfair, as even he conceded-\"people

are working hard... and no\\\\' we demand more\"-but it hardly

mattered, since this order could not make ITIOre bread appear
on the

shelves either.
32

Both threats and persuasion were failing. That left coercion-and

in December 1931, Stalin and Molotov made coercion the policy: col-

lective farms that had not met their grain quotas would have to repay

any outstanding loans, and return any tractors or other equipment that
had been leased to them from the machine tractor stations. Their spare

cash-including that intended to
buy

seeds-would be confiscated.

Molotov, dispatched to Kharkiv to explain the new rules, showed lit-

tle mercy. He pushed aside any complaints about bad weather and a

poor
harvest. The problenl was not lack of grain, he told the Ukrai-

nian
party

leaders: the problem was that they were incompetent. They

were badly ()rganized, they hacl failed tC) ITIobilize, and they had not

managed to collect as much grain as they should have done. In the dis-

tricts he harangued collective farm leaders, calling them \"agents of the

kulaks.\" He repeated Stalin's threat to take away their tractors while

at the same time dangling the
promise

of more manufactured goocls

for farms that met the state targets. Upon returning t() Moscow, Molo-

tov and Stalin sent another missive to Kosior, who was on vacation in

Sochi. They ordered him back to Ukraine and demanded that he force

the
republic

to meet the grain requirements as
planned.3\037

In the wake of this acrimonious meeting, the Ukrainian Politburo)))
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met again at the end of December. Once more the Ukrainian com-

munists paid lip service to the Five Year Plan. They agreed
to collect

8.3 million tonnes of grain, although everyone in the room must have

known that it was impossible. They declared that they themselves

would go out to the
villages

to supervise
the procurement, although

each one of them must have known that w()uld make no difference

either. To increase the efficiency of the whole operation, they reorga-
nized Ukraine into six collecti()n districts, and put a single party leader

in charge of each one. All of them must have felt deep anxiety about

the task ahead.

Perhaps they
were reassured by the news that each district boss

would receive elllergency powers, including the
power

to sack anyone

who stood in the way of fulfilling the plan: anyone who failed would

be able to place some of the blame, yet again, on scapegoats.
H

But at the

same time the stakes were raised. The harvest had been
unsatisfactory

in the Urals, the Volga, Kazakhstan and western Siberia. That meant

the Ukrainians and others in the western USSR would have to collect

not only their original grain quota, but also an extra amount of seed

grain, to be used for spring planting in other regions. To an imi10ssible

quota, in other words, the state had added an even more
impossible

new demand.
3 1:))

In the spring (Jf 1932 desperate officials\037 anxious for their lobs and even

their lives, aware that a new famine might be on its \"'ay, began to collect

grain wherever and however they c()uld. l\\1ass confiscations occurred

all across the USSR. I n Ukraine they took on an almost fanatical inten-

sity. Visiting the M()I(I(Jvan aut()n()nl(JllS republic that \\\\'as then part of

Ukraine, a Prallda c(}rresllonlient \\\\'as shocked to discover the lengths

to which grain 11r()CUrCll1cnt (}fficials \\voliid no\\\\'
go.

\037tI

In a private letter

to a colleague, he wrote ()f u(}penly counter-revolutionary attacks\" on

the peasantry: uThe searches are usually conducted at night, and they
search

fiercely, tiealily seri()usly. There is a village just ()n the border
with R{)mania where not a single house has not had its stove destroyed.\"

Worse, any{)ne foune) in
possession of any bread or grain at all-

even the poorest of peasants-was dragged from his or her home and

striplle(1 ()f their possessions, just as had happened to the kulaks in the

months bef()re. But this was unusual: \"\\'ery rarely did they find a more

or less s()lid amount, usually the searches finished with the confiscation)))
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of the very last few pieces of bread in the smallest possible amount.,,37

No one in authority questioned the wisdom of this behaviour: the

fact that the OGPU and Communist Party officials allowed journal-
ists, even those

loyal
to the regime, to observe the confiscation of grain

meant that, at the highest levels, they
were convinced of the legitimacy

of what they were doing.
Local party leaders, their careers on the line, organized groups of

activists and sent them, village by village,
to begin confiscating what-

ever grain they could find. A peasant in the
village ofSobolivka, in the

western part of Ukraine, wrote to his Polish relatives describing how
this worked:)

The authorities do as follows: they send the so-called brigades
\\\\,hich come to a man or a farmer and conduct a search so thor-

ough they even look
through

the ground with sharp metal tools,

through the walls with matches, in the garden, in the straw roof,

and if they find even half a
pood, they take it away on the horse

wagon. This passes for life here. . . Dear brother Ignacy, if it is

possible, I ask you to send me a package, as it is very needed.

There is
nothing

to eat and one must eat.
38)

All these methods recalled the events of the past: in the days of \"War

Communism\" the Red Army had searched peasants' property with

similar violence, and with similar
disregard

for their lives. But they

also foreshadowed the immediate future: these were the first of what

would be thousands of many intense, destructive searches, conducted

by activists all across Ukraine a
year later, in the winter of 1932-3. The

use of violence, the smashing of walls and furniture in search of hidden

grain-these were a harbinger of what was to come.
The

pockets
of real starvation all across the USSR were an omi-

nous warning too.
Reports

from the Volga district, the Caucasus and

Kazakhstan already spoke of starving children, people
too weak to

work, whole districts deprived of bread. In Ukraine the situation of

several villages
in Odessa province was so dramatic that in March

the local party leaders in Zynov.ivskyi
district sent a medical team to

investigate. The doctors were stunned
by

what they found. In the vil-

lage of Kozyrivka half the inhabitants had died of hunger.
On the day

of their visit 100 households remained out of 365, and the rest \"are)))
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emptying\": \"Quite a few of the remaining huts are
being

taken apart,

the window and door frames are being used as fuel.\" The f\037Hnily of

Ivan Myronenko-seven people, including three school-age children-

were surviving \"entirely
on carrion.\" When the team entered their hut,

the Myronenkos were eating boiled horsehide together
with a \"stink-

ing yellow liquid\" made from the broth. Nearby, the
inspectors

met the

Koval family that had four children. On entering the hut, they found

Maria Koval boiling the bones of a dead horse. An elderly woman
lay

on a bed, asking for medicine \"in order to die more
quickly.\"\037'}

In the village of Tarasivka the situati()n \\\\'as n()t much better. Here

the nUll1ber of ht)useh()lcls had halvecl, fr()m 4()() to 20t). Corpses lay on

the street, as there was no one to bury them. The 111edical team \\vas told

that this had becolne normal in villages where corpses sonletimes \\\\lent

llntoucheti for three or four days. The d()ct()rs visited a home \\vhere

the father was
\"yellow,

emaciated, barely able to stand on his feet.
..\037()

With equal h()rror the group reported that pro\\'inciaL. district, village
and party officials

\"try
n(>t to notice the incillence of starvation, and

try not to speak about it.\" The local leaders \\vere actually \"hiding\" the

rising mortality. This too was a
pattern

that would soon be repeated.\0371

The OG PU in Ukraine had [10illusions about \\vhat \\V3S
ha\037ll)ening.

In the first quarter of I (}32, their t)llerati\\'es recorded that eighty-three

Ukrainians hall hec()lne s\\vollen \\vith
hunger,

anll that six had liied.

Inforll1ers als() rel)(Jrtell on sl)oradic fooli
shortages

in the Kharkiv,

Kyiv, ()clessa, l)nipropetrovsk anli \\rinnytsia l)ro\\'inces. Horses \\\\'ere

observell tl) be llying at a high rate t()O; across Ukraine their nUll1bers

had
dropped by

more than half since collectivization.\037\037 The leaders of

one c()llective t\037lrlll
jointly

illforlllcJ ()arty allth()rities that they \\vere

losing up t() fOllr h()rses a Jay tt) starvation antI o\\'er\\\\'()rk. Worse, they

were unable t() l)revent the l)easants frolll eating theln. ....We have sev-

eral tinles warne(1 the k()lkhozniks not to eat the carcasses, but they
answer: \"We're

g()ing
t(> (iie any\\vay from hunger, and \\ve'll eat the car-

casses, even th()se ()f in fcctetl cattle . You can sho()t us if
Y()ll

\\vant.'
,,43

Letters A()olted into the (\"arty ()ffices, anll especially to Stalin. \"It's

h()rrihle, having cllil(lrell al1l1 not being able to raise thelll in civilized
c()n(liti()ns-better n()t t() 11a\\'c theln,\" (>nc \\V()lnan \\vrote to him from

Nyzhnil1dnillr()vsk.44 A l)arty nlell1ber \"'rate of collection teams enter-

ing the huts of 1100r anll 111illdle peasants \\\\lho had \"filleti all of their)))
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grain requisition obligations,\" yet taking all the rest of their grain,

\"leaving nothing to eat, nothing for the fall sowing.,,45 Another wrote:)

Dear Stalin,

Please answer me, why are the collective farmers on the collec-
tive farms

swelling with hunger and eating dead horses? I got a

holiday and went to
ZynovIvskyi district, where I saw for myself

how people are eating horses. . .46)

In the spring of 1932 secret police informers also began, for the first

time in a decade, to use the word \"famine\" in describing the situa-
tion in Ukrainian

villages:\0377 The republican government in Kharkiv

also began to act as if it understood that the threat of hunger was very
real. Government grain warehouses released more than 2,000 tonnes

of millet in April, to help those \"in the most difficult situations.,,48 A

month later the Kyiv provincial government discussed the
provision

of

extra food to thirty districts, particularly for the children. 49

They
also

decided to send emergency grain supplies immediately to two districts
where the need was extreme.

so

The sense of impending crisis affected the foreigners living
in

Ukraine too. The Polish consul in Kyiv cabled to Warsaw his observa-

tions of \"severe food shortages\" in many villages. He had seen people

collapsing on the streets from starvation in Vinnytsia and Uman.
51

The

German consul reported that he had received appeals from members

of the German
minority,

who were petitioning to be recognized as

citizens in order to emigrate: \"There is not enough bread, villagers are

forced to eat unacceptable ersatz [food] . . . villagers who are underfed

at the collective farms and workers whose rations are insufficient are

b
.

C C
d

,,'),

egging lor 100 .
..

Given the scale of the food shortages it was hardly surprising that

the
peasants

balked, that spring, and, as in 1921, refused to sow their

land: if they planted their last remaining
kernels of seed grain, then

they would have nothing to eat. They must also have known that

whatever they did manage to grow would be confiscated. In
April

1932

the OGPU raised the alarm: more than 40,000 households were not

going to
plant anything

at al1.
53

As hunger spread, many were too weak

to work in the fields. The empty fields were no secret: Vist; VUTsVK,)))

sometimes for two or

three days, with little or no food. They beat them regularly, until they

revealccl the locati()n of their grain. They subjected others to a form)))
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the main newspaper of the Ukrainian republican government, openly

reported
that only about two-thirds of Ukrainian fields had been sown

h
.

\0374

tat s
\0371

r In g.

No unbiased (Jbserver, at that 111()lllent, c()uld possibly have believed

that Ukraine had any
chance of meeting Moscow's demands for grain

that year. The food
supply

was clearly going to drop. The grain for

export was not going to materialize. And many, many people
were

g()lng t() starve.)

In the spring of 1932 a few high-ranking
Ukrainian communists finally

gathered the courage to call for a drastic change of direction. In Febru-

ary, Hryhorii Petrovskyi-an \"Olel Bolshevik,\" a party member since

before the revolution, member of the Ukrainian Politburo anti chairman

of Ukraine's Suprenle Soviet-wrote a short letter to his colleagues. He

did not name scapegoats, and did not seek to explain away shortages as

\"temporary\"
or imaginary. Instead, he observed the lack of food in

U

not

only villages but also working-class to\\vns\" all acr()ss Ukraine, in Kyiv
and Vinnytsia provinces

as well as Odessa, Dnipropetrovsk and Kharkiv.

Petrovskyi made a list of suggestions: write a letter to the Central

Committee, describing the Udrastic shortages of produce for the popu-
lation and feed for livestock\"; ask it to halt grain collections in Ukraine

and restore free exchange of goods uaccording to the law\"; call up()n
the Red Cr()ss and ()ther

elnergency
relief organizations to pool their

resources, as they had in 1921, in order to rescue people in the worst

affected areas, especially chiltlren; Illobilize organizations within
the Ukrainian relJublic

t() help out famine-struck regions. Bluntly,

he (leclarel-) that the Soviet state sh()ul(i expect to collect nothing in

Ukraine at all in 1932. In or tIer to feetl hungry Ukrainian 11easants, any

fo()(lllarvesteei sholll(1 relnain insiJe the
republic.\037c;

The Ukrainian party leaclership heeded Petrovskyi's call. In March,

reversing their earlier statements,
f)arty

officials
abruptly told local

lea(lers t()
Stf)\037l c()llecting grain. Despite having not nlet the spring quo-

tas, the
\037)easants

sholiid concentrate ()n s()wing the next season's cr()p.c;6

Encouragc(1 by these signs froln the
tO\037l,

several Ukrainian officials

I()wer J()wn the hierarchy refused to
C()nl\037lly

with demands from other

repllblics antI other state institutions for Ukrainian grain. One
official,

having
been asked t() sene) 1,()O() t()nnes ()f grain to the Urals, wrote)))
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back that this was \"impossible.\" A request to send beans and
peas

was

)-
refused as well.

I

The ensuing argulnents-within the Moscow leadership, the
Ukrainian (\037<)n1munist

Party
in Kharkiv, and between Moscow and

Kharkiv-were n1urky and guarded, even
confusing

and contradic-

tory. The potential f()r \\\\ridespread fan1ine was by now well understood
on all sides. But, again, Stalin's personal res\0371onsibility for the collectiv-

ization policy-he had conceived and argued for it, backed and stood

by it-\\\\ras perfectly \\vell understood too. To O\037lpose it openly, let alone

imply that it had someho\\\\' failed, sounded like a criticism of the leader

himself. Everyone kne\\v that the
provision

of food aid to Ukraine was

a tacit adn1ission of Stalin's failure-yet if the Ukrainian
peasants

were

not spared their grain and encouraged to sow their crops, everyone also
kne\\\\' that

catastrophe \\\\rould follow.

Different leaders tried different strategies, choosing their words

carefully. On 26
April,

Kosior \\vrote a long, exceedingly cautious letter

to Stalin on the general situation in the Ukrainian countryside, rather

downplaying the problems. He had, he said, just been to visit several

of the southern districts. Despite all the negative reports he was certain
that the 1932 harvest \\\\lould

surpass
that of the previous year, mostly

because the weather had improved. Contradicting
his

colleagues'

fearful missives, he declared that Hall conversation about 'famine' in

Ukraine must be
categorically

abandoned.\" Yes, \"serious mistakes had

been made in carrying out the grain collection\" in a few provinces, but

he expected them to be rectified. Kosior also c()nceded that there had

been sOlne uincidents\" in Kyiv province, where certain protests of a

\"Petliurite\" character had taken
place: hungry peasants were refusing

to so\\\\r
any grain.

But he assured Stalin that all was well. The state had

offered a bit of food aid to those provinces, inclu(iing some millet, corn

and horse feed. This little hiccup prompted him to ask for a favour:

because of these small
disruptions,

some \"extra help\" might be useful

in sOlne other parts of Ukraine. For this \"we will be obliged to turn
.

h (
\037

I C

. \"SH
once again to t e ..,entra ommlttee.

Kosior was delicately asking for food aid, in other words, but only

for a few <Jistricts, only in a lilllited quantity,
and only because some

counter-revolutionaries had disrupted the sowing season with their

political protests.
He and other Ukrainian communist leaders had rea-)))
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son to believe that Stalin w()uld look
favourably upon

such carefully

worded requests. Throughout the spring of 1932 the Soviet leader had

several times seemed open to changing the policy. He told Kaganovich

that nlore industrial
goods ought

to be made available to peasants, the

better to inspire them. He had offered some small shipments of cere-

als in April to ease the food
shortages.)')

Even as exports to Western

countries continued, he had authorized secret purchases of corn, wheat

and other grain
from the Far East and Persia, demonstrating that he

knew there were shortages inside the USSR.
60

He had backed a Polit-

buro decision to authorize another small
shipment

of grain to Odessa

province.
td

Stalin had even toyed with the idea that the grain procure-
ment plans all across the USSR were \"too mechanical\" and ought to be

adjusted for
regional

weather and other local factors. Both Kaganovich

and Molotov would reiterate that point later in the summer.
62

But in April his tone shifted: Stalin had received some
alarming

material on the political situation in Ukraine. The archives don't record

exactly
what it was he read, though it is possible to guess. Perhaps it

was the \"Petliurite\"
protests

to which Kosior alluded, or a report from

the Pavlohrad district. Perhaps it was a report on the mood within

the Communist Party itself. Balytsky's OGPU was
diligently collecting

informers' reports from the countryside, recording in particular the

dissatisfaction of party nlembers, their dislike of collectivization, and

their resentnlent of Moscow. I\037ater that autumn he would present Sta-

lin with a list of angry remarks from Ukrainian
party officials, reported

by inf()rmers, and Jescri\037Jtions ()f party rnembers turning in their party
cards; it

nlay
be that Stalin S3\\V something similar that spring. What-

ever it was, Stalin lashe(l out <)n 26 April in a letter to Kosior:
\"J udging

fr()m this material, it seelns that in several
\0371laces

in Ukraine, Soviet

p<)wer has ceasecl t() exist. Is this really true? Is the situation in the

c()untrysi<.le really that terrihle? Where are the ()GPU organs, what
are they (I()ing?

(:()ul()
you verify this case and report back to the Cen-

tral (:OI11nlitteeon \\vhat measures you've taken?\"63

Pr( Un llte() IJY
whatever hall \0371rovokeJ his note, Stalin immediately

withJrew the 111illet an<.1 (Jther f()od aid to Ukraine. He also demanded

that the Ukrainian (\037()lllr}lUnist
Party

maintain its policy of confiscat-

ing tractors ancl other
equi\037Jnlent

from
underperforlning farms. He

did not want any generous gestures to be misinterpreted as an indepen-
dent acti()n ()f the Ukrainian leadership, and he certainly didn't want)))
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them to be seen as a \"'demonstration against M()scow ant) the Soviet
Communist

Party.\"M
He was deeply concerned about the Ukrainian

party's reliability. Using language that illustrates how far the Soviet

state had gone in the c)irection of personal tyranny, he told
K.aganovich

and Molotov that the local leaders were insufficiently loyal. \"'Pay
seri-

ous attention to Ukraine,\" he wrote to both of then1 on 2 June: \"[Vias J

Chubar [head of the Ukrainian government), through his rotten and

opportunistic nature, anc) Kosior, through his r()tten diplolllacy . . . and

his criminally light-minded attitude to affairs, are
completely ruining

Ukraine. These cOlllrades are not up to leading today's Ukraine.\"h1
These \"rotten\" and reviled leaders did nevertheless l11ake one last

appeal. On 10 June, Petrovskyi \"'rote the frankest letter of all. He had

just been to visit several rural districts where
people

were beginning to

starve. He had faced do\\vn the starving peasants himself:)

We kne\\\\.' beforehand that fulfilling state grain procurements in

Ukraine would be difficult, but what I have seen in the country-

side indicates that we have greatly overdone it, we have tried too

hard. I was in many villages and saw a considerable part of the

countryside engulfed in famine. There aren't many, but there are

people swollen from starvation, mainly poor peasants and even

middle peasants. They are eating food scraps from the bottom of

the barrel, if any are available. During big meetings in the villages,
the

peasants
of course curse me, old women cry and men some-

times do also. Sometimes the criticism of the worsening situation

becomes very deep and broad-Why did they create an artifi-

cial famine? After all, we had a good harvest. Why did they take

away all of the sowing seeds? That dicl not halJpen even under

the old regime. We didn't have that even under the old regime.

Why are Ukrainians forced to make treacherous
journeys

to find

bread in less fertile regions? Why isn't bread being br()ught here?

and so on . . . It's difficult, in these conditi()ns, to offer an explana-
tion. You

obviously
condemn those who committed excesses, but

generally feel like a carp squirming on a
frying pan.

. .1>6)

Theft was increasing in the villages, Petrovsk yi eX\037llained.
I n the sh()ps

he had been unable to buy bread, sugar or anything else. Prices were

rising,
and \"speculation\" was spreading. Local offices were

refusing)))
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to sell train tickets, and they didn't know
why.

Each one of these facts

was \"being used against the party, and against the collective farms,\" he

wrote, and he finished with a plea for aid: \"To conclude, I ask again

that you consider all methods and resources available to
provide urgent

food aid to Ukrainian villages, and to supply buckwheat for sowing as

quickly as
possible,

in order to make up for what has not been sown.,,67

On the same
day Chubar, the Ukrainian leader.. also wrote a long

letter to Stalin and Molotov, describing
the poor spring harvest and

the pockets of famine: \"It is now possible
to count at least 100 districts

in need of food aid.\" Like Petrovskyi, Chubar had been in the coun-

tryside. Like Kosior, he avoided putting direct blame' on state
policy,

instead attributing the crisis to the
u

poor planning and management\"
of the harvest. But he was absolutely clear about \\\\'hat \\\\'as happening:

\"In March and April, there were tens of thousands of malnourished,

starving and s\\\\\"ollen people dying from famine in every village;
chil-

dren abandoned by their parents and orphans appeared. District and

provincial governments provided
food relief from internal reserves,

but growing despair and the psychology of famine resulted in more

appeals for help.\"

He came to the same conclusion: It \\\\'as time to end the \"unrealis-

tic\" grain procurement policies. \"Even sonle of those collective farms

which had already fulfilled their quota received demands to fulfill it a

second or even a third time.\"68

Kaganovich forwarded the two letters to Stalin. He told him that
he found Chubar's note to have a nlore \"businesslike and self-critical

character.\" Petrovskyi's letter
by

contrast.. contained an element of

\"rot.\" Kaganovich particularly disliked the Ukrainian leader's criticism
of the Soviet Communist Party and, by implication, of Stalin. Never-

theless, he sur1ported their
request:

it was tillle to offer some help to

Ukraine.6'I Molotov also wrote to Stalin and
suggested

that Soviet grain

exports l11ight, for a tinle.. be curtailed, so as to
provide Ukraine with

s()me food aid.
70

Stalin argued back. From the tone of his letter it is clear that he
cOllld not (()r did not want t()) believe that there really was insufficient

grain in Ukraine:)

I did not like the letters from Chubar and Petrovskvi. The former
oJ

spouts
\"self-criticism\" in order to secure a million more

poods)))
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of bread from Moscow, the latter is
feigning sainthood, claiming

victimization from the [Central Committee] in order to reduce

grain procurement levels. Neither one nor the other is acceptable.
Chubar is mistaken if he thinks that self-criticism is

required

for securing outside \"help\" and not for mobilizing the forces
and resources within Ukraine. In

my opinion, Ukraine has been

given more than enough. . .il)

Stalin \\\\'as of course talking about \"giving\" grain to Ukraine that had
been taken from the

country in the first place. But no one challenged
him. On 16 June, Kaganovich

once again wrote to Stalin that \"This

year's harvest campaign will be especially difficult, particularly
in

Ukraine. Unfortunately, Ukraine is not sufficiently prepared for it.,,72

But he did not speak, as his Ukrainian colleagues had done, of sending
mass food aid.

Instead, in the summer of 1932, the policies that could have pre-
vented mass famine in Ukraine were quietly abandoned. Some grain
\\\\'as

granted
to Kyiv and Odessa, though not as much as had been

requested. No horses or tractors were included.
73

Kosior told local

party bosses that there was enough to
help just \"twenty districts\"-out

of more than 600: \"Quickly inform by telegram which districts in
your

province should be on that list.
,,74

Even as hunger spread, the state continued to issue plans and orders

designed to maintain the export of grain abroad. In March 1932, Mos-

cow told Kharkiv that Ukrainian officials would be \"made personally
responsible

for the export of rye from the Odessa port.\" The Coun-

cil of People's Commissars
urged

all enterprises
involved in export to

improve the quality of their barrels and containers and the storage for

goods heading abroad.
75

To Ukrainians watching food leaving their

hungry republic, the export policy
seemed crazy,

even suicidal. Mykola

Kostyrko, an engineer who lived in Odessa at the time, remembered

\"foreign
vessels\" coming into the port: \"they exported everything in

order to get foreign capital
for the 'needs of the state' to buy tractors

and for
propaganda

abroad.\" At one point, he remembered, longshore-

men in Odessa refused to load
pigs

onto a ship. A detachment of Red

Army soldiers was sent to do it for them.
76

An employee of the Italian consulate in Odessa also recorded wide-

spread anger
at the export policy: \"there is no [vegetable I

oil here, even)))
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while oil, and seed used for its production,
are being sent abroad.\"77

!Jl1blic anger at the exp()rts was n(J secret to the Communist Party either.

In April 1932 the Ukrainian party leadership had
agreed

never to dis-

cuss the matter publicly, as it would only create \"unhealthy moods.,,7H

By
the year's end export levels di(1 fall dramatically-from 5.2 million

to 1.73 milli()n tonnes.7 '}

The value to the state dropped dramatically as

well, from 203.5 Inillion rubles in 1931 to 88.1 milli()n in 1932.
RO

But the

shilll11ents abr()ad never st()PlleJ altogether.

The Inood inside the party itself did not improve
either. In July,

Molotov and Kaganovich again arrived in Ukraine, \\vith the goal once

more of overriding any remaining objections. They had'direct orders

from Stalin, who wrote to them on 2 July, repeating his concerns about

Ukraine and its
leadership: UPay more serious attention to Ukraine.

Chubar's deterioration and opportunistic nature, Kosior's rotten
diplo-

macy
. . . and a criminally reckless approach to affairs \\vililose Ukraine

.

h d
uS 1

In teen .

They used the Third Party Conference-a grim affair-to make

their
point.

All the Ukrainians present objected, as far as they dared,
to the quota assigned

to their country. Some local leaders were quite
blunt. The first secretary of a district in the Kharkiv province pointed

out that, thanks to the absence of reserves and seed
grain,

there were

\"food shortages\" in his area.!!.:! One of his counterparts in Kyiv province
complained

even Inore bluntly that the collection briga<.ies doomed

11easants to death: the party, he said, \\\\'as
guilty

of \"distortions\" in

its agricultural policy.H{ A comrade from the Melitopol district com-
plaineeJ

that the centrall)lan ()ften (-lid not bear any relationship to the
situati()n of

specific
collective farn1s and that the centre seemed to pre-

pare 111answith()ut
c()nsulting

the local l)easants.\037\" Ronlan Terekhov,

from Kharkiv province, declared that every district knew
perfectly

well that the plans were badly made, that work was poorly organized,
and that

\"huge
losses\" had resulted, leading to \"food shortages\" in at

I fi

\037

d

. .
H\037

east
twenty- ve Istrlcts.

Although he didn't repeat his call to end the grain procurement pol-

icy altogether, Mykola SkrYIJnyk, the (:olnnlissar of Education, was
also quite blunt. Ukraine

simply
could not and would not produce

the reqllisite alll()Unt ()f grain. The plan w()uld not be fulfilled: \"this

is a huge, shameful failure.\"Mh Both Petrovskyi and Chubar
spoke

of

\"
h

\"
d

U

t

- .

1
\"

II
H7

Wh h
.

s ortages an al ures as we . at t
ey

were
askIng for, how-)))
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ever, was a reduction in the amount of
grain Ukraine was required to

produce.

Molotov and Kaganovich refused to yield. Molotov told the Ukrai-

nian communists that they had become \"whisperers and capitulators.
\"HM

Later, the two men told Stalin that they had turned down a Ukrainian

resolution calling for lower quotas: \"We categorically rejected a revi-
sion of the plan, demanded the mobilization of party forces to combat

losses and the squander of grain and to invigorate collective farms.,,89

The result was that instead of pulling back, the conference passed a

resolution
recognizing as \"correct\" the unrealistic, impossible 5.8 mil-

lion tonne (356 million
pood) plan,

and resolved to \"adopt it for uncon-

ditional fulfilment.,,9o

Molotov and Kaganovich also described the mood of the Commu-

nist Party leadership in Kharkiv as \"more favourable\" than
they had

anticipated, by which they seem to have meant that the Ukrainians
were still amenable to taking orders.

91
Carefully, the two men sug-

gested to Stalin that the seriousness of the situation remain concealed:

\"In order not to give any information to the foreign press, we have to

publish only modest criticism in our own
press,

without any informa-

tion about the situation in the bad districts.,,<j2
Accordingly,

the official

line remained positive. A few weeks after the conference, the Soviet

government
and the Communist Party jointly declared \"complete vic-

tory\" in agriculture. The
\"bourgeois theory\"

that the USSR would have

to revert to capitalism and markets had been \"battered and smashed

into dust.\"93

There is no doubt that Stalin knew, by
this point,

that 5.8 million

tonnes was an unrealistic figure. On 25 July he told Kaganovich that

he intended to allow the \"suffering\" collective farms in Ukraine to

get by
with reduced quotas. He had, he wrote, avoided speaking of

a reduction in
grain

collection before, because he wanted to avoid

\"demoralizing\" the Ukrainians further or disrupting the harvest. He

intended instead to wait until later to make the announcement, hoping
to \"stimulate\" the peasants during the harvest season-and to appear

benevolent-by offering a small reduction of 30 million poods (490,000

tonnes) or \"as a last resort\" (those words were underlined) 40 million

poods (655,000 tonnes). Kaganovich wrote back in agreement: \"Now is

not the time to tell the Ukrainians\" about the <.-Iecrease. It was better to

let them worry about meeting an impossible demand.'I4)))
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Before this garne c()ulcl play itself out, Stalin was once again
distracted

by bad news from across the Soviet Union-and some especially bad

news from Ukraine. All thr()ugh the summer, the OGPU had been

rep()rting growing levels ()f theft. People were stealing from railroads,

shops, enterf1rises, and above all from collective farnls. This was hardly

surprising: collective farm w()rkers (ancl factory workers too) often felt

that state property belonged to no one and so there was no harm in

taking
it. More to the point, they were very hungry. That's the clear

implication
of a report the OGPU filed in July, describing a worry-

ing trend: nlany peasants
were beginning

to harvest grain prematurely,

and secretly, and then keeping it for themselves. One report came from

Central Volga province:)

On the night of 9
July,

five won1en were found in the fields cut-

ting the ears of wheat. When an
attempt

was made to detain the

women, they fled in different directions. The
guard

fired t\"'ice

with a hunting gun. One of the collective f\037lrln women who fled

was severely wounded (she died several hours later) . . .)

On that same night, in the same village, a \\\\'atchman also disco\\'ered a

crowd of \"fifteen thieves on horseback with sacks of stolen grain.\" This

group of \"thieves\" fared better than the five \\vomen. After they put up
violent resistance, the watchll1an took

fright
an(l escaped.

4 '5

As s() often in the past, Stalin found a political interpretation for
these acts of desperation. ()n vacati()n in

Sochi-having travelled

on a \"train well-stocke(1 with fine pr()visions\"-he wrote several let-
ters to Kagan()vich on the subject.

96
The t\\\\'O ()f then1 confirmed ()ne

an()ther's views. The state anti its policies were n()t a danger to the

starving peasants-but the starving peasants
\"'ere a great danger to

the state. \"Kulaks, the fle-kulakized and anti-Soviet elements all steal,\"

Stalin told Kaganovich. \"Crime must be punished with ten years or

cal1ital punishnlent:' and there sh()ul(i be no alllnesty: UWithout these

(an(1 sinlilar) (lraconian socialist IneaSllres it is
impossible

to establish

new social discipline, and without such discipline it is impossible to
strengthen and defentl our new ()rder.\"()i

A few days later, in another set of letters to Kaganovich and
Molotov,

he elaborated further, clearly having thought about the matter some)))
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more during his seaside holiday. A new law, he now worried, was an

insufficient deterrent. In order to get people
to

sto\037) stealing food, the

law must be sUI)ported by a propaganda canlpaign fully grounded
in

Marxist theory. Capitaiisill had defeated feu(lalism because capital-
ism ensured that private property was

protected by
the state; socialism,

in turn, could defeat capitalism only if it declared public property-
cooperative,

collective.. state pro\037)erty-to be sacred and inviolable too.

The very survival of socialisIll might well
de\037)end

on whether or not

the state could prevent \"anti-social, kulak-capitalistic elements\" from

stealing public pro\037)erty.(}\037

Stalin's obsessive belief in rv1arxist theory once again triumphed over
\\\\,hat he \\vould have called Ubourgeois nl0rality.\" On 7 August 1932

the USSR duly 11assed
an edict draconian even by Soviet standards. It

began \\\\,ith a declaration:)

Public property (state, kolkhoz, cooperative) [is] the basis of the

Soviet system; it is sacred and inviolable, and those attempting

to steal public property must be considered enemies of the peo-

pie. . . the decisive struggle against plunderers of public property
is the foremost obligation of every organ of Soviet administration.)

It continued \\\\lith a definition, and a conclusion:)

The C:entral Executive Committee and Soviet of People's Com-
missars of the USSR hereby resolve. . \302\267

1. To regard the property of kolkhozes and cooperatives (har-

vest in stores, etc.) as tantamount to state property.

2. To apply as a punitive measure for plundering (thievery) of

kolkhoz and collective property the highest measure of social

defence: execution with the confiscation of all property, which

may be substituted. . . by the deprivation of freedom for a

c}c)

period
of no fewer than ten years.)

The theft of tiny amounts of food, in other words, could be punished by

ten years in a labour camp--or
death. Such punishments had hitherto

been reserved for acts of high treason. Now, a
peasant

woman who

stole a few grains of wheat from a collective farm would be treated like

a military officer who had betrayed the country during wartime. The)))
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law had no precedent, even in the USSR.
Only

a few months earlier,

the Russian republican Supreme Court had punished a
person

who

had stolen wheat from a collective farm field with just one year of

forced labour.
loo

As Stalin wished, an educational press campaign follo\\\\\"ed. Two

weeks after the decree, Pravda published an account of the case of

\"the female kulak Grybanova,\" wh() had been stealing grain from the

fields of the \"Red Builder\" collective farm. She was sentenced to be

shot. The Ukrainian press reported in detail on three cases tried in

Odessa, including an account of a husband and wife who were both

shot for \"pilfering.\"lol Other published stories included the case of a

peasant
shot for possessing a small quantity of wheat gleaned by his

ten-year-old daughter.
lo2

This extraordinary law took an extraordinary toll. By the end of

1932, within less than six months of the la\\\\\"'s
passage, 4,500 people

had been executed for breaking it. Far more-over 100,000 people-
had received ten-year sentences in labour camps. This preference for

long camp sentences over
capital punishment,

dictated from above,

was clearly pragmatic: forced labourers could get to work on the

Gulag system's
vast new industrial projects-mines, factories, logging

.

h

. .

d
1()\037

operatlons-t
at were Just gettIng un er\\\\'ay.

-

In
subsequent weeks and months, thousands of peasants flooded

into the camp systern, victims of the 7 August la\\\\'. According to official

figures (which do not reflect all arrests), the number of Gulag inmates

nearly doubled between 1932 and 1934, fronl 260,000 to 51(),OOO. The

camp system had neither the resources nor the organizational capacity

to
cope

with this huge influx of people, many of whom arrived already
emaciated

by hunger. As a result, deaths in the Gulag also climbed
from 4.81

per
cent in 1932 to 15.3 per cent in 1933. 11H

Others may have

been saved by their incarceration. Years later, Susannah Pechora, a

Gulag 11ris()ner in a later perio<.f, recalled nleeting a fell()w prisoner, a
former peasant. Up()n being given her nlcagre daily ration, the woman

sighed and stroked the small, hard chunk of bread.
\"Khlebushk

a , my

little bit of bread,\" she purred, \"and to think that
they give you to us

every da y!\"
I oc;)

Theft was not Stalin's only concern in the summer of 1932. Soon after

passage
of the 7 August law, he received a startling document from the)))
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Ukrainian secret police. The historian Terry Martin, the first to identify

its significance, has called this document \"extraordinary and unique.\"lol,
Stalin

may
have seen C()Jl11)ara11Ie reports before. This one Illay have

been similar to the Illatcrial that hacl caused his outburst in A\037lril, when

he had deman(le(l to kn()\\v \\vhether USoviet power has ceased to exist\" in

sorne parts of Ukraine. Rut this till1e, \\vith a new food crisis building, his

reaction was even harsher.

Norn1ally, the OGPU sent Stalin reports written in careful prose
and filled \\\\,ith stock

l)hrases all()ut enemies and conspiracies. But in

August 1932 the Ukrainian secret
police

sent him a straightforward set

of quotations \\\\'ithout cOll1n1entary. The quotations were all collected
from informers and attribllted to Ukrainian party members operating
at district level, all of \\\\,hOlll \\\\'ere

bitterly opposed to the grain requisi-

tion campaign. Norn1ally, this kind of raw material would serve as the

basis for a more elaborate report. This time, the raw material itself was

striking enough that it \\\\'as sent on its own.
Almost all the evidence in the document expressed direct defiance

of Moscow's orders. '\037I \\vill n()t obey this [grain requisition] plan,\" one

party member \\\\'as
qu()tc(i

as saying: UI do not want to accept this plan.
I will not complete this grain requisition plan.\" And after that, the

secret policemen recorde<.l, he u1)ut
his party card on the table and left

the room.\"
Another had a similar reaction: \"It will be difficult to fight for the

completion of this grain reqllisitions plan,
but I know a way out of this

difficulty-I'll send my party card to the local council, and then I will

be free.\"

And a third: \"We \\vill nfJt accept
the grain requisitions plan, since in

its current form it cann()t be fulfilled. And to
again

force the \037)eople to

starve is criminal. For me it is better to turn in my Party card than to

doom the collective farmers to starve through deceit.\"

And a fourth: \"I see that this plan dooms me. I will ask the party cell

to remove me from
my j()h,

since otherwise I will soon be excluded

from the party for
failing

to cope with my work and failing t() fulfil the

party's tasks.\"IO?

Had they been deliberately trying to prejudice the Soviet leader

against Ukraine, the men of the OGPU could not have chosen a better

way, for the report confirmed all of Stalin's worst fears. He had long

perceived a clear connection between the grain collection
problem

in)))
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Ukraine and the threat of nationalism in the republic. Now he heard a

clear echo of the events of the previous decade: the civil war, the
peas-

ant revolt, the Bolshevik setback. His response, in a letter to Kagano-
vich, was harsh:)

The chief thing now is Ukraine. Things in Ukraine are terrible.

It's terrible in the party. They say that in some parts of Ukraine (it

seems, Kyiv
and

Dnipropetrovsk)
around 50 district committees

have spoken out against the grain requisition plan, considering
it

unrealistic. In other district committees, it appears the situation

is no better. What is this? This is not the party, not a'parliament,
this is a caricature of a parliament. . .

If we don't make an effort no\"' to improve the situation in

Ukraine, we may lose Ukraine. Keep in mind that Pilsudski is

not daydreaming, and his
agents

in Ukraine are many times

stronger than Redens or Kosior think.
Keep

in mind that the

Ukrainian Communist Party includes more than a fe\"' rotten

elements, conscious and unconscious Petliurites as well as direct

agents of Pilsudski. As soon as things get worse, these elements

will not be slow in opening a front within (and without) the party

against the party. The \\vorst thing is that the Ukrainians simply

do not see this danger. . .IOS)

Stalin went on to list all the changes that he \"ranted to make in the
Ukrainian Communist

Party.
He wanted to remove Stanislav Redens.

the head of the Ukrainian secret
J)()lice (and his brother-in-law). He

wanterl to transfer Balytsky, his reliable ally, hack to Ukraine from

Moscow, where he had briefly served as deJluty leader of the OGPU..
an order that w()ul(J be carried out in ()ct()ber. He wanted Kaganovich
himself to take full

responsibility
for the Ukrainian Communist Party

once again: uGive y()urself the task of quickly transforming Ukraine
into a true fortress of the USSR, a truly model republic. We won't
spare 111()ney

on this task.\"lo<) He helieved that this was the moment
to revive tactics

deployed
in the past: \"Lenin was right in saying that

a person wh() (I()es not have the courage to swim against the current
when necessary cannot be a real Bolshevik lea(ler . . .\"

He also believed that time was short: \"Without these and similar)))
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measures (ideological and political work in Ukraine, above all in her

border districts and so forth) I repeat-we could lose Ukraine. . .\"110

For Stalin, who remen1bered the civil war in Ukraine, the loss of

the
republic

was an exceedingly dangerous prospect. In 1919 a peas-

ant revolt in Ukraine had brought the White Army within a few days'

march of Moscow; in 1920 chaos in Ukraine had brought the Polish

army deep into Soviet territory. The USSR could not afford to lose

Ukraine again.)))

by combatting such extremisms is it possible
to transform the rising

Ukrainian culture and Ukrainian social life into a Soviet culture and a

S
. .

I I

. c ,,39
oVlet socia lie.

Stalin had no need to alert his other
ally

in Ukraine to his concerns,

for he already shared them. By that time, Vsevolod
Balytsky

had run

the Ukrainian OGPU for several years, mostly keeping his activities

shrouded in mystery. Although in charge of what was technically a

Ukrainian party organization, Balytsky kept quiet about his surveil-

lance of leading cultural figures and politicians, never making regular

reports
to the Ukrainian Council of Ministers or to local adn1inistra-

tors. He even blocked a propaganda film intended to laud the work of

his agents, on the grounds that it would reveal too many secrets. He

remained loyal not to the Republic of Ukraine but to the Communist

Party leadership in Moscow, and he demanded the same of his subordi-

nates: \"If the order is given to shoot into the crowd and you refuse:' he

told them at one point, \"then I will shoot all of y()u. 't\"ou must conform

without objection to my commands, I will pern1it no protests.\" At the

same time Balytsky worked hard to improve their salaries and
privi-

leges, as well as his own. IJresunlably it \\vas at about this till1e that he

acquired the taste for jewellery and fine art.. \\\\,hich w()uld be discov-

ered in his possession at the time of his death. 40

By 1925, Balytsky had als() convinced the Ukrainian Politburo to
set up a commission t() monitor the activities of \"Ukrainian intellec-

tuals,\" particularly those linked to the
Aca(jerny of Sciences. In 1926

the OGI->U I)r()duced a report \"on Ukrainian separatism\" that recom-

mended cl()se observation of anyone with past links t() any uUkrainian
anti-Soviet movements.,,41The nationalists had

stopped conducting an

open struggle against the Soviet state, but that \"does not mean that they
have been fully reconciled to the existing situation and have

sincerely)))



CHAPTER EIGHT)

Famine Decisions, 1932:

Requisitions, Blacklists and Borders)

Like
the Jews that A/oses led out of l:gyptian slat l

e1)\"
the

half-savage, stupid, ponderous people of the Russian

villages. . . will die out, and a nett' tribe ull'll take their

place-literate, sensible, hearty people.)

\0371axim Gorkv, ()n the Rus.,-ian Pea.,.ant, 1922 1

\037)

SO\037IETIME IN THE earlyhoursof9Novem-

ber 1932-two days after the solenln celebrations of the fifteenth anni-

versary of the revolution-Nadezhda Sergeevna \037\037lliluycva,
Stalin's

wife, sh()t herself with a sIl1ali pistol. She (iied instantly.
A few h<)urs later a {loct()r exanlined her c()rpse and declared the

cause ()f (leatll t() he
U

an
open

\\\\'()un<l to the heart.\" Soon after\\\\'artls,

after exchanging a fe\\v
sharp

wor(ls \\\\rith Malott)v and Kaganovich, the

doctor changc(1 his lllin(l. On her death certificate he listecl the cause

of(leath as Uacute allI1cnllicitis.\" The politics behind this change \\\\rould

have been l)erfectly clear to Stalin's inner circle: in the autuilln of 1932
all f)fthelll kllew tllat Nadya's suicide, \\\\,hatever its real causes, \\vould

he interl)rctctl as a fCJrlll ()f 110litical pr()test--even as an anguished out-

cry agaillst the spreatling famine. 2

Rightly
()r wr()ngly, this is intJec(1 h()\\v Na(iya's suicitle \\vas remelll-

beretl. Years later their daughter Svetlana \\vrote of her mother's \"ter-

rible, devastating disilllISi()nll1ent\" with her father and his politics.
3

A

talkative ()ssetian wh() met Naliya at a student party in 1929 recalled
her

SYllll)athy
f(>r Stalin's mf>st important ()Ilponent, Bukharin, who

0l1110Sec.1 (()llectivizati(Jn ancl lost his P()lithur() seat, and
eventually)))
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his life, for doing SO.4 The famine had been a common topic of con-
versation

among
their fello\\\\' students at the Industrial Academy, and

several people there heard her denouncing collectivization. In the last

months of her life she suffered from n1igraine headaches, stomach

pains, rapid
mood swings and bouts of hysteria. Retrospectively, these

maladies have been attributed to acute
depression. At the time they

were described, in whispers, as symptoms of bad conscience, of disap-

pointment and of despair.
5

Certainly
others in Stalin's immediate entourage were unhappy about

the famine. Peeking through the lace curtains of their well-appointed

trains, many senior Bolsheviks saw things that summer that horrified

them, and a few of them \\\\'ere brave enough to tell their leader about
it. In August 1932,\\\\,hile Stalin was still in Sochi, he had received a let-

ter from Klement \\.Toroshilov,
soon to become Commissar of Defence:)

Across the Stavropol region, I sawall the fields uncultivated. We

were expecting a good harvest but didn't get it. . . Across the

Ukraine from my train window, the truth is that it looks even
less cultivated than the North Caucasus. . . Sorry to tell you such

things during your holiday
but I can't be silent.

6)

Another senior military figure, the civil war hero Semyon Budyonny,
also wrote to Stalin from his train: \"Looking at people from the win-

dows of the train, I see very tired people in old worn clothes, our horses

are skin and bone.,,7When Kira
Alliluyeva,

Nadezhda's niece, trav-

elled to Kharkiv to visit her uncle-Stanislav Redens, then head of the

Ukrainian OGPU-she too saw beggars at the train stations, emaci-

ated
people

with swollen bellies. She told her mother, who told Stalin.

He dismissed the
story:

\"She's a child, she makes things up.\"!!

Others who were less intimate with the Soviet leader saw or heard

the same things. Bukharin had by now recanted his views: in December

1930 he had declared that he now understood the need for the destruc-

tion of the kulaks and for a \"direct break with the old structure.\"q But

others had not. Martemyan R yutin, a Moscow party boss, was one of

them. Ryutin had been evicted from the party in 1930 for
\"expound-

ing right-opportunist views,\" but unlike Bukharin he had refused to

recant. Ryutin was arrested and then released. But he kept in touch

with other would-be dissidents, and in the spring
of 1932 he invited a)))
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dozen of them to hell) him write a statement of opposition. In August

the group nlet in a Moscow suburb t()
put

the finishing touches to a

political platform calling for change, as well as a shorter
..

Appeal to

all Party Members.\"lo B()th documents were copied and circulated, by

hand and by post, in Moscow, Kharkiv and other cities.

\"Ryutin's Platfornl,\" as it caIne to be known, denounced Stalin in

no uncertain terms. The authors called him an uunscrupulous political

intriguer,\" mocked him for his pretensi()ns to be I__enin's successor, and

accused him of having terrorized workers and peasants alike. Above

all, Ryutin
was angered by Stalin's attack on the Soviet countryside.

The policy of \"all-out collectivization,\" Ryutin declared, had not been

voluntary, as the propaganda claimed, and it \\\\'as not a success. ()n the

contrary:)

It is founded on direct and indirect forms of the most severe coer-

cion, designed to force the peasants to join the collective farms.

It is founded not on an improvement in their condition, but on
their direct and indirect expropriation and n13ssive inlPoverish-

ment. . . outcries directed by Stalin at the kulaks at the present
time are

only a method of terrorizing the masses and concealing
his own

bankruptcy.)

These were nt)t just Inistakes, wrote Ryutin. but crimes. He called on
his fellow dissidents to organize a revolt:)

In the struggle t() destr()y Stalin's
dictatorshi\037l,

\\ve nlust in the

main rely not on the old leaders but on ne\\v f(Jrces. These forces

exist, these forces will quickly grow. New leaders will inevita-

bly arise, new ()rganizers ()f the 111asses, ne\\v authorities. . . A

struggle gives birth to lea{iers and heroes. We mllst begin to take

acti()n. II)

This was distinctly Bolshevik language, which may help explain why
Stalin, when he rearl it, took it so seriously. He had seen rev()lutil)n-

ary I)assi()n bef()re, and he kllc\\\\' it coul{i be triggered again. After an
informer tipped off the OGPU in September, he showed no mercy.
Within days the Communist Party expelled

and arrested twenty-one)))
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people, including the son of Hryhorii I)etrovskyi, the chairlnan of the
Ukrainian Supreme Soviet, as well as Ryutin hilnself. All were con-

demned as counter-revolutionaries. All were executed, as were, in due

course, Ryutin's \\\\'ife and two adult sons. 12

In later years, to have read

hRyutin's Platfornl,\" or even to have heard of it, became a capital crime.

Stalin must have assumed that Ryutin's views were nevertheless

widely shared, especially at the lower levels of the party al1d among
people who had

daily
contact \\vith the hungry rural population, for

the Ryutin affair sharpened his sensitivity to other signs of discontent.

Throughout the summer of 1932 he had been reading the
reports

from

across the Soviet Union, inclucJing the disturbing ones from Ukraine.
rvlore arrived in early Septen1ber. In the North Callcasus the OGPU

claimed to have discovered a
counter-revolutionary group that objected

to Soviet policy because uthe pace of all-out collectivization has been

too rapid.\"13 i\\cross the USSR secret policemen were warning their

superiors about une\\v tactics practised by the kulaks,\" now including

ufake\" complaints of famine. They were advised to investigate: \"where

a case of feigning hunger is brought to light, the perpetrators are to be

considered counter-revolutionary elelnents.\"
14

Nadya's death, the Ryutin affair, the worrying letters from close col-

leagues,
the stark missives from the field-all this fed Stalin's growing

paranoia that autumn. Discontent was
seething

all around him, and the

prospect of counter-revolution suddenly seemed real. Historians have

long thought that the events of the sun1mer and autumn of 1932were

the
catalyst

for the mass arrests and executions of 1937-8, later known

as the Great Terror. l )
But they also formed the immediate backdrop to

an extraordinary set of decisions
affecting

Ukraine.

That autumn it would still have been possible to turn back. The

Kremlin could have offered food aid to Ukraine and the other

grain-growing regions of the USSR, as the regime
had done in 1921

and as it had begun to do, in fits and starts, already that year. The state

could have redistributed all available resources, or
impc)rted

food from

abroad. It could even have asked, as it had also dc)ne in 1921, for help

from abroad.

Instead, Stalin began using stark language about Ukraine as well as

the North Caucasus, a Russian province that was heavily Ukrainian.

\"Give
yourself

the task of quickly transforming Ukraine into a true)))
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fortress of the USSR, a truly model
republic,\"

were Stalin's words to

Kaganovich in August. \"Curse out the North Caucasus leadership for

their bad work on grain requisitions,\" he declared.
'6 Others echoed his

words on the gr()und. Early
in October, Stanislav Kosior, General Sec-

retary of the Ukrainian C(Jmmunist Party, accused district officials who

could not collect enough grain of harbouring \"right-wing attitudes.\" A

few
days later, after a week in which the Ukrainian pr()vinces pro-

duced only 18
per

cent of their grain qu()ta, the Ukrainian Politburo

sent a panicked letter to local leaders warning them that there was

\"little time left\" and calling for
U

an end to the calm attitude of party

and state agencies.\"li Soon after that, Molotov arrived in Kharkiv and

Kaganovich headed to the North Caucasus to
Ustruggle

\\vith the class

enemy who sabotaged the grain collection and the
so\\\\,ing.

\"IS

By
November 1932 it was nevertheless clear that the autumn harvest

would not meet the plan. It came in 40 per cent lower than the plan-
ners had expected in the USSR as a whole, and 60 per cent lower in

Ukraine. I9

Intriguingly,
the overall drop in production was not as dra-

matic as it had been in 1921, and over the next Fe\"' years it remained

about the same. All across the USSR the total grain harvest for 1931-2

was 69.5 million tannes
(down

from 83.5 million in 1930-1); for 1932-3

the total was 69.9 million tonnes. In 1933-4 the USSR harvested 68.4

million tonnes, and in 1934-5 the total was 67.6 millic)n. But the state's

unrealistic demands on the peasants-the expectation that they meet

unattainable goals-createJ the perception of t()tal failure. The insis-

tence that the l)easants deliver grain that Stalin believe(l JhOtl/d exist

created, in turn, a humanitarian catastrophe:\037o
Stalin's policies that autunln le<i

inex()rably
t() famine all acr()ss the

grain-gr()wing regions of the USSR. Hut in Novenlber and Decernber
1932 he twisted the knife fllrther in Ukrail1e, (leliberately creating a

deeper crisis. Stel) by step, using bureaucratic langllage and dull legal

termin()I()gy, the Soviet lea(Jership, aide(i
by

their c()wed Ukrainian

counterI)arts, launche(l a farnine \\\\Tithin the famine, a disaster specifi-

cally targeted at Ukraine and Ukrainians.
Several sets of {iirectives that autllmn, on

requisitic)ns, blacklisted

farms and villages, barcler c()ntrols ancl the en<! of Ukrainization-

along with an information blockade and extraordinary searches,

designed to remove everything edible fronl the homes of millions of

peasants-created the f:lmine now remembered as the Holodomor.)))
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The Holodomor, in tllrn, cleli\\'ered the predictable result: the Ukrai-
nian national mo\\,ement

disappeared completely from Soviet politics

and public life. The \037\037crllelless(Jn of 1919\" had been learne(l, and Stalin

intended never to repeat it.)

REQU ISITI ONS)

In July 1932, Stalin hac) toycll \\vith the idea of reducing his unrealis-

tic demands for grain fronl Ukraine in order to appear more benevo-
lent. In the autullln, as it hecanle clear that Ukraine would not conle

any\\\\rhere
near the requireci nUlnber, he changed his tactics. Ukraine

could indeed be \037'allo\\\\'eliH to I)roduce less than required, even by 70

million poods (1.1 Illilli()n tonnes). But this meant that every bit of the

remaining quota-\\\\,hich \\vas still unrealistic-had to be collected. On

29 October, l\\1oloto\\' sent a telegram to Stalin confirming what he had

told the Ukrainians: the reillaining plan had to be \"fulfilled uncondi-

tionally, completely, not
lo\\vcring

it
by

an ounce.,,21

On 18 Novenlber the Ukrainian communists carried out his wishes.
The

party
issued a res()lution declaring that \"the full delivery of grain

procurement plans is the
princiI)al duty of all collective farms,\" to be

prioritized above an(J bcyoncl anything else, including the collection

of grain reserves, seed reserves, animal fodder and, ominously, daily
food

supplies.
In practice, both inelividual and collective farmers were

forbidden from holding back anything at all. Even those allowed to

keep grain in the IJast had t(J
give

it back. Any collective farmer who

produced grain for his family ()n a private plot now had to turn that
.,..,

dover too.-- No excuses \\vere accepte .

A few weeks after this or(Icr was issued, Kaganovich arrived in

Ukraine to ensure that it \\vas carried out. Following another tumultu-

ous Politburo meeting, this (Jne
lasting

until 4 a.ln., he I)()sted a tele-

gram to Stalin. Myriatl Ukrainian communists had
begged

for the

peasants to be alloweej s()rne reserves for their own conslllllpti<Jn, as

well as some seeds for the next season's crop, but he assured Stalin that
he had stood firm: hWe are c()nvinced that this 'preoccuIJation' with

reserves, including seed reserves, is
seriously hampering

and under-

mining the entire grain procurement plan.,,13 Two days later, on 24

December, the Ukrainian C:(Unlllunist Party gave up trying t() resist.

The leadership c(}ncedetl
c(>lllpletely

and gave
all underilerforilling)))
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requisitions \\\\'ould continue:\037<) In other words, Stalin knew that the
methods being used were

damaging, and he knew they would fail. But

he allowed them to continue for several fatal 1110nths, during which

time millions died.-\037o

Certainly during
the winter of 1933 he did not offer any additional

food aid, nor did he ease up on grain collection. Grain exports contin-
ued to flow out of the USSR, albeit more slowly than in the past. Since
the

spring
of 1932 Soviet foreign trade officials had complained about

the drop in the quantity of
grain

for export. In Odessa those responsi-

ble for shipping also complained that
they

were receiving poor-quality

and poorly packed grain. Soviet officials had in the past been
specifi-

cally
instructed to take Western businessmen out to dinner and to flat-

ter them, as a way of making up for the fact that grain shipments were

late or non-existent.31

Such gestures may well have been required in

1932, for export levels did sink that year, as noted earlier.
32

But the number never fell to zero. Nor did exports of other kinds of

food stop either. In 1932the USSR
exported

more than 3,500 tonnes of

butter and 586 tonnes of bacon from Ukraine alone. In 1933 the num-

bers rose to 5,433 tonnes of butter and 1,037 tonnes of bacon. In both

years Soviet exporters continued to ship eggs, poultry, apples, nuts,

honey, jam,
canned fish, canned vegetables and canned meat, food that

could have helped to feed Ukraine.
33)

BLACKLISTS)

In November and December 1932, as the significance of the new

\"unconditional\" requisition
orders was sinking in, the Ukrainian

Communist Party enlarged and formalized the
republic's system

of

blacklists. The term \"blacklist\" (chorna doshka, which translates more

literally as \"black board\") was not new. From their very earliest days

in power, the Bolsheviks had grappled
with the problem of low pro-

ductivity. Since neither bosses nor workers in state companies
had any

market incentives to work hard or well, the state created elaborate

schemes of reward and punishment. Among other things, many facto-

ries began to
place

the names of their most successful workers on \"red

boards,\" and those of the least successful workers on \"black boards.\" In

March 1920, Stalin himself gave a speech in Donbas and referred
spe-)))
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cifically to the need to \"favour one group over another\" and to reward

\"recl medals\" t() the work brigade leaders, \"as in a military operation.\"

At the sallle time, th(Jse comrades wh() were avoiding work must be

\"pulled by
the hair\": \"For them we need black boards.\" During the civil

war, in 191 <)-21, the B()lsheviks had placed whole villages on blacklists

if they failed to fulfil
grain requisition requirements.

H

In 1932 the blacklist rctllrned as a t()ol for the reinforcement of grain

procurement policy. Although they were used to some degree in all the

other grain-producing regions of the USSR, blacklists were applied

earlier, m()re wi[lely anti more rigorously
in Ukraine. From the begin-

ning of that year, provincial and local authorities had begun to blacklist

collective t:1rms, cooperatives and even whole villages that had failed to

meet their grain quotas, and to subject them to a range of punishments
and sanctions. I n late sumnler local leaders expanded the blacklists. In

November the practice becanle
ubiquitous, spreading

to include vil-

lages and collective farms in almost every district of Ukraine.'';
All across the republic, the names of blacklisted villages appeared

in newspapers, along with the percentage of the grain quota they had

achieved. ()ne such article, for example, simply entitled \"The Black

List,\" appearetl
in the Poltava province in Se\037ltember 1932, \\vith a black

border around it. The list contained seven villages, each of \\vhich had

produced between 1 ().7
per

cent and 14.2 per cent of the yearly plan.
3b

Because rec()rds were kept separately in each pr()vince of Ukraine,

the total nUlllber of blacklisted entities is hard to determine. But by

the end of the year there \\vere hllndreds and possibly thousands of vil-

lages, collective farnls and in(lependent farll1s on blacklists all across

the republic.
\\7

At least seventy-nine districts were entirely blacklisted,

and 174 (listricts were partially blacklisted, nearly
half of the total in

the entire republic.
\\H

Although
the names were compiled by local lead-

ers, Mosc()w t()ok a keen interest ill the process. Kagan()vich (Jersonally

pushe(1 f()r the systenl ()f
blacklisting

to be spreatl to tile Kuban, the

hist()rically (:()ssack anllillajority Ukrainian-speaking province of the
North Caucasus.

N

Kuban had attracted negative attention a few years
earlier, wllcr1 enthllsiasts ()f Ukrainization had begun promoting the

lar1guage there. Kagan()vich hilllsel f no\\\\' t()ok
charge ()f a commission

set lll) t() c()nlilat the (Jl11hine(f pr()blcI11of grain deliveries and national

sentinlents there. ()n 4 Novcr11bcr the lea(Jershill of the North Cauca-
sus

duly published
a blacklist of fifteen Cossack settlements (stanitsy).)))
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A series of sanctions on blacklisted farms and villages followed. In

a telegran1 sent to all the provinces the Ukrainian Central Committee

banned blacklisted districts that had failed to meet grain targets from

purchasing any manufactured or industrial goods. In the initial order

an exceptic)n was made for kerosene, salt and matches.Two weeks later,

in a telegram from Moscow, Molotov ordered Kosior to ban the deliv-

ery
of those three items too. After the ban went into effect, any peasant

who
might possess

food would soon have great difficulties cooking it. 40

A
complete

ban on trade came next. Earlier in 1932 an edict had for-

bidden peasants
from trading grain and meat products if their farms

had not met requisition quotas. No\\\\', districts \\vhich had failed to l11eet

the grain procurement targets-and this included most of Ukraine-
could no

longer legally trade grain, seeds, flour or bread in any form at

all. Anyone caught trading anything was liable to be arrested. Police-

men seized grain or bread from bazaars. The peasants who lived on

underperforming farms could neither purchase grain, barter for grain,

nor legally obtain or possess grain at all.

The Politburo's next decree
purged \"counter-revolutionary ele-

ments\" in blacklisted communities. Local activists in Kuban won the

right to conduct their own \"trials\" of local saboteurs, and in the weeks

that follo\\\\'ed
they deported 45,000 people and imported demobilized

Red Army soldiers and other outsiders to
replace

them.
41

Kaganovich

was in no doubt about the purpose of the Kuban blacklist. As he wrote

to Stalin, he wanted \"all Kuban Cossacks to know that in 1921 the

Terek Cossacks who resisted were deported. Just like now-we can-

not allow them on Kuban land, its golden land, to refuse to sow and to

obstruct us instead.
\"42

The blacklists also served as a lesson in the folly of resistance in

Ukraine. Unlike Russia and Belarus, where the term \"blacklist\" was

confined to grain producers, in Ukraine it could be applied to almost

any entity. Whole districts were blacklisted. Machine tractor stations,
timber

companies
and all kinds of provincial enterprises only distantly

connected to grain production were blacklisted. As one historian has

written, \"the blacklist became a universal weapon aimed at all rural

residents\" in Ukraine.
43

Blacklisting affected not just peasants but

artisans, nurses, teachers, clerks, civil servants, anyone
w110 lived in a

blacklisted village or worked in a blacklisted enterprise.
As the number of people affected increased, the definition of what)))
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it Illcant tf) he ublacklisteej\" would also evolve. Like everyone in the

regions that hall not met the grain targets,
those on the blacklists were

prohibited from receiving any manufactured goods whatsoever-

incilltling, thanks to M()lotov, kerosene, salt and matches. The activists

also f()rcecl them to hand back tf) the central authorities any manufac-

tureel goods-clothes, furniture, tools-they had stored in shops and

warehouses.

Financial sanctions then also followed: blacklisted farms and enter-

prises could no longer receive credit ()f any kind. If they had outstand-

ing loans they had to repay them early. I n some cases all
\037f

their money

was confiscated: the state could close their bank accounts and force

their
employees

to pay
their collective debts. The state prohibited the

milling of grain, making it
impossible

to prepare flour (even if any

grain could be obtained) in order to bake bread. Blacklisted farms

could not receive the services of the machine tractor stations, which
meant that all farm work had to be done by hand or with livestock. 4 \"

In some places the blacklists were enforced by special brigades or teams
of soldiers or secret policemen \",ho blocked trade to the village, farm

or district. 4 )

Sometimes particular farms received extra sanctions. After the vil-

lage of Horodyshche, in \\'oroshilov liistrict, Donetsk province, was

blacklisted in November 1932, local authorities noticed that the rules

weren't having much impact. Horoclyshche \\vas near the large railway
station of Oebaltseve where a

go()d
deal of illicit trading took place.

Many ()f the villagers were craftsmen or worked in
nearby mines, they

had a wiele range ()f c()ntacts as \\-vell as private pl()ts of land, and they

\\\\'ere fin(ling ways t()
get

h()I(l of the pr()ducts they needed. Worse,

H()r()clyshchc had a suspect histc)ry: {luring the civil war, the local

party c()mnlittee rell()rt notc(i, the village had hosted nlany Ugroups

()f banrlits, h()rse thieves ar1(1 the like.\" Collectivization had Uencoun-
terec! active resistance\" in the to\\\\pn as well, thanks to a \"large kulak

commllnity.\" The district leacJers decitietJ to tighten the rules
just

for

Horo{lyshche. Tiley (Iemandecl the early return of a 23,50()-ruble loan
that hac) been 110rr()we(1 hy the collective farm. They seized three trac-
t()rs. They c()ntlscated all ()f the village's seed stock. They levied meat

uflnes\"-whicll meant the c()nflscati()n of livestock-and confiscated

the Ininers' garden 1110ts. They arranged for 150 people to be dismissed)))
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from their jobs in local f\037lctories, hecause their families had failed to

hand over grain. Finally, they
arrested and put on trial the collective

farm leadership, and \\\\larned all of the village residents that if \"sabo-

tage\" did nl)t cease, they \\voult-) be
deported

and replaced with \"con-

scientious collective farmers.\" Their houses would be confiscated and

given to \"indllstriallaborers in neetl of acc()mmodations.,,46

Ostensibly, the blacklists were designed to persuade the
peasants

sanctioned by them to \"'ark harder and 11roduce more grain. In prac-
tice, they had quite a different impact.

With no grain, no livestock, no

tools, no money and no credit, with no ability to trade or even to leave

their places of \\A/ork, the inhabitants of blacklisted villages could not

grow, prellare or purchase anything to eat at all.)

BORDERS)

As Ukrainian \037)easants gre\\\\t nl()re hungry, another problem arose: how

to prevent starving \037)eople
fronl leaving

their homes in search of some-

thing to eat.

The issue \\vas not a new one. Already in 1931 the OGPU had been

warning of a
\"systematic\"

exodus of peasants from Ukrainian villages,

and the numbers had continued to rise.

47

Their own statistics showed

the number of rural \\vorkers dropping rapidly as thousands of
people

escaped
the collective farms.

4!!
In January 1932 the problem grew sud-

denly worse. In a
report

sent to Stalin, Vsevolod Balytsky, still the head

of the Ukrainian OGPU, reckoned that more than 30,000 people had

left the Ukrainian Republic during the previous month. 49

A
year

later

the Ukrainian OGPU produced an even more alarming tally: between

15 Oecernber 1932 and 2 February 1933 nearly 95,000 peasants had left

their h()ITIcs. The OGPU stoppee] short of admitting that people were

leaving because they were starving-\"most of those fleeing
are private

farmers and kulaks who have failed to fulfil their grain procurement

obligations and are afraid of facing repression\"-but they did con-

cede that some of the escapees had \"concerns over problems with food

I

. \"C)()

supp
les.

Some were crossing the Ukrainian border to search for food in Rus-

sia. \"When their
potatoes

were gone,\"
one Ukrainian worker remem-

bered, \"people began to go to the Russian villages
and to exchange)))
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their clothing for food. Interestingly enough, beyond Kharkiv where

the Russian territory
starts there was no hunger.,,51 Indeed, officials in

Russian districts along the Ukrainian border had already begun com-

plaining of the Ukrainian inAux in early 1932. \"Crowds\" of individuals,

whole farnilies with small children and old people were pouring over

the border, I(J()king
to buy

or beg for bread: \"The situation is becom-

ing dangerous,\" wrote one Russian local official. His letter also spoke

of the \"moral\" threat from the hungry arrivals and the rise of theft.
52

A few weeks later a group of Belarusian workers wrote a letter to

the Ukrainian Communist Party. They protested that starving Ukrai-
,

nians were blocking their roads and railways:)

It's shameful, when you look at these wandering, starving
Ukrai-

nians, and when you ask, why don't they stay at work, they
answer that there aren't any seeds to sow and there's nothing to

do at their collective farms and the supplies are bad. . . a fact is

a fact, millions of people are wandering naked, starving
in the

\\\\Toods, stations, towns and farms of Belarus, begging for a piece
of bread. 53)

But the Ukrainians kept leaving, not least because there really was

more food available in Russia and Belarus. At the end of October 1932

one
y()ung girl's

father made it all the \\vay to Leningrad. Departing
in secret, in the middle of the night, her family managed to join him
weeks later, travelling through stations

packed
with starving Ukrai-

nians. \"At that tilne neither M()scow nor other cities close to it were

starving,\" she remcll1bcred. hl1nly Ukraine was honoured with this
crown of thoflls.\"

By nlaking the arduous trip to the far north, the
entire

farnily
slJrvived.c;\"

Others ma(ie it Ollt as well: in January 1933 the OGPU observed
that 16,50() long-distance

tickets had been purchased at Lozova station

an(1 15,()O()at SUlny, both t()wns in Kharkiv province in the northern

part of Ukraine.')') Tens of thousands of others were trying to leave

with them. JJy the cn(1 (Jf 1932, stati()ns all across Ukraine were already
crowded with emaciated, ragged pe()ple, trying to beg food and tick-
ets fr()nl

passengers,
since Illany of them ha(1 no money. A boy who

travelle(1 to join his l110ther at that tinle saw corpses at the Kharkiv)))
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railway station, and watched a young girl grah chicken bones off the

floor of the station buffet and begin gna\\ving them. Th()se who did

manage to board a train hid then1selves beneath benches; the conduc-

tors threw then1 off, but more ke\0371t getting on.\037{} These san1e crow<-is

had disturbed Voroshilov, Butiyonny and Kira Alliluyeva in the sun1-
mer of 1932. In the autumn of 1932 and \\\\'inter of 1933 their nun1bers

only grew larger.

Others left by ship. One of several unusually observant Italian con-
suls, this one in the city of Batull1i, Georgia, on the Black Sea c()ast,
reckoned in January 1933 that

\"every stealTIship that arrives from

Odessa-three arrive per \\veek-usually delivers one to two thousand
Ukrainians.\"

Previously,
the Ukrainians seen1ed to have been looking

to buy food in Batumi, to purchase flour or seeds that they could eat at

home or else sell at a
profit.

But in the late autumn, the mass moven1ent

of people had taken on the character of a refugee influx, with thou-

sands seeking to settle \"\\\\\037here the means of existence and opportunities

to obtain food are n10re abundant.\",)7
As in 1930, some peasants tried to leave the country as well. Maria

Btazejewska, an ethnic Pole, entere(l Poland from Ukraine in October

1932 by pretending to be a \\\\'asherw()n1an.While laundering clothes in

the Zbruch River, \\\\,hich then served as the border, she slipped across

to the other side. Two of her sons made the dangerous crossing with

her; a third had already been deported to the Far East. \"From 1931,\"
she told the Polish border

police,
\"life in Soviet Russia. . . turned into

unbearable torture because the Soviet authorities
began taking

almost

all the grain and the livestock away from us, leaving me
only

a very

small an10unt which did not suffice even for the n10st ITIoclest stan-

dard ofliving.\"5H I-Jeon Wozniak, aged fifteen, also escaI1e<-) in October:

\"We were driven away fr()ll1 our ()wn house. . . both my brother aneJ I

worked in the forests, yet
with this we c()lIle) n()t make a living. Because

presently all work has ceased and I was (lying ()f hunger, on 15 Octo-

ber, together with
my

mother Matgorzata aneJ Iny brother Hr()nistaw, I

escaped from Soviet Russia into Poland.\"')C)

Others tried t() escape the same way, but f\037liled in the attenl\037)t. A

few months after Maria and Leon slipped over the Ll0rder, a grollp
of

sixty people tried to cross the Zbruch River together. ()nly fourteen

succeeded; the rest drowned or were shot by border guaros. An()ther)))
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250 families would try to cross the border during the winter of 1932-3.

By December 1932 the Polish Interior Ministry had established a
spe-

cial conlmission f<.)r Ukrainian refugees, including a representative of

the Red Cr()ss and one from the League
of N ati()ns.(,o

Still others tried to walk, ride or get onto trains heading
into Ukrai-

nian cities. If they had left early enough, if
they

had relatives to meet

them, and if they were strong enough to work, they sometimes suc-

ceeded.
Many

\"kulaks\" had earlier escaped deportation by moving to

Kyiv and Kharkiv as well as to the mines and factories of Donetsk.

But by late 1932 the numbers of
people began

to multiply, and the cit-

ies, especially Kyiv, Kharkiv and Odessa, could no longer cope. In the

autumn of 1932 one memoirist recalled an
\"uneasy

mood\" in Kharkiv:)

There was no food. There were long lines, and there was much

noise in newspapers about the grain procurements, about the way
the anti-Soviet element, the so-called \"kurkuls.' or \"kulaks\" were

supposedly hiding grain from the government. . . Bread, which
could be obtained with ration cards, \\\\'3S sol(I only irregularly.
Lines began to form at night, but \\\\'ere <.)ften

<.iispersed by the

militia. In order to mask the situation, bread \\\\'as issued not in

shops but out in the open.
61)

As more peasants drifteti into the centre ()fKharkiv, things grew \\\\'orse.

They
were easily identifiable by their ragged clothes and bare feet:

thanks to the trudodni system ()f rationing, they had no Inaney, and

no way to
huy

either f()od or cl()thing. Instinctively, the city-dwellers,

wh() themselves ha<.1
very

little f()oJ an<.i also relietl on rationing, stayed

away fr()m theIne
13y

the winter, the peasants in the city were hardly
better off than th()se wh() hatl remainecl at h()nle:)

Many villagers r()ame<.1 the streets there. You Inet thenl
every-

where.
They were ()f various ages--()It-l, y<.)ung, children, and

infants. Their state of
1-1hysical

deterioration \\\\'as evitient in the

slow way they 111()ved their h()(Jies. The light was extinguished
frOITI the (I()wncast eyes on the haggar<.l and occasionally swol-

len faces. They were hungry, exhausted, ragged, filthy, cold and

un\\\\'ashed. SOl11e of theln dared t() knock ()n
peo\0371Ie's

doors or)))
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maybe
on someone's window, and some could barely stretch out

their begging hands. Others
yet

were
sitting against the walls,

and they were motionless and speechless.
62)

Another memoirist remembered the peasants in the marketplaces:)

The mothers with babies in their arms made the strongest impres-

sion. They seldom mingled \\vith the others. I remember
seeing

one such mother who looked more like a shadow than a human

being. She was
standing by the side of the road, and her little

skeleton of a child, instead of suckling her mother's empty breast,

sucked its own small knuckles thinly covered with translucent

skin. I have no idea how many of the unfortunates I saw man-

aged to survive. Every morning on my way to work I saw bodies

on the pavements, in ditches, under a bush or a tree, which were
later carried

away.63)

As a result of the influx, municipal authorities found themselves simul-

taneously trying to
cope

with several different kinds of crisis. Orphans

began to crowd into city orphanages, as
many parents

left their chil-

dren behind in the hope that they would survive. Dead bodies caused

a sanitary crisis. In January 1933 the city of Kyiv had to remove 400

corpses
from the streets. In February the number rose to 518, and in

just the first
eight days of March there were 248.

64

These were only

the official numbers. Multiple witnesses in Kyiv and Kharkiv recall the

trucks cruising the city at that time, the men pulling the dead off the

streets and loading them onto their vehicles in a manner which sug-
gested

that no one would give much thought to counting them.

The beggars from the countryside
added to the pressure on city resi-

dents who were also running short of food. Tempers
inside Kharkiv

rose particularly quickly. That spring the Italian consul reported
that several thousand people had attacked the militiamen assigned

to distribute bread in one suburb of the city. In another part of town

an enraged mob attacked two bakeries, stole the flour and wrecked

the buildings. Police began to use special, preventative measures in

response.
At about 4 a.m. one morning, the consul reported, Kharkiv

police blocked the side streets around a bakery where hundreds of)))
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people had been waiting all night for the doors to open. They beat the

crowd back and forced the people towards the train station. They
then

pushed thell1 ()11t() trains an(1 dr()ve them out of the
city.

The influx was further (Iem()ralizing the countryside, because the

vast migration made life more difficult for those who remained. In des-

peration, one Communist Party member from
Vinnytsia

wrote a letter

to Stalin in the autllmn of 1932 begging for
help:)

All the peasants are moving and leaving the villages, to save

themselves from starvation. In the villages, ten to t\\venty families

die from hunger every day, the children run
away

to wherever

they can, all of the train stations are full of peasants trying to get

out. In the countryside neither horses nor CO\\\\'S remain. Starv-

ing peasant-c()llective farlTI workers leave everything and disap-

pear. . . it is
impossible

to speak of fulfilling the sowing campaign,

because the small percentage of
peasants

\\vho remain are \"'asting

f h
()C;

away
rom unger.)

What really concerned the Soviet authorities was the political signifi-
cance of this Inass movement of people. All across the Soviet Union,
in the far north and far east, in the Ukrainian-speaking territories

of Poland and in Ukraine itself, itinerant Ukrainians \\\\rere not only

spreading news of the farnine, they were bringing their
allegedly

counter-revolutionary
attitucles along \\vith them. As their numbers

increased oran13tically, the Soviet government finally
declared there

could no I(Jnger he allY (Iouht: uthe tiight of villagers and the exodus
from Ukraine last year anll this year is (being1 organizeti by the ene-
mies ()f the S()viet g()vernment . . . and agents of PolantJ \\\\,ith the goal

of spreading l1r()I)agan(la am(Jl1g the peasants.\"
A s()lution was fauna. In January 1933,Stalin and Molotov simply

closea the b<.)r<.iers of Ukraine. Any Ukrainian peasant found outside
the

repuhlic
\\vas retllrnetl t() his ()r her place ()f origin. Train tickets

were n()
I()nger

s()I(1 t() Ukrainian villa\037ers. ()nly those who had permis-
sion c()ulclleave h(HllC-and

\037)erlnissi()n was, of course, denied.
hh

The

bor(iers of the lleavily Ukrainian North Caucasus district were also

closed, and in rcbruary the Lo\\ver \\'olga district was also blocked. 67

The b()rtler cl()sures remained in IJlace throughout the famine.

Separately, work continue(! on an internal
passport systenl,

which)))
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was
finally

set
up

in December 1932. In practice, this meant that any-
one who resided in the city needed a special passport, a residence

document-and peasants were
eXplicitly prevented

from obtaining

them. In conjunction with this new law, Kharkiv, Kyiv and Odessa

were all to be cleared of Hexcess elements\" from the countryside.
68

City-

dwellers \\vere reassured: the new measures would facilitate \"the unbur-

dening of the cities and the purging of kulak criminal elements.,,69

These restrictions \\vere
implemented

with unprecedented speed.

Within days the OGPU had sent reinforcements from Moscow. Cor-
dons

appeared
on the roads leading out of Ukraine and along major

high\\\\'ays entering the cities. Between 22 and 30 January 1933, Genrikh

Yagoda, the OGPU's boss, told Stalin and Molotov that his men had

caught 24,961 people trying to cross the borders, of whom two-thirds

came from Ukraine and almost all the rest from the North Caucasus.

The majority \\\\'ere sent back home, though nearly eight thousand were

being detained under
police investigation and more than a thousand

had already been arrested. iu

By
their o\\\\'n account, Yagoda's Ukrainian colleagues were even

busier. In February they reported that
they

had established an \"uncon-

ditional ban on issuing any travel document,\" so that no
peasant

could

legally leave his or her village. In addition, they had created \"mobile

patrols\"
that had detained more than 3,800 people found on the roads

and over 16,000people
on the railways. They had mobilized \"secret

agents\" and \"village activists\" to uncover \"exodus organizers\" and
help

arrest them.
i1

The effect was stark, as if Ukraine and Russia now had a visible bor-

der. A Polish diplomat who travelled by car from Kharkiv to Moscow

in
May

1933 was struck by it:)

What intrigued me most during the whole journey was the dif-

ference between what villages looked like in Ukraine and the

neighboring [Russian] Black Earth province...
Ukrainian vil-

lages are in decay, they are empty, deserted and miserable, cot-

tages
half-demolished, with roofs blown down; no new houses in

sight, children and old
people

are more like skeletons, no sight of

livestock. . . When I found myself
in [Russia] afterwards I had

the impression of crossing the border from the state of the Soviets

to Western Europe.
72)))
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To preserve a semblance of order, policemen also
began

to remove any

peasants who had made it into the cities.
Vasily

Grossman-the Soviet

writer who grew up in Ukraine, worked in Donbas, and knew of the

famine as it was hallpening-remembered that \"blocks were put on

the roads to
prevent peasants

from getting into Kyiv. But they used

bypasses, forests, swamps to get there.\"7\037 Those who made it did so by

\"cutting through\" the cordons, and hacking through
the underbrush?'

But even those who found their way into the queues for bread did

not necessarily last I()ng, as another Kyiv resident rernembered: uThe

police would take villagers
from these lines, load them on trucks and

f h
. \" 7e;

,

take them out 0 t e city.

Halyna Kyrychenko saw police remove
people

from bread queues in

Kharkiv too. They were put onto trucks, she remembered, and driven

so far out of town that they could not return: Ubeing exhausted, they
died somewhere on the road.\" Police also seized people on the streets

who seemed to be trying to bllY or barter for bread, since to do so was

suspicious: city-dwellers
had access to ration cards and \\\\lorkers \\\\,ith

the proper registration ate their meals in canteens. Kyrychenko herself,

then aged thirteen, several times escaped
from police?'

Urban Ukrainians saw what was happening, and spread rumours
about it. Mariia Umanska's father told her that he had helped pick up

peasants ancl their childrell off the streets of Kharkiv. The authori-

ties had promised him that
they

would be fed and taken home, but he

had heard a different story: at night, the
living

and the dead would

be 1()3(Jecl ont() trucks, (Jriven t() a ravine ()utside of t()\\\\'n and thro\\\\rn

into it: \"They said that the gr()un(1 stirred. n7i

()lena K()bylko heard the

saine st()ry: peasants fOlln(1 on the streets ()f Kharkiv \\\\rere
SU\037)\037)()sedly

ucarric<J ()ut in a freight train bchin(1 the city t() a field so that they die

there unseen by anyh()(ly,\" an(1 then, alive or dead, \\\\lere thro\\\\rn into
.

7\037

pi
ts.

These st()ries surely filtere(J back to the villages, as they were intended
t() de). Peasants knew that if they left home without the perInission of
the local auth()rities, they coul(J be returned by f()rce. Lev K()pelev's
c()nclusion was stark: \"The

passp()rt system
laid an adlninistrative and

jll(licial c()rnerst()ne for the new serf()()m [an(1)tied down the
peasantry

as it had L)ecn before the emancipation of 1861.\"79)))



CHAPTER NINE)

Famine Decisions, 1932:

The End of Ukrainization)

They placed
their talentJ at the Jervice of the kulaks and

[!kr ainiall
cOI\037llter-revolutiolla1Y nationalists and have

not el/en flOtt' Jhou'n Juch symptoms of artistic
change

as

uJ()uld prove that they are ready to servefully with their

art the intereJtJ of the Party, the Soviet government and
the

tl10rkers of the great socialist fatherland-the USSR.)

Ivan
\0371ykytenko, eXplaining why some Ukrainian

\"'riters had been turned down for
membership

in the Writers' Union, 1934.
1)

To A N '{ 0 NEW H 0 knew the Ukrainian coun-

tryside it \"'ould have been clear, in the autumn of 1932, that widespread
famine was corning, and that many people would die. Such an extraor-

dinary catastrophe required an extra()rdinary justification.
In Decem-

ber that is exactly what the Politburo providecl. Just as it was
publicly

publishing the new decrees on food requisition and blacklists, the Polit-
buro also issued, on 14 and 15 Decelllber respectively, two secret decrees

that explicitly blamed Ukrainization for the
requisitions failure.

In the context of the broa(jer, 1932-3 Soviet famine, these two
decrees are

unique,
as are the events that followed them. There were,

it is true, other regi()ns that received special treatment. Suspicion of

their loyalty probably contributed to higher death rates anl0ng peas-

ants in the Volga provinces, where s()me of the policies used in Ukraine,

including mass arrests of communist leaders, were also deployed,

though not at the same level as in Ukraine:\037 In Kazakhstan the regime)))
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blocked traditional nomadic routes and requisitioned livestock to feed

the Russian cities, creating terrible suffering among the ethnic Kazakh

nomads. More than a third of the entire population, 1.5 million people,

perished during a famine that barely touched the Slavic population

of Kazakhstan. This assault on the nomads, sometimes called \"sed-

entarizati()n,\" was another form of Sovietization and a clear attack on

a recalcitrant ethnic group.3 But nowhere else were agricultural fail-

ures linked so explicitly to questions of national language
or culture as

they were in both Ukraine and in the North Caucasus, with its large

Ukrainian-speaking population.

The first decree blamed the failure to procure grain in both Ukraine

and the North Caucasus on the \"poor efforts and absence of revolu-

tionary vigilance\"
in local and regional Communist Parties. Although

pretending to be loyal to the USSR, these lower-level party
committees

had allegedly been \"infiltrated by counter-revolutionary elements-

kulaks, former officers, Petliurites, supporters
of the Kuban Rada, etc.\"

They were secret traitors, and they had ensconced themselves in the

very heart of the party and state bureaucracy:)

They have
managed

to find their way into collective farms

as directors and other influential members of administration,

accountants, storekeepers, foremen at threshing floors etc. They
have succeeded in infiltrating village soviets, land manage-

ment bodies, cooperative societies, and are now trying to direct
the work of these organizations contrary to the interests of the

l)roletarian state an(i the
party policy,

as well as to organize a

counter-revolutionary movement and the sabotage of the harvest
an(l

sowing campaigns. . .

The worst enemies ()f the party, working classand the collective

farnl
peasantry are saboteurs of grain procurenlent who have party

mell1bership caras in their
pockets.

To
please kulaks and other

anti-Soviet elements, they organize state fraud, double-dealing,
and the failure of the tasks set by the party and government.

4)

The
p()licy

of Ukrainization was at fault: it had been carried out

\"mechanically,\" the aecree
explained,

without taking proper notice of

the purposes it serve(J. Instead of furthering the interests of the USSR,
Ukrainization had allowed \"bourgeois-nationalist elements, Petliurites)))
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and others\" to create secret
counter-revolutil>nary

cells \\vithin the state

apparatus. Nor was this nlerely a problem for Ukraine. The decree

also inveighed against the
\037\037irresponsible

non-Bolshevik \037Ukrainiza-

tion' in the North C:aucasus,\" \"'hich providecj \"\037the enell1ies of Soviet

power\" with a legitimate cover.')

Kulaks, former W11ite officers, Cossacks ancl nlenlbers of the Kuban

Rada-those \",rho had fought.. during the civil war, for an
indepen-

dent Cossack state in Kuban-\\vere all blall1ed. They were namecl
and linked together as \"Ukrainians,\" or at least as the beneficiaries of

Ukrainization.

The second decree echoed the first but extended the ban on Ukrain-

ization further.. to the Far East, Kazakhstan, Central Asia, the Central

Black Earth province and hother areas ()f the USSR\" that might have
been infected \\\\,ith Ukrainian nationalisln. The Soviet government

issued this supplement in order to ucondemn the
suggestions

made by

individual Ukrainian comrades about the mandatory Ukrainization

of entire areas of the USSR\" and to authorize an immediate halt to

any Ukrainization any\"'here. The regions named were ordered to stop

printing Ukrainian ne\\\\'spapers and bo()ks immediately, and to impose
Russian as the main language of school instruction.()

The two decrees provided an explanation for the
grain

crisis and

named scapegoats. They also set off an ilnmediate mass purge of

Ukrainian Communist Party officials, as well as verbal and then physi-
cal attacks on university professors,

schoolteachers, aC3(lemics and

intellectuals-anyone who had promoted the Ukrainian national idea.

During the
following year

all ()f the instituti()ns connected to Ukrai-

nian culture were purged, shut (Jo\\\\'n, or transfornled: universities,

academies, galleries, clubs.

The decrees established a direct link between the assault ()n Ukrai-

nian national identity and the famine. The same secret police organiza-
tion carried them out. The same officials oversaw the propaganda that

described them. From the
point

of view of the state, they were part of

the same
project.)

PURGING THE UKRAINIAN PARTY)

The OGPU often devised fantastical conspiracy the()ries about its

enemies. But the
opposition

to the grain requisition policies in the)))
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lower-level leadership of the Ukrainian Communist Party was real. In

November 1932 the reports on party dissatisfaction that had prompted
Stalin to declare that \"things in Ukraine are terrible\" were updated

and recirculated. Hundreds of Ukrainian
party

members regularly

and repeatedly opposed the grain requisitions and the blacklists. both

verbally and in
practice.

At times, their pleas were emotional. One party member in the town

of Svatove declared his views openly in a long letter to his local party
committee. \"I remember how from my first day in the Komsomol, in

1921, I
yearned

and \\\\'ent to work with a feeling that the party line

is
right

and I am right,\" he wrote. But in 1929 he had, begun to have

doubts. And when
people began

to starve, he felt he had to protest:

\"The general party line is
wrong

and its implementation led to poverty

in the countryside, to forced proletarianization in
agriculture,

which

is confirmed by our train stations and the appearance in the cities of

entire masses of homeless orphans.\"; Others clearly perceived the

new requisitions as an attack on the republic itself. \"They could make

mistakes in 10 or 20 districts,\" one local party secretary \\vas heard to

say, \"but to make mistakes in all districts of Ukraine-this means that

something is wrong.,,8
Such expressions of doubt unsettled the Soviet leadership. For if com-

munists no longer supported the official policy, then \\vho would carry
it out?

Nobody
took this problelll more seriously than Stalin himself.

After consulting with Balytsky, \\\\,hom he met t\\\\\037ice in No\\'elllber 1932,

Stalin sent out a letter addressed to all party leaders, national, regional

and l()cal, all across the country, declaring war on the traitors inside the

party.
\"An enelny with a party card in his pocket should be punished

ffi()re
harshly

than an cnen1Y without a l)arty card,\" he proclaimed:)

The organizers of
sab()tage

are in the n1ajority of instances \"com-

munists,\" that is pc()ple who have a
party

card in their pocket

but have long ago renla(ie themselves and broken \\vith the party.

These are the same swindlers and crooks \\vhl) conduct kulak pol-

icy llncler the false flag ()f their \"agreenlcnt\" \\\\,ith the
general line

of the 11a rty.())

By that tin1e, higll-level change had already begun. Stalin had sent

Balytsky back to run the secret police in Ukraine, ending his brief)))
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sojourn at headquarters in Moscow. He had also sent Pavlo Postyshev,

a former Kharkiv party boss, back to Ukraine after a stint running

the propaganda office at the Central Committee in Moscow. In subse-

quent
months Postyshev functioned as Stalin's direct emissary, a kind

of governor-general of Ukraine. Stalin also removed VIas Chubar

from the Ukrainian leadership, though he allowed Stanislav Kosior
and

Hryhorii Petrovskyi
to stay (the former was arrested in 1938 and

executed in 1939; the latter
managed

to survive until the 1950s).10 In

the winter of 1932-3 he launched a new wave of investigations, pros-

ecutions and arrests of the low-level Ukrainian Communist
Party

members who had dared to protest. The result of this purge, which

took
place

at the same time as the famine, was to make the Ukrainian

Communist Party a tool of Moscow, with no autonomy or any ability

to take decisions on its 0\\\\\"n.

11

Local leaders paid a high price for honesty. In the village ofOrikhiv,
for

example,
the local communists had tried to tell the truth. \"We are

party members and should be candid,\" they told colleagues in Kharkiv:

\"the plan is unrealistic and we won't fulfil it. We'll get to 45-50 per
cent.',12 Years later, when the Orikhiv case was re-examined-in 1964,

during the brief period known as \"the Khrushchev thaw\"-witness

after witness declared that the Orikhiv communists did not fulfil the

plan
because it was an impossible task: their fields simply did not pro-

duce that much
grain.

One of them, Mykhailo Nesterenko, a former

collective farm boss, remembered how much
pressure

there had been

in those years \"The fact of the matter is that the word 'sabotage' in

those years was a meaningless word. For the tiniest defect, they called

us bosses saboteurs, and threatened us with repression.\"u
At the time, such thoughts

were treasonous, and several Orikhiv

party officials were arrested and sentenced. Some
spent long

terms

in the Gulag. Many never returned home. The OGPU justified these

extreme punishments by giving
their actions a deeper interpretation:

although they pretended to be party members, communists such as

those in Orikhiv secretly planned to overthrow the state. The Orikhiv

communists had followed the \"kulak path of betrayal of the party and

the workers' state, the path of sabotage, of demoralization of the collec-

tive farms, of organized sabotage of the grain collection, all the while

concealing their kulak-thievery beneath the pretence of 'agreement'

with the general party
line.,,14)))
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One of those sentence<.J-Maria Sk ypyan-Basylevych, a
party

bureau-

crat wh(} spent ten years in the C;ulag--declared, thirty years later, that

\"absolutely
innocent peo\037)le

had suffered, honest and principled corTI-

munists.\"If) Bllt in 1933 the ()rikhiv arrests sent ()ut a str()ng message:

\0371arty
members themselves were not immune fr(Jm prosecution. Any-

bo(Jy, however apparently loyal, however good a communist, could now

become a scapegoat if he or she dared to disagree with the authorities.
The

language
used to conclemn the Orikhiv communists was applied

allover the relJublic. On 18 November, the same day the Ukrainian

P()litburo called for the confiscation of all remaining stores of grain, it

also issued a decree \"on the liqui(Jation of c()unter-revolutionary nests

and the defeat of kulak
groups.\"

In blacklisted villages, \"kulaks, Pet-

liurites, pogromists and other counter-revolutionary elements\" \\\\'ere

slated for arrest.
16

Four Jays later the Soviet Politburo in l\\10scow
resolved to establish death sentences for party and collective farm

leaders who had failed to meet grain targets. A
special

\"troika\" of

Ukrainian officials, including Kosior, received the authority to order
executions. They were also under instructions to report their decisions

to Moscow every ten days.17
They movefl

quickly.
Within four days the OGPU discovered not

only widespread dissatisfaction but evidence ()f a hkulak-Petliurite\"

conspiracy in 243 Ukrainian districts.
ls The secret

\037)olice
arrested

14,230 people in Novenlber 1932 alone; the total nUITIber of arrests for

that year was 27,Ot)O, enough to eviscerate the party at the grassroots
level.I ')

Even young people who were not yet members of the party
fell un(ler a cloud: between late 1932 and early 1 ()34 the Komsomol

expelleti 18,638 ()f its nlenlbers. 20

As the arrests progressed, the language of the OGPU grew even
more shrill. u\037rhe

()perati<.1nal strike against internal-collective farm

anti-Soviet groups continues at a rapid pace,\" (Jeclared the Ukrainian
OGPU's

operatit)nal
bulletin in December 1932:)

The counter-revolutionary activities of uncovered and liquidated
groups on collective t\037lfms had consisted of undermining impor-
tant agricultural campaigns, especially grain procurement; of
squandering, c()ncealing

and
hitiing grain; and of anti-collective

farm and anti-Soviet agitation. . . The overwhelming majority)))
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of liquidated internal-collective farm
groups

were closely influ-

enced by kulak and counter-revolutionary groups, especially
Petliurite elements that

corrupted
the collective farms and their

administrati ve a ppa ra tus . . .21)

The fictitious \"conspiracy\" also grew denser, more complex, and more

closely linked to the rebellions of the past. Many of those arrested, espe-

cially in November and December, were the chairmen or leaders of

collective farms; others \\vere accountants or clerks. The names of the
arrested were often listed with their real or imagined links and cre-

dentials too: \"former Petliurite commander\"; \"son of a trader, whose

mother has been sent to the North\"; \"former landowner\"; \"former

active
participant

in Petliurite and Makhno bands.\" Their \"crimes\"

always involved the supposed theft of bread, criticism of the grain col-

lection campaign, or other activities that somehow
eXplained

the har-

vest failure in Ukraine.
22

Yet their motives were described not merely

as political but also as counter-revolutionary. They were said to have

been influenced by Makhno, Petliura, the SVU, by class-hostile ele-

ments, kulaks, or some other past revolutionary movement.

In a few cases the past and the present were
eXplicitly

linked. The

authorities in the village of Kostiantynivka, in Odessa province,
arrested

Tymofii Pykal
in December 1932 on the grounds of his pres-

ent behaviour as well as his past connections. In the account of the case

Pykal was quoted telling
his fellow farmers not to hand over grain:

\"This year Soviet authorities are going to take all of our bread, we will

all collapse from hunger if we give away our bread.\" At the same time

the police noted that Pykal had been a \"commander of a unit dur-

ing the peasant uprising\" a decade earlier. He was arrested under the

infamous Ukrainian article 54-10-\"anti-Soviet agitation and propa-

ganda\"-and sent away to be sentenced.

Petro Ovcharenko, the inhabitant of another village in Odessa prov-

ince, met a similar fate. Ovcharenko was simultaneously
accused in

December 1932 of having \"organized a sectarian group\" in the
past

as

well as \"systematic agitation against the grain collection plans.\" Sup-

posedly, he had been overheard asking, \"Why do we need these plans?

Who has the right to collect our grain and leave us to starve? We won't

h d
. ,,)3

an over our grain. . .
-)))
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fiy the en() ()f the year, the
\"conspiracy\"

hac) acquired
international

aspects too. I n late December, Balytsk y revealec) the existence of a plot,
a \"Polish-Petliurite insurgent unc)ergroun(J encompassing 67 local dis-

tricts in Ukraine.\" In \037\"ebruary 1933 he wr()te again ()f the Ucounter-

revolutionary insurgent undergr()un<.i, linke(J to f()reigners and foreign

espionage, mainly the Polish
general

staff.\"2-t Balytsky's Russian col-

leagues reinforced this particular brand of conspiracy thinking early
in

that year, when the Soviet fJGPU organs in Moscow prepared an even
more elaborate

report
\"()n the uncovered ancl eradicated kulak-White-

Army-insurgent counter-revolutionary organizations\" not only in

Ukraine but-following the December 1932 decrees-in'the Northern

C:aucasus, the Central Black Earth pr()vince and the Urals.
The Moscow

report
went even beyond Balytsky's fantastical claims,

claiming that it had found links between the underperforming col-

lective farms and the \"Russian All-Military Union,\" an organization
of exiled former tsarist officers led

by
Piotr W rangel, a White Army

general. In Ukraine the OC;PU had
captured

a \"kulak\" named Baryl-

nykov, who had supposedly been sent by W rangel fronl Paris to agitate

against grain procurements and collectivizatit>n. They had also found
\"23 Polish-Petliurite representatives\"; a \"\\videly established insurgent

underground\" in the western districts of Ukraine as \"rell as Donbas,

supposedly linked to a \"Warsaw-baseti\" Ukrainian go\\'ernnlent in
exile; a ukulak- White ArlllY diversion group\" connected to Romanian

intelligence; and, in Kullan, ()rganizations \\vith links t() \"(\037ossack cen-

tres of White emigres,\" These various groups were accused, among
other

things,
of

distributing Pl)liticalleaHets; carrying out arson attacks

against k()lkhoz
\037)roperty; destr()ying

a
pOllltry farm anti killing 11,000

birds; setting up links with foreign counter-revolutionary organiza-
tions

using
sailors as agents; anti, ()f c()urse\" sabotaging the harvest and

I

. .)\037
stea Ing graln.-

While the ICJw-level party resistance had been real, these vast inter-

national connecti()ns were, even by ()GPU standards, absurd. Poland
had signed a

non-aggression pact with the USSR in July 1932,26 The
White Army generals named in the

reports were already semi-retired

and living in Paris, ()Id men with nr> real reach or influence in the

USSR. Petlillra was long (lead.
But the aCCllsations c()()ke(!

Ul
1

hy Balytsky and the ()GPU
chief,)))
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Genrikh Yagoda. \\veren't
designed

to reflect the truth. The discov-

ery of this vast political conspiracy provided
an

explanation: why

the harvest was failing. why peol)le \\vere hungry, why the Soviet
agri-

cultural policy. so closely and intimately linked with Stalin, was fail-

ing. To reinforce the
l)oint.

Stalin personally sent out a letter at the

end of December to the melnbers and candidate menlbers of the

Central Conllllittee. as \\\\'ell as to party leaders at the republican, pro-

vincial and local levels. Attached \"'ere lengthy, wordy, legal
docu-

ments detailing the Usabotage of the grain collection in Kharkiv and

Dnipropetrovsk provinces\"
as well as the activity of \"wrecking groups

in Kuban.\" Lists of guilty officials, \\\\,ith their crimes, were tacked on
,...

to the end.-'

The tale of the conspiracy also provided those who remained in the

party
\",ith an ideological justification for what they were about to do.

The
deadly

ne\\\\l decrees could not be enforced by Moscow alone. The

policy \\\\'ould
require

local collaborators. Within a few weeks thou-

sands of people \\\\'ould be required
to carry out policies leading to the

starvation of their neighbours. They would need multiple
motivations:

fear of arrest, fear of starvation-as well as hysteria, suspicion and

hatred ()f their enemies.)

PURGING THE NATIONAL MOVEMENT:

uTHE EXECUTED RENAISSANCE\

The Ukrainian Communist Party was the immediate victim of the

December decrees. But the orders linking Ukrainization to grain req-

uisition also marked the end of the Ukrainian national movement in

the Soviet Union.
In fact, the situation of nati()nal cultural leaders had already deterio-

rated significantly by
the autumn of 1932. Since the orchestrated outcry

against \"Shumsky ism\" in 1927, the lives of many of those associated

with Ukrainian culture had grown more
precarious. Mykhailo

Hru-

shevsky had remained under assault, both in ways that he could see

and in ways that he could not. His secret police detail had
deliberately

encouraged animosity all around him, goading his friends into becom-

ing critics. His funding had dried up.
A new school of Marxist histori-

ans now attacked his books on Ukrainian
history, arguing

that he paid)))
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insufficient attention to the story of the working class and showed too

much interest in the evolution of Ukrainian identity.
The OGPU

finally
arrested Hrushevsky in the spring of 1931 while

he was on a trip to Moscow.
They brought him to Ukraine, where

Balytsky personally decided to send Ukraine's greatest historian into

exile rather than to prison. The OGPU returned him to Russia, and
told him to stay there. Soon afterwards the authorities organized three

public debates designed to
delegitimize

his work altogether. These

\"show trials\" were staged with great pomp and circumstance in three

buildings
associated with the national movement: the Kyiv opera

house, the former Central Rada
building

and the Academy of Sciences.

They \"unmasked\" Hrushevsky as an active enemy agent, a \"Ukrainian

bourgeois nationalist and fascist allegedly working toward the separa-
tion of Ukraine from the USSR and its subjugation by the capitalist
West.,,28 His name disappeared from public life, and he never returned

to Ukraine. He died under what many still believe to be
suspicious

cir-

cumstances in the Caucasian resort town of Kislovodsk in 1934.
In the months

following
the

Hrushevsky trials, the national

communists-the faithful Bolsheviks who had believed they could

inspire
Ukraine's

peasants and workers \",pith both Ukrainian culture

and Soviet rhetoric-all met a similar fate. lv1ykola Skrypnyk, \",ho

had led the charge against Shumsky, acquiesced in the denunciations
of

Hrushevsky
and faithfully toed the party line, was now the primary

victim. In January 1933the
party

abolished the Ukrainian history and

language courses that Skrypnyk had established in Ukraine's universi-
ties. In

February, Skrypnyk was forced to defend himself against the

charge that he had tried to \"Ukrainize\" Russian chilclren bv force. In
\037

March, while the famine was raging in the countryside, Postyshev, in
his role as Stalin's de facto spokesman in Ukraine, forced through a
decree eliminating Ukrainian textb()oks as well as school lessons tai-

lored to Ukrainian chil(lren. 29

Skrypnyk's
school system now lay in ruins. In June, Postyshev

accused him of having made theoretical \"mistakes\" at the People's
Commissariat ()f Education. But Postyshev also went further:)

these Itheoretical errorsl are trivial in comparison to that wreck-

ing that took
place

in the education organs that aimed at the)))
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confusion of our youth \\vith an
ideology hostile to the proletar-

iat. . . [As a result] Ukrainization often was put into the hands
of Petliurite s\\\\'ine, anti these enenlies with party cards in their

pockets hid behincJ y{)ur br()ad back as a l11ember of the Ukrai-

nian Politburo, and you oftell defended them. You should have

talked about that. That is the 111ainissue.)

Postyshev
didn't call Skrypnyk hinlself a \"hidden enenlY,\" but he

came very close.30

Soon after. a series of articles in the communist press
attacked Skrypnyk's langllage and

linguistics policy, including his

brand-ne\\\\r Ukrainian orthography, compiled over many years with

the input of scholars frorn across the Ukrainian-speaking world.
31

At

a Politburo meeting on 7
July, Skrypnyk protested to a roomful of his

colleagues against all these charges. They formally
rebufTed his com-

ments: \037'Skrypnyk has not completed his obligation to give the Central
Committee a short letter aclnlitting his errors.\" But by then he had

walked out of the P()litburo
nleeting,

returned home and shot himself.-,2

The noose \\\\ras
tightening

around others as well, especially the

Ukrainian artists and \\\\'riters \\\\'ho had taken up residence at the Budy-

nok uSlovo ,\" the House of Writers, the apartment block reserved for

cultural figures in Kharkiv. Since 1930 the
Budynok

\"Slovo\" had

been the focus ()f alnlost hysterical OGPU surveillance. Minders

watched the
building

at all times; police conducted regular searches

of the sixty-eight apartments and broke up any chance courtyard con-

versations invol ving more thall three people, on the grounds that they

might be
illegal \037'organizational\" meetings, planning a plot. One writer,

Ostap \\'yshnia, st(}ppecl leaving his apartment altogether; another,

Mykola Bazhan, slept every night in his clothes, preparing to be hauled

away.
Arrests began to empty the building, creating

an atmosphere
that

was particularly painful to Mykola Khvylovyi, the writer whose calls

for a \"European\"
literature in Ukraine had so shocked Kaganovich

and Stalin.
By

then, Khvylovyi had withdrawn or retracted much

of his more provocative w()rk, including his famous slogan,

U

Away

from Moscow!\" He had also travelled around the decimated country-
side and witnessecl the growing numbers of starving peasants, and he

returned to Kharkiv devastated. He told a friend that the famine he)))
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had witnessed was a purely political construction, \"designed
to solve

a very dangerous Ukrainian pr()blem all at once.\" To Khvylovyi, the

link between the deadly grain requisition policy and the crackdown on

Ukrainian culture was already clear. The secret police watching him

also wrote that after his return from the famine districts, \"his emo-

tions had possessed him more than anything else.\" The arrest of one
of his close friends, the writer Mykhailo lalovyi, seems to have finally

tipped him over the edge. In the hours before he too shot himself, he

composed a suicide note. In it he spoke
of \"the murder of a genera-

tion . . . for what? Because we were the most sincere communists? I

don't understand.\" His conclusion: \"Long live communism. Long live

the construction of socialism. Long live the Communist Party.,,33

Khvylovyi's death made a bad situation worse: informers in the

Budynok \"Slovo\" told their OGPU minders that the \"'riter's remain-

ing
friends looked upon his suicide as an \"act of heroism.\" Others

complained bitterly
that there could be no protests during his funeral,

because the party would \"control all speeches in advance.\" The

informers' conclusion: \"Anti-Soviet elements from academic research
institutes and the Ukrainian

intelligentsia
are

using the death of Khvy-

lovyi as a new occasion for counter-revol utionary plotting.\" More

arrests followed; among the new victims was Oleksandr Shumskyi. A
few months later a party journal lumped Khvylovyi, Shumskyi and

Skrypnyk together: all of them wanted to \"break Soviet Ukraine away

from the USSR and turn it into an imperialist colony.\"34

By then, the purge of Skrypnyk's Commissariat of Education was
well underway. The gr()und 11ad been

prepared back in 1927, when

an OGPU investigation into their political vie\"'s had concluded that
teachers, like collective farnl workers, \"'ere hiding their \"anti-Soviet

views\" behind a facade of support for the state.
\037'5

During
the SVU tri-

als of 1929 and 1930 thousands were accused of counter-revol
utionary

conspiracy.

\037h

Rur after Skrypnyk's resignation and suicide the system-
atic sacking of Ukrainian teachers.

professors
and education bureau-

crats progressed to its logical c()nclusion. In 1933 all the regional heads
of education departments were fired, along with the vast majority
()f local e(lucation bureallcrats. Some 4,000 Ukrainian teachers were

named as \"class-hostile enemies.\" Out of twenty-nine directors of

pedagogical institutes, eighteen were dismissed.

37

Across the republic

anyone with any conceivable link to nationalism--or anyone with an)))
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imaginary link to anything that
n1ight

resemble nationalisll1-lost his

job. Many were subsequently arrested.

By any standard the nun1ber of victims was very large: in the course

of t\\\\'O
years,

1932 and 1933-the years of the falnine-the same Soviet
secret police responsible

for
overseeing

the hunger in the countryside

would arrest nearly 200,000 people in the
repul)lic

of Ukraine.
38

But

even this figure, as large as it is, underrates the catastrophic impact

of this targeted purge on specific institutions and branches of society,

especially education, culture, religion
and

publishing. In essence, the

200.000 represented an entire generation of educated, patriotic Ukrai-
nians. In the Ukrainian context this 1932-3 purge was similar in scale

to the \"Great Terror\" of 1937-8. which eradicated most of the Soviet

leadership and \\\\lould take many Ukrainian victims toO.
39

During the crucial years 1932-3 whole institutions-the Polish

pedagogical institute, a German secondary school-were shut down

or else cleansed entirely of
faculty

and staff:\037o University faculties and

publishing houses were shut down. Forty staff employed by
the Ukrai-

nian National Library were arrested as \"national-fascist wreckers.,,41

All the remaining departments of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

were liquidated:[! The Ukrainian Academy of Agricultural Sciences

lost between 80 and 90 per cent of its presidium. Other organizations

similarly wiped
out in 1933 included the editorial board of the Ukrai-

nian Soviet Encyclopedia, the Geodesic Administration, the Cinema

Studio, the Chamber of Weights and Measures, the Institute of Soviet

Law in Kharkiv and many others. Two hundred \"nationalistic\" Ukrai-

nian plays were banned, along
with a couple of dozen \"nationalistic\"

Ukrainian translations of w()rld classics.4-\037

Particularly poignant
was the fate of the pedagogical institute in

Nizhyn, Chernihiv province, whose
origins

dated back to the early

nineteenth century, and whose graduates included Nikolai Gogol.
In the second half of 1933 a special Central Committee commission

investigated the institute and \"uncovered\" a vast web of suspicious

elements residing in its classical buildings. The findings were omi-

nous: the institute's journal was said to be full of danger()us examples

of nationalism, the
professors

were propagating
the now unaccept-

able works of Hrushevsky, the researchers were idealizing the Cos-

sack leaders of the past. The chair of the Soviet history department

had ignored the role of class struggle in Ukrainian history, and was)))
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forced to publicly retract his views; the chair of the economics depart-

tnent had sUPI)orte(1 an \"anti-I.Jeninist\" theory of economic crisis.

After abs()rbing this
report,

the local party cell dismissed the heads

of many departtllents-inclucling the departments of
biology, history

and economics-and cl()sed the institute's museum and journal. The

Nizhyn institllte survived, but was renamed and repopulated with

completely different teachers.\"'''

()thers took the hint.
Although

the Ukrainization policy
continued

to exist on paper, in practice the Russian language returned to domi-
nance in both higher educati(Jn and public life. Millions assumed that

any association with Ukrainian
language

or history was toxic, even

dangerous, as well as \"back wards\" and inferior. The
city government

of Donetsk dropped its use of Ukrainian; factory newspapers that had
been

publishing
in Ukrainian switched to Russian.\"

s
The universities

of Odessa, which had
recently adopted Ukrainian, also went back to

teaching in Russian. Ambitious students openly sought to avoid study-

ing Ukrainian, preferring to be educated in Russian, the language that
h d

.. 4t.
gave t em greater access an more career opportunItIes.

Some now feared to use Ukrainian at all. The director of the fine

arts academy in Odessa, \\\\,hich taught most of its courses in Ukrainian,

put it most clearly: \"After the
Skrypnyk affair, everyone switched back

to Russian fearing that other\\\\,ise they would be labeled a Ukrainian

nationalist.\"\"7 Similar forces engulfe<.i the local museums, as well as
the little

J)eriodicals
devoted t() regional studies antI Ukrainian history.

M()st lost their funding. and
they began

to (-Jisa\037)pear toO.
4M

A similar wave of rel)ressi()n washe(-J over the (:hurch. The Ukrai-
nian Aut()ce(lhal()lls ()rth()(I()x (\037hurch, estahlishe(-J in 1921 as an

inllepen(lent branch of ()rth()(1oxy. hall already been
badly

weakened

during the S\\,'U trials ()f 1929, \\vhen many of its leaders had been

arrestetl anti c()ntlenlned. In FeLJrllary 193(), at the height of the peas-
ant rebellion. the USSR ha(1

adt)Jlted
its decree ()n \"the fight against

new c()llnter-revoluti()nary elenlents in governing bo(iies of the reli-

gious
uni()ns\" antI, as notecl, 11r()lnoted the theft of bells and icons as

well as the a r res t s () f
11

r i est s.

Hetween 1931 antI 1()36 thousands of churches-three-quarters of
those in the country-ceased to function

altogether. Many would be

physically clem()lished: Lletween 1934 and 1937 sixty-nine churches)))
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were destroyed in Kyiv alone. Both churches and
synagogues

were con-

verted to other uses. The buildings, hungry peasants \\vere told, were

needed to serve as \"granaries.\" The result was that
by

1936 services

took place in only 1 ,116 churches in the entire Ukrainian
Republic.

In

many large provinces-Donetsk, \\tinnytsia, Mikolaiv-there were no

Orthodox churches left at all. In others-Luhansk, Poltava, Kharkiv-

there was but a single church in use. 49

The city of Kyiv also suffered. Because many Kyiv buildings were

associated with
past

moments of national triumph, they too became

the focus of the anti-national assault in the aftermath of the famine.

In its professional journal the Architects' Union of the USSR criti-

cized the city's architecture for embodying \"class hostile ideology.\" A

special government commission was created to carry out the socialist

reconstruction of Kyiv; Balytsky and Postyshev both
participated.

50

By 1935 the committee had approved a Ugeneral plan\" for the city,

which would turn \"a city of churches and monasteries into an archi-

tecturally complete,
real socialist center of the Soviet Ukraine. usl

Only a few years earlier the Ukrainian
Academy

of Sciences had

proposed creating a historical preservation zone, a \"Kyiv Acropo-
lis\" in the most ancient part of the city. But in 1935 the

city
instead

destroyed
dozens of architectural monuments, including Orthodox

and Jewish cemeteries as well as churches and ecclesiastical struc-

tures. The graves and monuments of literary and
political personali-

ties from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries disappeared

from Kyiv too. 52

Allegedly, Postyshev believed that this vandalism

would help the party combat the bourgeois nationalism
inspired by

this \"historical junk.
,,53

The destruction of the buildings was accompanied by
an attack on

the people who understood them best: a whole generation of art histo-

rians and curators. People who had dedicated their lives to the causes

of art and knowledge met horrifying ends. Mykhailo Pavlenko of the

Kyiv painting galIery
was arrested in 1934 and shot in 1937, after three

years spent living in exile. Fedir Kozubovsk
yi,

director of the Institute

of the History of Material Culture in Kyiv, was shot in 1938; before

that, he was driven to such despair during his interrogation that he

asked for poison to alIeviate his suffering. Pavlo Pototsky, an art col-

lector who had donated his paintings
to the Historical Museum, was)))
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arrested at age eighty-one. He died of a heart attack inside the Luby-

k h
\302\267
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1rIS ()n.

Once the people and the monuments were out of the way, the attack

on their b()oks foll()wed. ()n 15 December 1934 the authorities pub-

lished a list of banned authors, decreeing that all their hooks, for all

years and in all languages,
must be removed from libraries, shops, edu-

cational institutions and warehouses.
Eventually,

four such lists \"'ould

be published, containing w()rks by Ukrainian \"'riters, poets, critics,

historians, sociologists,
art historians, anti anyone else \",h() had been

arrested. In other words, the extermination (Jf the intellectual class was

accompanied by the extermination of their words and id\037as.'i'5

Finally,
the new cultural establishlTIent attacked the Ukrainian lan-

guage itself, starting with Skrypnyk's dictionary,
the fruit of so much

careful collaboration: it relied too much on pre-revolutionary sources,
it

neglected
new revolutionary, \"Soviet\" \"'ords, it included language

components that had a \"class
enemy

character.\" Its authors represented

the \"language theory of bourgeois nationalism,\" they \"continued the

tradition of the Union for the Liberation of Ukraine (S\\'UI,\" they had
to be purged

fr()m their various institutions. !vlany \\vere arrested, later

murdered. 16

The abolition of the dictionary let) to linguistic changes in official

and academic documents, in literature and school textbooks. The

Ukrainian letter
\"g\" (r) was drolll)e(J, a change that Inade the lan-

guage seem \"closer\" to Russian. Foreign \"'orrIs \",'ere given Russian

forms insteat) of Ukrainian ()nes. Ukrainian
11eri()dicals

received lists

of \"words not to be useli\" an(1 \",vortis to he used,\" with the former

including Ill()re \"Ukrainian\" \\\\'oros, all() the latter s()un<.ling ITIOre Rus-

sian. Some of these changes w()ulci be reversed again, in 1937, when

the \"Great Terr()r\" led t<) the arrest ()f the relllaining Ukrainian lin-

guists, inclu{ling th()se wh() ha(i enf()rcet) the 1934 changes. By the

en<l of the (leca(lc cha()s reigned, as the
lillguist C;c<)rge Shevelov has

.

wrItten:)

Teachers were cOllfuseJ an(1 frightenell, antI stu<Jents \\vere hewil-
Jerc(1. N()t t() foll()w the Ilew trell(J \\\\'as crinlinal, but to follow

it was imll()ssihle, because ()f the lack ()f inforillation. Instability

seemerl to be an inherent feature f)f the Ukrainian language, in)))
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contr3st t(> Russian, which suffered no upheaval of any kind. The

alreacly damaged prestige of Ukrainian sank further.)7)

The situation \\vould be stabilized somewhat after Nikita Khrushchev

became the first
party secretary in Ukraine in 1939. But by then the

experts were iml)risoned or dead; neither their books nor their care-

fully produced grammars \\vere ever revived in Soviet Ukraine.)))



CHAPTER TEN)

F amine Decisions, 1932:

The Searches and the Searchers)

I'm no longer under a spell, I can see nou' that the

kulaks
u'ere human beings. But why was my heart so

frozen at the time? When such terrible things u'ere

being done, uJhen such
J.uffering

uJas going on all

around me? ,4nd the truth is that I truly didn't think

of them as human beings. uThe),'re not htlman
beings,

they're kulak trash \"-that's tt/hat I hea,-d again and

again, that\037\\ uJhat everyone kept repeating. . \302\267)

\\Yasily Grossrnan, /:'l'el)'thing Flou'J, 1961
1)

LON G B E FOR E C () L LEe T I V I Z :\\ T I 0 s began,

the phenomenon of the violent
eX\037lropriator-a

man \\\\\037h() brandished

a gun, spouted slogans an(l (len1andeJ food-\\\\'3s familiar in Soviet

Ukraine. Such men ha(l
all11eared

in 191 Hand 191 (), lo()king for grain
to feed their armies. They hall appeared again in 192(), when the Bol-

sheviks returned t()
po\\ver. They C3111e l)ack in 1928 an(l 1 <)2(J, as a new

wave of food shortages 11egan. I n the winter ()f 1932-3 they \\\\\037ere back

again, but their behaviour had change(J.

Unlike the ()ther 111casures ailllecl at Ukraine in 1932-3, no \\\\\037ritten

instructions goverl1ing the bel1aviour ()f activists have ever been found.

Perhaps they were not put t()
paper,

or perhaps they were destroyed

along with other archival materials from Ukraine in this
period, which,

at the provincial and district level, are far
sparser

than th()se from the

same period in Russia. Nevertheless, a rCll1arkably consistent oral his-)))
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tory
record sho\\vs a sharp change in activists' behaviour on the eve of

the Holodomor.
That \\\\tinter the teanlS ()perating in villages all across Ukraine began

to search not just for
grain

but for anything and everything edible.

They were specifically equir}ped t() do so with special tools, long metal

rods, sometimes tOllped by hooks, that could be used to prod any sur-

face in search of grain. The (leasants had many different names for

these instruments, calling thell1 iron wires, cudgels, metal sticks, sharp
sticks, rods, lances, sllears

ancl spokes:\037 Thousands of witnesses have

described ho\\\\'
they

\\-\\'ere used to search ovens, beds, cradles, walls,

trunks, chimneys, attics, roofs and cellars; to pry behind icons, in bar-

rels, in hollow tree trunks, in
doghouses,

down wells and beneath piles

of garbage. The men and \\\\90men who used them stopped at nothing,

even tra\\\\,ling through cemeteries, barns, empty houses and orchards.
3

Like the requisitioners of the past, they were looking for
grain.

But

in addition they also t()ok fruit from trees, seeds and vegetables from

kitchen gardens-beets, pumpkins, cabbages, tOlnatoes-as well as

honey and beehives, butter and milk, meat and sausage:'
Olha Tsym-

baliuk remembered that the brigades took \"flour, cereals, everything

stored in pots, clothes, cattle. It was impossible to hide. They searched

with metal rods. . . they searched in stoves, broke floors and tore
away

walls.\"'; Anastasiia Pavlenko recalled that they took a bead necklace

from her mother's neck, assuming
it contained something edible.

6

Larysa Shevchuk saw activists take away beet and
poppy seedlings

that

her grandmother was cultivating to plant in her vegetable garden.
7

Maria Bendryk
from Cherkasy province wrote that the activists

\"came and took everything. They l()oked in kitchen storage tins, took

away one person's kieJney beans, another person's dried crusts.
They

shook them out an(1 t()ok thenl away.\"R In Kirovohrad province, Leo-

nid Vernydub saw the briga(le
take down three corn cobs that had been

hanging from the ceiling to dry, in
preparation

for use as seeds in the

following year. They also took \"kidney beans, cereals, flour and even

dried fruits for making compote.\"')

In Chernihiv province Mariia Kozhedub saw teams of
people

tak-

ing
not only the buckwheat soup, but the pot that it had been cook-

ing in. They also took \"milk, eggs, potatoes, chickens. . . they had iron

rods and used them t() search for hidden food. Those who were clever)))
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hid their f()(Jd in the forest; everything hidden in a house or barn could

b f

...

d
nlO

e oun .

In many places the activists also led away the cows that many fami-

lies had been allowed t() keep, even those who lived on collective farms,

since 193(). Sometimes this loss was remembered more vividly, and

with 1110res()rr()w, than even the {Ieaths (Jf people. A teenage peas-

ant girl wept and held on to the horns of her family cow as it was led

away.
I I

A father and son guarded their cow with guns and pitchforks
to prevent it from being

taken.'\037 \"Whoever had a cow could survive,\"

Hanna Maslianchuk from Vinnytsia remembered. Her
family

man-

aged to keep theirs, and lived; the neighbours did not have one, became

swollen from hunger and died.
13

Unable to get or purchase fodder,
families made huge efforts to keep their co\\\\rs alive, even feeding them

thatch from their own roofs. I\"

The activists took other kinds of livestock too, including pigs and

poultry, and sometimes
dogs

and cats. In Kyiv province Mykola

Patrynchuk saw activists take \"all our food. . . they even killed our dog

and put it dead on a cart.\"l\037
Many

other survivors speak of dogs being

taken or killed, so much so that the hunt for
dogs-perhaps

to stop

them from barking or biting-almost took on the aspect of a
sport:

\"I

can never f()rget, so l()ng as I live, how they drove their two vehicles,

each carrying eight to twelve men. . . they were riding with their
legs

hung over the sides, and with their rifles they went from yard to yard
to kill all the dogs. After this, when they had destroyed all the dogs,
they

started gathering all the fo()d . . .\"
It>

The activists also had instructi()ns to return, to surprise people in
or(ler t() catch them unaware and \\\\,ith their food unguarded. In many
places the

briga(les
canle Illore than once. f'amilies were searched,

an(1 then searched again to tnake sure that
nothing

remained. \"They

came three tinles,\" ()11C \\\\'Onlan renlcmbered, \"until there was noth-

ing left. Then they st()ppecl c()lning.\"li Brigades s()metimes arrived at

(jifferent tilllCS of (lay ()r
night, (Icternlined to catch whoever had food

red-handed. I/!

I f it happened that a bmily was eating a meagre dinner,
the activists sometimes took bread off the table.11} If it happened that

soup was cooking, they pulled it off the stove and tossed out the con-

tents. Then they (-)elllan(le(1 t() know how it was possible the family still

hac) s()lnething to pllt in the
soup:\037()

People
who seemed able to eat were searched with special vigour;)))
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those who weren't
starving

were
by definition suspicious. One sur-

vivor remembered that her family had once managed to
get

hold of

some flour and used it to bake bread during the night. Their home was

instantly visited by a brigade that had detected the noise and sounds
of cooking in the house. They entered by force and grabbed the bread

directly out of the oven:\0371 Another survivor described how the brigade
\"watched chimneys from a hill: when they saw smoke, they went to

that house and took whatever was being cooked.\"22 Yet another fam-

ily received a parcel from a relative containing rice, sugar, millet and

shoes. A few hours later a brigade arrived and took everything except
the shoes:\0373

But the activists also learned, over time, to identify the places where

peasants might hide food. Because many peol1le buried their grain in

the ground, brigades began looking for
signs

of fresh digging, using

their iron rods to poke into the earth. 24

One survivor remembered that

her mother put some millet in a bag, hid it
up

a chimney, and covered

it with cement. But the cement was new, and so the millet was dis-

covered. A neighbour, meanwhile, hid flour beneath her baby's cradle,
but that too was found: \"She was crying and begging them to leave it

because the baby would die of
hunger, but they, the crucifiers, took it

II h
,,15

ate same.
...

Even when not out on raiding parties, the brigades and their lead-
ers collected information about food and who might have it. Inform-

ers were recruited to help out the activists. In some villages special

boxes were set up where people could deposit anonymous confessions

or information as to the whereabouts of their neighbours' hidden

grain:\0376
Hanna Sukhenko remembered that it was \"popular\" to inform,

because when a
person

found someone else's food, he or she was given

up to a third of it as a reward.
27

Local civil servants were expected to

contribute too. Ihor
Buhaievych's family

survived in Poltava province

because his mother, who had found work in Leningrad, regularly sent
home

packages
of dried bread crusts. But the packages attracted the

suspicion of the post office boss, who came to the house accompanied

by an activist to find out what was in them. The activist confiscated

half of the bread crusts.28

Others were secretly paid: Halyna Omelchenko remembered a local

man, deployed as a
spy,

who watched her family closely and provided

information about their behaviour to the authorities.29

Mykola Mylov)))
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remernbered a neighb()ur who came one day and looked around his

house. The f()llowing day activists arrived and confiscated his food.

Mylov
asked the neighbour whether he had informed on him: \"Of

course it was Inc:, do you think I am afraid to confess? I have n()w

received two sacks of wheat, my six children will not go hungry.\"J()

There were Illany sill1ilar examples of how starvation was used to

make
peasants complicit.

The brigades als() asked f()r money. All peasants were still subject to

the 1929 law, which instructed them to pay fines of up to five times the

value of grain that they could not produce. Inhabitants of blacklisted

villages
were meant to hand over their savings too. Collecting these

sums had long been a
problem:

in his diary for December 1932, Lazar

Kaganovich, Stalin's close associate in Ukraine, noted that the indi-

vidual farlners in Ukraine had been fined 7.8 million rubles, but that

only 1.9 million had been collected. \\'Ias C:hubar had
weakly argued

that this was because they had \"nothing to sell.,,31 But in the autumn of

1932 auctions of furniture and other goods were arranged so that peas-
ants could

pay
these sums: \"When a peasant paid the tax, then another,

bigger tax was
put on him. Father could not pay this additional tax, so

an auction was called. . . a storehouse, a shed were sold. u_,2

Sonletimes

these demands had little to do with past payments: in one
village any-

one who had relatives in the United States was asked to hand over the

money they
were presuilled to have received fronl abroad.3\037

During searches for both food and nloney, violence was
frequently

used. One WOlllan fr()m C:hernihiv province remernbered:)

During the search, the activists asked \\\\.rhere was our golt) anli our

grain. M()ther replied that she haci neither. She was tortured. Her

fingers were 11Ut in a {)()(Jr and the (Io{)r \\\\'as cl()sed. Her fingers

hr()ke, 111()()(.lran, she I()st consci(Jusness. Water was
110ured

over

her hearl, an(1 she was ttJrture(1 again. They beat her, put a needle

II n (I e r her fi n
g ern a i Is. . .

\037..)

Two sisters fr()ln Zhyt()lllyr pr()VlnCe \\\\,itnessed a silnilar attack on
their father:)

()ur father Ilitl three huckets ()flJarley in the attic antI ()ur Inother
stealthily

rna(le
porridge in the evening to keep us alive. Then)))
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somebody
must have denounced us, they took everything and

brutally beat our father for not
giving up that barley during the

searches. . . they held his
fingers

and slalllmed the door to break

them, they swore at him and kicked him on the floor. It left us

numb to see him beaten and sworn at like that, we were a proper

family, always spoke quietly in our father's presence. . .31)

In
\\rinnytsia province a blacksmith was brought to the village commit-

tee after
stealing

wheat ears to feed his three children: \"they beat him,
tortured him, twisted his head completely back to front and threw him

down the stairs.\"3b In
Dnipropetrovsk province men were held inside

hot stoves until they confessed to hiding grain.

37

As during collectiv-

ization, peasants found concealing food were robbed of their remain-
ing possessions,

evicted from their homes, and thrown into the snow

without any clothes. 3M

Imprisonment
was another tool. In one village peasants who could

not come up with any grain were thrown into the \"cooler\" by the chair-

man of the village soviet. The \"cooler\" was
simply

the back room of the

village hall, with no beds or benches-and no food. Peasants simply

sat there on the ground, hungry, unless their relatives could
help

feed

them. \"Men and women were kept there together; they all lay side
by

.

d h
,,39

SI e on t e stra w. -

Some recalled that, in addition to taking the food, brigades went
out of their

way
to spoil it. In Horodyshche-the blacklisted village

subjected to so much special attention-a survivor recalled that activ-

ists spoiled grain with water so that it turned black, sprouted, and
was then thrown into a local ravine. They also poured carbolic acid
onto salted fish, which the peasants ate anyway.40 Another family saw

that all the stolen food taken from their home was rendered useless

for human consumption: \"They had a
big

sack with them, and they

poured everything all together-seeds, flour, wheat-into that sack.

Only pigs
would be able to eat it, because everything was mixed.\"41

Most thought that this behaviour was simply a form of sadism: \"When

anything was discovered they scattered it on the floor and enjoyed the

sight of weeping children gathering grains of lentils or beans from the

d
. ,.4 )
Irt.

-

To ensure that starving peasants did not \"rob\"the fields of whatever

grain was growing in them, the brigade leaders also sent guards on)))
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horseback-usually villagers bribed to assist, with promises of food-

to watch the fields, or else set up watchtowers beside them, to ensure

that nobody stole anything
from them. Armed guards-again, many

were villagers-were placed in front of barns and other
places

where

grain
was stored. Now that there was so little food left, the 7

August

law against gleaners began to make a difference. In the late autumn

of 1932, \"we c()ntinued t() search for foo(J by gleaning wheat ears fronl

harvested fields,\"
one Poltava man remembered. UBut gleaning \"'as

prohibited, and we were chased and
whipped by

overseers on horse-

back.\"4i People were punished for stealing frozen beets, sprouted grain,
even wheat from their own private plots.

44

Outside a sugar-beet factory

in Kyiv province bloody corpses lay unburied beside the
piles

of unpro-

cessed beets to warn off others wanting to steal them. 41

To prevent
their family from dying of hunger, some peasants sent

small children into the fields to hunt for leftover grain, hoping they

would escape notice. \"We children would run to the collective farm

stubble-field to gather up the stalks,\" remembered Kostiantyn Mochul-

sky, then
aged eight.

\"Mounted patrolmen would chase after the chil-

dren, slashing at them with rawhide whips. But I collected sorne ten

kilograms of grain.\"4h Some failed to evade the ()verseers. A
girl

from

Kharkiv province once succeedecl in quietly gathering some wheat ears,
but on the

way
home fr()m the helcls she Illet three young Komst)mol

members. They took her wheat and beat her \"S() severely that there

were bruises on my shoulders and lower
legs long

afterwards.
..47

Per-

haps she was lucky: an()ther survivor renlenlbered a young girl who
was shot 011 the spot for gleaning leftover potatoes.4\037

The possession and preparation of fOl>d, even the milling of grain,

became suspect. In (:herkasy pr()vince activists broke all the millstones

in the village of TYll1()shivka. The locals assunleti that this was

U

so that

there wOllld be 110 l)lace to grin<.i a handful of grain, even if there were

SOl1le left sf>mcwhere.
\"4

1 )

They
alscJ broke the millstl)nes in another

Cl1crkasy village, Stari Babany. The
\037)easants

there
thought their mill-

st()nes hatl beell hrc)ken in artier t(>
get

Illore money out of them, as

they woulll then have t(> take their grain to the collective farm and pay
if they wantc(i it tC) be

grollnd.\037o

As the weeks (lragge<.l on, just being alive attracted suspicion: if a

fall1ily
was alive, that 111eant it had f()ocl. But if they had food, then

they

sh()uld have given it u\037)-and if they hati failed to give it Ul', then
they)))
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were kulaks, Petliurites, Polish agents, enemies. A brigade searching
the home of

\037lykhailo Balano\\'skyi
in Cherkasy province demanded

to know \"how it is possible that no one in this
family has yet died?

\"'>1

A brigade searching through the roof thatch at the home of Hryho-
rii \03710roz in Sumy province faileli t() find any food and demanded to
know: \"With the

help of what do you live?\"'>.! With each passing day,
demands became angrier. the

language
ruder: Why haven't you dis-

appeare<.-j yet? Why haven't you dr()\037)pe(1
dead yet? Why are you alive

at all?';3)

Years and decades later, survivors found different ways of describing the

groups of men and a very fe\\\\l \\VOITIen who had come to their homes and

removecl their food, kno\\ving that they w()uld starve. In oral histories

the groups have sonletillles been described as uactivists,\" \"Komsomol,\"
\"confiscators\" or \"murderers\"; as an \"iron brigade,\" a \"red team,\" \"red

caravan\" or \"red broom\" that s\\\037/ept the village. Sometimes they were

called ko,nnezam}', after the
\"poor peasants'

committees\" set up in 1919,

and often their rnenlbers \\\\'ere
komnezamy

veterans. Special brigades

were called \"tugboats\"-bukJyrnykJ-because they were dragging the

village to\\vards the quota. Sometimes they are remembered, simply, as

uRussians,\" Uforeign\" or
hJewish.\"'54

In
practice, the brigades in the autumn of 1932 and winter of 1933

were almost
al\\\\'ays conlposites.

As in 1930, they often included mem-

bers frolTI different organizations: the local party leadership and the

pr()vincial government, the Komsomol, the civil service, the secret

police. This was deliberate. If all the institutions in the countryside
participated,

then all bore some responsibility for the results. Their

membership frequently overlapped with the grain collection teams of

the past, and they often included some of the same activists who had

helped carry out collectivization, as well as lleople who had been mem-
bers of the

h

poor peasants' committees\" as far back as 1920.

But there were some differences. Their numbers were greater: on

11 November 1932 the Ukrainian C=()mmunist I)arty called for the cre-

ation of no fe\\\\'er than 1,100 new activist brigades by I Oecember-

that is, within three weeks. That was the first of what w()uld be several

attelnpts to increase the numbers ()f people declicated to enforcing
the requisitions policy.

As time went ()n, extra manpower would be

required not only to collect food but to protect fields and crops from)))
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starving peasants, to prevent people from entering train stations or

crossing
horders, and eventually to bury the dead.')')

Their task was als(> different from what it had been in 1930. These

new brigades were not carrying out an
agricultural

reform, or even pre-

tending to do so: they were taking food
away

from starving families, as

well as anything valuable that could have been exchanged
for food, and,

in some cases, any implements that could be used to prepare it. For that

reason their nature an(1 their motivation require closer examination.

Often, as in the past, there were at least one or two outsiders in an

activist gr()up, pe()I)le not originally from the village,
the province,

or even the republic. A handful of these were former
,\"Twenty-Five

Thousanders,\" about a third of whom had remained in the countryside
after 1930, working on collective farms, on machine tractor stations

or in the party bureaucracy.'i/)
But fresh activists were also deliberately

sent from outside the republic at this time. I n December 1932, Kaga-

novich visited Voznesensk in southern Ukraine and told a
group

of

party activists that they were not tough enough: ..A Ukrainian saying
has it that 'you should twist, but not overtwist.'\" But they have decided

\"not to twist at all.\" The goal, he eXplained frankly, was to put villages
in such a panic \"that the peasants themselves give away their hiding

places.
,,\302\253;7

That same month Kaganovich also sent Stalin a telegram complain-

ing about the
'.unreliability\"

of the Ukrainian members of the grain

collection brigades, and calling for Russians from the Russian Republic

to help. A month later the oreIer \\vas executed.
sM

One former activist

remembers first encountering Uyoung men, speaking Russian\" in the

village
of

Krupoclerentsi. They \\vere there, he was told, because \"the

authorities did not trust the local party activists to do the job.\"c;9
S(>llle of the outsi(iers were

\"foreign\"
in a different sense. Although

they were activists, stlldents (lr teachers from Ukrainian universities,
they seeme(J, as (luring collectivization, like foreigners to the peasants.
S()Ille were c()llectivizatil)n veterans, but many of them had come to

the c()llntrysicle f()r the first tilne in 1932and 1933,
ignorant

of what

they w()ulcl tinll. Students at Kharkiv University were sent out on \"vol-

ur1tary\"
stints t<> help with grail1 collection in 1933, and were shocked

to (Jisc()ver the truth. \"Y()U look as if you've seen ghosts,\" the student
Vikt()r Kravchenk() sai{J to a friend who had just come back from the

P()ltava area. UI have,\" the man responded, and turned his gaze away.60)))
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Kravchenko himself \\\\rent to the countrysicle soon afterwards-he
was told that village authorities needed an \"injection of Bolshevik

iron\"-and quickly saw the gap between propaganda and reality.
The \"kulaks\" were not rich, they were starving. The countryside was
not wealthy, it was a wasteland:

\"Large quantities of implements and

machinery, which had once been cared for like so many jewels by their

private owners, now lay scattered under the open skies, dirty, rusting

and out of repair. En1aciated CO\\\\'S and h()rses, crusted with manure,

wandered through the yard. Chickens, geese and ducks were digging
in Hocks in the unthreshed grain.

\"td

At the time Kravchenko did not protest. As he eXplained years
later, he had, like the

T\\\\Tenty-Five Thousanders before him, deliber-

ately allowed himself to succumb to a forln of intellectual blindness.

Kravchenko spoke for n1any \\vhen he described it: \"To
spare your-

self mental agony you veil unpleasant truths from view
by half-closing

your eyes-and your n1ind. You make panicky excuses and shrug off

knowledge
with words like exaggeration and hysteria.,,62 The lan-

guage of the propaganda also
helped

mask reality:)

We communists, among ourselves, steered around the subject; or
we dealt with it in the high-flown euphemisms of party lingo. We

spoke of the \"peasant front\" and \"kulak menace,\" \"village social-

ism\" and \"class resistance.\" In order to live with ourselves we had

to smear the reality out of recognition with verbal calTIouflage.
63)

Like Kravchenko, Lev Kopelev also joined one of the grain confis-
cation

brigades
in December 1932. Having participated in collectiv-

ization, he was mentally prepared. At the time he was a journalist of

sorts, writing articles for a Kharkiv factory newspaper. U
p()n

arrival in

Myrhorod, in Poltava province, he gave evening lectures to the peasants,
\"mustachioed men in fur jackets, in grey caftans, young lads dreamily
indifferent or sullen with contempt.\" r:very other

day
he and some c()l-

leagues put out a newsletter, containing \"statistics on the grain delivery,

reproaches
to the unconscientious peasants, curses to the eXI)osed sabo-

teurs.\" But the agitation quickly failed, an(1 the searches 11egan.

Teams made up of several young collective farmers, the
village

Soviet and Kopelev himself would \"search the hut, barn, yarel an(J

take away all the stores of seed, lead away the cow, the h()rse, the pigs.\)
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They would take anything valuable as well: icons, winter coats, car-

pets, money. Although the women \"howled hysterically\" clinging to

their family heirlooms, the searches continued. Hand over the grain,

the activists told them, and eventually you will get it all back. Kopelev

hinlself found the task \"excruciating,\" but he also learned that constant

repetition
of hateful propaganda helped him steel himself to the task

at hand: \"I
persuaded myself, explained to myself. I mustn't give in

to debilitating pity. We were realizing historical necessity.
We were

performing our revolutionary duty. We were obtaining grain for the

socialist fatherland. For the
five-year plan.\"64

Propaganda also helped persuade many activists to thrnk of the peas-
ants as second-class citizens, even second-class human beings-if they

were even human beings at all. Peasants
already

seemed alien to most

city-dwellers. Now their deep poverty and even their starvation made
them unlikeable, inhuman. Bolshevik i{ieology implied they would

soon disappear. The French writer Georges Sinlenon, \\vho visited

Odessa in the spring of 1933, was told by one man that the ma/heureux,
the \"unfortunates\" that he saw begging for food in the streets, were not

to be pitied: \"Those are kulaks,
peasants

who have not adapted to the

regime. . . there is
nothing

for them but to die.\" There was no need for

pity: they would soon be
replaced by tractors, \\vhich could do the work

of ten men. The brave new worl(] would not have sllace f()r so many
useless people.

65

This sentiment also founti an ech() in Andrey Platonov's absurdist

play ab(Jut the famine, FOllrteen Little Red HutJ (1933). \"What use are we

t() the state like this,\" one starving character says t(} another: UThe State
would he better off if there were sea here, not

peo\0371Ie.
At least the sea

has fish in it.
nh()

IJlaton()v's
language reHected what he found in the

official press. All through the
previ()us

two years these unc()uth, illiter-

ate, back ward anJ ultinlately redllndant inhabitants ()f the
c()untryside

had been firmly and repeatedly accused ofbl()cking the pr()gress of the

f()rward-Ic)()king pr()letariat.
Over and ()ver again Soviet newspapers

ha(i eXplained that f()()()
shortages

in the cities were not caused by col-

lectivizati()n, hllt rather
by gree(ly peasants who were keeping their

pr()(iuce to themselves. Years later
K()11elev eXplained

to an interviewer:)

I was among th()se wh() believed that you had to shake up the
village

to
get it to give up the grain. . . That the villagers had no)))
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consciousness or awareness, that they were back ward. That they
care only about their

property,
that they don't care for the workers.

That they are not interested in the
general problems of the con-

struction of socialism and the fulfilment of the
five-year plan.

. .

This is what I was taught in school, in the Komsomol, that's
what 1 read in

newspapers and what 1 was told in meetings. All

young men thought like that.
67)

Like others in the party, he believed that \"the villagers were hid-
ing bread and meat.\" All around him, others were similarly hostile.

Kopelev paraphrased his generation's views like this: \"I am a real pro-
letarian and 1 don't have enough bread. And you, you country bump-

kin, you buckwheat sower, you don't know how to work but you've got

pork
fat in your pocket.\"68

The city party bosses who recruited activists to go into the
villages

relied on exactly the same sentiments. Advertisements for \"soldiers to

fight on the bread front\"
appeared everywhere in towns where there

were food shortages.
69

Activists
repeated the same language as they

carried out their food collections: \"They kept shouting that we had to

make up our quota: Go off and die, but Russia will be saved!,,70 In his

memoir Kopelev described how this poisonous language even infected
one of the

villagers,
a

young peasant woman, herself very hungry, who

voluntarily brought a kilogram and a half of wheat to feed the activist

brigade. \"That black-haired fellow said the workers were
very hungry,

their kids didn't have any bread. So I brought as much as I was able.

The last of my grain.\"7))

But the vast majority of members of the brigades
that searched villages for

food in 1932-3 were not outsiders. Nor were
they

motivated by hatred of

Ukrainian peasants, because they were Ukrainian peasants themselves.
More importantly, they

were the neighbours of the people whose food

they stole: local collective farm bosses, members of the village council,

teachers and doctors, civil servants, Komsonl01leaders, former members

of the \"poor peasants' committees\" from 1919, former participants in

de-kulakization. As in other historic
genocides, they were persuaded to

kill people whom they knew extremely \\-vell.

At the highest level these local activists were not considered to be

entirely trustworthy. The outsiders sent to assist them were partly there)))
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in order to make sure they did their
jobs. Frequently, they were told to

search not in their own villages but in neighbouring ones, where they

would not personally know the peasants whose food
they

were confls-

cating?\037 The fear that collection brigades would become too sympa-
thetic to their victims was often discussed by the Ukrainian leadership.

\"There is a need to change the members more often,\" Chubar observed

at one point, \"because
they quickly grow accustomed to the locals and

f

.

h
,,7\037

cover up
(Jr tern.

-

Both memoir and documentary evidence also shows that nlany local

activists refused t()
carry

out orders that they knew woul(J kill their

neighbours. Mykola Musiichuk, a Communist Party member in Vin-

nytsia since 1925, appointed to a grain collection committee in 1932,

lost his party card for refusing to take grain from peasants' private pots

and jars. Two days later he hanged himself.
74

In the village of Topo-

ryshche, Dmytro Slyniuk, the boss of the local collective farm, actually

took grain away from activists after they had already confiscated it, had

it milled, and then distributed the flour to starving peasants. He lost

his
job

for doing
so.i) In the village of Bashtanka, \\Tira Kyrychenko's

father was asked to join a
brigade

but refused. He was locked up for

three days, thert went to the
city

()f Mykolaiv
to look unsuccessfully for

work. Eventually he died of hunger. \\,Tira's brother \\\\'as nlade the same

offer: he too refused, was arrested and beaten so
badly

that he died

after being relcased.
7h

Years later peasants recounted ho\\\\' brothers and

fathers were exiled, executed or heaten for
refusing

to cooperate.
l ;

Yet many (Jid collaborate, in different
\\\\'ays

and at different levels,

and ()ut ofa 11lix of mf)tives. SonlC ha(i n() choice. One girl aged thirteen

j()ine(1 a briga{le (Iirectly fr()ln her school classrt)()m; activists arrived,

ordered her t(J conle \\vith thelll, and took her to carry out searches.She
had no chance to tell her parents and spent a \\veek carrying out orders,
searching for

grain.

7H

She alld others like her believed they had no choice, or were afraid

that refusal woul(1 nlcan arrest ()r even death. The majority of the thou-
sands

()fl()ng ()ris()n sentences hantied out to Ukrainian communists at

that tilne were f()r
l)eol)le

wh() had t\037\\iled, son1etilnes deliberately, to

put pressure ()n their neighb()urs to give up all their food. By the tirne

of the grain collccti()ns, Balytsky's IJurge of the Ukrainian Comillunist
Party

ha(J heglln, an(lleaders at every level knew that they were at risk
of arrest and exccllti()n. The party trials were discussed openly in the)))
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newspapers. The names of those arrested were printed in the party
bulletins that were sent out to the

village
and district

party offices.
79

Nobody with any links to the party wanted to share their fate.

Fear was reinforced by memories of past violence. Almost every-
one in Ukraine had been brutalized

by successive waves of political

change. Except for the very youngest, all of them remembered the

pogroms
and mass murders during the civil war just thirteen years

earlier. Everyone recalled the more recent cruelty of de-kulakization

as well.l!O Many had already exercised power over their
neighbours,

and
they knew what was to be gained from it. The leader of

Kopelev's

brigade, Bubyr, \\\\'3S the consumptive son of a landless peasant who had
been

\"orphaned early.\" Bubyr had participated in punishment squads

during the revolution, worked for the Komsomol since 1921, taken

part in collectivization and de-kulakization, and clearly enjoyed the

power he had to threaten his neighbours. Matvii Havryliuk, a member

of the \"poor peasants' committee\" in the
village of Toporyshche, had

been part of a brigade in 1921, \"collecting bread from kulaks,\" as he

later told a court, and working to \"organize poor peasant
masses.\" He

had taken an active role in de-kulakization, was an agitator for col-

lectivization, and an enthusiastic participant in the house searches that
led to the famine. He knew well the

people he was starving to death

but he felt no empathy for them: \"I had nothing in common with the

kulaks, and the proof can be found in the fact that they have always
b

.
,,81

een against me.

As the peasants began to starve in the winter and spring of 1933,

hunger became the most important motivator of all. In a devastated

world, where food was scarce and possessions were few, desperate peo-

ple confiscated their neighbours' food in order to eat it. Often it was

hard to distinguish the behaviour of the
brigades

from that of criminal

gangs. \"They robbed everyone and lived well,\" remembered
Maryna

Korobska from Dnipropetrovsk province: \"They wore what they had

stolen from people, and ate our food.\"82

Even those who didn't openly steal hoped to gain some advantage.
As noted, informers had an expectation of reward. In some districts,

activists received a percentage of what
they

collected outright.
The

2 December law on blacklists contained an order to \"issue a directive

on bonuses to activists who find hidden grain.\"R3 A decision from the

Dnipropetrovsk provincial
council in February 1933 recommended)))
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that brigade members be given\" I 0-15
per

cent\" of what they collected

outright, and other provinces issued similar instructions.x4

Everyone

knew that working with the party might bring with it access to food or

t() ration cards, ()r t<) ()ther people who had them. Kateryna laroshenko,

also from
Dnipropetrovsk province,

survived the famine because her

father was a l)arty leader wh() ha(-J access to a special Communist Party

shop providing grain and sugar.
Wi

The highest party officials also had

ration cards, which enable(j them to make purchases that were
impos-

sible for ()thers. Privileges were also extended to their children.. as those

less fortunate remernbered: \"There was a special scho()1 for the chil-

dren of the bosses. There was a canteen inside. . . breat,htaking smells

spread from that kitchen, I
wept

because of them, with such tears!\"X(,

Others believed that they would receive food, but were deceived,

as one Poltava man remembered: \"Of those \"'ho went with rods and

searched for food, half died of hunger. They were promised they \\\\tould

get
food if they searched for food. They received nothing!\"!!; Another

survivor remembered that
brigade

members who stole food and kept

it in their homes were horrified when
they

too were searched. Activists

from one village would be sent to search the homes in another village,

and would not necessarily spare their fello\\\\' collab()rators.\037s Some of

the perpetrators were even met with violence frorn the neighbours they
had robbed. In the space of just three weeks in Decenlber 1932, nine
local officials were murderee) in Kyiv province alone; there were eight
other nlUr()er attempts.. ancl eleven cases of arson.. \\\\then peasants had

tried to burn down the honles ()f
brigade

merllbers.\0379 Even children

carried out small acts of revenge. The son of an activist in
Novopok-

rovka, Dniprollctr()vsk pr(1vince.. hid his loaves of \",hite bread from
the other children at his sch(J()I, but tl) no avail. He \\\\'3S beaten

up by

h
.

I
()O

IS C assnlates anyway.

As winter turned to spring, and the lack of food took its toll.. the vast

majority of peasants ceased t() fight hack. Even those who had rebelled

in 193() stayc(1 silent. The reas()n for this \\\\'as
\037)hysical..

not psychologi-

cal. A starving person is sinlllly too weak to
fight

back.
Hunger over-

whelms even the urge t() ()bject.)

Whether they were locals ()r outsi(iers, all those who carried out orders

to confiscate food did so with a sense of impunity. They may have felt

sonlC personal sense of guilt in the
years

that follo\\ved, or they may have)))
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been aware of the anger and despair of the peasants whom they left to

starve. But they were also certain that their actions were sanctioned at
the

very highest
le\\'els. Over and o\\'er again they had been told that their

starving neighbours \"'ere klilak agents, dangerous enemy elements. In

Novelnber 1932 the Ukrainian Comll1unist Party instructed its mem-

bers to repeat this language again. \"Simultaneously,\" while they were

using legal and
physical repression.

the party and its collection brigades
must act: UAgainst thieves, ruffians and bread thieves, against those who

deceive the l)roletarian state and the collective farmers. . . we must raise

the hatred t)f the collective farn1 rnasses, \\\\'e must ensure that the entire

mass of collective farn1ers denigrate these people as kulak
agents and

class enemies.,,4
1

\\Vith those instructions ringing in their ears, grain
collectcJrs not only di(J not fear Pllnishment for their behaviour, they

expected re\\vards.

The curious story ()f Andrii Richytskyi illustrates the problem very

\\\\'cll, for he is one of the very fe\\\\' exceptions to this rule. Richytskyi,

by the time he becanlc a district l)lenipotentiary, had already been a

participant in n1any of the intellectual and
political

movements of his

time. As a young man he hacf been
part of the 1919 peasant uprising,

operating \\vith one of the partisan groups, at least
according to his

police record. Later he was a Socialist Revolutionary, before seeing the

light and becoming an ardent cOlnmunist, though as a leader of the

Ukrainian Communist Party, one of the \"national communist\"
parties

that initially opposed the Bolsheviks. IJater still he was a
biographer

of

the f)oet Taras Shevchenko and the first translator of Karl Marx into
Ukrainian. In 1931, Richytskyi had participated in the orchestrated

attacks on Mykhailo Hrushevsky, '\037unmasking\"
the famous historian

as a bourgeois enemy ()f socialisn1.
C
)2

Despite
these efforts to ingratiate

himself with the regilne, Richytskyi's complicated history of
political

engagement made him a suspicious figure in the Ukraine of the
early

1930s, and in November 1933 he was arrested as part of the case against
the fictitious \"Ukrainian Military Organization.\"9.\037

Richytskyi's trial in March 1934 focused on his short career as a

grain c()llector and the leader ()f an activist brigade in Arbuzynka,

Mykolaiv province, fron1 December 1932 until the end of February

1933. The investigati()n into his activities during those three months

was thorough, running into hundreds of pages and more than
forty

witnesses. The court accused Richytskyi and ()ther local leaders, most)))
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notably I van Kobzar, secretary of the district party committee, of

counter-revolution, dist()rting
the party line, and deliberately using

excessive violence in order to create \"disaffection.\"

In fact, the (Iocumentation shows that Richytskyi, Kobzar and the

()ther l()cal lea(lers behaved no differently from thousands of other

communist officials in Ukraine in that same era. Richytskyi
had

been sent to Arbuzynka precisely because he already had a successful

track record as a grain collector in Vinnytsia province. Even before

that, in 1930, he had served as a grain collector in Ukraine's Moldovan

autonomous republic-onc of the places
that used brutal methods very

early-and received a medal for his efforts. Upon arri'val in his new

workplace, he immediately began to form a
brigade

that would force

the peasants of Arbuzynka to meet their targets as well.

His intenti()ns became clear on his very first night, as one farmer

testified. Richytskyi gathered the
village

leaders together
in a room,

closed the door, and \"started shouting that all the collective farmers

are Petliurites and we should beat them until the grain is gathered.\"
When some

objected,
he shouted again: \"Do you know who is speak-

ing to you? A member of the government,
a member of the Central

Committee, a candidate member of the Politburo.\" He then called for

the creation of a brigade, which would act differently from all others
before it: \"every house, after this brigade enters it, should require capi-
tal refurbishment. It should have no oven and no roof:'

Several local secret
\037)l)lice

informers and officers joined the brigade.

So did two well-known crinlinals, as was common practice; again, the

police
selected such people for their known ruthlessness. One of them

was Spyrydon Velychkl), who had been
expelled from one of the local

collective farms f()r theft in September 1932.
\\'elychko

was allowed

t() join the hrigade because he was willing to inform on his fellow

collective t:1rnlers and reveal where they had hidden their grain. He
unoersto(]{!that this was a qui(i pro quo, and in his case it worked: \"He
wasn't

forgotten llllring
the famine,\" according to the testimony. In

other words, he l-Jill not starve.

In the weeks foll()wing Richytskyi's arrival, the new Arbuzynka bri-

gade adde(i s()mc twists to the traditional methods of collecting grain.

They {ietained recalcitrant peasants in a cellar, sometimes for two or

three days, with little or no food.
They

beat them regularly, until they
revealccl the locati()n of their grain. They subjected

others to a form)))
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of public shaming: stripped
of their clothes, peasants were placed in

barrels and driven from village to
village

as
\"examples\" for others

not to follow. If neither of those methods worked, then
Richytskyi's

teanl resorted to even more spectacular punishments. After confiscat-

ing peasants' property-underwear, frying pans, shoes-they simply

destroyed
their houses altogether.

They used other kinds of violence and torture as \\\\'ell. (-)ne local

man described ho\\\\' Richytskyi's 111ethods \\vorke() in one case: \"After I

discovered four hiding places for grain at one farmer's place, I
brought

the man to the village council. Richytskyi beat him up, shouting 'Do
you kno\\\\', for hiding bread you \\vill be shot?' The man shouted back:
'I don't care, we will die anyway.'

..
On another occasion several brigade

members poured kerosene onto a cat, set it alight and threw it into

the cellar \\\\,here men, \"'omen and children were being held. Sexual

coercion was also used as a
weapon: one brigade Inember told several

women that in exchange for sex with hill1, they \"'ould not have to give

up their grain.
The accusations of abuse

appear to have been designed to blame the

violence, retrospectively, on rogue elements, to minimize the party's

role in these crimes. But Richytskyi had a strong defence: he had fol-

lowed clear orders-and had been c()nsistently rewarded for doing so.
In his

testimony
he eXplained that when he came to Arbuzynka he dis-

covered that the decrees of autumn 1932 had not actually been applied.
The local communists had not

begun
to confiscate all the peasants' food

or make them pay \"taxes\" if their grain quotas fell short.
They had not

evicted anyone from their homes. These were precisely the methods
that

Richytskyi
had used successfully in Vinnytsia, with the approval

of higher authorities, and upon arrival in
Arbuzynka

he had resolved

to repeat them.

Richytskyi also declared that Kaganovich himselfhad reinforced his

faith in these methods. On 24 December 1932, Richytskyi 311dKobzar,
the local

party leader, attended the meeting with Kaganovich in the vil-

lage of Voznesensk. The two men clearly heard this senior Soviet fig-

ure tell the assembled party officials that they were not tough enough.

They even heard the order, quoted previously, that their task was to

put villages into such a panic \"that the peasants thelnselves
give away

their hiding places.,,94 At that meeting-which ended at 4 a.m.-they

signed an agreement to collect 12,000 tonnes of grain by 1 February)))
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1933. Richytskyi testifie() that he had been
inspired by

this speech. It

persuaded him that the village should drop its old \"ineffective\"
grain

procurement
methods and a(lopt harsher techniques.

N()r was Kaganovich the only high-level party figure
to drive home

this Pl)int. In the second half of January a Ukrainian Politburo leader,

Volodymyr Zatonskyi, had visited Arbuzynka and was more than

satisfied with the brutal work of the brigade. Zatonskyi specifically

approved of their \"concentrated strikes\" on peasants, along with fines,

evictions and arrests. These were necessary to \"scare others.\" Richytsk yi

openly admitted that he had been inspired by this language to destroy
peasant

houses: \"I reckoned that for a greater effect, rhe houses that

were about to be confiscated should be ruined. So that people would

see this with their own
eyes.\"

Richytskyi's
trial was a curious one, not least because he made his

points forcefully,
sometimes over the objections of a prosecutor who

tried to dismiss his arguments. 1 t is not clear who ordered the inves-

tigation, or why it was allowed to
happen\037 generally speaking, it was

very rare for perpetrators of the famine to face any kind of retribu-

tion at all.
95

No doubt it happened for reasons related to
Richytskyi's

patchwork career, which drew the attention ofOGPU officers looking
for secret nationalists and closet counter-revolutionaries. He \\\\'as sen-

tenced to death in 1934.

Richytskyi's testimony nevertheless removes
any

doubt about the

prevailing moral atrnosphere at the tinle. Far from heing an outlier
or a criminal, he felt himself to be very much in the mainstream. He
and the ()ther

briga(le
menlbers had go()d reason to believe that the

party lea(Jership, at the
very highest levels, sanctioned extreme cruelty

and supported the removal of food and possessions from the
peasantry.

There was no misllnderstan(ling at all.)))



CHAPTER ELEVEN)

Starvation:
Spring and

Summer, 1933)

Hoell could we resist when we had no strength to go
outside?)

Mariia Dziuba, Poltava province, 1933')

Not one of them was guilty of anything;
but they

belonged to a class that was guilty of everything.)

Ilya Ehrenburg, 1934
2)

THE S TAR V A T ION 0 F a human body, once
it begins, always

follows the same course. In the first phase, the body
consumes its stores of glucose. Feelings

of extreme hunger set in, along

with constant thoughts of food. In the second
phase,

which can last

for several weeks, the body begins to consume its own
fats,

and the

organism weakens drastically. In the third phase, the body devours its

own proteins, cannibalizing tissues and muscles. Eventually, the skin

becomes thin, the
eyes

become distended, the legs and belly swollen as

extreme imbalances lead the body to retain water. Small amounts of

effort lead to exhaustion. Along the way, different kinds of diseases

can hasten death: scurvy, kwashiorkor, marasmus, pneumonia, typhus,

diphtheria, and a wide range of infections and skin diseases caused,

directly or indirectly, by lack of food.

The rural Ukrainians
deprived

of food in the autumn and winter)))
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()f 1 ()32 began
to experience all these stages of hunger in the spring

of 1933-if they had not
already

done so earlier. Years later some of

those who survived s(Jught t() describe these terrible months, in written

accounts and thousan(ls ()f interviews. For others who
managed

to live

thr()ugh this peri()(J, the experience was so awful that they were later

unable tt) recall anything ahout it all. (Jne survivor, a child ()f eleven

at the time, could remember things that caused sadness or disappoint-

ment before the famine, even trivial
things

such as a lost earring. But

she had no enl0tional memory ()f the famine itself, no horror and no

sorrow: uProbably, my feelings \"'ere atrophied by hunger.\"
She and

others have won(lerccl whether famine wasn't somehow deadening, an

experience that
suppressed

emotions and even memory later in life. To

some it seemed as if the famine had umutilated the immature souls of

h
.

ld
,,3

c I ren.-

Some searched for rnetaphors to describe what had happened. Teti-
ana

Pavlychka,
who lived in Kyiv province, remembered that her sis-

ter Tamara \"had a large,
swollen stomach, and her neck \\\\'as long and

thin like a bird's neck. People didn't look like people-they \"'ere more

like starving ghosts.\"\"
Another survivor relnembered that his n1()ther

\"looked like a glass jar, fillecl with clear spring water. All her body that

could be seen. . . was see-through and filled \\\\'ith \\vater, like a plastic

bag.\"\037
A third rernembered his br()ther lying (Jo\\vn, ualive but com-

pletely swollen, his body shining as if it \"'ere Inade of glass.\"6 We felt

\"giddy,\" another recalled: Ueverything was as if in a fog. There \\\\'as a

horrible pain in our legs. as if SOnle()ne were pulling the tendons out

of them. \"7

Yet another could not rid himself of the memory of a child

sitting, r()cking its
b()dy

uback and forth. back and forth,\" reciting one

d I

,. \" .

h I f
. U ,,\037

en ess s()ng In a a vOice: eat, eat, eat.

An activist froln Russia, ()ne of th()se sent to Ukraine to help execute

the confiscation policy, renlelllbered children too:)

All alike: their hea(ls like heavy kernels, their necks skinny as
a st()rk's, every bone In()vement visible beneath the skin on the

arlns and legs, the skin itselflike
yellow gauze stretched over their

skelet()ns. And the faces ()f thl)se chilclren \\\\'ere old, exhausted, as

if they had alrea(ly live(1 ()n the earth for
seventy years. Anti their

J C)

eyes,
L()r()!)))
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Some survivors specifically recalled the many diseases of starvation

and their different physical side effects. Scurvy caused people to feel

pain
in their joints, to lose their teeth. It also led to night-blindness:

people
could not see in the dark, and so feared to leave their homes

at
night.1O Dropsy\037dema---<aused the legs of victims to swell and

made their skin very thin, even transparent. Nadia
Malyshko,

from

a village in Dnipropetrovsk province, remembered that her mother
\"swelled up, became weak and looked old, though she was only 37. Her

legs were shining, and the skin had burst.\"11 Hlafyra I vanova from

Khmelnytskyi province remembered that people turned yellow and
black: \"the skin of swollen people grew chapped, and liquid oozed out
of their wounds.\" 12

People
with swollen legs, covered in sores, could not sit: \"When such

a
person

sat down, the skin broke, liquid began to run down their
legs,

the smell was awful and they felt unbearable pain.,,13 Children devel-

oped swollen bellies, and heads that seemed too heavy for their necks. 14

One woman remembered a girl who was so emaciated that \"one could

see how her heart was beating beneath the skin.,,15 M. Mishchenko
described the final stages: hGeneral weakness increases, and the sufferer

cannot sit up in bed or move at all. He falls into a drowsy state which

may last for a week, until his heart
stops beating

from exhaustion.\"lb

An emaciated person can die very quickly, unexpectedly, and many
did.

Volodymyr Slipchenko's
sister worked in a school, where she wit-

nessed children dying during lessons-\"a child is sitting at a school

desk, then collapses, falls down\"-or while playing in the
grass

out-

side.
17

Many people died while walking, trying to flee. Another sur-
vivor remembered that the roads leading to Donbas were lined with

corpses: \"Dead villagers lay on the roads, along
the road and paths.

There were more bodies than people to move them.\"IM

Those deprived of food were also liable to die suddenly in the act of

eating,
if they managed to get hold of something to eat. In the spring

of 1933,Hryhorii
Simia remembered that a terrible stench arose from

wheatfields close to the road:
hungry people

had crawled into the grain

stalks to cut off ears of wheat, eaten them and then died: their empty

stomachs could no longer digest anything.
19

The same thing happened

in the bread lines in the cities. \"There were cases when a person bought

bread, ate it and died on the spot, being too exhausted with
hunger.,,2o)))
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()ne survivor was tormente(1 by the
merTI()ry

of finding
some beets,

which he brought to his grandmother. She ate two of them raw and

c()()ke(1 the rest. Within 110urs she was (lead, as her body could not
cope

with digestion.
21

F()r th()se who remained alive, the physical symptoms were often

just
the beginning. The f)sychol()gical changes could be equally dra-

Inatic. Some spoke later of a upsych()sis
()f hunger,\" though of course

such a thing could not be defined or measuredY \"From hunger,

f)eoflle's psyches were rlisturbed. Common sense left them, natural

instincts faded,\" recalled Petro Boichuk.2\037 Pitirim S()rokin, who expe-

rienced starvation in the 1921 famine, remembered that after only a

week of food deprivati()n, UIt was very difficult for me to concentrate

for any length of time on anything but food. For short
periods, by

forc-

ing myself, I was able to chase away the
\037thoughts

of
hunger'

from

my consciousness, but they invariably returned and took possession of
it.\"

Eventually,
ideas about food Ubegin to multiply abundantly in the

consciousness, and they acquire a
diversity

and unl1recedented vivacity

often reaching the stage of hallucinations.\" Other kinds of thoughts
\"fade from the field of consciousness, become very vague and uninter-

esting.
,,24

Over and over, survivors have written and spoken about how per-
sonalities were altered

by hunger, and ho\\\\' norlnal behaviour ceased.

The desire to eat simply overwhelmed
everything

else-and familial

feelings above all. A woman \",ho had
al\\\\rays

been kind and gener-

ous abruptly changed when f()od began to run short. She sent her own

mother out of her house antI tol(i her to
g()

and live with another rela-

tive: uYou've lived with us f()r two weeks,\" she told her.. ulive Ylith him

an(1 do n()t be a bur(len to Iny cllildren.\"\037\"

Another surviv()r renlell1bered a young boy searching for extra

grain in a field. His sister ran to hilll and tol(l him to go home because

their father ha(-) died. The boy replied: UTo hell with hill1, I \\vant to

eat.,,2t> A woman told a neighbour that her youngest daughter was

dying, and so she had not given the little girl any bread. \"I need to try

to support myself, the children will die anyway.,,27 A five-year-old boy

whose father had died stole into an uncle's house to find something to
eat. Furi()us, the uncle's fall1ily locke(I hiln in a cellar where he died
as well. 2M

Faced with terrible choices, many made decisions of a kind
they)))
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would not previously have been able to in1agine. One wonlan told

her village that while she would
always

be able to give birth to other

children, she had only ()ne husbaneJ, ancl she wanted him to survive.

She duly confiscated the bread her children received at a local kin-

dergarten, and all her children died..\037l) A
couple put their children in

a deep hole and left then1 there, in order not to have to watch thenl

die. Neighbours hearli the children screaming, and they were rescued

and survived.;11 Another survivor remembered her mother leaving the
house in order not to hear a

Y()llnger sibling cry.31

Uliana Lytvyn, aged eighty at the till1e she was interviewed, remem-

bered these emotional changes, and eSIJecially the disappearance of

fan1ily feelings-Illaternal and paternal love-above all else: \"Believe

me, famine l11akes anirl1als, entirely stupefied, of nice, honest people.
Neither intellect nor consiJeration, neither sorrow nor conscience.

This is \\vhat can be done to kind and honest
peasant

farmers. When

sometimes I dreanl of that horror, I still cry through the dream.,,32

Distrust gre\\v too, and indeed had been growing since the beginning
of the collectivization and de-kulakization drives a few years earlier.

\"Neighbours ha(i been l11ade to spy on neighbours,\" wrote Miron Dolot:
hfriends had been forced to betray friends; children had been coached

to denounce their parents; and even family members avoided meeting

each other. The warm traditional hospitality of the
villagers

had dis-

appeared, to be replaced by mistrust and suspicion. Fear became our
constant

companion:
it was an awesome dread of standing helplessly

and hopelessly alone before the monstrous
power

of the State.,,33

Iaryna Mytsyk reillembered that families who had always left their

houses open, even during the years of revolution and civil war, now
locked their doors: \"Centuries-old sincerity and generosity did not exist

any more. It disappeared with hungry stomachs.,,34 Parents warned

their children to beware of neighbours whom they had known all their

lives: no one knew who might turn out to be a thief, a spy--or a can-

nibal. No one wanted others t(> learn how they had survived either.

\"Trust disappeared,\" wrote Mariia Doronenko: \"Anyone who got hold

of food, or who discovered a means of obtaining food, kept the secret to

themselves, refusing to tell even the closest family members.'>3'5

Enlpathy disappeared as well, and not
only among

the hungriest.

The desperation and hysteria of the starving inspired horror and fear,

even among those who still had enough to eat. An anonYITIous letter)))
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urban areas in order t()
beg,

or indeed any city-dwellers who could not

find anything to eat either. Anastasiia Kh., a chilel in Kharkiv dur-

ing the fanline, was taken by her father several tirnes to stand outside

a cafeteria to receive uneaten scraps of food-until a \"well-(-Jressed

man\"
eventllally scrcalne(l at thenl ancl told them to go away.3CJ

But

she also had the reverse experience. Once, having managed to buy a

loaf of bread. she was hurrying home with it. She was stopped by
a

peasant woman, carrying a baby, who begged her to share it. Thinking
of her

family, she hurried a\\vay: \"No sooner had I walked away than
the unfortunate \\\\rOlnan keeled over and died. Fear gripped my heart,
for it seemed that her \\\\,ide

0IJen eyes were accusing me of denying her

bread. They came and t()ok her baby away, which in death she con-

tinued to hold in a
tight grill. The vision of this dead woman haunted

me for a long time after\\varlis. I \\\\'as unable to sleep at night, because I

k
.

h b e ,,4()

ept seeIng er elore me.

In these circumstances the rliles of ordinary morality no longer made
sense. Theft froln

neighbl)urs, cousins, the collective farm, workplaces

became widespread. Among those who suffered, stealing was
widely

condoned. Neighbours stole chickens from other neighbours, and then

defended themselves however they could: u

People
locked their homes

from the outside in the daytinle and from the inside at night, one anon-

Ylll0US letter-writer conlplained to the Dnipropetrovsk province com-
mittee: \"There is no guarantee that someone won't break in, take your
last food and kill you, too. Where to seek help? The militia men are

h d d \"..\"')

ungry
an scare .

-

Anybody \\vho workecl in a state institution-a collective farm, a

school, an office-also st()lc whatever he or she could. People put grain
in their pockets,

shoved grain into their shoes, before walking out of

public buildings. Others
(lug

secret holes into wooden work imple-

ments and hid grain inside them.4.\037
People

stole horses-even from

militia headquarters-co\\vS, sheep and pigs, slaughtered them and

ate them. In a single
district of Dnipropetrovsk province, thirty horses

were stolen from collective farms in April and
May 1933; in another

district thieves stole fifty c()\\\\'s. In some places, peasants were report-

edly keeping their cows, if they had them, inside their houses at night.
4 -1

People
also stole seed reserves, which had of course been confiscated

from them and were now
kept

in storage
facilities. Often the quanti-

ties were small-collective farm workers were regularly caught fill-)))
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ing their pockets. But so widespread did this problem become that in

March 1933 the Ukrainian authorities issued a special decree instruct-

ing the OGPU, militia and activist teams to protect the seeds and pun-

ish those caught under the harsh law of7 August. Special mobile court
.

h
.

45

sessions were set
u\037)

to asten prosecutIon.

No one felt at all guilty anymore about stealing communal property.
()f his thefts during the famine period, one man wrote, \"At that time

we did not think that this was a big sin, nor did we remember that we

probably
killed someone by depriving them of food.\"46 Ivan Brynza

and his childhood friend, Volodia, stood outside a grain elevator and

joined the mad scramble every time some kernels fell to the ground:)

The sacks would rip apart, but the keen-eyed NK VD troops
would

immediately
surround the spot and shout: \"Don't you

dare touch socialist pr()perty!\" The
spilled grain

was put into new

sacks, but a dozen or so grains would
always

be left behind in

the dust. Hungry children would throw themselves onto the dust,
trying

to
scrape up as much of it as possible. But in that \"battle\"

those children would be beaten and crushed. Weak from hunger,

they never got up
from the ground.

47)

Sometimes the theft was on a much larger scale. In January 1933 an

inspection
of bread factories and bakeries in Ukraine revealed that

workers all across the
re()ublic

were hoarding bread and flour on a

massive scale, either for personal use or to sellon the black market. As

a result, virtually all of the bread available for sale in the official shops

was \"of bad quality,\" containing excessive amounts of air and
water, as

well as fillers-sawdust, other grains-instead of wheat. In some cases
the factories were c()ntrolled by \"crill1inal organizations\" that bartered

the bread in exchange for other kinds of food products. Account books

were also massaged ()n a massive scale to hide these trades.
48

This transfornlation of honest
pe()\037)le

into thieves was only the

beginning. As the weeks passed, the famine literally drove
people

crazy, \037)rov()king irrati()nal anger and more extraordinary acts of

aggression. \"The famine was horrible, but that was not the only thing,

people became so angry and wild, it was
scary to go outside,\" recalled

one survivor. A boy at the time, he remembered that a
neighbour's son)))
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teased other children with a loaf of bread and jam that his family had

procured. The other children began throwing stones at him, eventu-

ally beating him to death. Another boy died in the ensuing battle for

the loaf of bread.
4<.j

Adults were no better equipped to cope with the

rage brought on
by hunger:

one survivor remembered that a neighbour
became so angered by the sounds of his own children crying for food

that he smothered his baby in its cradle, and killed two of his other

children by slamming their heads against a \\vall.
Only

one of his sons

managed to escape.
50

A similar story was recorded by the secret police in Vinnytsia prov-
ince, where one farmer, unable to bear the thought of his children

starving to death, Hlit a fire in the stove and closed the chimney\" in

order to kill them: \037'The children
began to suffocate and cry for help

because of the fumes, then he strangled them with his own hands, after

which he went to the village council and confessed. . .\" The farmer

said he had committed the murders because Hthere was nothing to eat.\"

During
a subsequent search of his home, no food was found at all.s1

\\'igilantism
became widespread. Armed guards would shoot glean-

ers on sight, and anyone who tried to steal from a warehouse met with

the same fate. As the famine worsened, ordinary people
also took ven-

geance on those who stole. Oleksii Lytvynskyi remembered seeing a

collective farm boss pick up a boy who had stolen bread and slam his

head against
a tree-a murder for which he was never held respon-

sible.

52
Hanna Tsivka knew of a woman who killed her niece for steal-

ing a loaf of bread.
53

Mykola Basha's older brother was caught looking
for spoiled potatoes in the kitchen garden of a neighbour, who then

grabbed him and put him in a cellar filled with waist-high water.
54

Another survivor's aunt was stabbed to death with a pitchfork for steal-

ing scallions from a neighbour's yard.
55

Sometimes the vigilantism took hold of a whole group. At the \"New

Union\" collective farm in Dnipropetrovsk province a mob---including

the farm chairman, the local veterinarian and the accountant-beat a

collective farmer to death for stealing a jug of milk and a few biscuits.
56

When peasants from a nearby village stole a sheep from the collective

farm in Rashkova Sloboda, Chernihiv province, a hunt was organized.

The farmers from Rashkova Sloboda found the f()ur culprits, sur-

rounded them-and shot them on the spot. Mykola Opanasenko was)))
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a witness to this attack as a chile). Later, he had another reflection: \"A

bitter question arises: who imbued the peasants' soul with so much

animal ferocity that they dealt so mercilessly with people?\"s7
Sometimes the

lynch
m()bs t()rtured their victims. In Vinnytsia prov-

ince a mob kept a woman suspected of theft without food and water in

a barn for two days before burying her alive. In another \\'innytsia dis-

trict a twelve-year-old girl, Mariia Sokyrko, was murdered for steal-

ing onions. In Kyiv province the head of a village council \"arrested\"

two teenage girls
accuse() of theft and burned their arms with matches,

stabbed them with needles, and beat them so badly that one died and

the other was hospitalized.
1x

S(J comn10n was this kind of behaviour

that in June 1933 the Ukrainian government ordered
prosecutors

to

prevent \"mob law\" by putting the perpetrators on public trial. Dozens
of small-scale \"show trials\" took place across Ukraine in June and July,
but lynch mobs nevertheless continued to be reported across Ukraine

in 1934 and even 1935.1Y

\"Animal ferocity\" could evolve further. Real insanity of various

kinds-hallucinations, psychosis, depression-soon resulted from

hunger.
A woman whose six children died over three days in May 1933

lost her mind, stopped wearing clothes, unbraicled her hair, and told

everyone that the \"red broorn\" had taken her family away.hO ()ne sur-

vivor recalled the horrific
st{)ry

of \\'arvara, a neighbour who was left

alone with two children. At the beginning of 1933, \\'arvara took her

remaining clothes and travelled to a nearby city in the hope of exchang-
ing

them for bread. She succeeded, and returned home \"lith a whole

loaf. But when she Cllt the IJreacl, she began to scream: the bread was

n()t a whole loaf, it was stuffed \\vith a l)aper sack-\\\\lhich meant that

once again there was n()thing to eat. She t()()k the knife, turned around,

stuck it into her s()n's back antI began laughing hysterically;
her

daugh-

ter saw what was hapl)enir1g, and ran for her life. td)

In tin1e, all of these em()tions sullsi(le(l-to be replaced by complete
in(lifference. S()oner ()r later, hunger rl1aJe everyone listless, unable to

m()ve ()r think. PeolJle sat on 11enchesin their
farmyards, beside the

roadside, in their houses-and didn't move. Bustling villages grew quiet,
recallcli

Mykola Pr()skovchenk(), who surviveti the famine in Odessa

pr()vince. \"It was a strange silence everywhere. Nobody cried, moaned,

complaine(j \302\267\302\267\302\267Indifference was everywhere: peo\037)le \\\\'ere either swol-)))
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len or completely exhausted. . . Even a kind of envy was felt toward the

dead.\"62 In the spring of 1933,Oleksandra Radchenko wrote in her diary

in the middle of the night: \"It is already three o'clock in the
morning,

meaning that today is 27 April. I an1 not sleeping. The last
days

have

been filled with a terrible apathy. . .\"63

\"No one feels sorry for anyone,\" wrote another survivor, Halyna
Budantseva: \"nothing is wished, no one even wants to eat. You wander

with no goal in the yard, on the street. After a while, you don't want

to walk, there is no strength for that. You lie and wait for death.\" She
recovered because an uncle came to rescue her. But her sister Tania
died on the

way
to the uncle's village.

64

Petro Hryhorenko, at that time a student at a military academy, wit-
nessed this indifference when in December 1931 he received an odd

letter from his
stepmother, alluding to his father's ill health. Alarmed,

Petro returned to his village. There he discovered that his father, an

enthusiastic proponent of collectivization, was now starving. Petro
walked into the office of the local collective farm to inform the officials

that he would take his
parents away:)

The accountant was a friend of mine from our Komsomol
days.

He was sitting there alone. \"Good day, Kolia!\" I said in greet-

ing. He
just

sat there, staring at the table. Without even raising
his head he said, as if we'd parted five minutes earlier, \"Ah, Petro.\"

He was completely apathetic. \"So
you've

come for your father?

Now, take him away. Maybe he'll survive. We won't.\"us)

Vasily
Grossman described this stage of hunger in Forever Flowing:)

In the beginning, starvation drives a
person

out of the house. In

its first stage, he is tormented and driven as though by fire and

torn both in the guts and in the soul. And so he tries to escape

from this home. People dig up worms, collect
grass,

and even

make the effort to break through and get to the
city. Away

from

home, away from home! And then a day comes when the starv-

ing person
crawls back into his house. And the meaning of this

is that famine, starvation, has won. The human being cannot be

saved. He lies down on his bed and stays
there. Not just because

he has no strength, but because he has no interest in life and no)))
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longer cares about living. He lies there quietly and does not want

to be touched. And he does not even want to eat. . . all he wants

is t() be left alone an<1 for things to be quiet \302\267\302\267.()())

Public officials were also shocked by the general indifference. As early
as August 1932 a

l)()lice
informer told his contacts that a colleague, a

bank employee, had confided in him his \037'complete collapse of faith

in a better future.\" He eXplained: \"Deep hopelessness
can be felt by

all urban and rural dwellers, both old an<!
young, party members and

non-members of the party. Both intellectuals and the representatives
of

physical
work lose muscle strength and intellectual energy because

they think only about how to
stop

the feeling of hunger in themselves

and their children.,,67

In an extensive report sent to Kaganovich
and Kosior in June 1933, a

party official working at a machine tractor station in Karnianskyi dis-

trict reported that in his area
people

\\\\'ere dying of hunger in the thou-

sands. He listed example after example of
people dying in the fields

during work, people dying on the way home,
people

unable even to

leave their homes at all. But he too observed the
grt)\\ving

indifference.

\"People
have grown dull, they absolutely do not react,\" he \\\\lrote. \"Not

to mortality, not to cannibalisnl, not to anything.\"f,S
Indifference soon spread to death itself. Traditional Ukrainian

funerals had con1bined church anti folk traditions, and included a choir,
a meal, the singing of psalnls, readings from the Bible, sOll1etimes pro-
fessional nlourners. No\\\\' all such rites were banned.

h()

Nobody
had

the strength anYlllore to Jig a grave, h()I(1 a ceren1ony, or
play

music.

Religious I)ractices (Iisappeared along \\vith churches and priests. For

a culture that hat) valuee) its rituals highly, the iI11\037)()ssibility of say-

ing a proper farewell to the (ieacl becanlc another s()urce of traull1a:

\"There were nr) funerals,\" recallc(i Kateryna \0371archenko. HThere \\\\'ere

no priests, requienls, tears. There was n() strength t()
cry.\";o

()ne WOlllan renlcmberctl her granflt:lther being buried \\vithout a

coffin. He was
1)lace(1

in a h()le in the grl)llnJ together with a neighb()ur
and her two sons: \"His children did not cry over him and did not sing,
accordillg to a C:hristian tra(Jition, 'Eternal renlenlbrance.\",71 Another

man recalle(1 h()w his friends treated their dying t\037lther: \"\"Wc children

went to the fields in 1933 ant) looked for fr()zen potatoes. Those frozen

I-)otatoes
we brollght hOllle and Inade \037cookies' fron1 thenl . . . Once I)))
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called on my friends who were
just waiting for their \037cookies' [to be

ready]. Their father was lying on a bench swollen and unable to get

up. He asked his children to give him
only

one
piece and they refused.

'Go and find potatoes for yourself,' they ans\\\\lered.\" The man died that
. \"1

evening.'

-

Another boy \"'as simply rendered helpless:)

l\\10ther had gone away. I was
sleeping atop of our stove, and

\\voke before sunrise. HDad, I want to eat, Dad!\" The house was

cold. Dad \\vas not
ans\\\\,'ering.

I started to shout. Dawn broke; my
father had sorne foam under his nose. I touched his head-cold.

Then a cart arrived, there \\vere
corpses

in it, lying like sheaves.

T\\vo men entered the house, put father on a
burlap sack, threw

his body on a cart \\vith a swing. . . After that I could not sleep

in the house, I slept in stables and haystacks, I was swollen and

ragged.
73)

In
many cases there \",'ere no family members either to care for the

dying
or to bury the dead at all. Public buildings were quickly turned

int()
primitive

mortuaries. In March 1933, Anna S. learned that her

school was to be closed due to an \"epidemic of dysentery and typhoid
fever.

'I'

Desks \\\\'ere removed from the classrooms, hay was strewn on

the floor, and the starving \"'ere
brought

in to die, parents and children

lying al()ngside one another. 7 \"

Individual hon1es sometimes served the

same llurpose. In Zhytolnyr province local authorities broke into two

houses when neighbours reported that there had been n() smoke from

the chimneys for several days. Inside they found the elderly, the ad lilts,

the children: \"Dead bodies laid on a stove, on the bench beside, on the

bed.\" All the
corpses

were thrown into a well, and dirt was poured in

on top of them?> Bodies were sometimes not discovered right away.

The winter of 1933 was bitter cold, and in
many places

it was only

possible to bury the dead after the gr()und began
to thaw. Dogs and

wolves attacked the b()dies.
7 ()

That spring, uthe air was filled with the

ubiquitous odour of dec()mposing bodies. The wind carried this ()dour

far and wide, all across Ukraine.,,7?

Train stations, railway
tracks and roads also began to accumulate

corpses. Peasants who had attempted to
escape

died where they sat or

stood, and were then \"co\\1ected as firewood and carried away.,,7!!One)))
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eyewitness travelled through a region laid waste
by

famine with her

mother in March 1933 and rememhered seeing corpses lying or some-
times

sitting along the route. \"The coachman tore a piece ()f burlap he

had with him and c()vered the faces of these (lea(1 pe()111e.
\"7()

Others did not even bother with that. ()ne railway employee, ()Iek-

sandr Honcharenko, remembered
\"walking along

the railroad tracks

every morning ()n the way to work, I would come up()n two ()r three

corpses daily, but I would step over them and continue
walking.

The

famine had robbed me of my conscience, human soul and feelings.
Stepping over

corpses
I felt absolutely nothing, as if I were stepping

over logs.\"gO Petro Mostovyi remembered the
beggars

who came to his

village seemed \"like ghosts,\" sat down beside roa(1s or under fences-
and died. \"Nobody buried them, our own grief \\vas enough.\" To add

to the horror, wild cats and dogs gnawed their bodies. A child at the

time, Mostovyi was afraid to go to a hamlet near his village because

all of its inhabitants had died, and no one was left to bury them. They

were left as they were, inside their houses and barns, for
many

weeks.
81

The result was epidemics of typhus and other diseases.\0372

In the cities, where the authorities still wanted to conceal the hor-
ror occurring in the

countryside, the n1en of the OGPU often col-

lected bodies at night and buried them in secret. Bet\\\\'een February

and June 1933, f()r example, the ()GPU in Kharkiv recorded that it

had surreptitiously buried 2,785 corpses.s\037 A few years later, during the
Great Terror of 1937-8, this secrecy was enforced even further. Mass

graves of famine victims were covered
UI)

an(i hiclden, and it became

dangerous even t() know \\\\'here they were located. In 1938all the staff

of the Lukianivske celnetery ill Kyiv \\vere arrested, tried and shot
as

counter-revolutionary il1surgents, probably to prevent them from

revealing what they knew. S4

In larger towns an(i villages If)cal officials ()rganized teams to col-
lect corf)ses. Sometimes these tean1S consisted ()f Konlsol1101 n1em-

bers.
lIs

In the late spring of 1933 some were soldiers, sent from outside,
wh() ordered local pe()ple to C()Ollerate anrl keep silent about it. xb

Oth-

ers were simply able-bodied enough to dig mass graves, and willing
to work in

exchange
for fOOtl. ()ne survivor reckoned that she lived

through the famine because she had been appointed as a gravedig-

ger and thus received half a loaf of bread and one herring every day.87
Another recalled that these brigades received bread in

exchange for)))
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corpses. \"When 40 people (lied
during

the day, they received a go(){1
fee.\"88 Often, especially in cities such as K yiv and Kharkiv, the corpse

collection teams \\vorked at night, the better to conceal the scale of their

k
\037q

tas .

Group burials, hastily arranged, occurred without any ceremony at
all. \"People \\vere buried \\vithout coffins, were simply thr()wn into the

pits and pelted \\\\,ith earth:' recalled one witness.
9o

Alternatively, the

local burial team tlug a grave on the
spot

where a corpse was lying

\\\\,ithout trying to identify the person or mark the
spot.

\"The small

hill quickly disappeared after a few heavy rains, overgrew with grass,
and no traces \\\\-'ere left.

\"')1
()ne survivor's grandmother drove a cattle

cart from house to house. If she saw ravens, \"that meant there were

dead bodies.\" When she fOllnd individuals not quite dead, she pulled

them closer to the door \"so that it \"'ould be easier to carry them out\"

later on. 9 .:!

The mass gra\\'e sites were often not marked. In some places
younger generations, a fe\\v years later, could no longer locate them. 93

S()me burial teams nlay have stretched indifference to the point of

cruelty. Many survivors, frolTI various parts of Ukraine, repeat stories

of very ill peollle being buried alive. \"There were cases when they bur-

ied half-living people: 'Gooel people, leave me alone. I am not dead,'

the 'corpses' used to cry. 'Go to hell! You want us to come tomorrow

again?' \\\\'as the reply.\"fJ4 Another team also took away still-living peo-

ple, arguing
that the next day they would be on another street, so

they

might
as well take their b()dy now, get the \"payment\" for each

\"corpse\"

and eat more themselves.f))
\037,1any

felt that, once they had dug the mass

graves, it didn't matter ho\\\\,r
they

were filled. \"They didn't even shoot,

they economized on bullets and pulled living people
into the hole.',l)(,

Even families treated their dying members the same. One grand-
mother fell ill and lost consciousness. \"When she fell into a sleep-like

state, everyone at home thought she was dead. When they came to bury

her, ho\\\\'ever, they notice(l that she was still breathing, but they buried

her anyway because they sai(-J she was going to (lie anyway. No ()ne was
,,97

sorry.

Some, h{)wever, managed to escape. ()ne man, Denys Lebid, has

described being thro\\\\rn into a mass grave himself. He tried to get {)ut,

but discoverecl he was too \\veak. He sat there and waited for death, ()r

for another corpse to fall on top
of him. He was eventually rescued by a

d h h
.

()H

H

.

tractor driver who hac) come t() bull oze eart over t e
1)lt.

IS story)))
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was echc)e() by that of a woman wh() was rescued from a mass grave

by another woman passing by who heard her screams. 99

Similar sto-

ries ()riginate from Cherkasy, Kyiv, Zhytomyr and Vinnytsia provinces,
h 100

am()ng
ot crs.

Anyone wh() had ever witnessed such a thing--or, worse, experi-
enced it-never

forgot.
\"I was so frightened by what had happened

that I could not talk for several days.
I saw dead bodies in my dreams.

A d I I I
\"Inl

n screame( a ()t...)

The horror, the exhaustion, the inhuman indifference to life and con-

stant exposure to the language of hatred left their mark. Combined with

the
complete

absence of food they also produced, in the Ukrainian coun-

tryside, a
very

rare form of madness: by the late spring and summer, can-

nibalism was
widespread.

Even more extraordinarily, its existence was
.

Kh k

.

K
.

M
10'

no secret, not In ar IV, YIV,
or oscow.-

Many survivors witnessed either cannibalism or, far more often,

necrophagy, the
consumption

of corpses of people who had died of

starvation. But although the phenomenon was
widespread,

it never

became \"normal,\" and--despite the assertion by the machine tractor
station official that

people
were unaffected by cannibalism-it was

rarely treated with indifference. Memories of cannibalism often divide

between those who heard stories of it having taken place in other dis-
tant

villages
and those who recall actual incidents. The fornler, distant

in either time or
space,

do sometinles describe cannibalism as having

become \"ordinary.\" Ten years after the famine, a traveller in Nazi-

occupied Ukraine claimed t() have met \"men and women who were

openly
said to have eaten people... the population considers such

cases the result ()f extreme need, y.rithout condemning them.
\"103 A

report fr()m the head ()fthe ()(;PU in
Kyiv province to his superiors in

the Ukrainian ()C;PU also mentions cannibalism becoming a \"habit.\"

In s()me villages, \"the view that it is pf)ssible to consume human meat
grows str()nger every day. This opinion spreads especially among hun-

gry anti sw()llen chilel ren.\"
lOaf

But those who diel actually witness an incident of cannibalism almost
always

rell1enlbere(] it much differently. Both Inemoir and documents

from the tinle confirm that cannibalism caused shock and horror, and

sometimes led to the intervention ()f the p()lice ()r
village

council.

Larysa Venzhyk, from Kyiv province, remembered that at first)))
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there were just rumours, stories \"that children disappear somewhere,

that degenerate parents eat their children. It turned out not to be

rumours but horrible truth.\" On her street two girls, the daughters
of neighbours, disappeared.

Their brother Misha, aged six, ran away
from home. He roamed the village, begging and

stealing.
When asked

why he had left home he said he was afraid: \"Father will cut me up.\"

The police searched the house, found the evidence, and arrested the
parents. As for their

remaining son, \"Misha was left to his fate.\"lo'S

Police also arrested a man in Mariia Davydenko's village in Sumy

province. After his wife died, he had gone mad from
hunger and eaten

first his daughter and then his son. A neighbour noticed that the father

was less swollen from hunger than others, and asked him why. \"I have

eaten my children,\" he replied, Hand if you talk too much, I will eat

you.\" Backing away, shouting that he was a monster, the neighbour
went to the

police,
who arrested and sentenced the father.

lOb

In Vinnytsia province survivors also recalled the fate of Iaryna, who
had butchered her own child. She told the story herself: \"Something

happened to me. I put the child in a small basin, and he asked: 'What

are you going to do, Mummy?' I
replied: 'Nothing, nothing.'\" But a

neighbour who was standing guard over his
potatoes

outside her win-

dow somehow saw what was happening and reported her to the vil-

lage
council. She served a three-year sentence but eventually returned

home. Eventually she remarried-but when she told her husband

what she had done during the famine, he turned against her.lo7

Even

many years later, the stigma remained.

Mykola Moskalenko also remembered the horror his own family felt

when learning that the children of a neighbour had disappeared. He
told his mother about it, and she told the local authorities. Together, a

group of
villagers gathered

around the neighbour's farm: \"We entered

her house and asked her where her children were. She said that they

died and she had buried them in the field. We went to the field but

found nothing. They started a search of her home: the children had

been cut up . . . they asked why she had done this, and she answered

that her children would not survive anyway, but this way she would.\"
bl d

10M
She was taken away, presuma y sentence .

Stories such as that one
spread rapidly

and enhanced the atmosphere

of threat. Even in the cities, people repeated
stories of children being

hunted down as food. Sergio Gradenigo, the I talian consul, reported)))
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that in Kharkiv parents all brought their children
personally

to school,

and accompanied them at all times, out of fear that starving people

were hllnting
theln: uC:hil(Jren (Jf party leaders and OGPU are espe-

cially targeted because
they

have better clothes than other children.

h
. \" I Of)

Trade of hurnan rneat eC()lncs more active.

Ukrainian auth()rities knew ab()ut many of the incidents: p()lice

reports contained great detail. But Balytsky nlade special efforts t()
pre-

vent the stories from spreading. Ukraine's secret p()lice boss \\varned

his suhordinates against putting too much information about the f\037lm-

ine into writing: \"provide information on the food problems solely
to the First Secretaries ()f the Party Provincial Committees and only

orally. . . This is to ensure that written notes on the subject do not cir-

culate among the officials where they might cause rumours . . :'110

Nevertheless, the secret police, the ordinary criminal
police

and

other local officials (lid keep records. One police report from Kyiv

province in
April

1933 began \\vith \"We have an extraordinary case of

cannibalism in the
Petrovskyi

district\":)

A kulak wonlan, aged fifty, frolll the Zelenky, Bohuslavskyi (lis-

trict, hiding in Kuban since 1932, returned to her home to\\\\'n

with her (adult) daughter. Along the road from Horodyshchen-
ska station to Korsun, she lureli a passing t\\\\'clvc-year-old boy

an() slit his throat. The ()rgans and other
\0371arts

of the b()dy she

placed in a bag. I n the village of Horodyshche, citizen Shers-
tiuk, an inhabitant ()f that place, allo\\ved the \\voman to sl)entl
the night. In a tlish()ncst nlanner, she pretended that the organs

came fr()ll1 a calf, antI gave it t() the ()I<.1111an to b()il antI to roast

the heart. I twas lJscrl t() feecl his \\vh()le falllily, an<.1 he atc it t(){).
In the night, intentling

t() use sonle of the 111eat \\\\'hich \\vas in the

bag, the ()l(] Illan clisc()vcre(1 the chollpcll-up parts ()f the l)o)'.s

h()(ly. The crilll i nals have 11een a rrested.
I\

AI()ngside the In()ral h<)rrc)r, Illany (Jf the
rel)orts also reflect police

c()nccrn that the st()ries C(lltlli
s{)rea<]

and have a pf)litical impact. In

Dni(Jr()11etr()\\'sk \037lr()villCC
the ()(\037PU rcp()rted the st()ry of a collective

t\0371rnl 111enlller, Ivan f)ll<.lnyk, who killed his son \\vith an axc. hThe

family is
hig,

it is (lifficliit t<) stay alive, so I Illurderell hinl,\" the killer
declared. RlJt the

I)()lice rell()rt 11()tc(l, with approval, that the collective)))
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farm members met and adopted a
group

decision to hold a public trial

and \"give Dudnyk capital punishnlent.\"112 It also noted, with satisfac-

tion, that the villagers had decided to double down on their sowing
campaign and increase their output in light of the incident.

Similarly, when a fourteen-year-old boy who murdered his sister

for food in the village of Novooleksandrivka, in southeast Ukraine,
the OGPU reported with satisfaction that the incident had sparked no

\"unhealthy chatter.\" All the neighbours believed the
boy

to be mentally

ill, and only feared that he would be returned to the
village.

113
In Dni-

propetrovsk province a woman \\\\,rho murdered her daughter for food

was, the OGPU noted, the \\\\'ife of a man \\\\,ho had been arrested for

refusing to give up his grain. Given that the woman showed signs of

being a \"social danger,\" the police reconlmended execution.

114

The real cause of this \"mental illness,\" or these sudden attacks of

\"socially dangerous\" emotions, was perfectly obvious to the police as

well: people were starving. In Penkivka, the
Vinnytsia

OGPU reported,

a collective farmer had killed two of his daughters and used their flesh

for food: \"K. blamed the murder of his children on a
long period of

starvation. No foodstuffs were found during the search.\" In the vil-

lage
of Dubyny another farmer killed both of his daughters too, and

\"blalTIed the famine for committing the murders.\" There were, the

policemen stated, .'other analogous incidents.\"IIC)

Throughout
the spring of 1933 the numbers of such cases grew. In

Kharkiv
province

the OGPU reported multiple incidents where par-

ents had eaten the flesh of children who had died from starvation, as

well as cases where \"starving family members had killed weaker ones,
usually children, and used their flesh as food.\" Nine such cases were

reported in March, fifty-eight
in April, 132 in May and 22] in

J
une.

llb

In Donetsk province multiple incidents were also observecl, again start-

ing in March. \"I ryna Khrypunova strangled her nine-year-old grand-

daughter and cooked her internal organs. Anton
Khrypunov

removed

his dead eight-year-old sister's internal organs and ate theln.\" That

report concluded almost
politely: \"By bringing this to your attention I

.
d

.. .
\"117

request you provi e appropriate Instructions.

In March the OGPU in Kyiv province were
receiving

ten or more

reports of cannibalism every day.118 In that month their counterparts
in

Vinnytsia province reported six incidents in the previous month of

\"cannibalism caused
by famine, in which parents killed their children)))
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and used their flesh for food.\" But these may have been serious under-

estimates. In one report the OGPU boss of
Kyiv province

wrote that

there were sixty-nine cases of cannibalism between 9 January and 12

March. However, \"these numbers are, obviously, not exact, because in

I

.

h h
. .

d
\" II f)

rea Ity
t ere are many more suc Inci ents.

Certainly, the authorities treated this as a crime, sometimes giving

cannibals \"enemy\" labels as well. Hanna Bilorus was convicted both

of cannibalism and of spreading Polish propaganda, for example; she

died in prison in 1933.
120

Secret police files contain multiple records

of cannibals who were subsequently imprisoned, executed,
or lynched.

()ne very unusual Gulag memoirist has even described an encounter

in 1935 with cannibals at the Solovetsky Island prison camp, in the

White Sea. Olga Mane was a young Polish woman, arrested crossing

the border into the Soviet Union in 1935 (she wanted to study medicine

in Moscow) and sentenced for
spying.

After some time in the camp, she

was sent to Muksalma, one of the islands in the Solovetsky archipelago.

She resisted, because she had heard there were uUkrainian cannibals,\"

some three hundred of them, on the island. But \\vhen she finally met

them, she felt differently:)

Shock and horr()r of the cannibals quickly passe(); it \\\\'as
en()ugh

to see these unhappy, barefoot, half-naked Ukrainians. They
were kept in olel

monastery buildings: many of them had stonl-

achs sw()llen from hunger, 3n() m()st of them \\vere mentally ill. I

took care of them, listened to their renliniscences and confidences.

They
clescribed how their children died of hllnger, and how they

thernselves, very
cl()se t() starvation, c()()ked the corpses of their

own chilclren and ate therll. This
hap\037)ened

\\\\rhen they were in a

state of shock caused by hunger. I..ater, \\-vhen
they

came to under-

stan(1 what hat) happened, they lost their rninds.
I felt

sym\037lathy
f()r them, I tried to be kind, I found warm

wor<.ls f(Jr thCll1 when they were overcome by attacks of remorse.
This helpetl f(Jr S(Jme tinle. They calmed (Io\\\\'n, started to cry and
I c r i c(1 a I() n g wit h the m . . . I \0371)

Stories of cannibalism were known to the Ukrainian leadership, and
to the Moscow

leadership
too.

Kaganovich was, as noted, certainly

informed; a Ukrainian Central Committee working group responsible)))
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for the spring sowing campaign in 1933
reported

back to the party that

their work was eSl)ecially difficult in regions with \"cannibalism\" and

\"homeless children.,,122 The OGPU continued to report cases of can-

nibalism well into 1934.123

But if either Kharkiv or \0371osco\\\\' ever provided instructions on how

to deal \\\\'ith cannibalism, or ever reflected more deeply on its causes,

they haven't yet been uncovered. There is no evidence that any action

was taken at all. The reports \\\\'ere made, the officials received them,

and then they \\vere filed
a\\vay

and
forgotten.)))



CHAPTER TWELVE)

Survival: Spring
and

Summer, 1933)

I ti/ou/d
go

to the church up the hill and tear the bark

off
the linden tree. At home we had buckwheat husks.

Mother u10uld
sift

them, add ground-up ljntkn leaves

and bark, and bake biscuits. That's how u'e ate.

Hryhorii \0371azurenko, Kyiv province, 1933
1)

.t4s the gooseberries got bigger, u'e picked them, et'en

thol\037gh they
u.leren't ripe. We ate uJild geraniums. The

acacia tree bloonled. We
shook

the blossoms off and ate

them.)

\\'ira Tyshchenko, Kyiv province, 19332)

\037\037'e
grazed

on grass and pigu'eed, like cattle.)

T()dos Ho(iun, Cherkasy province, 1933-\037)

\037\037V E N I NTH E face of these physical and

l)sych()I()gical changes, even
tlcspire hllnger, thirst, exhaustion and

enlaciation, 11e<)I)le (I ill their utnlost to survive. To do so sometimes

requireJ an en<)rlllOUS caJlacity for evil-many survived in the activist

brigacles-or all
ability

t<) break some ()f the most fundamental human

tab<)os. But others (iiscoverctl huge reserves of talent and willpower-)))
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or else had the astonishing good
luck to be saved by someone who pos-

sessed those qualities.
A ten-year-old girl

fronl the Poltava regi()n, observing the disinte-

gration of the adults around her, had the extraordinary idea of aban-

doning her family. She wrote to her uncle in Kharkiv
province:)

Dear Uncle! We do not have bread and anything to eat. My par-
ents are exhausted

by hunger, they have lain clown and do not

get up. My nl0ther is blind from hunger ancJ cannot see, I have

carried her outside. I \",'ant bread very much. Take me, uncle, to

Kharkiv to you, because I \\\\rill die of hunger. Take me, I aln small

and \\\\'ant to live, and here I will die, because everybody dies. . ..J)

She did not survive. But the sanle will to live saved others.
To survive, people

ate
anything. They ate whatever rotten food or

scraps that the brigades had overlooked. They ate horses, dogs, cats,

rats, ants, turtles. They boiled frogs and toads. They ate squirrels. They

cooked
hedgehogs over fires, and fried birds' eggs.) They ate the bark

of oak trees. They ate moss and acorns.
h

They ate leaves and dandeli-

ons, as well as marigolds and orach, a kind of wild spinach. They killed

crows, pigeons and sparrows.
i Nadiia Lutsyshyna remembered that

\"frogs
didn't last long. People caught them all. All the cats were eaten,

the pigeons, the
frogs; people ate everything. I imagined the scent of

delicious food as \\\\'e ate weeds and beets.\"M

Women made soup from nettles, and baked pigweecJ into bread.

They pounded
acorns, made ersatz flour, and then used the Hour to

make pancakes.() They cooked the buds from linden trees: \"They were

good, soft, not bitter,\" recalled one survivor.lo

They
ate snowdrops, a

weed whose roots t()ok the form of an onion and \"seell1ecl sweeter than

sugar.\"11 People also made pancakes from leaves and
grass.l\037

Others

mixed acacia leaves and rotten potatoes-often overlooke(J by the col-

lection brigades-and baked them together t<.) make ersatz perepichky,

a traditional form of sausage wrappe(l in hread.
13

The starch inside

rotten potatoes could also be scooped out and fried.

H
Nadiia Ovcha-

ruk's aunt made biscuits out of the leaves oflinclen trees: \"she dried the

leaves in the oven, pulled out the veins, and baked biscuits. ..I\037

Children ate hemp seeds.
lo

People ate the b()ttonl part ()f river reeds,

\"which when young, and close to the root, was sweet like cucllnlber,\)
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though they were denied even those when the authorities
trampled

and hurned the ree(ls o()wn.
17

In one village people ate the waste prod-
ucts from a slaughterhouse,

until those running it poured carbolic acid

over the bones and skin. Oksana
Zhyhadno

and her mother both ate

s()me ()f the offal anyway, and became ill.
Alth()ugh

her mother died,

Oksana survivc(I.lx Many peasants remembered pouring water into the

burrows made
by

field mice in order to wash out the grain stored
by

the rodents. Others boiled belts and shoes so as to eat the leather.

Just
as they

knew about the cases of cannibalism, the authorities

were also well aware of the extraordinary things that people \\vere

trying to eat. A secret police report from March 1933' declared, in a

matter-of-fact way, that starving families were eating \"corn cobs

and stalks, millet pods, dried straw, herbs, rotten watermelons and

beetroots, potato peelings
and acacia pods,\" as well as cats, dogs and

horses. '9 Much of this food made sick people even sicker.

Some survived with less extraordinary types of food
consumption,

especially if they happened to reside near lakes or rivers. Kateryna
Butko, who lived in a village near a river, reckonecl that \037\037\\\\'ithout fish,

nobody would have survived.,,\037n Those wh() could also used nets to
find

periwinkles. They boiled them and took the tiny bits of nleat out
of their shells:\037' Peasants who lived near forests could forage for mush-

rooms and berries, or trap birds and small animals.

Uncounted numbers of people were saved due to a far more pedes-

trian reaSl)n: they managed to h()ld on to the
family

CO\\\\'. Even in good

tirnes cows were important f()r peasant t:1milies, which often had four

or more chil(lren. But during the famine, possession of a
C()W, either

by individual farmers wh() had avoitied collectivization and confisca-

ti()n, ()r
by

collective t\037lrmers who \\\\'ere allowed, as some were, to keep
one for

(lrivate use, was literally a nlatter of life or death. In hundreds
()f oral testinl()nies peasants eX(llain their survival with a single sen-

tence: \"We \"'ere saved by Ollr cow.\" Most live(l off the nlilk; many, like
one

family
in Kyiv pr()vince, used their C()W'S milk as a f()rm of barter,

exchanging it for
grain or brea(I:\0372

Enl0tions about the cow ran high. Petro Mostovyi in Poltava prov-
ince remenlbered that the family cow was so precious that his father
and older brother

guar(jcd
it with a gun and pitchforks.

23
After a thief

stole a cow from another
peasant

in
Cherkasy province, the owner

learned that it had been slaughtered and that the meat had been stored)))
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by one of her neighbours. She marched over to the storehouse and \"put
out the eyes of her exhausted enemy with a rake.,,24 To feed their cow,

Mariia Pata's family had to take the roof thatch off their house, rip it

into small pieces, and soften it with boiling water so that the animal

could eat.
25

Those who did not have a cow often had to
rely

on others. Random

acts of kindness saved some people, as did ties oflove and
kinship

that

persisted despite the hunger. In Poltava province Sofiia Zalyvcha and
two of her

siblings
hired themselves out to a collective farm as day

labourers. As payment, they received thin soup and 200 grams of bread

per day. They ate the
soup

and saved the bread. Every weekend one of

them went home to the family-they had seven additional siblings-

and shared the stale bread with their brothers and sisters. Three of the

ten children died during the famine, but thanks to the bread or
soup

the rest survived.
26

Other children lived because they were adopted by neighbours

or relatives. \"My parents' cousin and her husband were leaving for

Kharkiv, and they took me and my little sister along. . . because of this
we

survived,\" one girl remembered. \"Even today I remember my aunt

Marfa with gratitude and warmth as she saved my life in those years of

famine,\" said another. 27

Relatives outside Ukraine could help too. Anatolii Bakai's sister,
who had moved to the Urals, sent home five

kilograms of flour. In an

accompanying letter she wrote that there was no famine in the Urals,

and that not everybody there even believed there was famine in Ukraine.

The flour was not enough to save Anatolii's mother, but it helped keep
him alive.

28
Ihor Buhaievych and his grandmother survived in Cherni-

hiv province on dried bread crusts that his mother mailed in packages

from Leningrad, where she had managed to find a job. That helped

keep them alive until the local post office informed the activist brigade,

which began confiscating some of the crusts. Later, Ihor's mother came

home and managed to take him to Leningrad herself. 29

There is anecdotal evidence that some Ukrainian peasants had help
from their

Jewish neighbours: again,
most Jews were not farmers and

were therefore not subjected to the
deadly requisitions,

unless they

lived in a blacklisted village. Mariia Havrysh in Vinnytsia province
remembered

being
visited by a Jewish neighbour-\"they were spared

because they had no land\"-at a time when she was ill, swollen and)))
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expecting to die. The woman came over, prepared a meal and fed the

whole family, leaving them with some bread and vodka as well, \"thus

saving the whole family.\"w At a time when hatred and suspicion of all

kinds were rising, the gesture was a powerful one.

Despite the hans on travel and trade, Ukrainian peasants, as noted,

tried b()th. They crept through c()rdons an() crawled un(ler fences to

get into the cities to beg for food. They tried to enter
factory

towns

and industrial \\\\'()rksites. They slippeeJ into the mining to\\\\'ns in I)on-

bas where workers \\\\'ere needed and the foreman might turn a blind

eye. They searchc(l near factories for \\\\laste that might
be edible, for

example the debris tossed out by distilleries or packaging plants. They
also

picked up
whatever scraps they could find and tried to sell them.

Arthur Koestler, the Hungarian-German
\\\\'riter \\\\,ho \\\\,'as at that time

a faithful communist, has left a memorable portrait of a market he saw

in Kharkiv in 1933:)

Those who had
sOlnething

to sell squatted in the dust \\\\lith their

goods sprea(l out before them on a handkerchief or scarf. The

goods rangccl fron1 a handful of rusty nails to a tattered
quilt

or

a pot of sour nlilk sold by the spoon, Hies included. )\"()U could

see an old w()man sitting for hours \\\\,ith one
painted Easter egg

or one snlall(liece of dried-ul1 goat's cheese before her. ()r an old

Inan, his bare feet c(Jvered \\\\,ith sores, trying to barter his torn
b()ots f()r a kilo ofhlack hrea<.J and a packet of makhorka tobacco.

Hen1l) slillpers, anti even s()les an(l heels torn off from b()ots and

replaced by a 11andage of rags, \\\\'ere
frequent

items f()r harter.

S()nlC 01(1 nlcn ha{1 nothillg to sell; they sang Ukrainian ballads

and were rewardellllY an ()ccasional kopeck. Sonle of the \\VOll1en

hacl babies lying bcsi<.le then1 ()n the pavelnent or in their laps; the

Ay-ri()clen
infant's

lips
were fastened to the leathery udder from

which it seell1ed t() suck bile instead of Inilk.
31)

The fact that a bazaar-even the barest hazaar-was allo\\\\'ed to exist
in urllan Ukraine nlcant that there was, for S()ll1e people, a lifeline. But

the real reason
\\vhy

the cities were less desi\crate") was rationing: work-

ers ano bllrcaucrats receivc(J [OO(!
COllpons.

These were n()t available

to everyb()(ly. Accorrling t() a 1931 law, all Soviet citizens who \\vorked

for the state sector received ration cards. That left out peasants; it also)))
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omitted others without formal
jobs.

In addition, the size of rations

was based not only on the importance of the worker, but also of his

workplace. Priority went to key industrial regions, and the
only

one in

Ukraine \\vas Donbas. In practice, some 40 per cent of the Ukrainian
population

therefore received about 80 per cent of the food supplies.
32

For those not ranked high on the list, rations could be paltry. Visiting
Kyiv

in 1932, Andre\\\\' Cairns, a Canadian agricultural expert, saw two
women picking grass in a city park to make soup. They told him that

they had rations, but not enough: UI
pointed

to the river and remarked

that it \\\\'as
very beautiful; they agreed but said they were hungry.\" In

fact, the women \"'ere uthird
category\"

workers who received 125 rubles

per month, plus 200 grams of bread a day-about four slices.
33

The manager of a cooperative store in Kyiv, another \"third
category\"

worker, also told Cairns that he received 200 grams of bread per day

and 200 grams for his son, as well as 100 rubles every month. A \"second

category\" worker got 525 grams of bread each day, and 180 rubles
per

month. None of that went very far in the municipal bazaars, which
sold

very
little beyond bread, tomatoes and sometimes chicken or dairy

products, and all of those at very high prices. Bread could cost five or six

rubles a kilo, an egg could cost half a ruble or more, milk two rubles a

litre. 3 ..

Peter Egides, a student in Kyiv at the time, received a stipend that
was less than the price of a single loaf of bread: \"the situation reached the

point where at the age of seventeen I was walking with a cane because I

didn't even have the strength to walk.\" Egides' grandmother eventually
did die of starvation, though

she lived in Kyiv as well.
35

Theoretically, state-run shops should have sold food at lower, more

accessible prices. But those shops were empty. Heorhii Sambros, a

teacher and state official who kept a diary in those years, has left a

memorable description of the shops of Kharkiv. In all of them
\"great

spaces,\"
once filled from floor to ceiling with products, were either

totally empty or filled with nothing but pure alcohol (\"bottles of vodka,

as if a rainfall, came down to flood the entire city\.") Very occasionally

they sold food, but it was almost too revolting to
contemplate:)

Only in some stores, and on the counter, were [there) the usual

\"products,\"
five or six trays or platters ()f hurriedly prepared

dishes. Cold salad, looking like
silage,

from a rotten, disgusting

sauerkraut; a pate from fish remains with soaked
cabbage

and)))
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salty, cut pickles; rarely, pieces of frozen meat with a sauce that

looked like shoe paste, soaked green tomatoes with the smell of a

rotten barrel\037 frozen, sour, filled haked tomatoes with overly pep-

pered, so as not to stink, meat filling, prepared from the remains

of some uncertain meat; finally, rarely,
such delicacies as boiled

eggs or some small fruits, ete. All those dishes (I remember them

vividly!) would be put on the counter and were immediately

bought out
by

the buyers.

it.)

Andrew Cairns also managed to get into a queue at a shop where he

saw
\"heavy, warm, soggy bread being sold for 10 rubles per loaf, and a

little pork
fat at 12 rubles per pound.\"ii

Better-quality food was available in the government canteens

attached to every workplace: soups, kasha, occasionally meat. But spe-

cial certification-a party card or a trade union card-was needed to

use them. Sambros, who had neither of these things,
befriended a sec-

retary at the educational institute where he worked, and she
gave

him

meal coupons without asking for his membership card: Hat the time

I lived, breathed and ate meals 'as an outla\\v,' illegally.\" When food

shortages grew
worse and the institute began to verify who could get

meal coupons, he went through an acquaintance to get access to the

Ukrainian Writers' House:)

I was aware of the risks: they could have come up to my table,
askeli for the writer's membership card and shamed me by pull-

ing me ()ut fr()m the table. But there was no other way, I had to

take the risk, and thus started
frequenting

the writers' canteen.

I was lucky: I ate there for ab()ut 1 1/2 to 2 n10nths and no one

asked who I was, not once. . .
\037s)

Sambros later wangle() his way into the Agricultural Academy can-

teen, an(J atc there f(Jr a few weeks t()(). As a result, he stayed alive. But
he spent m()st ()f his waking hours thinking about food: his \"entire sal-

ary, allnost without
exception,

went to food.n\037'J And he, of course, was

far better off than s()
many

others.)

Although he was not a peasant, Sambros's experience was in a certain

sense typical: parad()xically, the most important source of help for the)))
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starving came from Soviet bureaucrats and Soviet bureaucracies. The

historian Timothy Snycler has described how state institutions in

Nazi-occupied Europe, \\\\,hen
they

were still functioning, could rescue

Je\\\\'s fronl the Holocaust, and a 11arallelstory can be told about Stalin's

Soviet U nion.'H) While the Bolsheviks had systematically destroyed inde-

pendent institutions, including churches, charities and
private compa-

nies, state institutions remained-schools, hosllitals, orphanages-and
son1e of them \"'ere in a

position to help. Some of them, theoretically,
even had a mandate to do so.

Those best able to help the starving were relatives, l)arents or chil-
dren \\\\rho had jobs inside the systenl. Petro Shelest, who much later
became First Secretary of the Ukrainian Communist

Party,
wrote a

mernoir of those years-it began as a diary-which was finally pub-
lished

by
his fanlily in 2004. The tragedy of ] 933 was clear to him at

the time: UEntire falnilies, even entire villages were starving to death.

There were numer()us cases of cannibalism. . . It was
obviously

a crime

committed by ()ur government, yet this fact is
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Four of seven

children in \\'arvara I-Iorban's family, also in Dnipropetrovsk province,
survived because she went to work at a grain elevator and received a

45

small loaf of bread every day.

Those who could not find employment with the state sometimes

tried to save their children by turning them over to the state. One)))
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l110ther to()k her f()ur children to the head office of the local collective

farln, declared she c()ulti not feed them, renounced responsibility and

told the farm chairmen they were now in charge.
46

Halyna Tymosh-

chuk's m()ther in Vinnytsia \037lrovincemade the same decision:)

My
mother went to the head of the collective. . . and said, \"At

least take my two girls. And we'll die, if that's how it has to be.\"

He was kind and I know he liked mother. And so he said, \"Bring

your
two children.\" And he took us in. His wife was in charge of

the nursery, and
my

sister became her helper. Later, my mother

worked at the nursery canteen as a dishwasher. I was still young

at the time, only eight. The head of the collective took me into his

home. So we survived while others died, all of them, it seems-

4'\"

many, many.
I)

()rphanages
were a more common destination. During a three-week

period in February 1933, some 105 children were left at the doors of

orphanages in the province ofVinnytsia alone:H'

Sometimes it worked:

one boy lived through the famine because his mother brought him

secretly
to an orphanage in the village of Dryzhyna. She told him not

to tell anybody
that she was alive, as he might not be given food if he

wasn't a \"real\" orphan. A woman at the orphanage, understanding the

situation, also told him not to mention his mother. She protected him,

hellJed him survive the famine and eventually he was reunited with

his fanlily.4() A wonlan from Poltava province also remained grateful
to the end ()f her life because a teacher in the village school risked her

own status and quietly fed her and her siblings, although they were

\"children of kulaks.\" It wasn't much-broth with no bread, and
tiny

btlck wheat (Iulnplings \"the size ()f a kidney bean \"-but it was enough
to

keel)
theln a II al i ve.

C;()

Across the re\037)ublic, the sight of starving children wandering the

streets (lid
s\037ltlr

the
enlployees of some Soviet institutions into more

systematic acti()n. Those who were truly motivated were sometimes

able to help, and eSllccially to assist children. Proof that it was
possible,

at least at a local level, to adv()cate on behalf of starving orphans comes
fr()m a series of letters sent from the party committee boss in Pavlohrad
to his

superi()rs
in

I)nipr()petrovsk. In the first, dated 30 March, he

described, am()ng {)ther things, the
impact

of the famine on children:)))
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Masses of homeless children
appeared

in our village who have

been abandoned by their parents ()r left behin{J after their (Jeaths.

According
to approximate nunlbers, there are at least 800 such

children. There is a need for two to three special orphanages
that will require funds that we do not have in our budget. In the

meantime, \\\\'e are
beginning to organize special food supplies for

them. For this we need extra stocks of food. I wOlllel ask you to

please take this into account and direct us according to the correct

Soviet policy.\037l)

A month later, on 30 April, the Pavlohrad party committee
secretary

sent in another report. \"By comparison to what I have written to you
in previous reports, we have

every day a larger and larger increase in

homelessness.\" In the past t\\VO
days alone, sixty-five children had been

picked up on the streets of the to\\vn; local authorities, he explained, had

now organized feeding stations in seven places for 710 children. But

these measures were insufficient: the district needed extra resources,
for all they had \\vas the absolute minimum. Instead, they proposed
the creation of orphanages for 1,500 children: \"This matter has now

become so urgent, right no\\\\', and for so many children, that the sooner

we solve it the better results we will achieve towards the goal of liq-

uidating the mass phenomenon of
swelling among children, since to

leave children in such condition for longer will result in their deaths.\"\0372

The letter ended with a plea: \"there has been no reaction until now,

although this question is extremely seri()us and demands urgent settle-
ment.,,53The town did do what it could, and perhaps some children

were saved that
way.

The situation was far worse in Kharkiv, one of the cities that the

starving tried hard to enter. At least where children were concerned,

the city authorities did in
theory try to help--or at least they acknowl-

edged the scale of the problem. On 30
May

the Kharkiv health depart-

ment reported to the Ukrainian republican authorities a
\"large,

persistent, ongoing flow of orphans, homeless and starving children

into Kharkiv and other
large

towns in Kharkiv province.\" The 1933

budget had provided spaces for 10,000 children in
orphanages;

the real

number was now more than double that, 24,475. A week later over

9,000 more children were picked up off the streets, 7()() of them (luring

one night, 27-28 May. Kharkiv province asked for 6.4 million rubles)))
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from the state to take care of them, as well as another 450,000 for starv-

ing adults.

In practice, these kinds of measures rarely
succeeded. A special

report filed by the head of the secret
police

in Vinnytsia, describing the

conditions in one of the city's orphanages in May 1933,makes for stark

reading:)

The home services picked up children on the street. I t is meant

to contain 40 children, but more than 100 are now there. The

lack of beds and sheets means that two children now share each

bed. There are
only

67 sheets and 69 blankets. Some blankets are

no longer usable. There is also a lack of spoons, plates and other

implements. Infants are often left
dirty,

with crusted eyes and no

fresh air. Sometimes children who arrive in satisfactory condition

die within two or three months of arrival in the home. The level

of
mortality

is increasing: In March, 32 children died (out of 115),

in April, 38 died (out of 134), during the first half of May, 16 (out

of 135). Sick children lie beside healthy children, spreading dis-

eases. Employees steal food. The electricity has been cut off, and

h
. . 1:)4

t ere IS no running water.)

In the more distant provinces the situation could be even \"'orse. In

the town of Velyka Lepetykha conditions inside the orphanage were

so bad that children escaped during the day and wandered into the

market to beg and steal food.\037\037 In Kherson the city's four orphanages

were overwhelnled after the number of children nearly doubled in the

first three weeks of March, from 480 to 750, m()stly because of home-
less children picked up off the streets.\037h In Kharkiv the petitions for

food and aid meant
they

failed to come fast en()ugh. The city health

department re!)()rted in
May

that most children in the city's overflow-

ing orl-Jhanages were weak with hunger. Many had measles and other

c()ntagious diseases-and the nl0rtality rate was 30 per cent.\0377

There were also \"orphanages\" that hardly (!eserved that nall1e at all.
In 1933,Liubov Drazhevska, at the time a ge()logy student in Kharkiv,

went in to her institute to discover that classes were cancelled. The fol-

lowing day she ant! about
forty

others were taken by streetcar to the

railway stati()n and shown railway carriages filled with children. \"A

man wearing a (secret police I uniform, I think, caIne up to us and said:)))
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'For the next few weeks you will be working with these children; you
will supervise and feed them:

.,

Drazhevska entered one of the carriages. uSome children were in

a normal state, more or less, but most of them were very pale and
very thin, and many children were swollen from hunger.\" She and
the others began to serve

gruel
to the children, though not too much

as they were so famished that
they

could become ill from overeating.

Most of them could not explain how they had arrived at the carriages:
parents

had
dropped them off, they had been picked up off the street,

they couldn't remember. On the very first day several children died,
Drazhevska remembered: UFor the first time in my life I saw people

dying, and, of course, this was
very difficult.\" Others were unbalanced.

One girl began screaming: \037'Don't cut me up, don't cut me up!\" She

hallucinated as well, crying out that
UMy

aunt is weeding beets over

there!\" Eventually she had to be removed from the car so as not to

upset the others.

Drazhevska found the experience unbearable: \"On the whole, I was

quite
a self-controlled person, but after I came back home that day, I

had a fit of hysterics. Before this I did not know what it meant to be a

hysteric, but I
experienced

that then.\" Soon she became accustomed to

the oddity of the situation, and to the children themselves. She was able

to bring them books and paper. She tried to teach them to read. Every

day some of them died-but others survived.
Eventually,

a
place was

found for them:)

We went by streetcar to a district of Kharkiv, then we had to go

very far on foot. It was already dark. The children were five or six

years old. They were tired and kept asking me: \"Aunt, where are
we

going?\"
But I didn't know. The only thing that I knew was

that I was supposed
to bring them to the barracks and leave them

there. That's all. I don't know what happened to them.c)H)

Even with all the deaths and
suffering,

Drazhevska's story demon-

strates a brutal truth: without policemen to organize \"volunteers,\"

without the dirty, underfunded orphanages-even those with dishon-

est employees and appalling conditions-even more children would

have died. The orphanages were terrible. But their very existence

sa ved Ii ves.)))
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The same paradoxical point can be made about another less
popular

S()viet institution: the T()rgsin hard currency sh()ps. As we saw earlier,

these
shops,

first opened in 1930, were originally meant for foreign-

ers who could n()t
legally

()wn rubles. In 1931 they were opened to

S()viet citizens, to enable thelll to exchange whatever
foreign money

or gold objects they might possess. During the famine years of 1932-3

they expanded
in numbers, activity and significance, achieving record

sales and creating what some remembered as \"T()rgsin gold fever.\" In

Novenlber 1932 the Soviet Politburo decreed that the
shops

could pur-

chase silver as well as gold, a fact that seemed important enough for

the Italian consul to menti()n in his January 1933 report: \"Now it is said

that soon
jewellery

will be accepted.\()") At their peak, in 1933, there

\\vere 1,500 Torgsin shops, often in prominent places: in K yiv, there

was one on Khreshchatyk street, the most important shopping area in

the city.

The expansion was not accidental: the regime kne\\\\' that famine

would bring gold into the state coffers. Follo\\\\ling the Torgsin's high
turnover in 1932-in that year the shops brought in 21 tonnes of gold,
one and a half times the anlount mined by Soviet industry-the state

greedily set the 1933 target at nlore than double that nUlnber.
hO

The

Torgsin income briefly becan1e a crucial fact()r in Soviet international
trade: during the

years
1932-5 the gold an(l other valuable objects

that the state obtained through the Torgsins \\\\l()uld
\037)ay

for a fifth of

Soviet har<1 currency eXllentliture on Inachinery, ra\\\\' materials and

technol()gy.61

For hungry people, the Torgsin sh()ps--often the only place in town
where f()()(i was

reatlily available-became the f()cus of dreams and

obsessi()n. They attracte() stares, curious onlookers and
beggars.

In

1933 the Welsh j()urnalist Gareth Jones visited one in Moscow.
\"Plenty

of
everything,\" he recorded in his notebook.\"h.! Malcolm Muggeridge

wr()te ()f the \"wistful grolllls\" of r)e()\037lle who hung around outside the

same sh()ll, staring at the
\"temllting pyramids of fruit.\"(d In Bulga-

kov's novel The Master and Margarita, t\\\\'O den10ns make a memorable

appearance in front of the \"glass do()rs of the Torgsin Store in Sn10-

lensk Market,\" hefore entering rooms full of \"hundreds of different
bolts of richly (()loured

\037)oplins\"
\",here \"racks full of shoes stretched

into the distance.\"64)))
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Away from the capital, most of the Torgsin shops
were dark and

dirty like other Soviet shops, and operated by rude and angry staff.

65

Still, many peasants, misled by their consumer goods and by the pres-
ence of hard

currency, thought
that the shops were \"American.,,66

Rumours of what the Torgsin might provide
drew one man back from

Rostov, in Russia, where he had fled to
escalle collectivization. Hav-

ing heard that in Ukraine it was possible to exchange gold
for bread,

he decided, his son remembered, that it was worth the risk to come

home just in order to take his tsarist-era gold coins out of their hiding
place

and trade them for several kilos of buck wheat and a few loaves
of bread.67

This long trip was not unusual. Although there were a few mobile

Torgsin shops that toured the countryside, hoping to purchase gold,

peasants without access to these made major expeditions
to reach them

in cities and towns. Nadiia Babenko's father gathered the
family

wed-

ding rings, baptismal crosses and earrings, and walked 200 kilome-
tres from his

village, Pylypovychi, to the Torgsin in Kyiv. But it was

worth it: he received a
pood

of flour-16 kilograms-a litre of oil and

two kilograms of buckwheat, which
along

with frozen potatoes, sorrel,

mushrooms, berries and acorns, helped the family survive for the next

few weeks.
68

Not all such journeys ended happily. Thieves hung around
Torgsin

shops,
and robbed or even murdered people as they entered and left.

Torgsin staff cheated or mistreated peasants too. I van Klymenko and

his mother travelled from Krasna Slobidka, a
village

in Kyiv province,

to Khreshchatyk street to sell his grandmother's wedding ring for sev-

eral scoops of flour. No one had bothered to weigh the ring, so
they

didn't know if they received a fair deal; once they got home his mother

discovered that the flour was mixed with lime. They ate it
anyway.b<)

Hryhorii Simia went to a Torgsin with his stepfather, who wanted to
sell his

army medal, ';'silver Georgian Cross. The seller wouldn't accept
it: this particular medal was, the clerk said, only given to \"servants of

the tsar\" with high positions
in the officer corps. Simia's stepfather pro-

tested in vain that he'd been an army doctor who treated the wounded

regardless of rank. The seller replied: \"So, you
treated officers! Upper

class! Enemies of the revolution! Yes? Get out of here or I call the

police!
,,70

As the famine deepened, some looked for gold wherever
they

could)))
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finef it. F()r centuries Ukrainians had IJecn l)uried along
with their most

prized possessions, including jewellery, weapons and crosses. Hunger
removed

any remaining feeling of respect, and more than one ancient

cemetery was robbed, at first only at night but eventually during the

daytime too. Since cemeteries were \"Christian,\" Soviet authorities did

not always object to the looting-and in some places they organized it

themselves.
71

At the same time the Soviet regime also began to use the
T()rgsin

shops
as a way t() enc()urage friends anti relatives of Soviet citizens to

contribute hard
currency

from abroad. In later years all such foreign

contacts were forbidden and would be clangerous,
even lethal, to main-

tain. But in 1932-3 the regime's desire for hard currency was such that

it allowed people outside the USSR to send hfood transfers\" to starv-

ing relatives via the shops?\037 Those lucky enough to receive something
would have to give the state 25 per cent ()f the total, and sometimes as

much as 50 per cent. But they would then receive coupons that allo\\\\red

them to buy food at the Torgsin. Transfers arrived from Germany,
Poland, Lithuania, France, the United Kingdom ant) ahove all the

United States.7.\037 The ethnic German conl111unitv in Ukraine as \\\\gell as
.,

the Volga region launched letter-\\vriting campaigns airlled at their for-

eign brethren-Mennonite, Baptist
anc) Catholic-begging for food.

Tiny amounts of help coul() have an enorrnous impact. The diarist

Oleksandra Radchenko, a teacher in the Kharkiv region, received a

transfer of three dollars. With that, she ()htained U6 kg ()f \\\\'heat flour,

2 kg of sugar, 3 ()r 4 of rice an(1 1 kilo ()f \",heat gr()ats at the Torgsin.

What a great 11elpto us:'74

Although the
Torgsir1

tracle save<) lives, it also created great bitter-

ness. Many uI1<.lerst()()() the
sh()ps

in stark terlns: they existed to rob

starving peasants of what was left of their househ()ld wealth. I n Odessa

an informer told the OGPU he hac) heard t\\\\'O teachers speculating

that peasant wealth nlight even be the
\037)urp()se

of the famine: \"They

have creatc<111unger in ()r<Jer to get 1110regall) and silver t() the Torg-

sin.\"?') In Poltava peasants joked bleakly that the acronym TORG-
SI N

really stood for Tovarishchi, Revoliutsiia Gibnet, Stalin Istrebliaet

Narod! (\"C:omra<)es, the Revolution is
[)ying,

Stalin Exterminates the

People!\.7h") There was no way to protest against the
eXploitation

of the

Torgsin systeln, except anonynl()usly. The employees of one
Torgsin)))
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arrived at work one morning to find a placard ()n the shop door: \"Sta-

lin is an executioner.\"i?

Still, countless families survived thanks to what they were able to

sell. \"We sold gold to get corn,\" one survivor remembered.
7R

Pavlo

Chornyi's family sold a great-grandfather's silver medals, earned dur-

ing the Russian im
perial

\\var in the Caucasus in the 1830s. 79

Another

woman remembered that her 1110ther had \"some golden things from

pre-revolutionary times: She had
my

father's golden watch, sev-

eral rings, and so on. Thus, from tinle to time she went to the Torg-

sin. . . For silver and gold my ITIother received porridge, potatoes
or

flour. All those products she nlixed with different grasses and gave us

to eat once a
day.

In such a way we survived.\"Ro Yet another recalled her

mother exchanging earrings and her wedding ring for flour, skirts and

blouses for beetroot and grain, as well as her dowry-\037'fabric,
embroi-

dered to\\vels, linen\"-for bran or millet. MI

Those \\vomen survived-but they lost a part of themselves in the

process. Objects they nlight have received fronl their mothers, things

that would ha ve connected them to their past, rings and
jewellery they

might have used or invested in another way-all of these were gone.

History, culture, family
and identity

were destroyed by the famine too,

sacrificed in the name of survival.)))
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Aftermath)

The rye is
beginning

to ripen

But-and his hair stands on end-

Not many have survived

To see the new harvest.

He won't fall asleep till dawn . . .

Then his mother approaches

And says with sorrow

\"My son, it's time to get up,

The sun has risen over the field

We cannot lie peacefully in our gra\\'es,

We.. the dead, are unable to rest.

Who will care for the precious ears of grain
I n the fiellis, my liear son?\

f\\1ykola Rudenko. \"The Cross,\" 1976
1)

I N T 1-1 ESP R I N G T I \037f E, the Ukrainian coun-

tryside is a riot of cherry bl(}ssoms, tulip petals, sprouting grass
and

black mud. Only an hour's drive from Kyiv the
villages

seem too pro-

vincial to have witnessed im\037lortant historical events. Roads are pock-
marked

by puddles\037
saine of the rickety cottages still have thatched

roofs. Every house has a kitchen
garden and many have beehives,

chicken coops, and garden sheds filled with tools.
Yet it was in springtime, in this same provincial Ukrainian coun-

tryside, that the famine in 1933 reached its peak. Today, that history
is there if one looks for it, in the wide fields that once belonged to col-)))
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lective farms, in the overgrown cemeteries, and in the monuments
put

up
since the dissolution of the Soviet Union. Just on the edge of the

village
of

Kodaky, at the point where houses give way to broad fields,
local people have erected a

piece
of black stone. It has a cross-shaped

hole cut in the centre and a dedication, \"In memory of the victims of

the Holodomor.\" In Hrcbinky an abandoned mound at the edge of

to\\\\rn-a mass grave \\vl1ere fanline victims were buried in 1933, then
forgotten, then rediscovered-is now encircled

by
a brick wall and

marked, since 199(), \\\\'ith a
simple cross.

In Barakht), the t\037lnline nlcnlorial is hard to miss: a larger-than-life
statue of a mourning Inother, kneeling beside a cross, at a prominent

crossroads in the centre of the village. A list of victims carved into the

black granite behind the statue both reveals and conceals. Surnames

repeat themselves,
sho\\ving

that the falnine wiped out whole families,

but Christian names are ()ften
missing

because records were badly kept:)

Bondar, Overko

Bondar, Iosyp
Bondar, \0371ariia

Bondar, Two Chilclren)

The missing nanles point to a deeper problem. Even in better circum-
stances, it would have been difficult to keep precise records of the vast
numbers of men and \\VOnlen \\\\,ho died on the road, or in train stations,

or on the streets of
Kyiv.

I)istrict registrars would have had trouble

accounting for every()ne \\vho migrated or escaped, or even for
every

child who survived, by S(Jllle Illiracle, in a distant orphanage. But the

regime made these
pr()blerns

\\vorse. Although mortality statistics were

recorded as accurately as possible in 1933, the authorities, as the next

chapter will explain, later altered death registries across Ukraine to

hide the numbers of deaths from starvation, and in 1937 scrapped an

entire census because of what it revealed.

For all of these reasons, estimates of the numbers of dead have in

the past ranged widely, from a few tens of thousands to 2 million, 7

million or even 10 Inillion. Bllt in recent years a team ()f Ukrainian

demographers have l()oke() again at the numbers that were tabulated

at the district and
provincial

level, then passed on to Kharkiv and Mos-

cow, and have come up with better answers.2

Arguing
that \"there was)))
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sonle falsitlcati()n of cause of death in death certificates,
but the num-

ber of registered deaths was not tampered with,\" they have sought to

establish reliable numbers of Uexcess deaths,\" meaning the number of

people who died above an
expected average. They have also looked at

ul()st births,\" or the numbers ()fbirths that did not occur, by comparison

to what would have been expected, because of the famine. J

Thanks

to their work, agreement is now coalescing around two numbers: 3.9

million excess deaths, or direct losses, and 0.6 million lost births, or

indirect losses. That brings the total number of missing Ukrainians to

4.5 million. These figures include all victims, wherever they died-by
the roadside, in prison, in orphanages-and are based on the numbers

of people in Ukraine before the famine and afterwards.

The total population of the republic at that time was about 31 mil-

lion people. The direct losses amounted to about 13
per

cent of that

number.
4

The vast majority of casualties were in the countryside: of

the 3.9 million excess deaths, 3.5 million were rural and 400,000 urban.

More than 90 per cent of the deaths took place in 1933, and most of

those in the first half of the year, with the highest numbers of casualties

in May, June and
July.'5

But within those numbers, there are other stories. For one, the sta-

tistics show a sharp and notable drop in life expectancy over 1932-4,

across a wide range of
groups.

Before 1932, urban men had a life expec-

tancy at birth of40 to 46
years, and urban women 47 to 52 years. Rural

men had a life
expectancy

of 42 to 44 years, and rural women 4S to 48

years.

By contrast, Ukrainian men born in 1932, in either the city or coun-

tryside,
had an average life eXI)ectancy of about 30. Women born in

that year c()uIJ
expect

t() live on average to 40. For those born in 1933,
the numbers are even starker. Females born in Ukraine in that year

live(!, on average, to be eight years old. Males born in 1933 could expect

to live to the age of tlve.h

These extreme statistics reflect, simply, the

very high death rates in that
year

of children.

The new statistical meth()ds are also revealing when applied to Rus-
sia.

They
show that overall the famine touched Russia far less than

Ukraine, with an overall 3
per cent Uexcess deaths\" in rural Russia, as

against 14.9 per cent in rural Ukraine. Only a very few regions of Rus-
sia were affected

by
the same patterns of famine as Ukraine: the

Volga)))
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German region, the Saratov region, Krasnodar and the North Cauca-

sus all had very high death rates in the first half of 1933,corresponding
to the

political
decisions taken that winter. But even in those cases the

overall numbers of Uexcess deaths\" were lower than th()se in the worst

regions of Ukraine. 7

The general statistics cannot reveal everything. For example, they
conceal the story of particular groups

within Ukraine, for whom sepa-
rate accounts were not kept. Anecdotal evidence suggests, for

example,

that while the ethnic German community suffered greatly, in Ukraine
as well as the

\\'olga region, some of its members did get food aid and
other forms of

help from German sources. Andor Hencke, the Ger-

man consul in Kyiv from 1933 to 1936, spent much of his first months

in Ukraine trying to get food to the German minority community,

despite the fact that Hthe party authorities and Soviet institutions

are essentially unfavorably inclined towards the aid campaign.\" He

advised ethnic Germans to be discreet and to avoid personal visits to

the consulate, so as not to attract attention, but he did communicate

with them by post.
H

Equally,
as we have seen, there is anecdotal evi-

dence that rural
Je\\\\'s

also survived at higher rates because the majority
were not farmers and so were not

subject
to either de-kulakization or

collectivization. Jews, Germans and Poles had another advantage too:

they
were not perceived to be part of the Ukrainian national move-

ment, and thus were not
particular targets of the repressive wave of

1932-3, though those groups would become
targets

later on.

The statistics have also turned up some unexpected stories about the

famine in different regions of Ukraine. In the past-going back to the

nineteenth century if not further-drought and famine had always hit

the southern and eastern steppe regions of the country hardest, as these

were most dependent on grain. That was certainly the case in 1921-3

as well as during the smaller famine of 1928. It was also the case dur-

ing the post-war famine of 1946-7. But in 1932-3 the highest mortality
rate was in the Kyiv and Kharkiv provinces, where peasants tradition-

ally grew a wider range of crops, including beets, potatoes
and other

vegetables, and where historically famine was rare. In Kyiv province
death levels in 1932-3 were about 23 per cent higher than they would

have been without the Holodomor; in Kharkiv province they were 24

per cent higher. In Vinnytsia and the Moldovan Hautononlous\"
prov-)))
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ince the percentage was 13 per cent; in
Dnipropetrovsk

and Odessa 13

per cent and 14 per cent respectively. In Donetsk province, by
contrast,

the death rate was only 9 per cent higher in the famine
years.')

Demographers
have offered a range of hypotheses to explain these

regional variations, and in at least three exceptional cases good expla-

nations have been foun(!. In theory, for
example, peasants living in for-

ested areas should have had greater access to mushrooms, small animals

and other sources of f()od. This environmental factor might explain

why Chernihiv province, in northern Ukraine, suffered less than many

other parts of the republic. But it cannot explain the high death rates

in Kharkiv and Kyiv provinces, which were in mixed forest-steppe

regions and which did contain some areas covered by trees or swamp.
JU

Proximity
to international borders may also have affected death

rates, which were indeed lower in \\7innytsia and Moldova, the two

provinces bordering on Poland and Romania, as well as in the western-

most districts of the Kyiv region. Local authorities in these areas, wor-

ried about smuggling, clisc()ntent and sedition coming from abroad,
seem to have hesitated to

apply policies \\\\'ith the same degree of cruelty.

Peasants who lived in these regions may
also have been able to get food

through barter, cross-border contacts, an(1 from relatives \",ho lived

just
on the other side.

I I

The Donetsk region similarly appears to have been a special case.

Because, as we have seen, this region was one l)f the fe\\\\' in Ukraine

designated as an industrial upriority\" by the regime, ITIOre food was

allocated to workers there. More foo(1-relatively speaking-appears
t() have reached tile rllral areas tC)O, pr()hably through fanlily connec-

tions to the cities. [)r()Xirllity als() meant that
\0371easants

in the region

f()und it easier to escape the starving c()untrysi(Je, and to
join

the
prole-

tariat in the nlines anll t\037lct()ries.

The Inast illtriglling tliffcrence, though, is the one remaining
between Kyiv and Kharkiv, with

very high direct losses, and Dni-

11r()petrovsk ant) ()dessa, where the level ()f such losses was relatively

low. The best explanati()n a\037l\037lears
t(> be p()litical: h()th in 1918-20 and

193()-1 the Kyiv an(1 Kharkiv regions witnessed the greatest politi-

cal resistance, first t() the B()lsheviks and then to collectivization. The
greatest

nllnlber of Utcrr()rist inci(lents\" t()ok
\037)lace

in those regions, as

die) the largest nllnl11cr of secret ll()lice interventions. Andrea Graziosi
has

argllet-j
that the uill1pressive geogral1hical, ideological and even)))
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personal and 'family' continuity between the peasant-based social and
national revolts of 1918-20 and those against dekulakization requisi-
tions and collectivization in 1930-1 was strongest in territories where

famine reached its harshest peaks.,,12 Although this correlation is not

exact-among other things, Makhno's men were very active in south-

east Ukraine-it is true that these two provinces, with their
proximity

to Ukraine's two most culturally important cities, had many links to
the nationalist movement.That

may explain why repression was cruel-

lest, food aid was scarcest, and death rates were highest.
13

In other \\\\'ords, the regions Hnormally\" most affected by drought and
famine were less affected in 1932-3 because the fanline of those years
was not \"normal.\"It was a

political famine, created for the express pur-

pose of weakening peasant resistance, and thus national
identity.

And

in this, it succeeded.)

The Ukrainian famine reached its height in the spring of 1933. Death

rates went up in January, and then kept increasing through the spring.
But instead of ending abruptly that summer, the tragedy slowly dwin-

dled. \"Excess deaths\" continued throughout the rest of 1933 and 1934.

In May the regime finally approved significant food aid for Ukraine-

food originally taken, of course, from the peasants themselves-though
it was

especially targeted at border regions (where fear of outside influ-

ence was highest) and in areas where there were not enough healthy

people to bring in the harvest. 14

When it finally arrived, the harvest

made a difference too. Students, workers and others were rushed to

the countryside to make up for lost manpower, and more food became

generally
available in the countryside as well as the city. Theoretically,

the grain collectors had also stopped requisitioning, in accordance with

the decree that the Council of Ministers had issued in January. As of

that spring, they were supposed to demand a tax-a percentage of the

harvest-rather than a fixed amount of grain based on a
plan produced

in Moscow. In practice, this rule was applied unevenly. In some
places

peasants
were taxed, but in others confiscations continued. I)

The Central Committee and the Ukrainian
government

also issued

a joint directive in May, on \"halting the mass exile of peasants, reduc-

ing
the number of arrests and decreasing the number of prisons.\" This

secret decree, which went out to all party officials as well as the OGPU,
courts and prosecutors' offices,

reflected a decision to \"stop, as a
rule,)))
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the use of ITIaSS exile an() sharp forms ()f re\037)ression in the countryside\"

and t() intro(luce a less harsh rural regirne. There were pragmatic rea-

sons for the change: at the till1e ()f the eJecree 8()O,()()() people were under

arrest all across the USSR, prisons and
camps

were overflowing,
and

the state could barely Cf)l)e. In adclition, the regime recognized that it

would need people to bring in the harvest. Hut the decree also signalled
an encl to the harsh treatment ()f villagers, an(! thus an end t() the policy
of food confiscation as well.

lf )

As in previous years, there was a pr()curement campaign in the

late sumnler of 1933. Also as in previous years, there \"'ere shortfalls,

although in 1933 the conversation about them \\vas far more muted

than it had been in the past. In October 1933,Stanislav Kosior, General

Secretary of the Ukrainian Communist Party, wrote to Stalin, praising
that autumn's harvest, which he noted was an \"improvement\" over the

previous harvests. However, he admitted that there \"'ere still \"prob-

lems.\" Predicted yields had still not materialized. l ;
He also asked for a

reduction in the grain procurement plan for Ukraine.

On 18 October 1933 the Soviet Pl)litburo
ap\037)ro\\'e()

this request.

Ukraine's required contribution for 1934 \\vas reduced by 41 S,OOO tonnes.

A few weeks later Kosior and Pavlo Postyshe\\', the fc>rmer Kharkiv

party boss and Stalin's envoy in Ukraine, nlet the Soviet leader-this
time in the luxurious setting of his \037)ersonal train carriage-and he

confirmed a further reduction of Ukraine's contribution
by 500,O()O

tonnes. Although the republic \\\\'as still required to produce a huge
quantity of grain to the state, this \"'as an ilnp()rtant change.

In acknowle(lgement of these cOllccssi()ns, the Ukrainian conlnlU-

nists als() challgee) their t()ne. They cease<.i t() criticize the harsh req-
uisitions

policy. Instea<.J, in multiple specches and articles they rallied

ar()lln() the Soviet war against \"nati()nalisJl1:' the
sc()urge that the

lea<.lership n()w blall1eti for all uerrors\" ill rllral
p()licy.

Kosior told a

November 111enulll that Uin S()lne re(1l1blics l)f the USSR, in particular
in Ukraine, the klilaks' Jes()erate resistance t() our victc)ric)us socialist

offensive let) t(J a gr()wth of nati(1nalism:'

That allusi(Jn t() Uerrors\" wasn't str()ng en()ugh for the lea(Jer, how-

ever. Stalin \0371ers()nally c(litell that slleech in ()rr)er to
strengthen it: \"in

sonle repul11ics ()f the USSR, in 11articular in Ukraine, the 111ain threat

is now Ukrainian nati()naiisill that allies \\vith inl(lerialist inter\\'ention-
ists.\"I/! Stalin drove the

point
home himself in January 1934 at the Sev-)))
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enteenth Party Congress, remembered as the Congress of Victors. In
a

long
and mtlch-applauded speech he marked the end of the worst

famine in Soviet
history with a vicious attack on nationalism:)

\302\267\302\267\302\267I t should be observed that the survivals of capitalism in peo-
ple's

minds are much more tenacious in the sphere of the national

question than in
any

other sphere. They are more tenacious

because they are able to disguise thenlselves well in national cos-

tume . . .

The deviation to\\\\'ards nationalism reflects the attempts of
Uone's own,\" unational\" bourgeoisie to undermine the Soviet sys-
tem and to restore capitalism. . . It is a

departure from Leninist

internationalism. . . (Stormy applause ]19)

At the same Congress, Postyshev, as the senior Ukrainian communist,
took upon himself full

responsibility
for the Ugross errors and blunders\"

in Ukrainian agriculture-without mentioning the famine-which he

explicitly
blamed on nationalism, counter-revolutionaries and invisible

foreign forces:)

The C:P(B)U [Ukrainian Communist Party] did not take into

account all the distinctive characteristics of the class struggle
in Ukraine and the

peculiarities
of the internal situation in the

CP(B)U.

What are those characteristics? . . .

The first characteristic is that in Ukraine the class enemy
masks his activity against socialist construction with the national-

ist banner and chauvinist slogans.
The sec()nd characteristic is that the Ukrainian kulak under-

went a lengthy schooling in struggle against Soviet power, for in

Ukraine the civil war was especially fierce and lengthy, given that

political banditry was in control of Ukraine f()r an especially long

period.
The third characteristic is that splinter groups of various

counter-revolutionary organizations and parties settled in

Ukraine more than elsewhere, being
attracted to Ukraine on

account of its proximity to western borders.

The fourth characteristic is that Ukraine proves to be an
object)))
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of attraction t() various interventi()nist centres and finds itself

under their especially diligent observation.

And, finally, the fifth characteristic is that the deviationists in

the CP(B)U in all-Party questions usually allied and continue to

ally
themselves with the nationalist elements in their ranks. with

the deviationists on the nationality question \302\267\302\267\302\267

Unfortunately,
the CP(B)U did not draw all those conclusions

in full measure. There lies the explanation of its errors and fail-

ures both in agriculture and in
carrying

out Leninist nationality

I

. .

U k
. )0

po ICY In r a In e . . .-)

Further concessions followed. In the spring of 1934 there were no req-
uisitions of vegetables.

Peasants were allowed to keep the food they
had grown inside their remaining private

allotments. The Ukrainian

leadership now dared to inform Stalin, openly, that some fields would

not be sown-there was no one to sow them-and that there was a

shortage
of seeds, including corn, linen and hemp seeds as well as

grain. This time around, Stalin agreed t() Hloan\" Ukraine seeds as well

as food. ll

Collectivization continued, indeed accelerated: any individual

farmers who had survived the famine joined collective farnls en masse

that spring.
This time there was no talk of rebellion, as 151,700 terri-

fied families gave up their honles and property to work for the state.
Another 51,800 households

joined in the autumn. The demands for

grain were quietly relaxed, and the number of arrests in the country-

si{le fel1.
22

Life did n()t return to \"normal\"; it never \\\\'oul(i. But slowly, Ukrai-
nians

stopped (lying
()f hunger.)

In the late spring of 1933, Max Harmash, an agricultural specialist
from

the Dnipropetrovsk region, was recruited by the provincial government
to help with

sowing
the harvest at a collective farm about 2S kilometres

from his home. On his first night in the countryside a village council-

lor directed Harnlash to a house \\vhere he was told that he could sleep.
There he encountered a \"very thin man in

rags,\"
who did not answer

his greetings. He also found the \"grotesque. half-naked swollen
body\"

of another person lying on a (1allet. Rags were strewn about the
floor;

the stench was unbearable. Harmash backed out of the house.
leaving)))
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some of his bread for its inhabitants, and ran back to the village council

building. There, a watchman told him that there was hardly any
food to

be found anywhere in the \\'icinity. Only a few members of the collective
farm still had any reserves at all. About half the villagers were already
dead. The rest survived

by eating cats, dogs and birds.

Horrified and shocked by what he had seen,Harmash fled the
dying

village as soon as he could. For a long time afterwards he had
\"night-

mares\" and expected severe punishment for abandoning his duties. He
was afraid to tell

anyb()(iy
abollt \\\"hat had happened. But the punish-

ment never came. Years later he reckoned that the officials who had

sent him to the village Inust have known that there was no grain to

sow and no one to SO\\\\' it, but they had sent for him anyway. Someone

had told them to do so, and they \\\\'ere
sin1ply fulfilling the task. No one

dared to say clearly that the villagers \\vere
dying

of hunger.
23

At about the same tin1e Lidiia, a student in Kharkiv, was also sent

out to the countryside as part of a labour brigade. She and her com-

panions
received accon1motlation in an empty school building, were

warned not to go outside at night and told not to open the door. During

the day they \\vent into the fields to weed around the sugar beets. They
met no one. But after only a fe\\\\'

days
their mission was abruptly cut

short: \"We returned to Kharkiv at daybreak, but we were not allowed

to go home. We were taken t() an official building, despite the fact that

we were hungry and dirty. When government officials arrived, a girl
told me that I had to go to a special department. The manager asked

me what I had seen. I said nothing. Then he said 'go and don't say

anything.' Frightened, I never asked the others whether they had been

called to the same departn1eIlt.
,,2\037

Lidiia and Max were \\\\,itnesses to another facet of the post-famine
crisis: in 1933 the Soviet state suddenly faced a drastic shortage of

labour in the Ukrainian
cOllntryside,

which was particularly extreme

in some districts. In the lvlarkivka district of Donetsk
province,

for

example,
a meeting ()f village council leaders in Decen1ber reckoned

their prospects were hleak. S()n1C 20,000 people,
more than half the

population, had perished in the famine. More than 60
f)er

cellt of local

horses had been killeJ that year, and 70 per cent of the oxen. Their

owners were gone t()O, ()ne observed: \"Now when you go out into the

country you can see villages that are so empty, wolves are living in

the houses.\" Grain st()res \\vere so low that it was impossiL)le to
pr()-)))
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viJe collective farm workers with their daily grain ration in exchange

for work. The am()unt ()f s()wn land was decreasing, from more than

8(),()()() hecta res in 1931 to 67,OOf) in 1933.
2 '5

The brigades of students, w()rkers and party officials sent from the

city to the countryside did
help

s()mewhat. But this policy now carried

some risks: the teams fr(Jm the urban USSR might get to see, first hand,

what had happened in the
villages.

Like Max, some ran away. Like

Lidiia, some had t(> be rTIonitored. They might go back and describe

the scenes of death and devastation, with unknown consequences.

Students and workers could not provide a permanent solution either.

For that, the
reginle

needed permanent inhabitants, new people who

could live in the countryside and continue to farm. And so, in late 1933,

it launched a resettlement programme. Its practical result, in
many

parts of Ukraine, was the replacement of Ukrainians with Russians,
at least as

long
as the programme-which was not successful-lasted.

By 1933 the Soviet Union
already

had sorne experience with mov-

ing and resettling people. Hundreds of thousands of kulaks had been

moved to the empty northern and eastern regions of the country, as
well as to the poorer and emptier districts of Ukraine itself. During
the Second World War a

range
of explicitly ethnic deportations would

result in the evictions of whole nationalities, including several Cau-

casian tribal peoples-the Chechens and the Ingush, the Karachai,
the Kalmyks, the Balkars, the Meshketians-as well as the Crimean

Tatars and the Volga Germans. In his famous \"Secret
Speech\" to the

party elite in 1956, Nikita Khrushchev denounced these mass popula-
tion transfers, and joked that \"Ukrainians avoided meeting this fate

()nly because there were t()()
many

of them and there was no place to
which to

deI)()rt
thern. (Jtherwise, (Stalin) would have deported them

also.\" The official transcript recorded that this remark
sparked \"laugh-

ter and anil113tion in the hall. \"\037b

Officially,
the movement of Russians into Ukraine began as a

reSI)onse t(> a clear nee(!. Those at the top of the system knew about
the drastic labour

shortages. In a telegram sent in August 1933, Yakov

Yak()vlev, the St)viet Corl1rnissar for
Agriculture, described a collective

farnl in Melit()I)()I, southeast Ukraine, where Uno more than a third

of the households remain. . . less than one-fifth with horses.\"
Single

households were labouring under the responsibility for farming 20
hectares of fertile soil

by
themselves. In western Russia, by contrast,)))
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40. T\\\\ pho(ogr.-lph\037 taken
b\037 \037lykol3 Rol..1I1, Itltur\\'n, (\037h\037rnihi\\ pru,\"incc, ..and

pr<'\037\"l
r\\\"t..d in hi, police file. The fir\037t., frUl11

.l\\pril ] 33, includes (he c:1ption \"3UU
day\\

\\\\ it huut ..1
piece:

of bre.u I:.)
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-f I. Buka n.\037 \\ccond pho(ogra ph J lily JC .3 i ncilldc.:\037 a 1l1Cln rialtu
U

Kust} 3\" \\\\,11U c.I icc.l

of hunger.\" Bok.ln and hi\037 ,on \\\\\"cre drrcstld Of doclIn1<:nting .he [unint\". Both \\lu:c.I in

the Gul..tg.)))
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The5-year Plan

-Has Killed the
,

Bread Supply:
. -

By G1RETH JONES)

\037)
'\

J\\1r. Jone..; i\037 one uf '!r. Lloyd
\037()rgets prh\".tc \037l'Crct1Jries. n.

l1as iust rtturnrd from an exten-

Rive tour on foot in Soviet Russia.
Ue sprsks Russian fluently-=-'

and here i:-: the terrible story

the peD\037ants
told 'him. ,

.
\037

A FE\\V
d\"l}\":' ngo T.

,..I (1(1 in a ,'..-orkcl.5
\037 cll1tnrrc ()ul\037l(k '\\Io.\037 .0\\\\ . A

C:1thcr :lnd a \037on, t}1t' f:ather rot TIu5siari
-

6killpc1 w(\037rkrr ill \037 :\\Io\037('ow factor)',

and thf' SOli :i number <1( the Youn

Ci>lnml1ubl l.cabnC'. \037Luod gld1 ing nl one

ullolh\037r.

The fulher, In.utltli''b with
cxc1lcm\037nt. l\037

t

control or Ilim\".'J( fiud bhC'uLed nl 1.11 Com-

.IHUlU5l son : \"
Jt.s ten'thln IIOW. \\Ye workers

arc st4r\\.ing, Look nt Ch\"'1)'nlttn\037k,
where 1

once \\\\olkt:d. Ihscasc thcn\037 Is carr)'ing

nwu). numhcr8 of U!; \\\\(.rltt'!.'S 'nnd the hlUr

100.1tltere 19is un\037t:lhJe. That ic; wh3t )\"OU

hn\\\"8 dune lo our Mother Un:tsl3 ,II

Thr gon . riC'tJ t,:\\r\037:
.. But luok fit 1h

giants of ludu!>\'") ,,\"luch \\\\\"e h.Lvr buill

l.oCIOk Kt the JJC\\\\ tr:1clor \\\\\"o..k\037 I..ook ul

the Dult'(tost f'O). -fhat (\"oust 11Id ior. ha.:s }\",:cn

\\\\,orlll slIflrl'Ulg COl'.
,.

II CorJ\037lrnrUon 1I\\.Jcrd !
..

\\Ha\037 thl' r,lthcr's

H'I:1)..
II

\\Yhars tho u\037c of ('uu!tl\"uelaoLl wJaeu

\\'0\\1 I.B\\ dcsll'o\\'N] ..\\11 III:Lr\037 hr\037t In

hus\037i8'
\".

. I \"

,\\ hu.. IImt workcc :..uld .,\037 Icl. l peT'r nL

of thl' IWOI)le or nus in nl'c t1.1nlunc. ThefC
Im!l been con trnchon, Lut, ht lit net 01

LuahJiuA', nil thai wa\037 hr\037t In l\037us..\037R ho.,

disupp.'arrd. TII\302\243'11I:)ln tl'!\"I)t. of tho I' ave

Ycur I'ln n ha\037 hc,'n C h tnl\037ic ruin 01
UUS\037IUIi n\037riculLul llt& lu1la I 3W lIl1
grim n>nh1r. I trnml'f'tI through U IIl\\Ulb'r
of vJnu\037 ill Ulr \037II()\\\\ uf M\037rch I \037,,\\\\'

c1,.Mr('u \\\\\"11 h \037.woll '.. h( 111(' I e1('pt tn
pN1AAflt!f,' huts, &()narthru\037 nine or U8 in onn
ruom. (Inll\\l'd to '\\\"I'r)' II('n aut I meL, lunl

Ule \037cn ra! cOlldll\037.on ] \\1r w is thai lbe

.)rrbCltt 8ta(( (If n\"l....ian nf;1 irulturo a\037

ItlrNufr rnt:udffl(,luc IHlt that In n )'\037nr's hnto

It!t ('OIuJUmn \\\\'111 Iii\" C \\\\UI \037cnctl tl'lIfuJt.l.)
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MR. CARETH .lONES)

\"'hat dad Iho p\":LSanls \037\037).7 Tbere v.\037

opo cry which U'SOIlIl(] I.d f'\\ el',)\037I1'r I went.
and that \\V:a\037:

..
\"II,tre i.t no bread.\" TJ.c

othcr F,('ntf'JlcP, \\\\'1,j('), \\\\ n\037 the Ic,,'mohu of

fil' RUS\037I..UI \\'I\037lr, \\\\ ns.:
II

AU ole swoU\037n
.,

RVt'n \"Itt.in n ftw Jui1Cq or 1Jo.scow there IS

nO bread JeCi _1\\, I \\\\U
\037l}ins lhrough the

countr)-\037id In that dJ\037tricl I chatted to

severlll wOlDen \\\\ ho \\\\ (\"1 r. t rUtlsi ng '\037,Ih

empty \037'lrks to\\\\uuJs MoSt.'O\\\\. Th.'y nl1

aid: II It i, terrlbJe, \\\\\037c 1It!\\ c no Lrcnd.
,We hnve t h\037 nil tLe wn)\" t\\) :\\to\037o\\V to \037l

brcnd nod tllt'n IIJc) \\\\ ill (mlr gire us rour
I)OUlids, \\\\ hietl ro!O\037g\" tlu rl\" rouLI\037 (\"LX
ahiUiflH'S nominnll)\.") Itow (\"\"1 u poor ro n
live' .,

..
1I\0371\\'c .)'OU P(ltiltl\037C& t.. I n\037kcd. E\\'cry

pt'usaut 1 8!-k(',1 'lol1rl....
IJI'gnh\\'ely \"ltla

sadness.
II What. nhoul ).our CO\\\\S , I'

\\\\ as my next
qu(\037,tlon. 0 .\"f'I nU\037lnn pfl\037!i..'\\nt tli co
means wt'a UI1 , (N'\" t1l1d happiness.. 1t t:J
aim t th rotrf'. mint \"pon , I ich hl3 Ufe
,.rn\\'lt:atrq

'1.
TI1t\037 caUle 'anl'e ncurlu all die 110tt,I

can h' (eftl\" coUll lL'\" n lI\"e IWl,t onl!)
(odd r 10 af OllTll'l ' s ...

u

It And ) our hol'$CS Y\" ,\\1\\5 the qUf\\sh\\u\\ I

a\037I\\('d In l'vcr)' \\llIugl' I ,'isdt d.., The laurS(l
b now n IUCSUO!\\ Ct( hfc nn.1 d..nth, for \\\\&ih-

(Jut :Po \"OI'SC Ill'\\\\ l\"Un l.IIll' pJoll'h' And 11

I')f\\ . cannot 1'10\\l(:h. how con one \"OW for tilt
III\037X han r\037t' ud If olle cannot \037t\\ for

the J}l\\,t I..'f\\ ,,!'t. thf'fI lath is Lhc on1)
...\" 11t'CI 11\\ U.. future.

.rhe r 'J'I, \037pr.l1 I doom for mn!\\t of t1l
\\111Kl.S. .hn I nts Lid: u

\"Jo\037t or Ortr
IllJr\037t'\037 1111\"C di '(1 Dt.1d \\\\\"t. h \\ C 80 lullc fmltltr
thnt the rctnuinlus; onc\037 I\\cr

S(\"raf;\037 n.nd HI,
to)

42. (;.Irl th J()I1C'\037 J:'l'. /il1,l.. Slc/ndill'd. ,I \037\\Llr('h It},-,-)

'=1) . , \037

.. . ))

,)

If It IS \037r.1\\'8 .'0\\\\' iUld 11 rnillaons Qrr

d\037;ins In the viU..ab \037, ns th ) arc, for J datI

&lut \\ i:,U . sin Ie \\ iJJ\037Ke \"Is ra wany had
not dit:t1, \\\\ 1':lt \",it) it 1\"\" lik In:1 rnontll's

c?.. The otnh.es J\037t( :.re belf\\\037 rount\302\243'(

une- bone. hul In \037o man) )u)mes th,.

POlrltoe8 Ian,,. Inn run ouL J1.e bf\"f't, oncr

u&ed 0.Ii lattle fodJer, ma)\" run out JU l11an:;

buts fore the D ,. food C()Jn('\037 in Junc,

July. nOf' Au u!'t, 3nd man)' h8\\'e Jlut ('\\'cn
\037,.t

The situation, grn\\\"er Ul n In l!Cl, ns nU

peus:lnta st;Jt mphclicalJy\" In tll31 )1':'-'
there \\V It1mlne In scveral great rt orl{.\\.

tlUt in must parts the pe:uan\037 multi Ih-c.

It \\'\"Q.S

.
loc\"

-
d famine, which hnd man)

naHhons of \\ ICU!lW. _peci lIy 1ont) , t110
VolJlL . Dut. to-day the fnutln i \037very-

where, In the formerly ridl U1ra nt', 10 \\Vut

Itussia, In Centrt.1 Asin an Nor1h Cn\\lc\037,.la-

e\\'err\" here.

\"'ba:c r the Lo\" 115' Musco\\\\ as \") t't dOd
no. Ion 8t) trkl.en. nod no one .laYing In

)fosco \\\\ ouJ\037 ha \037e .n lIUJing of wh t i9
going on In lh countrYSide, 'Inles, ht\" could

talk to lhe peasnnls \037ho ha\\e com\037 hundrfl'4\\s
and hundreds ot nutes to U.e capital to look
for brtad. Tht J1f\"<'r'r in ... ost\"O\\\037 look

warmly clad. and mon of 111e skU1ed

workers, who b ve tht'ir \037arm mt:\\.1 eve\"

day n\\ lh fActory, are weD lrd: Some of
tho..\037 who f'arn \\ef) good t: lades. cr who
hAve \037pecla1 prh11e P.. look en'.. \"'('11

drnscd, but the Ulst maJuritJ. 01 the un-
!'ktUed rker5 nr leeUn the prncb

I taiLed to n '\037or -r\" lJo \"OS nuhn\037 n

I'c:l\\j wooden tnlnk k
1L i!t t IT1ble now,\"

lie 6,ud. II
J J;tt !WO poum]s nl breaJ n . y

nnd It i!. rotlt\"n brent1 1 ct no me:lt. no
t\"?b\037' no hutttt. Before tho \\\\':U' 1 \\]\037d to

et Bioi of mr 1 and it \\\\ n.s chenp. But. I

haven't LeuJ anent for n ;) \0374U', EEr:;s \\\\ re

only a koped rnch f',eJ.''''e Ulf' war, hut no\\\\'

Ul\"1 (1 re B \037fe t lu\037ur)r. I J;\037t :1 littlt\" \"O\\Ip,
but It IS nol et10ub h to 1h e ('tn..t

\\nJ no\\\\ :1 f, \\V drNtd \\\".\"its fhe HU\0375-inu

wvrL r. Thnt IS uncnJrlo)\"maut Ir. Uit

I\037t It\\y months TC1J\" mnn). thousand! h3\\'('

\037cn dl uusscd Irom factories In maD) ports
o lh Son t unIOn. I n keLl ('lie un-

cJnplo) cd mun what 11 ppcn(.J to him lie
r\037phcd: \"\\\\ \",,, tn'ah.tI JJ\"'\037 ('rattle \\\\'('

nre told to .;ct u \037':'l}\", nnd \\\\ c \037et no bre:ul

rnrtl 110\\\\ enn I li\\'t\037' I nSf\"d to crt u
p<>uncl 0 hrt':\\ct:-& tl\037) f\037r nl1 103. hunll}', bul
00\\\\ thefe- J:\" 110 br,-,nd ('::ar,!. J have to Ic\037ve

lh eit) aliI! nlnJ..c my \\\\0 out. nalo UIC

countryside \\\\ ht'n' lh\037re is nl\037o no hrend
\"

Tit
-

Flvt VenT ria\" 'uJ\037 bUill man, I-n,
lactonr. nut it i\037 br ad fhal mok,.s fotto\",
u\"itM' '0 r01m . n\037 It \"-.11 Y\037IU P&Im-

\"(IS.. c,'rolled 1I c' brtad-suJ'pU ':. l nll.1f
.)))
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RUSSIANS HUNGRY,

BUT NOT STARVING)

Deaths From Diseases Due to

alnutritlon High, Yet the

Soviet Is Entrenched.)

LARGER CITIES HAVE FOOD)

UkraIne, North Cauc su\037 and

Lower Volga Regions Suf er

From Shortages.)

KREMLIN'S 'DOOM' DENIED)

Ru .1ana ..nd ForeIgn Observers

In Country See No Ground for

Prediction. of DII.lter.)

B\" WALTER D(iRA\037TY.
Ipec:iaJ Cable to Tal Nlw YOIIK TUtu

It OSCOW. \"{arch 'O.-In the mld-

dl@ ot the diplomatic duel between
Great Britain and th Soviet Union
over th accused Bratltlh pn Ine.r.

th\037re app\037ar trom a Brltl\037h oure
a bi\037 scare .tory In the American
rres. about famine In th \037o\\\"fflt

Union. with \"thousands Alread
dead and million. menaced by

d\037ath (rom stB.rvatlon. 1I

1t... author hi Gan\037th J('\\ne\037 who

. former ecr\037tary to Da,,'ld

Lloyd Geor and\" ho r \037 nfly

p nt three week In the So\\.let

Union and reached the conclusion
that the country wa. \"on the \\\"er\037e

ot a terrific amft.8b,\" as b. told the

writer.
Mr. Jones Is a man or a keen and

acth\"e mind. and he has taken the

trouble to learn Russian, which !Ie
speaks \"..ith consldetable fluency,
but the writer thought Mr. Jones.a
judgment was somewhat hasty and
asked him on what It w.u based.
It appeared that. he had made a
fort).-mile walk through villages In

the neighborhood ot Kharkov and
hftd found condltton\" \"ad.)

I I'uggested that that\" a A rather
Inadequate crosl'-section of . blR

(\"ountry. but Dothln could .hake
hl\037 conviction of Impending doom.

rrt\"dktlon!l of Donm Frequ nt.
The number ot t1me\037 orelgnere,

especlal1}. Briton., h8\\.e I!Ihnken
..rueful heads as they composed the
Soviet rnlon.s epitaph t\"an 5t\"arcely
'he computed. and In point of fact

t has donfl th\037 \037f\"J\\'It\"t Union In-

calculable harm \037Ince the day
when \"'lIIlam C. BuUiU's ahl,. and

honest :1ccount of the ,!I;ltuatlon was
aheh..ed and ne atlved riuring the
V rUlllea Peac\037 Conf\037rence b). re-
ports that AtJmJr31 J\037olchnk. \037'bite
Russian leader. h:id t le,.n l,a7..8n-
which he neV,.r did-nnd that the
Sovaet power .....a! '.on the \"erge of

n ab\\.s.. 'I

Adn1-h-al Kolcha1c taded Then
General Denikin took Or\0371 and the
Soviet Go\\'ernmcnt was on th

verge of an aby\"s again. And Gen.
cra! Yudenich ..took\" Petrogr:ld.But where are Gpnerals Denlkin

nd Yudentch now?
A couple of year\" ago another

British \"e}'e\037Yltness\" reported a
mutiny In the Mo!cow garrll'on anr!

\"rows of c. rpseA n\"aU)' plied In

Theatre Square,.' and only this
week a British nflW'I A\037ency re-
vealed a re\\'olt of thl! RO\\.let Fifty.
fifth Regiment at Dauria. on the
Man('hurian border. An bunk, of

course.

Thi!t Is not to mention 8 more reo

grettable Incident of thrpe yea..
ago when a n American corrf'spon.
d\037nt discoverrd halt the .Ukralne
n ming with rpbelllon and \"pro\".ed'
Il by authentic documents eager-
ly proffered by Rumanlanl. which
document. on examanatlon \"p-

peared to relate to event. of eight
or len years earlier.

'-'aw\", On DJ Inc.

But to r\037turn to \037rr. Jon..s. He

told m\037 th\037re was \\\"irtuaUy no
bread In th \\'IJIages h had vhdtcd
and that lh adult were haJ.,gard.

aunt and discouraged, but that he
had 8 n no dead or dying animala
or human beangs.

I believed him because' I knew It

to be correct not only of 80nle parts
ot the Ukraine but of sections ot
the North Caucasus nnd lower
Volga rehlonB and. for that matter,
l{azakatan, where the attempt to

change the stock-raisin nomad. of
the type and the period of Abrahan1
and Isaac Into 1933 collective grain
farmers has produced the 010st de-

plorable results.
It Is all too true that the novelty

and mismanagement at collective

farming, plus the quite efficient
conspiracy ot Feodor \037{. Konar and
his associates In agricultural com-

missariats, have ntade a mess ot
Soviet food production. [Konar was
c.:tecuted for 8abotasce.])

But-to put It brutally-you can't
make an omelette without breaking
r ,..S, and the Bolshevist leadcrs are

Just as Indlt!erent to the cAsualties
that mav be Involved In their dravel

toward lIoch..1ization a8 any General
during the World \\\\'ar who ordf'red
a costly attack In ordf'r to \"how his
superiors that he and hl!l division
po8\037e8ged the proper soldierly 8pirit.
In fact. the BoIBhE-vlk! are more In.
t.lltf\037rt\"nt because the)' are animated
by tanatical t\"onvlctlon.

Since I talked with M:r. JoneR [
have made exhaustive inquiries
about this al1t'ged lamlne situation.
I have Inquired In Soviet commis.
sarlats and In foreign embassies
with their network of conlluls. and
I have tabulated Information from
Britons worklftg as IIpeeiallsts and
from my per80nal connections, Hus..
sian and foreign.

DI a e ,
ortauty J IlJ.:h.

1..11 of this seems to me to bt! more

lrustworthy information than I
could \037et by n brief trip throu h
anyone area. The Soviet Union Is
too bls: to permit a hasty :study.
and It b the foreign cOll'espondent's
job to present a '\" hole picture, not
a part of It. And here are the facts:

There Is 8 lIerious food 8holla\037

throughout the country. with occa-
I'10nal cn. es of well-managed State
or collective (a..ms. The b'\037 clUel
and the nrmy ar adequately sup-

plit\"d with tood. There ui no ac-
hl81 atarvatlon OJ' deathH from
ItJtrvation. but there Is wllh\037J;prpad

mortality from dis..a.,es due to mal-
'Ultritlon.

In fihort, condition.. a..e definltel).
b:\\d In ccrtain sectlons-thp. Ukraine,

th CaUt'Rsus And Lower Vol\037a..
Ie rest at th.. C\"ountry I\" on short

r;\\tlon.. but nothing worsp TheMe
rnnchUon Are bad, hut thpr\302\253- Is no
famlnc.

The crltlrnl rnonlh\" In thl,. coun.
tare Ftbruo.ry and March, after

leh II upply ol gge. milk J\\n4

vegetable. comes to lupplement the
shortage ot bread-It, al now, there

Is a 8hortage of bread. I n every

Russian villa . food condltlonl will

Improv henceforth, but that will
not anSWf'r on\037 really vital ques-
tion- \\Vhat about. the coming r In
crop!

Upon that depend. not the future

or thl'! \037ovlet powrr. which \037ftnnot

and will not b f'mashed. but the fu.
tur. polley of the l{remlln It
through dhnntl... condition... as In

1921, the crop falls. thE'n, Ind\037ed,

RUB..I&. \\\\ 111 be menaC\"..d by famane.
If not. th\037 pre!lent ditrl<:ultles ...111
be IIpf't\"dlly forgotten.)
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Aftermath) f289])

crowded conditions meant that a single fanlily had only one hectare to
farm. Stalin

responded
in a note to Molotov, \"it is necessary to speed up

a
possible

'resettlement of the peasantry.'
,,2i

The first phase of the project began with 117,000 Russian

peasants-21,000 households-from Russia and Belarus. They began
to arrive in Ukraine in the autumn of 1933. In January and Febru-

ary 1934 a further 20,000 arrived in the depopulated villages
of eastern

and southern Ukraine, this time coming from Russia as well as other

regions of Ukraine:\0378 These numbers may be an underestimation,
since they include only those who received state assistance to make the

trip. Others-an unknown number-simply gathered together what

belongings they could take and made the journey from Russia and the

other regions on their own, having heard that there was more space

and free land in Ukraine. In general, this first wave of arrivals was

mostly voluntary-settlers believed they would be given free housing
and good food rations, as well as transportation-although some had

been evicted from their homes as kulaks or as enemies and so had little

choice.

Many were disappointed. They had expected to find accommoda-

tion and rich soil. The state had paid for their transportation, including
their cattle and tools, given them hot food and rations on their journey,
and even promised tax breaks. But the reality proved to be very differ-

ent, as one woman settler from Zhytomyr province, a child at the time,

remembered:)

We were evicted from our house too, but we were sent to Horo-

dyshche in Dnipropetrovsk province. That village had died out

and we were re-settled there. . . In Horodyshche we were given

a small room in the hut, we
put

down some hay and slept on the

ground. In the collective farm
they gave

out 1 kg of bread for

10 days. We were promised a lot but we have not seen anything

of it. 29)

Other surprises lay in store. On arrival, many of the Russians found the

Ukrainian
steppe unaccommodating. They did not know how to start

fires with straw and dried grass, as the Ukrainians did. They were not

necessarily welcomed by their new neighbours, who of course spoke

a language they failed to understand. The villages were empty: even)))
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time were sent to distant destinations beyond eastern Ukraine. Some

15,000 Polish and German households-by some accounts 70,000

people-found themselves assigned to Kazakhstan, where famine had

also devastated the countryside.
33

Even at the tinle these resettlement c31npaigns were understood
to be a form of Russification.

Sergio Gradenigo, the observant Italian

consul in Kharkiv, reported to Rome a conversation with an unnamed
acquaintance

who had agreed that the \"Russification of Donbas\" was

underway. He linked the
policy

to the closure of Ukrainian-language

theatres, the restriction of Ukrainian opera music to just three
cities,

Kyiv,
Kharkiv and Odessa, and the end of Ukrainization.-\0374 Ordinary

people also knew that uninhabited
villages

were being populated by

Russians. \"People said that the authorities wanted to exterminate
Ukraine with

hunger
and settle the land with a Russian population

so that Russia will be here,\" one eyewitness recalled.
35

An anonymous
letter from a resident of Po Ita va to the Kommunist newspaper made the

same point: \"The historically unprecedented physical extermination of

the Ukrainian nation. . . is one of the central goals of the
illegal pro-

gramme of Bolshevik centralism.\" This letter was considered impor-
tant enough to be the

topic of a report sent to Stalin himself.-\0376

Dramatic as these emergency movements between 1933 and 1936

must have been, they are far less
important,

in terms of numbers and

influence, than the slow-motion movement of Russians into a depop-

ulated Ukraine, and into depleted Ukrainian republican institutions,
in subsequent years

and decades. Some of them arrived to shore up
the Ukrainian Communist Party, which had never recovered from the

sweeping arrests of 1933. During and after the famine, the state
purged,

arrested and even executed tens of thousands of Ukrainian party offi-

cials. Often, their replacements came directly from Moscow. In 1933

alone the Soviet Communist
Party

sent thousands of political cadres,

at all levels of the hierarchy, to Ukraine from Russia. By January 1934

only four of the twelve members of the Ukrainian Communist
Party

Politburo were Ukrainians. Eight of the twelve, in other words, did

not
speak Ukrainian, which was still the native language of a majority

of Ukrainians. 37

Nor did the purge end there. Three years later the Ukrainian

communist leadership became a particular target of the Great Ter-

ror, Stalin's nationwide attack on the older members of the Soviet)))
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Communist Party. Khrushchev himself famously remembered in

his melll()ir that in 1937-8 the Ukrainian Communist Party was

\"purged spotless.\"\037x
He was certainly in a position to know, since he

stage-managed the arrests. Khrushchev, born in a Russian village near

the Ukrainian border, grew up in working-class Donbas. Like
Kaga-

novich, he identified with proletarian, Russophone Ukraine, not with

the Ukrainian-speaking peasantry. At Stalin's
request

he returned to

Kyiv in 1937, accompanied by a host of secret police troops. After a

struggle-the
Ukrainian Communist Party at first resisted-he over-

saw the arrest of the entire leadership, including Kosior, Chubar and
,

Postyshev.
Within months they were all dead; most members of the

Ukrainian government were executed in the spring of 1938. ()rdinary

party members disappeared too: between January 1934and
May

1938

a third of the Ukrainian Communist Party, 167\037OOO people,
were under

arrest.
39

In Khrushchev's words, Hit seemed as though not one regional

or executive Con1mittee secretary, not one
secretary

of the council of

people's commissars, not even a single deputy \\\\'as left. We had to start

b
.

1 d

.

f h
\"\"0

Ul Ing r()m scratc .

By the end of the decade, the
purge

was complete: at the tin1e of the

outbreak of war in 1939none of the Ukrainian Communist Party lead-

ership ha(1 any connection with or sympathy for the national m()ve-

ment or even national communism. By the tilne the \\\\'ar ended in 1945,

the Nazi occupation and the Holocaust devastated the republic and its

institutions even further. In the P()st-war era the party continued to pay
lip service to HUkrainian\" symb()ls antI even language, but at the higher
levels it was overwhclnlingly Russian speaking. The native Ukrainians

wh() relnained in the party were often drawn fr()nl the activist groups

who had carried out the searches that lell to the fanline\037r, in the

years that followe(l, their chill-Jren an() grandchildren.\"
l

N() one in the

party rernclnbere(1 a different Ukraine.

Where the 11artyled, the
peoille

f()llo\\ve(l. Between 1959 and 1970

()ver a nlilli()n Russians Illigrate(f to Ukraine, drawn t() the
republic by

the ()1111ortllnities that a Jl0pulati()n depleted by \\var, famine and purges

ha(J crcatc(1 f()r energetic new residents. As the Soviet economy indus-
trialize(l, a network (Jf Russian-speaking industry bosses recruited col-

leagues frolll the north. Universities,
hospitals

and other institutions

(li(1 the sall1e. At the same time almost all the other minorities still

living
in Ukraine-the Jews wh() remained, the Germans, Belarusians,)))
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Bulgarians and Greeks-assimilated into the Russian-speaking major-
ity. Peasants \\vho moved fronl the devastated countryside into the cit-

ies often switched from Ukrainian to
Russian, in order to get on. As

in the nineteenth century, the Russian language offered
opportunities

and advancement. Ukrainian became simply a \"backwards\" language
of the

provinces:\0372

By
the 1970s and 1980s the idea of a 111assUkrainian national move-

ment seemed not jllSt dead but buried. Intellectuals kept the flame

alive in a fe\\v cities. But most Russians, and many Ukrainians, once

again thought of Ukraine as
just

a province of Russia. Most outsiders

faile<.i to distinguish between Russia and Ukraine, if
they

remembered

the name of Ukraine at all.)

In the spring of 1933, lv1ikhail Sholokhov, already then a celebrated

\\\\..riter, sat do\\vn at his type\\vriter in \\'yoshenskaya Vstanitsa,
a Cossack

stanitsa in the North Caucasus, and composed a letter to Stalin. It was

not the first such missive. As a patriotic and pro-Soviet citizen, Sholo-
khov had been

inf()rming Stalin about the progress of collectivization in

\\'yoshenskaya \\\" stanitsa for many months. Perhaps because he had met

the Soviet leader in \03710SCO\\\\T, he did not fear the consequences. His first

missives were short and nl0stly hand\",'ritten,and
they

often focused on

small things he sa\\\\' going wrong. In 1931 he wrote with concern about

the cattle and horses he sawall across the countryside, dying for lack

of food. In 1932 he worried that collective farmers were stealing seeds

straight out of the
sO\\\\Ting

n1achines. He also told the Soviet leader that

an order to collectivize livestock had backfired. In some of the local vil-

lages \"purchasers\" of cattle were
beating up peasants

and forcibly drag-

ging their livestock away. The peasants fought back and in one
village

they
murdered a requisitioner.

But in the spring of 1933, Sh()l()khov's tone suddenly grew more

urgent: Vyoshenskaya Vstanitsa was in crisis. Stalin needed to know

that
peo\037)le

were starving
to death:)

In this district, as in other districts, collective and individual

farmers alike are dying of hunger; adults and children are swol-

len, and are eating things
that no human being should have to eat,

starting with carrion and
finishing

with the bark of oak trees and

all kinds of muddy roots.)))
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M()re (Ieta i Is f()II()wc(1. In evocati ve, litera ry language, Sholokhov

described peasants who refused to work because \"all of our bread sails

abroad.\" He painted a portrait ofthe local party secretary.Ovchinnikov.

who declared that \"grain must be collected at any price! We'll destroy

everything. but we'll grab grain!\"
He described Ovchinnikov's tactics.

including the extortion of seed grain. the confiscation of cows. potatoes.

pickled food-all of the tactics that the 1932 decrees had stipulated for

both tile N()rthern (:aucasus and Ukraine.

Sh()lt)khov als() described what happened after the Communist

Party purged
its lower ranks. Those who lost their

pa\037ty

cards were

arreste(l\037 their families lost access to rationed food, and they began to

starve as well. The writer begged Stalin to send some \"authentic\" com-

munists t()
Vyoshenskaya

\\' stanitsa, ones with the courage to halt the

crisis. Using Stalinist language, he called on the Soviet leader to help

\"unlnask\" those wh() had brutally beaten and tormented the
peasants,

st()len their grain, and destroyed the agricultural economy of the region.
Stalin's

reply
was blunt. In two telegrams, as well as a handwritten

response, he told Sholokhov he was sorry to hear about these mistakes

in the party's work. He offered to send material aid, both to Vyoshen-

skaya \\'stanitsa and the neighbouring \\'erkhne-Oonskii district. But

he wasn't entirely syrnpathetic. He felt the writer's perspective was

inconl\037llete.
\"You see only ()ne side of the matter,\" he told Sholokhov:

\"The grain growers in
Y()llr regil)n (anti not only yours) are conducting

sabl)tage anfi leavillg the Reci
ArnlY

without grain.\" These men might

look like Silllllie farnlers, Stalin explained, but they were in fact wag-

ing a quiet, hl()()(lless, l1ut nevertheless effective \"war against Soviet

(lOwer.\" Perllal)s
the writer \\-vas under the impression that they were

harll1less
llC()llle.

If S(), he was gravely mistaken.

Stalill 's ans\\ver t() Sh()l()kh()v in the slJring of 1933,at the height of

the t\037lrlline, echl)eli the C()lls(liratoriaI11hrases that he was using in his

pcrs()llal c()rreSll()n<.lellcc as well as in speeches and party debates: those
wh() \\vcre

starving t() <.Icath were not innocent. On the contrary, they
were trait()rs,

they
\\vere sah()teurs, they were c()nspiring to undermine

the (lroletarian rev(Jluti<.)n. 11hey were waging \"a war
against Soviet

\"

1)( )we r.

Whereas, in 1 (}21, the Soviet leadership had spoken of starving peas-
311ts as victilllS, in Il)33, Stalin switched the

vocabulary. Those who

were starving were Il()t victilns\037 they
were perpetrators. They were not)))
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sufferers; they were responsible for their terrible fate.
They

had caused

the famine, and therefore they deserved to die. Fronl this assessrl1ent

came the logical conclusion: the state \\vas justified in refusing to help
them

stay
alive.

This \\\\'as the argument that Stalin would advocate for the rest of
his life. He never denied, to Sholokhov or to anyone else, that peasants
had died from a famine caused by state policy in 1933, and he certainly
never apologized. He

clearly
read Sholokhov's missives, and to()k them

seriously enough to respond. But he never admitted that
any ill1por-

tant element of his policy-not collectivization, not grain expropria-
tion, not the searches and shakedo\\vns that had intensified the famine

in Ukraine-\\\\'as wrong. Instead, he
placed

all
responsibility for food

shortages and mass deaths firmly onto the shoulders of those who were

dying.

43

This is certainly what he told his party. During the Congress of Vic-

tors at the beginning of 1934, where Stalin had denounced nationalism,
he also

predicted
further violence. \"We have defeated the kulaks,\" he

declared, but the liquidation was not yet complete. Agents of the old

regime-\"former people,\" as he called theln--could still do a good

deal of harm. More to the point, the party should
expect

more resis-

tance from these \"moribund classes\": \"It is precisely because they are

dying and their days are numbered that they will go on from one form

of attack to another, sharper form, appealing to the backward sections

of the population and mobilizing them
against

the Soviet regime.,,44

This was in line with Marxist thinking: the sharpening of contra-

dictions, the creation of greater stress-these were the precursors of

revolutionary change. The deaths of millions was not, in other words,

a sign that Stalin's policy had failed. On the contrary, it was a sign of

success. Victory had been achieved, the
enemy

had been defeated. As

long as the Soviet Union lasted, that view would never be contested.)))



CHAPTER FOURTEEN)

The Cover-Up)

There is no actual starvation or deaths from startJation

but there is
uJideJpread mortality from diseases due to

malnutrition.)

Walter Duranty, The \037\\reu' }\037rk Times, 31 March 1933)

I am almost illiterate and uJrite in a
Jimple

manne1\037 but

what I write is true and trllth, they say,
shallot'ercome

evil.)

Petro [)robylko, SUI11Y province, 1933
1)

I N 193 3 THE cities knew that the villages
were {lying. The leaders anti aclministrat()rs of the Communist Party

and the government knew that the villages \\vere
dying.

The evidence

was in front of everyone's eyes: the peasants at the
railway

stations, the

reports coming in from the cl)untryside, the scenes in the cemeteries
and

ffi()rgues.
There is no (loubt that the Soviet leadership knew it

too. In March 1933,Kosior wr()te a letter to Stalin in which he explic-

itly spoke of hunger-Ukraine's provinces
were

begging the Central

C:ommittee f()r help--and anticipated worse, noting that \"evell star-

vation has not taught go()cl sense to the peasants,\" who were still too
slow in their spring sowing..:! In April he wrote again, noting the large
number of

people
now joining collective farn1s: \"the famine has played

a large role, having in the first instance hit individual farmers.,,3)))
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But in the official, Soviet world the Ukrainian
famine, like the

broader Soviet famine, did not exist. It did not exist in the newspapers,
it did not exist in public speeches. Neither national leaders nor local
leaders mentioned it-and

they
never would. Whereas the response to

the 1921 famine was a prominent and
widely

heeded call for interna-

tional aid, the response to the 1933 famine was total denial, both inside

the Soviet Union and abroad, of any serious food shortage. The aim

was to make the famine disappear, as if it had never happened. In an
era before television and the internet, before open borders and travel,
this was easier to achieve than it would have been in the twenty-first

century. But even in 1933 the cover-up required
an

extraordinary effort

on the part of numerous people over many years.
The organized denial of the famine began early, before the worst

starvation had even begun. From the beginning, its facilitators had

a number of different goals. Inside the USSR the cover-up was
only

partly designed to fool the Soviet public, or at least those who had no
direct knowledge of the famine, though at this it probably did not suc-

ceed. Rumours were
impossible

to control, and were even repeated, as

Stalin well knew, inside elite Bolshevik families. But letters of protest,

which were sent quite frequently from all kinds of people-peasants,
officials, bureaucrats-in the years leading up to the famine, soon

stopped. There is anecdotal evidence inside the Soviet Union of some

effort to control the mail that reached the Red
Army.

Mariia Bonda-

renko's brother, a Red Army soldier serving in the Caucasus, told his

sister that none of the Ukrainian soldiers received mail from home in

1933. Members of his unit eventually found the withheld letters. Only
then had they learned the truth about what was happening to their

families.
4

Other soldiers never received letters from home in 1932 or

1933 at all; some recalled that it was as if their families had just disap-

peared.
5

Even more effort went into the control of public speech. One Ukrai-

nian Red
Army

soldier went to serve in 1934, having survived the fam-

ine. During one of the \"political
instruction\" classes that all soldiers had

to attend, he asked the teacher a
question

about the famine. He was

sharply rebuked: \"There was no famine and there cannot be, you
will

be locked up for ten years if you keep talking like this.,,6 Students and

workers sent to the countryside to help bring in the 1933harvest were

often told bluntly not to speak of what they had seen. Out of fear
many)))
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obeyed. We were told to \"sew
up

our mouths,\" one remembered.
7

The

c()oe ()f silcllce \\\\'as unllcrst()()O by everyone:)

At work no one spoke of the famine or of the bodies in the streets,

as if we were all part of a conspiracy of silence. Only with the

closest and Inast trusted ()f frien(ls would we talk about the ter-

rible news from the villages. . . The rumours were confirmed

when the townspeople were ordered to the countryside
to help

with the harvest and sa\\\\' for then1selves whence had come the

living skeletons that haunted our city's streets. 11)

The taboo on speaking of the famine in public affected medical work-

ers too. Both doctors and nurses recall being told to \"invent something\"

for death certificates, or to \\\\lrite do\\\\'n all cases of starvation as the

result of \"infectious diseases\" or \"cardiac arrest.\"')

Fear even affected corres\037)ondence between officials. In March the

secretary
of the local g()vernment in Dnipropetrovsk \\vrote a letter to

the Central Cornmittee of the Ukrainian COll1munist Party, cOlnplain-

ing that numerous cases of starvation, swelling and deaths from hun-

ger had received no ()fficial attention because lo\\\\'cr-Ic\\'el ()fficials had

failed to report them: \"It was considered to be anti-party, reprehensible

even to react t() thell1.\" In one case a
village party secretary \\\\,ho \\\\ras

hinlself s\\\\,()llen frOITI
hunger

had faileJ to report anything, so afraid

was he of censure. IO

As the ell1ergcncy \037)asseJ, ()fficial vigilance spreao to record-keepers.

In April 1934 the (){Icssa
prt)vincial leadership

sent out a note to all

the I()cal (larty con1lllittees, \\\\'arning
then1 about the \"criminally out-

rage()us manner\" in \\vhich births and deaths were being registered:
\"In a nUlnher of village councils this work is actually in the hands of

class enemies-kulaks, Petliura henchmen, special deportees etc.\"

Allege(lly t() increase sUllervision, the Odessa bosses \\\\'ithdre\\\\' death

registrati()n
l)()oks frol11 all village councils, froln 1933 \"without excep-

tion\" and fr()t11 I ()32 in SOl11e regions as \"'ell.\" Similar orders exist for

Kharkiv (lfovince, where ()fficials also dCll1anJed all death registries

fr()m NOvcll1ber 1 <J32 until tile entl ()f 1933, ()n the grounds that they
were in the hands ()fHclass-h()stile elements\" such as kulaks, Petliurites

and special (1ep()rtees.
12

In reality, both types of document conformed to an identical for-)))
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mula, probably the result of an order from the Ukrainian authorities,

and both were intended to destroy evidence of the famine.1.3
Although

mortality numbers compiled at the provincial and national level did
remain in statistical archives, at the village level many records were

physically destroyed. Eyewitnesses from Zhytomyr and Chernihiv
provinces

have described the disappearance of death registries from

their villages in 1933-4. 14

In
Vinnytsia, Stepan Podolian recalled that

his father had been asked to burn the
village registry

books and rewrite

them, eliminating references to hunger.
IS

At the highest levels the cover-up functioned as a form of party dis-

cipline: it was a means of controlling officials, even testing their loyalty.
To prove their dedication, party

members had to accept and endorse

the official falsehoods. Roman Terekhov, one of the
party

bosses in

Kharkiv, dared to use the word \"famine\" in Stalin's presence and in

public during the autumn of 1932, as Terekhov himself later recalled.
The Soviet leader's

response
was harsh: \"You spin this yarn about the

famine thinking that you'll intimidate us, but it won't work!\" Instead,

Stalin told him, \"go to the Writers' Union and write
fairy

tales for idi-

ots to read.,,16 Terekhov lost his job two weeks later.
An echo of this incident is found in the party conference speeches

made over the subsequent year. In many of them Ukrainian commu-

nists referred to \"problems\" or \"difficulties,\" but very rarely to \"famine.\"

Of course they knew it was happening, but in order to survive they had
to observe the Kremlin's taboos. Privately, the word remained in use,

as we have seen in Kosior's letters to Stalin. But although no written

record exists of an order not to use the word \"famine\" in public, it is

striking how rarely it was used. 17

Instead, Soviet officials used euphe-

misms. When a Japanese consul in Odessa made an official
inquiry

about the famine, for example, even he was told \"there are food short-

b
e. \"18

ages ut no lamlne.

The victims were harder to banish. Even after the bodies had been

buried in unmarked mass graves, and even after the death registries

were altered, there still remained the problem of Soviet statistics. In

1937 the Soviet census bureau set out to count and measure the Soviet

population, a vast task made urgent by the need to coordinate central

planning. But even as the complex process began-it involved asking

millions of people to fill out forms-the Soviet leadership began to

be anxious about the possible result. \"Not one figure
from the census)))
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can be published,\" employees of the local statistical offices were told in

I)eceillber 193(>. There was to be \"no preliminary processing of the raw

material\" either.
I')

Even S(), the final result of the 1937 census was shocking. News-

papers
had floated advance stories of growth and a population boom,

\"evidence of the great increase in our workers' standard of living\" after

\"ten years of our heroic
fight

for socialism.
..20

Statisticians, not wanting

to be blamed for sending a negative message, had been
filing regular

reports of growth too. One preliminary report did cautiously hint that

the
population

levels might
turn out to be lower than. anticipated in

Ukraine, the North Caucasus and the \\\"olga region-\"regions where

the resistance of kulaks to collectivization was particularly determined

and bitter\"-but it devoted little space to the problem. Overall, the

projections were optimistic. In 1934 census officials estimated that the

population of the USSR stood at 168 million. In 1937
they

estimated

170 million or even 172 million.

The real numbers, when they finally
arrived, were quite different.

The total population figure of the USSR came to 162 million-meaning

that (for those who expected 170 million) some eight million people
were

\"missing.\"
That inexact number included victims of the famine

and their unborn children. It also reflected the genuine chaos of the

famine years. The peasants dying by
the roadsides, the l11ass migra-

tion, the de()ortations, the impossibility of keeping accurate statistics

in villages
where everyone \\vas starving, including public officials-all

of these things made the census-takers'
job

more difficult.
21

In truth,

nobocly was abs()lutely sure how many \037leople
had really died and how

many live(l, counted ()r uncounted. The census-takers had erred on the

side of caution.

Rather than accept the result, Stalin abolished it. Meetings were

calle(f\037 eX(lert ()anels
were create<i. A special Central Committee resolu-

ti()n cleclared the census
badly organized, unprofessional, and a \"gross

violation ()f the 11asic fundamentals ()f statistical science.
\"22

The journal

Bolshevik (Ieclared that the census had been
\"disrupted by contempt-

ible enerllies ()f the people- Tr()tsky-Bukharinite spies and traitors to
the motherlan(l,

having sli(Jlle(-!
at that time into the leadership of the

C:entral Direct()ry ()f
People's

Economic Accounting... Enemies of

the pe()ple set themselves the goal of distorting the real number of the

I
.

\",\037

popu
atl()n.

--)))
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The publication of the 1937 census was halted immediately, and
the results never

appeared. The statisticians themselves paid the price.
The head of the census llureau, I van Kraval, at the tinle a resident of

the House on the Enlbanklnent, the most exclusive
party

residence in

\0371osco\\v, \\vas arrested and executecl by firing squad in September. His
closest

colleagues
\\vere also put to death. Repressi()n cascaded down-

\\\\'ards to Kazakhstan and Ukraine as well as the Russian provinces,
where hundreds of lower-level census officials were sacked from

their jobs and s()metimes arrested and executed as well. The list of

the repressed included not only those directly responsible for the cen-

sus, but also statisticians \\\\.Tho might have had access to the original
numbers. N1ykhailo Avdiienko, the

Kyiv
editor of Soviet Statistics, was

arrested in August anJ executed in September. Oleksandr Askatin, the

head of the economics departnlent at the Ukrainian Academy of Sci-
'4

ences, Illet the saIne fate.-

By Novernber an entirely new cadre of officials had
replaced

these

men, everyone of \\vhonl no\\v understood that it was extremely dan-

gerous to
produce

accurate numbers..!) A new census was duly com-

missioned. This time Stalin did not wait for the result. Even before the

census had taken place, he declared
victory:)

Under the sun of the C;reat Socialist Revolution an astonishingly

rapid, never-before-seen increase in
population

is taking place.

Mighty socialist industry has called into life new professions. Tens

of thousands of
people,

wh() yesterday were unskilled labour-

ers, today have become qualified masters in the most diverse

branches of production. Yesterday's Stakhanovites today have

become technicians and engineers. Millions of
peasant

smallhold-

ers, eking out a beggarly life, have become prosperous collective

farmers, creators of socialist harvests. . . The all-Union census of

the population nlust show all the great changes
that have hap-

pened in the life of the people, the growth of the cultural and

material level of the masses, the increase in the qualification of

factory workers and office workers. . .26)

Stalin got what he ordered: at the Eighteenth Party Congress in March

1939, before the final tally was complete, he announced, with great fan-

fare, that the Soviet population had indeed reached 170 million. 27)))
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In (Jue course the statisticians f()und ways to make the numbers

match the rhetoric. They massaged data to mask the high number of

prisoners in the north and east of the USSR-the years 1937-9 were

a time of Inajor C;ulag expansi()n-and,
of course, to hide the ravages

of the t\037lmine. (:ensus forms for more than 350,000 people residing

elsewhere were assigned to Ukraine. Another 375,000dead souls were

allotted to Kazakhstan. As well as altering the totals, the census-takers

erased sonle small national aneJ ethnic groups, and changed the bal-

ance of the
population

in ethnically
divided regions to suit Soviet policy.

Overall, they boosted the population by
at least 1 per cel1t. For decades

afterwards the 1939 census was held up as a model piece of statistical

research.
2H

With publication
of the 1939 census the great famine vanished not

only from the newspapers
but from Soviet demography, politics and

bureaucracy. The Soviet state never
kept any

record of the victims,

their lives or their deaths. For as long as it existed, it never accepted

that they had died at all.)

Violence, repression
and the census falsification successfully quelled dis-

cussion of the failline inside the USSR. But the cover-up of the famine

abroad required different tactics. Information was not so
easily

con-

tr()lled outside the Soviet Union. Information did cross borders, as did

pe()ple.
In May 1933 a Ukrainian newspaper in Lviv (then a Polish city)

\037)ublished
an article denouncing the famine as an attack on the Ukrai-

nian national movelllent:)

The eastern side ()f the Zbruch River
I

the border] now looks like

a real nlilitary calllp that is difficult for a citizen to cross even at

night, as in wartilnc. We are informed of this by refugees who

recently rnanaged t() w3cle across the Zbruch . . . they arrived as

living
skelet()ns because the famine there is terrible. Even dogs

are being kille(l, and
to(lay's

slaves of the collective farms are

being fe(l d()g meat, for in fertile Ukraine neither bread nor
pota-

t()es are t() be hatl.
24)

()ther news canlC fr()ffi officials and consuls who crossed the border

legally as well as fronl letters mailed from ports, sent via travellers
()r Illissed by cens(}rs. Ethnic Germans wrote to individuals in the)))
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United States and Germany, sometimes to relatives and sometimes to

unknown leaders of their religious communities: \"Dear Fathers and
Brothers in

faraway Germany,
a plea from Russia from me of German

name. . . I call to you for advice and help and to tell you what is in
nlY

.
t

... .

k h
\"30

L Igrle -strlc en eart. etters a so managed to reach Canada.
These missives had an impact, as did the few refugees. Even as the

famine was unfolding, Ukrainians abroad
began to protest against it,

both peacefully and otherwise. Ethnic Ukrainian politicians brought
up

the famine at sessions of the Polish parliament, and described it
in the Ukrainian-language press.

31
In October 1933. Mykola Lemyk,

a member of a Ukrainian nationalist organization in Poland, mur-
dered the secretary of the Soviet consul in Lviv. During his trial in a

Polish court, Lemyk, who had been hoping to kill the consul himself,
described the murder as revenge for the famine.

32

At the end of that

month the Ukrainian community in Poland tried to organize a mass

state aggression. The peasants who experienced the searches and)))

by

the Polish government, which feared further violence. 33

At about the same time, on the other side of the world, the Ukrainian
National Council, an organization formed in May 1933, staged street

protests in Winnipeg, Canada, and sent a letter to President Roosevelt,

enclosing an eyewitness account of the famine. 34

At a meeting held at

the Ukrainian church in Winnipeg, diaspora leaders read aloud letters

from Ukraine exhorting the public to help Ukraine \"break away\" from

the USSR.3S

Ukrainians in Brussels, Prague, Bucharest, Geneva, Paris,

London and Sofia, among other cities, created action committees that

sought, without much luck, to publicize the famine and deliver aid to

h
. 36

t e starving.

News also filtered out via the Catholic Church. In Poland, Ukrai-

nian Greek-Catholic priests took up collections for victims of the

famine in 1933, held a day of mourning and hung black flags on

the facades of Ukrainian churches and the local offices of Prosvita,

the Ukrainian cultural institute. 3i

Polish and I talian diplomats as well

as priests with contacts inside the USSR also alerted the Church hier-

archy. The Vatican first received a written description of the famine

in April 1933, via an anonymous letter smuggled out through the Rus-

sian
port

of Novorossiisk. A second anonymous letter made its way to

Rome from the North Caucasus in August. Pope Pius XI ordered both

letters published in the Vatican newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano.
3M

In)))
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that same month the Archbishop of Vienna, Cardinal Innitzer, issued

an alarmed appeal.
He denounced famine conditions in Russia, and in

the \"Ukraine districts of the Soviet Union \":)

Ithey
are I accompanied by such cruel phenomena of mass starva-

tion as infanticide and cannibalism. . . It is
already

established

that that catastrophe still obtains, even at the time of the new har-

vest. It will in four months reach a new peak. Once again millions

of lives will be lost. . . Merely to look on such a situation would

be to increase the
responsibility

of the whole civili\037ed world for

mass deaths in Russia. It would mean to bear the guilt of the

fact that, at a time when whole sections of the world are almost
choked with a surplus of wheat and food, men are starving in

Russia. 39)

Later, Innitzer would be the recipient of an unusual form of evidence:

a collection of two dozen photographs taken by Alexander Wiener-

berger, an Austrian engineer who \\vorked at a factory in Kharkiv and

smuggled the pictures out over the border. Preserved in the church

diocese archive in Vienna, these are still the only verified photographs
taken in Ukraine of famine victims in 1933.

40

They
show starving peo-

ple by the sides of roads, empty houses and mass
graves. They leave

no doubt about the scale of the tragedy. But in 1933 the
problem

for

the Church was not evidence, but politics. A debate broke out inside

the Vatican-one faction wanted to send a famine relief mission to the

USSR, another
preached diplomatic

caution. The argument for caution

won. Although the Vatican continued to receive information about the
famine, the H()ly See mostly kept silent in public. Among other things,
Hitler's January 1933 electoral

victory
created a political trap: the hier-

archy feared that strong language about the Soviet fanline would make

it seem as if the Pope favoured Nazi Germany:H
Similar arguments took hold elsewhere, shaped by similar political

constraints. Many European f()reign ministries had superb informa-
tion about the famine, as it was hapl1ening, in real time. Indeed, in

1933,Ukraine was blessed with several extraordinarily observant resi-

dent foreigners. Gradenigo, the Italian consul who lived in Kharkiv

between 1930 and 1934, understood both the scale of the famine and
the

impact
it had on the Ukrainian national rTIovement. He did not)))
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doubt that \"the hunger is principally the result of a famine
organized

in order to teach a lesson to the peasants\":)

\302\267\302\267\302\267The current disaster will lead to the colonization of Ukraine
by

Russians. It will transform Ukraine's character. In the near future
there will be no reason to

speak
of Ukraine or Ukrainian people,

simply because there will be no more \"Ukrainian
problem\"

when

Ukraine becomes an indistinguishable part of Russia. . .42)

The German consul in Odessa in 1933 was no less emphatic about the
origins of the famine:)

The communist rulers do not let the peasants remember their

hardships for too
long, achieving this by having one hardship fol-

low the other immediately, and thus, whether one wants to or not,
the old fears are forgotten. In the past, if someone in a village was

struck by misfortune, entire generations remembered. 43)

Gustav Hilger, a German diplomat in Moscow, later an important
adviser on Soviet

policy
to Hitler (and after that to the CIA), also

believed at the time that the famine was artificial:)

It was our impression then that the authorities deliberately
refrained from

aiding
the stricken population, except those orga-

nized in collective farms, in order to demonstrate to the recalci-

trant peasant that death by starvation was the only alternative to
collecti vization.

44)

Yet in both Italy and Germany-one already a fascist state, the lat-
ter in the course of becoming one-the famine had no impact on offi-

cial
policy. Benito Mussolini personally read and marked up some of

the reports from Ukraine, but never said anything in public, perhaps
because it was not in the nature of his regime to show pity, or perhaps
because the Italians, who concluded a non-aggression treaty with the

USSR in September 1933, were more interested in trade. 4s

But other

than the deliberately discreet effort to help ethnic Germans, and, later,
use of the famine in Nazi propaganda, the Germans made no attempt
at the time either to protest or to offer aid.)))
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Not all of the reports were believed. Polish
diplomats

were deeply

shocked by the famine-so much so that their accounts were dismissed.

Stanislaw Kosnicki, the hea(J of the Kyiv consulate, was rebuked in

January 1934 for including
too much \"information about famine, mis-

ery, persecution of the population, the
fight against

Ukrainianness etc.\"

Polish diplomats, like their colleagues, nevertheless had no doubt that

the famine and the repressions
were part of a plan: uMass arrests and

persecutions cannot be
explained

or justified by peril on the part of the

Ukrainian national movement. . . the real cause of the action lies in

the planned, far-sighted, long-term policy of the
Mosco\":,

leaders, who

are more and more becoming imperialists, strengthening the political

system and borders of the state.
,,4(,

British diplomats, on the other hand, had no trouble
believing

the

worst stories they heard. They had a whole network of informants,

including the Canadian
agricultural expert

Andrew Cairns, \"rho trav-

elled through Ukraine and the North Caucasus in 1932 on behalf of

the Empire Marketing Board. Cairns reported seeing Urag-clad hun-

gry peasants, some
begging

for bread, mostly waiting, mostly in vain,

for tickets, many climbing on to the steps
or 10ining the crowds on the

roof of each car, all
filthy

and miserable and not a trace of a smile any-
where.\"47 He also concluded that the government's grain export plan

was uridiculous\" and could not be fulfilled: H \\

But the British government not only did not offer aid, it actively dis-

couraged several
independent

efforts to get food to the starving in 1933,
on the grounds that the Soviet

government was opposed to such efforts

an(! therefore it was naive to make theill. Laurence Collier, head of

the f\"oreign ()ffice N()rthern l)epartnlent at the time, also objected to
the

presence
of

diasl)ora Ukrainians in several ()f the charities:
u

any
_

thing t() (io with Ukrainian nationalism \\vas like a red rag to a bull to

the Soviet authorities.\" Collier understood what was happening--of
Cairns' rep()rt, he wrote: \"I have seldom read a more convincing docu-

nlcnt\"-but preferred not t(> ruffle feathers.\"
9

I)iplomatic silence suited the Soviet leadership, which had good rea-
sons to stop stories ab()ut the fanline froll1 spreading. Although the Bol-
shevik goal of worl(J revoluti()n had been pushed into the far distance, it
had never been ahan(Joned

conlpletely. By 1933 radical political change
in Eur(}pe (}nce again seemed 11lausible.The continent was

gripped by

economic crisis; Hitler had just bec()me Chancellor of Germany. The)))
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worsening international situation meant, to the Marxist-Leninist mind,
that the final crisis of capitalism must be approaching. In this context,
perceptions of the USSR abroad mattered a great deal to Soviet leaders,

who hoped to use the crisis to promote the Soviet Union as a superior

civilization.

The Soviet leadership also cared about foreign public opinion
for

domestic reasons. Since 1917, foreigners, from the American com-
munist John Reed to the French writer Anatole France, had been

deployed inside the USSR as ballast for propaganda. The writings of

foreigners who lauded the achievements of the revolution were
pub-

lished and publicized inside the country, as were the remarks of enthu-
siastic visitors--communists, writers, intellectuals-who were taken

to see Soviet schools, farms and factories. In the wake of the famine,

the Soviet leadership encouraged these fellow travellers to dismiss any

talk of food shortages-and some of them did.

Their motives were mixed. Some, like the British socialists Beatrice

and Sidney Webb, were \"true believers\" who wanted some form of

socialist revolution in their own countries and sought to use the exam-

ple
of the USSR for their own ends. The Webbs were aware of the

famine but
downplayed

it in order to laud collectivization: \"The expe-
rience of the last three harvests seems to justify the claim of the Soviet

government that the initial difficulties of this giant transformation

have been overcome,\" they wrote in 1936. \"There is, indeed, little rea-

son to doubt that the aggregate output of foodstuffs is being increased

\"so
at a great rate.

Other visitors seem to have been motivated
by vanity,

as well as the

immense pomp and favour that the USSR could shower
upon

celebri-

ties. The writer George Bernard Shaw, accompanied by the MP Nancy
Astor, celebrated his seventy-fifth birthday at a banquet in Moscow-

vegetarian, to accommodate his tastes-in 1931.
Having

been greeted

by welcoming parties and serenaded by brass bands, Shaw was in an

expansive mood when he
spoke

to the audience of Soviet officials and

distinguished foreigners.,)l Thanking his hosts, he declared himself the

enemy of anti-Soviet rumour-mongers. When friends had heard he

was going to Russia,
he told the crowd, they had given him tins of food

to take on the
journey: \"They thought

Russia was starving. But I threw

all of the food out the window in Poland before I reached the Soviet

frontier.
\)
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His audience \"gasped,\" recalled a journalist in attendance: \"One felt

the convulsive reaction in their bellies. A tin of English beef would

provide
a memorable holiday in the home of any of the workers and

intellectuals at the
gathering.\"'i2

A flavour of the cynical weariness with

which at least some of the Soviet
intelligentsia

received these pompous

outsiders can he deduced fr()m Andrey Platon()v's play, Fourteen Little

Red Huts. Platc)nov's play features a visiting foreign intellectual who

demands, \"Where can I see socialism? Show it to me at ()nce. Capital-
. .. \"C){

Ism Irritates me.
-

In the summer of the fanline, the most important re,al-life version

of Platonov's anti-hero was Edouard Herriot, a French Radical politi-

cian and former prime minister who was invited to Ukraine at the

end of August 1933 specifically to repudiate gro\\\\,ing
rumours of fam-

ine. Herriot's own motivation seems to have been political. Like other
\"realist\" statesmen in many Western capitals.. he \\\\'anted to encourage
his country's trade relations with the USSR, and he wasn't particularly

bothered by the nature of its government. During his two-week trip

he visited a model children's colony, saw shops \\\\'hose shelves had been

hastily stocked in advance.. rode down the Dnieper River on a boat and

met enthusiastic peasants and workers coached especially for the occa-
sion. Before his arrival, Herriot's hotel \\vas hastily refurbished and the

staff were given new uniforlTIs.

The highlight ()fthe Frenchman's trip \\\\'as a visit to a collective farm.

Afterwards, he remembered their
\"adlTIirably irrigated and cultivated\"

vegetable gardens. \"I've travelled across Ukraine..\" tieclared Herriot,
\"I assure

y()U
that I have seen a garden in full bloom.\"'\" According to

()C;PU
rep{)rts

file{) after\\\\'ards, Herri()t (iid ask about t\037lnline.. but was

assured that any past difficulties were 110\\\\' over.c;, Prat'da made imme-

diate use ()f the visit f()r
purposes

of donlestic pr()paganda.. and proudly

stated that Herri()t \"categorically contradicteci the lies of the bourgeois
press

in c()nnection with a f\037lnline in the USSR..\" just in case any Soviet
citizens hac) s()mehow nlanageo to hear them.c;h)

The dil)lomats and one-{)ff visitors diel not
present a difficult challenge

for the Soviet authorities. The F()reign Ministry mandarins were too dis-

creet to voice their opinic)ns. Men like Herriot and Shaw could not
speak

the
language or control their itineraries; it was relatively easy to monitor

what
they

saw ancl whonl they met. By contrast, the ITIanipulation of)))
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the foreign press corps in Moscow required a
good

deal more sophis-

tication. Their movements and conversations could not be completely
controlled-and

they
could not be or(Jered what to write.

By 1933 the regime alreaely had bacl
experiences

with the more

independent-minded members of the press corps. One of these was

Rhea
Clyman, an extraordinary Canadian who spent four years in

Moscow before deciding to drive across the USSR in the company of

two American women from Atlanta, arguing with officials at
every

turn. Clyman \\\\'as finally stopped in Tbilisi in the summer of 1932 and

forcibly deported (the other two women made it to Tashkent bef()re

they
met the same fate).;7 The result was an enormous headline in the

Toronto
Evening Telegram:)

Telegram Writer Driven from Russia

Rhea Clyman Exposes Prison Camp Conditions

Angers
Soviet Dictators;H)

Once she kne\\\\' that she could never return to the USSR, Clyman pub-

lished a series of luridly written but accurate stories, describing kulak
families sent to the far north, the growing food shortages in Ukraine,

and the early Gulag camps in Karelia near the Finnish border. She also

described the after-effects of collectivization in Ukraine:)

The
villages

were
strangely forlorn and deserted. I could not

understand at first. The houses were empty, the doors
flung wide

open, the roofs were caving in. I felt that we were
following

in the

wake of some hungry horde that was sweeping on ahead of us and

laying all these homes bare. . . When we had passed ten, fifteen

of these
villages

I
began

to understand. These were the homes

of those thousands of expropriated peasants-the kulaks-I had

seen working in the mines and cutting timber in the North. We

sped on and on, raising
a thick cloud of dust in front and behind,

but still those empty houses staring out with
unseeing eyes raceel

f
l)9

on ahead 0 us.)

Although Clyman's writing was embarrassing to the Soviet govern-
ment, neither she nor her newspaper were sufficiently prestigious to

create any stir at a
higher

level. Her expulsion helped the Soviet state)))
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maintain order. It sent a message: the more established, more influen-

tial Moscow-based journalists had to be careful if they wanted to keep
thei r

jobs.

Indeed, they had to be careful if they wanted to be able to do their

jobs
at all. At the time, Moscow correspondents needed the state's per-

mission not
only

to remain in residence but also to file their articles.

Without a signature and the official
stamp

of the press department, the

central telegraph office would not send any dispatches abroad. To win

that permission, journalists regularly bargained with Foreign Minis-

try censors over which words
they

could use, and they. kept on good

terms with Konstantin Umanskii, the Soviet official
responsible

for the

foreign press corps.60 William Henry Chamberlin, then the Moscow

correspondent for the Christian Science Monitor, wrote that the foreign

correspondent who refused to soften his commentary \"works under a

Sword of Oamocles-the threat of expulsion from the country or of
the refusal of permission

to re-enter it, which of course amounts to the

same thing.,,61
Extra rewards were available to those who played the game particu-

larly well, as the case of Walter
Duranty famously

illustrates. Duranty

was the correspondent for The New York Times in Moscow between
1922 and 1936, a role that, for a time, made him relatively rich and
famous.

Duranty,
British by birth, had no ties to the ideological left,

adopting rather the
position

of a hard-headed and sceptical \"realist\"

trying to listen to both sides of a
story. \"It may be objected that the vivi-

section of living animals is a sad and dreadful thing, and it is true that

the lot of kulaks and others who have
opposed

the Soviet experiment

is not a happy one,\" he wrote in 1935.But \"in both cases, the suffering

inflicted is done with a noble purpose.
\"h2

This position made Duranty enormously useful to the regime, \",'hich
went out of its way to ensure that he lived well in Moscow. He had a

large flat, kept a car an(l a mistress, had the best access of any corre-

spondent, and twice received coveted interviews with Stalin. But the

attention he won frolTI his
reporting seerns to have been the primary

motivation for Duranty's flattering coverage of the USSR. Whereas
Clyman's writing

struck few chords, Duranty's missives from Moscow

made him one of the most influential
journalists of his time. Many

of the men who would become part of Franklin Roosevelt's \"Brains

Trust\" were looking for new economic ideas and had a deep interest)))
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in the Soviet
experiment\037

several had visited Moscow in 1927, where

they were granted a six-hour interview with Stalin.
Duranty's

accounts

chimed with their general \\vorldview and attracted wide attention: in
1932 his series of articles on the successes of collectivization and the
Five Year Plan \\von him the Pulitzer Prize. Soon afterwards, Roose-

velt, then the governor of New York, invited
Duranty to the gover-

nor's mansion in Albany, \\\\,here the Democratic presidential candidate

peppered him with queries. HI asked all the questions this time. It was

fascinating,\" Roose\\'elt told another reporter.
h3

But as the famine \\\\rorsened, controls tightened still further. In 1933
the Foreign Ministry minders.

having
learned their lesson from Cly-

man and her companions, began requiring correspondents to obtain

permission
and submit a proposed itinerary before any journey. All

requests to visit Ukraine ()r the North Caucasus were refused. The sole

French correspondent in I\\losco\\\\' received
permission to cover Her-

riot's visit in the summer of 1933 only after he
agreed to remain within

the party of the forn1er French prime minister, keep
to the planned

route, and \"'rite about nothing other than the events carefully pre-
pared by

the Soviet state. The censors also began to watch dispatches
for covert

reporting on the fanline. Some phrases were allowed: \"acute

food shortage,\" \"food
stringency,\"

\"food deficit,\" \"diseases due to mal-

nutrition,\" but nothing else. 64

In late 1932, Soviet officials even visited

Duranty at home, making him nervous.b )

In that atmosphere few c()rrespondents were inclined to write about
the famine, although

all of them knew about it. \"Officially, there was

no famine,\" wrote Chamberlin. But \"to anyone who lived in Russia in

1933 and who kept his
eyes

and ears open, the historicity of the fam-

ine is simply not in question.\"('('Duranty himself discussed the famine

with William Strang, a diplon13t at the British Embassy, in late 1932.

Strang reported
back drily

that the correspondent for The New York
Times had been

\"waking
to the truth for some time,\" although he had

not \"let the great American public into the secret.\" Duranty also told

Strang that he reckoned \"it
quite possible

that as many as 10 million

people may have diee)
directly

or indirectly from lack of food,\" though

that number never appeared in any of his
reporting.

67

Duranty's reluc-

tance to write about famine may have been particularly acute: the
story

cast doubt on his previous, positive (and prize-winning) reporting. But

he was not alone.
Eugene Lyons,

Moscow correspondent for United)))
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Press and at one time an enthusiastic Marxist, wrote
years

later that

all foreigners in the city were well aware of what was happening in

Ukraine as well as in Kazakhstan and the Voiga region:)

The truth is that we did not seek corroboration for the simple

reason that we entertained no doubts on the subject. There are

facts too large to require eyewitness confirmation. . . There was

no more need for
investigation

to establish the mere existence of

the Russian famine than investigation to establish the existence

of the American depression. Inside Russia the
mat\037er

was not

disputed. The famine was accepted as a matter of course in our

casual conversation at the hotels and in our homes. In the foreign

colony estimates of famine deaths ranged from one million up;

among Russians from three million up , , ,bl!)

Everyone knew-yet no one mentioned it. Hence the extraordinary

reaction of both the Soviet establishment and the Moscow press corps

to the journalistic escapade of Gareth
Jones.)

Jones was a young Welshman, only twenty-seven years old at the time

of his journey to the USSR in 1933. Possibly inspired by his mother-as

a young woman she had been a
governess

in the home of John Hughes,

the Welsh entrepreneur who founded the
city

of Donetsk-Jones stud-

ied Russian, as well as French and German, at Cambridge University.

He then landed a job as a private secretary to David Lloyd George, the

former British prime minister. At the same time he began writing about

European and Soviet
politics as a freelancer, making short trips in and

out of the USSR, which
put

him in a different position from the Mos-

cow correspondents who needed the
r\037gime's approval

in order to keep

their residence perrnits. On one of those trips, in
early

1932 before the

travel ban was imposed, Jones journeyed out to the countryside (accom-

panie(i by Jack Heinz I I, scion of the ketchup empire) where he slept
on

\"bug-infested
floors\" in Soviet villages and witnessed the beginnings

of the famine. Months later he travelled to Frankfurt-am-Main in the

entourage of Adolf Hitler-the first foreign correspondent to have

access to the newly elected Chancellor of Germany.6lJ
In the spring of 1933, Jones returned to Moscow, this time with a

visa grantee] him largely on the grounds that he worked for Lloyd)))
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George (it \\vas stamped \"Besplatno\" or
\"Gratis,\" as a sign of official

Soviet favour). Ivan Maisky, the Soviet ambassador to London, had

been
particularly keen to impress Lloyd George and had lobbied on

Jones's behalf. Upon arrival, Jones first went around the Soviet capi-

tal, meeting with other foreign correspondents and officials. Lyons

remembered him as \"an earnest and meticulous little man. . . the sort

who carries a note-book and unashamedly records your words as you
talk.,,70

Jones met Umanskii, showed him an invitation to pay a visit

to the German Consul-General in Kharkiv, outlined a plan to visit a

German tractor factory, and asked to visit Ukraine. Umanskii
agreed.

With that official stamp of approval, Jones set off south. 7 )

He boarded the train in Moscow on 10 March. But instead of travel-

ling
all the way to Kharkiv, Jones got off the train about forty miles

north of the
city. Carrying

a backpack filled with \"many loaves of

white bread, with butter, cheese, meat and chocolate
bought

with for-

eign currency from the Torgsin stores,\" he began to follow the
railway

track towards the Ukrainian capital.
72

For three days, with no offi-

cial minder or escort, he walked through more than twenty villages

and collective farms, seeing rural Ukraine at the height of the famine,

recording his
thoughts

and impressions in notebooks that were later

preserved by his sister:)

I crossed the border from Great Russia into the Ukraine. Every-
where I talked to peasants who walked past. They all had the

same story.
\"There is no bread. We haven't had bread for over 2 months. A

lot are
dying.\"

The first village had no more potatoes left and the

store of buriak (beetrootJ
was running out. They all said: \"The

cattle are dying, nechem kormit [there's nothing
to feed them

with].\" We used to feed the world & now we are hungry. How

can we sow when we have few horses left? How will we be able

to work in the fields when we are weak from want of food?\"

Then I caught up [with] a bearded peasant who was walking

along. His feet were covered with sacking. We started talking.
He

spoke
in Ukrainian Russian. I gave him (a] lump of bread and

of cheese. \"You couldn't buy that anywhere for 20 rubles. There

just is no food.\"

We walked along and talked. \"Before the War this was all)))
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conference probably arranged by Paul Scheffer, the Berliner
Tage-

blatt journalist who had been expelled from the USSR in 1929.
Jones

declared that a major famine was unfolding across the Soviet Union
and issued a statement:)

Everywhere was the cry, \"There is no bread. We are dying.\" This
cry

came from every part of Russia, from the Volga, Siberia,
White Russia, the North

Caucasus, Central Asia. . .

In the train a Communist denied to me that there was a fam-

ine. I flung a crust of bread which I had been eating from my own

supply into a spittoon. A peasant fellow-passenger fished it out

and ravenously ate it. I threw an orange peel into the
spittoon

and

the peasant again grabbed it and devoured it. The Communist
subsided. I stayed overnight in a

village where there used to be

200 oxen and \",here there now are six. The peasants were eating

the cattle fodder and had only a month's supply left.
They

told

me that many had already died of hunger. Two soldiers came to
arrest a thief. They warned me against travel by night as there

were too many \"starving\" desperate
men.

\"We are waiting for death\" was my welcome: \"See, we still
have our cattle fodder. Go farther south. There they have noth-

ing. Many houses are empty of
people already dead,\" they cried.)

Jones's press conference was picked up by two senior Berlin-based
American

journalists,
in the New York Evening Post (\"Famine Grips

Russia, Millions Dying, Idle on Rise
Says Briton\") and the Chicago

Daily News (\"Russian Famine Now as Great as Starvation of 1921,

Says Secretary of Lloyd George\.78") Further syndications followed in

a wide range of British publications. The articles
eXplained

that Jones

had taken a \"long walking tour through the Ukraine,\" quoted his
press

release, and added details of mass starvation. They noted, as did
Jones

himself, that he had broken the rules that held back other journalists:
\"I

tramped through the black earth region,\" he wrote, \"because that

was once the richest farmland in Russia and because the correspon-

dents have been forbidden to go there to see for themselves what is

happening.\"79 Jones went on to publish a dozen further articles in the

London Evening Standard and Daily Express, as well as the
Cardiff

West-

ern Mail.
80)))
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The authorities who had showered fav()urs on
Jones

were furious.

Maxim Litvinov, the Soviet Foreign Minister, cOlllplained angrily to

ambassador Maisky, using an acidic
literary

allusion to Gogol's famous

play ab()ut a fraudulent bureaucrat:)

It is astonishing that Gareth Johnson Isic! has impersonated the

role of Khlestakov and succeeded in getting all of you to
play

the parts
of the local governor and various characters from The

Government Inspector. In fact, he is just an ordinary citizen, calls

himself Lloyd George's secretary and, apparently at the latter's

bidding, requests
a visa, and you at the diplomatic m'ission with-

out checking up at all, insist the [OGPUI jump into action to

satisfy his request. We gave this individual all kinds of support,

helped him in his work, I even agreed to meet him, and he turns

out to be an imposter.)

In the immediate wake of Jones's press
conference, Litvinov pro-

claimed an even more stringent ban on journalists travelling outside

Moscow. Later, Maisky complained to Lloyd George, \",ho, accord-

ing to the Soviet alllbassador's report, distanced himself from Jones,

declared that he had not sponsored the trip and had n<.)t sent Jones

as his representative. What he really believed is unknown, but Lloyd

George never saw Jones again.

HI

The Moscow press corps was even 3ngrier. ()f course, its mem-
bers all knew that what Jc)nes hali re\037)orted \\vas true, and a few

were already beginning to lo()k for \"'ays to tell the same story. \0371al-

c()lm Muggeridge,
at the time the correspondent for the MancheJter

Guardian-substituting f()r (\037hanlberlin, \\vh() \\\\'as ()ut ()f the country-

had just snluggled three articles out of the country via
diplomatic bag.

The Guardian publishe<.i them anonYlllously, with heavy Ctlts made by
editors who

disapproved
of his critique of the USSR, and they were

largely ignored: they clashed with bigger stories about Hitler and

Gerlnany. B\\lt the rest of the press c()rps, rlepen(lent on the
goodwill

of Umanskii and Litvin<.)v, closed ranks against Jones. Lyons meticu-

lously ciescribed what
haplJened:)

Throwing
down Jones was as unpleasant a chore as fell to

any

of us in years of juggling t\037lcts to
please dictatorial regimes-but)))
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throw him down we did, unanimously and in almost identical

formulations of equivocation. Poor Gareth Jones must have been
the most surprised human

being
alive when the facts he so pains-

takingly garnered from our mouths were snowed under by our

denials. . . There was much bargaining in a spirit of gentlemanly
give-and-take, under the

effulgence of Umanskii's gilded smile,

before a formal denial was worked out. We admitted
enough

to

soothe our consciences, but in roundabout phrases that damned
Jones as a liar. The filthy business having been disposed of, some-
one ordered vodka and

zakuJki.

M2)

Whether or not such a meeting actllally ever took place, it does sum
up, metaphorically,

what happened next. On 31 March, just a day after

Jones had spoken out in Berlin, Duranty himself responded. \"Russians

Hungry But Not Starving,\" read the headline of The New
York Times.

Duranty's article went out of its way to mock
Jones:)

There appears from a British source a big scare story in the Amer-
ican

press
about famine in the Soviet Union, with \"thousands

already dead and millions menaced
by

death and starvation.\"

Its author is Gareth Jones, who is a former secretary to David

Lloyd George and \",ho recently spent three weeks in the Soviet

Union and reached the conclusion that the
country

was \"on the

verge of a terrific smash,\" as he told the writer. Mr. Jones is a

man of a keen and active mind, and he has taken the trouble to

learn Russian, which he speaks with considerable fluency, but the

\"'riter thought Mr.
Jones's judgment

was somewhat hasty and

asked him on what it was base<J. It
appeared that he had made a

forty-mile walk through villages in the neighborhood of Kharkiv

and had found conditions sad.

I suggested that that was a rather inadequate cross-section of a

big country but nothing COlild shake his conviction of impending
doom. R3)

Duranty continued, using an expression that later became notorious:

\"To put it brutally-you can't make an omelette without breaking

eggs.\" He went on to explain that he had 111ade \"exhaustive inquiries\"

and concluded that \"conditions are bad, but there is no famine.\)
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Indi\037nant, Jones wrote a letter to the editor of The Times, patiently

listing
his sources-a huge range of interviewees, including more than

twenty consuls and dipl()mats-and attacking the Moscow press corps:)

Censorship has turned them into masters of euphemism and

understatement. Hence they give ufamine\" the polite name of

\"food shortage\" and
\"starving

to death\" is softened down to read

as \"widespread mortality from diseases due to malnutrition.\

And there the matter rested. Duranty outshone Jones: he was more

famous, more
widely read, more credible. He was also unchallenged.

Later, Lyons, Chamberlin and others expressed regret that
they

had

not fought harder against him. But at the time nobody came to
Jones's

defence, not even Muggeridge, one of the few Moscow correspondents
who had dared to

express
similar views. As for Jones himself, he was

kidnapped and murdered by Chinese bandits while reporting in Mon-

golia
in 1935.

84

\"Russians Hungry But Not Starving\" became the accepted wisdom.
It also coincided nicely with the hard political and diplomatic con-

siderations of the moment. As 1933 turned into 1934 and then 1935,

Europeans grew even more worried about Hitler. Edouard Herriot

was only one of several French politicians, including former prime
ministers Jean-Louis Barthou and Pierre Laval, who believed that the

rise of Nazism required a Franco-Soviet alliance.\037'; In the British For-

eign Office, Laurence Collier thought a British-Soviet alliance might
be

necessary
too. In answer t() a query by a Member of Parlianlent, he

eXplained:)

The truth of the matter is, of course, that \"'e have a certain amount

of information about famine conditions. . . and that there is no

obligation on us not to make it public. We do not want to make it

public, however, because the Soviet government would resent it

and our relations with them would be
prejudiced.

R6)

The Poles, who had very detailed information on the famine fronl mul-
tiple sources, also remained silent. They had signed a non-aggression
pact with the USSR in

July 1932; their policy of truce and cold peace
with their Soviet neighbours would backfire

badly
in 1939.

87)))
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By the end of 1933 the ne\\\\' Roosevelt administration was actively

looking for reasons to ignore any bad news about the Soviet Union.

The president's team had concluded that developments in Germany
and the need to contain the

Japanese
meant it was time, finally, for

the United States to open full
diplomatic

relations with Moscow.

Roosevelt's interest in central planning and in what he thought were

the USSR's great econOl11ic successes-the president read Duranty's

reporting carefully--encouraged him to believe that there
might

be a

lucrative commercial relationship too.
88

Eventually a deal was struck.

Litvinov arrived in Ne\\\\.' \\'ork to sign it-accompanied by Duranty.

During a lavish banquet for the Soviet Foreign Minister at the Waldorf

Astoria, Duranty \"'as introduced to the 1,500guests. He stood up
and

bowed.

Loud applause follo\\ved. Duranty's name, The New
Yorker

later

reported, provoked \"the only really prolonged pandemonium\" of the

evening. \"Indeed, one quite got
the impression

that America, in a spasm

of discernment, was recognizing both Russia and Walter Duranty.,,89

With that, the cover-up seenled complete.)))



CHAPTER FIFTEEN)

The Holodomor in History

and Memory)

Dear God, calamity again! \302\267\302\267\302\267

I t was so peaceful, so serene;

We but began to break the chains

That bind ()ur folk in slavery. . .

When halt! . . .
Again

the people's blood

Is streaming!)

Taras Shevchenko.. \"Calamity Again..\"18591)

I NTH E \\P EAR s that followed the famine,

Ukrainians were forbidden to speak about what had happened. They
were afraid to mourn publicly. Even if they had dared to do so, there
were no churches to pray in, no tombstones to decol ate with flowers.

When the state
destroyed

the institutions of the Ukrainian countryside,

it struck a bl()w against I)ublic n1Cn1()ry
as well.

Privately, however, the surviv()rs (lid ren1ember. They made real or

n1ental notes about what hati ha(Jpened. S()me kept diaries, ulocked up
in wooden b()xes\" as aIle recalled, and hie) them beneath floorboards

or buried them in the ground.
2

In their villages, within their families,

people also tol(i their children what had happened. Volodymyr Chepur

was five years old when his mother eXplained to him that she and his

father w()uld give hin1 everything that they had to eat. Even if
they

did

n()t survive, they wanted hilll t() live so that he could bear witness: \"I

must not die, and when I gr()w up I must tell people how we and our
Ukraine died in torment.\"\037 Elida Zolotoverkha, the daughter of the

diarist Oleksanl-lra Radchenko, also told her children, her grandchil-)))
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dren and then her great-grandchildren to read it and to remember \"the

horror that Ukraine had passed through.\"4

Those words, repeated by so many people
in

private, left their

mark. The official silence gave them almost a secret power. From 1933
onwards such stories became an alternative narrative, an emotionally

powerful \"true history\" of the famine, an oral tradition that grew and

developed alongside the official denials.

Although they lived in a propaganda state where the party con-

trolled public discussion, millions of Ukrainians inside Ukraine knew

this alternative narrative. The sense of disjunction, the gap between

private and
public memory,

the gaping hole where the national mourn-

ing should have been-these things distressed Ukrainians for decades.

After his parents died of starvation in Dnipropetrovsk province, Hav-

rylo Prokopenko
could not stop thinking about the famine. He wrote

a story about it for school, with an illustration to match. His teacher

praised his work but told him to destroy it, for fear it would get him,
and her, into trouble. That left him with the feeling that something

was wrong. Why could the famine not be mentioned? What was the

Soviet state trying to hide? Three decades later, Prokopenko man-

aged
to read a poem on a local television station, including a line about

\"people
black with hunger.\" A threatening visit from local authorities

followed, but that left him even more convinced that the USSR was

responsible for the tragedy.)
The absence of commemoration also bothered Volodymyr Samoil-

iuk. Although he later survived Nazi occupation and
fought

in the

Second World War, nothing ever seemed ITIOre
tragic

to him than the

experience of the famine. The memory stayed with him for decades,

and he kept waiting for the famine to appear in official history. In 1967

he watched a Soviet television programme about 1933. He stared at the

screen, waiting to see a reflection of the horror he remembered. But

although he saw clips of the enthusiastic heroes of the first Five Year

Plan, the May Day parade, even football matches from that year,
\"there

was not a word about the horrific famine.\"6

From 1933until the late 1980s the silence inside Ukraine was total-

with one glaring, painful and complicated exception.)

Hitler invaded the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941. By November the

Wehrmacht had
occupied

most of Soviet Ukraine. Not knowing what)))
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was to come next, many Ukrainians, even Jewish Ukrainians, at first

welc()med the Gernlan tro()ps. \"(;irls would offer the soldiers flowers

and
people

would offer bread,\" one woman recalled. \"We were all so

happy to see them. They were
going

to save us from the Communists

who had taken everything and starved us.\"7

A similar welcolne initially greeted the German army in the Baltic

states, which had been ()ccupied by the USSR from 1939 until 1941. The

Caucasus and Crimea welconled German troops with enthusiasm as

well, though not because the inhabitants were Nazis. De-kulakization,
collectivization, nlass terror and the Bolshevik attacks on the Church

,

encouraged
a naively optirnistic view of what the Wehrnlacht might

bring.
R

In many parts of Ukraine the arrival of the Germans inspired

spontaneous de-collectivization. Peasants not
only

took back land, they

destroyed tractors and combine harvesters in a Luddite rage.')
The uproar ended

quickly-and anyone \"\"ho hoped for a better life

under German occupation had their
expectations swiftly

dashed. A

full account of what happened next is beyond the scope of this book, for

the catastrophe inHictcti by the Nazis on Ukraine \\\\'as
\\\\'idespread,

vio-

lent and brutal on an almost incomprehensible scale. By the time they
reached the USSR, the Germans had a lot of experience in destroying
other states, and in Ukraine they kne\\\\' \\\\,hat they \\\"anted to do. The

Holocaust began imrnediately, unf()lding
not in distant canlps but in

public. Insteati of
(Ie\037)ortation,

the Wehrlnacht staged mass executions

of Jews as well as Ronla in front of their
neighbours,

at the edge of

villages an(1 in f(Jrests. Two out of every three Ukrainian
Je\\\\'s

died

over the course l)f the war-bet\\\\'een 800,000 and a nlillion people-a

substantiall)art of the millions 1110re \\\\,ho died all across the continent.

Hitler's S()viet victinls also incluJc(! m()re than 2 million Soviet pris-

oners of \\var, nl()st of Wh()ll1 died (Jf disease or starvation, many of them

on Ukrair1ian territory. (:annibalisln haunted Ukraine ()nce
again:

at

Stalag 3()() in Kir()v()hratl gllards reported prisoners eating dead com-
rades. A witness at Stalag 365 in \\\"ololiymyr V()lynskyi reported the

same. IO

Nazi soldiers and police robbed, beat and arbitrarily murdered

other Ukrainians,
es\037)ecially public

()thcials. Slavs, in the Nazi hier-

archy, were Sllhllull1an
l\037'ltermenj.chen, perhaps

one level above the

Jews hut slate(1 f()r eventllal elilllination. Many who 11ad welcomed the

Wellrlllacht quickly realizel) that they 11ad exchanged one dictator-

ship for an()ther, eSllecially when the Germans launched a new wave of)))
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deportations. During the course of the war Nazi troops sent more than
2 million Ukrainians to do f()rced labour in Germany.11

Like every occupying power in Ukraine, the Nazis ultimately had

only one real interest: grain. Hitler had long claimed that \"the occupa-

tion of Ukraine would liberate us from every economic worry,\" and
that Ukrainian

territory
\\vould ensure uno one is able to starve us

again, like in the last \\\\'ar.'\" Since the late 1930s his government had

been planning to transform that aspiration into
reality.

Herbert Backe,

the sinister Nazi official in charge of food and agriculture, conceived a

UHunger
Plan\" whose goals were straightforward: \"the war can only be

won if the entire Wehrmacht is fed from Russia in the third year of the.
war.\" But he also concluded that the entire Wehrmacht, as well as Ger-

many itself, could only be fed if the Soviet population were completely

deprived of food. As Backe eXplained in his \"Economic Policy Guide-

lines\" issued in May, as well as in a memorandum circulated to a thou-

sand German officials in June 1941, \"unbelievablehunger\" would soon

grip Russia, Belarus and the industrial cities of the USSR: Moscow and

Leningrad as well as Kyiv and Kharkiv. This famine would not be

accidental: the goal was for some 30 million people to \"die out.,,12 The

guidelines for the Economics Staff East, which was to be responsible

for exploiting conquered territory, (lUt
it starkly:)

Many tens of millions of people in this territory will become

superfluous
and will have to die or emigrate to Siberia. AttemptJ to

reJcue the population there
from

death th1.ough starvation byobtain-

ing surpluses from the black earth zone can only be at the
expense of

supplying EU1.ope. They prevent the possibility of Germany holding
out in the war; they prevent Germany and Europe resisting the block-

ade. With regard to this, absolute clarity must
reign.

U

lemphasis in

original])

This was Stalin's policy, multiplied many times: the elimination of

whole nations through starvation.

The Nazis never had time to fully implement the
\"Hllnger

Plan\"

in Ukraine. But its influence could be felt in their occupation policy.

Spontaneous
de-collectivization was quickly halted, on the grounds

that it would be easier to requisition grain
from collective farms. Backe

reportedly eXplained that \"the Germans would have had to introduce)))
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the collective farm if the Soviets had not already arranged it.,,14 In 1941

the farms were meant to be turned into \"co-operatives,\" but that never

hap\0371ene(j.'s

Hunger
returned too. Stalin's \"scorched earth\" policy meant that

many of Ukraine's economic assets had already been destroyed by

the retreating Red Army. The ()ccupation made the situation worse

ft)r those who remaine(j. Just before Kyiv was captured in September,

Hermann Goring, the Reich Minister of the Economy, held a meeting

with Backe. The two agreed that the
city's population

should not be

allowed to \"devour\" f()od: \"Even if one wanted t(J feed all the inhabit-
,

ants of the newly conquered territory, one would be unable to do so.\" A

few days later Heinrich Himmler of the S5 told Hitler that the inhabit-
ants of K yiv were racially inferior and could be discarded: \"One could

easily do without
eighty

to ninety percent of them.\"It.

In the winter of 1941 the Germans cut off food supplies
to the city.

Contrary to stereotype, the German authorities \\\\'ere less efficient than

their Soviet counterparts: peasant traders did get through the make-
shift

cordons-they
had found it difficult to do so in 193_\037-and thou-

sands of people took to the roads and railr03cls again in search of food.

Shortages
nevertheless nlultiplied throughout the occupation zone.

Once again, people began t() swell, slo\\\\' down, stare into the distance

and die. At least 5(),OOO people
die() from starvation in Kyiv that \\\\,inter.

In Kharkiv, which was cordoned off
by

a Nazi commander, 1,202 peo-

ple died of hunger in the first two weeks of May 1942; the total deaths

fr()m starvati()n during the
()ccupati()n

anl0unted to about 20,000.
17

It was in this context-in hardshill 311dchaos, under brutal
occupa-

ti()n, and with 3 new f:1mine loolning-that it became possible, for the
first tin1c, t()

sl1eak ()penly about the 1933 t\037\\ll1ine in Ukraine. Circum-

stances shaIJe(! the \\vay the st()ry was told. l)uring the occupation the

ptlrp()Se
of the discussion was not t() hel p survivors mourn\" recover, cre-

ate an h()nest recor() or learn less()ns f()r the future. Th()se \\\\,ho hoped

f()r sOlne kin(f ()f reckoning with the
past

were
disappointed: many of

the peasants \",'ho ha(1 kCI)t secret diaries of the famine unearthed them

and hrought them to the offices ()f provincial newspapers. But \"unfor-

tllnately,
rn()st ()f the e()itors were by n()w uninterested in those past

years, antI these valuable chronicles receive() no publicity.\"IR Instead,

th()se edit()rs-wh() n()w ()wed their jobs, and their
lives, to the ne\\v)))
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dictatorship-mostly publishet-J articles in the service of Nazi propa-
ganda. The purp()se ()f the discllssion was to justify the new regime.

The Nazis actually knew a
g()od

deal abollt the Soviet famine. Ger-

man diplon13ts hat) described it in their reports to Berlin in great detail

while it \\\\'as
taking place; Jose\0371h C;oebbels had referred to the famine

in a speech at the Nazi Party congress
in 1935, where he spoke of 5

million dead. I ')

From the moment they arrived, the German occupiers
of Ukraine use() t11efalnine in their uideological work.\" They hoped to

increase hatred to\\\\'ards Mosco\\\\', to remind people of the
consequences

of Bolshe\\'ik rule. They were especially keen to reach rural Ukrainians,
whose efforts \\vere

required
to produce the food needed for the Wehr-

macht. Propaganda posters, \\vall
newspapers

and cartoons showed

unhappy, half-starved peasants. In one an emaciated mother and child

stand against a ruined city above the slogan \"This is what Stalin gave
Ukraine.\" In another an

impoverished family sit at a table with no food

beneath another slogan: uLife has become better, comrades, Life has

b
.\" c f S I

.
\"0

ecome n1errler -a lamous quote rom ta In.-

To mark the tenth
anniversary

of the famine, in 1942-3--<:oinci-

dentally the high-water 111ark of Nazi power in Ukraine-many

newspapers published
n1aterial aimed at winning peasant support. In

July 1942, Ukrai\"nJkiy Kh/iborob, an agricultural weekly that reached

250,000 peo\0371Ie, published
a major article on a \"year of work without

the
Je\\\\'-Bolsheviks\":)

All peasants
reillember well the year of 1933 when hunger mowed

people down like
grass.

In two decades the S()viets turned the

lan(J of plenty into the land of hunger
where millions perished.

The German soldier halted this assault, the peasants greeted the

German
arll1Y

with bread and salt, the army that fought for the

Ukrainian peasants to work
freely.21)

Other articles foll()wed, and g()t s()me traction. A diarist at the time

wrote that the Nazi
propaganda

had a strong impact because some of

It was true:)

. . . the very look of our
people,

our houses, our yards, our floors,

our toilets, our village councils, the ruins of our churches, the flies,)))
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the dirt. In ()ne w()rcl-everything that fills
Europeans

with hor-

ror but is ignored by our leaders and their sidekicks who have

distancecl themselves fr()m ()rdinary people and the contempo-

rary European standard of
livingY)

A refugee from Poltava told an interviewer immediately after the war

that there had been a goO{j
(1eal of <.iiscussion of the famine under the

occupation. He also remembered that at one point, when it looked as if

the Red Army might return, pe()ple
asked HAnd what will those 'Reds'

of ours bring? A new f\037lmine of 1933?\"23
,

Like everything else in the Nazi press, these wartime accounts were

suffused with anti-sCll1itism. The famine-as \"'ell as poverty and

repression-was repeatedly blamed on the
Jews,

an idea that had of

course had currency before, btlt was now enshrined in the occupiers'

ideol()g-y. One newspaper wrote that the Jews were the only part of the

poplliation that did n()t feel the famine because they bought everything
they

needed in the Torgsin shops: HJews lacked neither gold nor dol-

lars.\" Others spoke of Bolshevism itself as a \"Jewish product.\"24 One

memoirist recalled that he was shown an anti-semitic
propaganda

film

about the famine in Kyiv during the war. It contained photographs
of unearthed

c()rpses,
and en(ied with the murder of a Jewish secret

I

. 1')

po
Iceillan.--

The wartilllC press (lid 11lanage tt) publish a tiny number of articles

()n the fanline that ha(i not been specifically designed to fit into the

fralnework of Nazi 11ro\037laganda. In Novelllber 1942, S. Sosnovyi, an

agricultural ec()n()mist, \037lllblished
what may have been the very first

quasi-sch()larly stutly ()f the fall1ine in a Kharkiv
newspaper, Nova

Uk r ai\"11a. Sc)snc)vyi's article was free of Nazi jargon, offering
a

straight-

fc)rwar(i aCC()llnt of \",hat haJ ha()(Jened. The famine, he wrote, had
heen

(lesignc{1
t() (lestr(JY the Ukrainian peasant opposition to Soviet

11()wer. I twas 11C)t the result ()f \"natural causes\": \"In fact, weather con-
diti()ns in 1 ()32 were Il()t extra()rtlinary like those, for instance, in 1921.\"

S()sn()vyi a ISf)
l)r()(i

llce(l the fi rst seri()us estinlate of casualties. Refer-

ring t(> tile I <)1() an<1 I ().\0379 censtlses and ()ther Soviet statistical publica-

ti()ns (n(Jt tllC sUPJlressc<.1 1 <)37 census, th()ugh he probably knew about

it), he c()nCltl<led that 1.'5 Illilli(Jn
\037)eople

had died from starvation in

Ukraine in 1932, and that .L\037 million died in 1933-numbers slightly

higher thall th()sc n()w
\\vi<.lely accellted,

but not far off.)))
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Sosnovyi also described, accurately, how the famine had come about,
proving that the true

story,
the Ualternative narrative,\" was still very

much alive a decade after the fact:)

First, they took everything frol11 the c()llective farm storehouses-

everything that farn1ers earned for their uwork days\" (trudodni).

Then they took forage, seeds, and then they went to the huts

and took the last grain froln the peasants that they received in

advance. . . They knew that the area sown was slnaller, the
amount of grain harvested was lower in 1932 in Ukraine. How-

ever, the grain procurement plan was extremely high. Isn't this

the first step towards the organization of a famine? During the

procurement, Bolsheviks saw there was extremely little grain

remaining, yet they carried on and took everything away-this is

indeed the way to organize a famine:\037h)

Later, similar ideas would forlll the basis of the argument that the fam-

ine had been a genocide, an intentional plan to destroy the Ukrainians
as a nation. But in 1942 that term was n()t yet in use, and even the con-

cept
was of no interest to anybody in Nazi-occupied Ukraine.

Sosnovyi's article was dry and analytic, but a
poem

that accompa-

nied it is evidence that mourning, though suppressed in
public,

was

still taking place. Composed by Oleksa Veretenchenko, \"Somewhere

in the Distant Wild North\" was
part

of the 1933 cycle, a series of poems
that appeared in Nova

Ukraina throughout
1943. Each one struck a dif-

ferent note of pain or
nostalgia:)

What has happened to the laughter,

To the bonfires girls used to light on Midsummer's Eve?

Where are the Ukrainian villages

And the cherry orchards by the houses?

Everything has vanished in a ravenous fire

Mothers are devouring their children,

Madmen are selling human flesh

At the markets.
27)

An echo of those emotions could also be heard in the privacy of
pe()ple's

homes. Because the Soviet and German invasions had effectively united)))
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western Ukraine (Galicia, Bukovyna and western Volhynia) with the

rest of the country, many western Ukrainians managed to travel east

for the first time, recording
\",hat they saw and heard. Although the

famine hac) been widely discussed in 1933, it was still a surprise to

Bohdan Liub()myrenk(), a visitor to central Ukraine during the war,

to hear famine stories told over and over again: uWherever we visited

people, everyone
in conversation could not fail to mention, as some-

thing very terrible, the
days

of famine they had lived through.\" Some-

tinles his hosts spoke Hall
night long about their horrific experiences\":)

The terrifying years of the artificial famine which the'government
planned

with evil gloating against Ukraine in 1932-33 had cut

deep into the
people's memory.

Ten long years had been unable to

erase those murderous traces and to
disperse

the expiring
sounds

of the innocent children, women and men, of the dying of
young

people enfeebled by famine. The sad memories still hang like a

black haze over the cities and villages, and produce a mortal fear

among the witnesses who escaped the starvation.\037H)

Ukrainians also began to speak openly about collectivization, resistance

and the armed militia that had arrived to repress them in 1930. Many

were clear about the political causes of the fanline, eXf}laining \"how the

peasants were robbed; how everything \\vas confiscated, leaving noth-

ing behin{i for falnilies, even those with small children. They confis-

cated everything and exported it to Russia.\"2
9

Ukrainians else\\\\,here in

the USSR did the same. In the 198t)s the writer Svetlana Aleksievich

met a fenlale Rllssian veteran who had served alongside a Ukrainian

woman during the \\var. The \\\\'()man, a t\037lmine survivor who had lost

her entire family, tolcl the Russian veteran that she had only survived

by eating horse 111anure:\"I want to defenfl the Motherland, but I don't

want t() (Iefenll Stalin, that trait()r to the revoluti()n.\"\037o

Just as they \\\\l()ulcllater ()Il-anti just as t()day-not all the listeners
believed these stories. The Russian veteran worried that her comrade

was an
Uellemy\"

or a
u

s11y .\" \037\037ven the Ukrainian nationalists from Gali-

cia foun() it hart] t() grapple with the idea of a
state-sponsored famine:

\"Frankly, we fount) it difficllit to believe that a government could do
such a thing.\"H The thought that Stalin had deliberately allowed

peo-)))
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pie to starve to death was too horrible, too
ITIOnstrous, even for those

who hated him.)

The end of the Second World War did not quite bring a return to the sta-

tus quo. Inside Ukraine the war altered the
language of the regime. Crit-

ics of the USSR were no longer mere enemies but \"fascists\" or \"Nazis.\"

Any talk of the famine \\\\'as UHitlerite
propaganda.\" Memoirs about the

famine were buried even deeper in drawers and closets, and discus-

sion of the subject became treasonous. In 1945 one of the most eloquent
Holodomor diarists, Oleksandra Radchenko, was literally persecuted

for her private writing. During a search of her apartment the secret

police confiscated her diary. Following a six-month interrogation, she

was charged with having written a \"diary with counter-revolutionary

contents.\" During her trial she told the judges that \"the main aim of my

writings was to devote them to my children. I wrote because after 20

years the children won't believe what violent methods were used to build

socialism. The Ukrainian people suffered horrors during 1930-33 . . .\"

Her
appeal fell on deaf ears, and she was sent for a decade to the Gulag,

returning
to Ukraine only in 1955.

32

The memory of new horrors overlaid that of 1933 as well. The

murder of Kyiv's Jews at the Babi Yar ravine in 1941; the battles for

Kursk, Stalingrad, Berlin, all fought with Ukrainian soldiers; the

prisoner-of-war camps, the Gulag, the filtration camps
for returning

deportees, the massacres and the mass arrests, the burnt-out
villages

and destroyed fields-all of these were now part of Ukraine's story
too. In official Soviet historiography

\"the Great Fatherland War,\" as

the Second World War came to be called, became the central focus of

research and commemoration, while the repression of the 1930s was

never discussed. The year 1933 receded behind the years 1941, 1942,

1943, 1944 and 1945.

Even 1946 turned sour, as post-war chaos, a return to harsh requisi-

tioning, a
major drought-and,

once again, the need for exports, this

time to feed Soviet-occupied central Europe-led to furt11er
disrup-

tions in food supply. In 1946-7 some 2.5 million tons of Soviet grain
were

shipped
to Bulgaria, Romania, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugosla-

via and even France. Ukrainians once again went
hungry,

both in the

countryside and the cities, as did others across the USSR. Death tolls)))
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related to t()()d deprivation were very high, with many hundreds of

thousands suffering from malnutrition.
H

()utsi<Je Ukraine the situation als(-> changed,
and in a radically dif-

ferent dirccti()n. When the war in EuroI)e ended in
May 1945, hun-

dreds of thousands of Ukrainians f()und themselves, like other Soviet

citizens, olltsidc the b()r(lers of the USSR. Many \\\\'ere forced labourers,

sent to C;crmany to \\\\'ork in factories and farms. Some had retreated

alongside the Wellrn13cht, or rather fled to Germany in advance of

the returning Red Army: having experienced the famine, they knew

they
had nothing to gain from the reimposition ofSovi\037t power. Olexa

Woropay, an agricultural specialist
from Odessa wh() witnessed the

famine, found hinlself in a \"displaced persons camp\"
near the German

city of Munster, where he and his compatriots were living in

U

a huge

barracks which was converted from a military garage.\" In the winter
of 1948, while they waited to be sent on to Canada or Britain, \"there

was nothing to do and the evenings
were long and dull. To pass the

time, people told stories of their
experiences.\" Woropay

\\\\'fote them

down.
34

A few years later they appeareo in London in a small volume

called The Ninth Circle.

Although it had little impact at the time, The \"'int}, Circle now makes

fascinating reading. It reflects the views of pe()ple who had been adults

during the famine, who still remenlbered it vividly, and who had had
time to reflect ()n the causes and consequences. Woropay, like Sosnovyi
a few years earlier, argued that the falnine had been organized delib-

erately, that Stalin ha<.1
planne<.J

it carefully, anci that it \\vas intended

frorn the start t(J sub<.lue anfl to USovietize\" Ukraine. He described the

rebellions that ha(1 f()II()we(1 c()llectivization, and eXplaineti what they

nleant:)

Moscow un(lerst()od that all this nlarked the beginning of a fur-

ther Ukrainian \\var, antI she \\\\'3S afraid, remenlbering the libera-

tion struggle ()f 1918-1921. She knc\\v, too, how great a threat an

ec()n()nlically inc.leI)cn<.lent Ukraine would be to communism-

especially as there still relllaine(1 in the Ukrainian
villages

a

considerable elclnent which was both nationally conscious and

morally str()ng en()ugh to cherish the idea of an independent,

unified Ukraine. . . Red Moscow therefore adopted a most igno-)))
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minious plan to break the power of resistance of the thirty-five
million strong Ukrainian nation. The strength of Ukraine was to

be undermined by famine.-\037c;)

Other members of the diaspora concurred. Spontaneously, wherever

they found thenlselves, they began to organize around the famine, to

mark it and to corllnlemorate it as a turning point in the
history

of

Ukraine. In 1948, Ukrainians in Germany, many in displaced persons
camps, marked the fifteenth

anniversary
of the farnine; in Hanover

they organized a demonstration as well as leaflets describing the fam-

ine as a \"mass murder.\"3tJ In 1950 a Ukrainian newspaper in Bavaria

reprinted the
Sosnovyi

article first published in occupied Kharkiv, and

repeated its conclusion: the famine had been
Horganized\" by

the Soviet

regime.
37

In 1953 a Ukrainian emigre named Semen Pidhainy went one
step

further. Born to a Cossack family in Kuban, Pidhainy was a veteran of
the Gulag. Arrested and

imprisoned
in the Solovetskii Island concen-

tration camp, he \\\\'as released before the Nazi invasion and spent the

war working in the city administration of Kharkiv. He wound up in

Toronto in 1949, \\\\,here he dedicated himself to studying and propagat-

ing the history of Ukraine. Like the Ukrainians in
Germany,

his goals

were political as well as moral: he wanted to remember, to mourn, but

also to draw the West's attention to the brutal and
repressive

nature

of the Soviet regime. In these early years of the Cold War there was

still a strong pro-Soviet sentiment in many parts of Europe and North
America.

Pidhainy
and the Ukrainian diaspora dedicated themselves

to fighting against it.

In Canada, Pidhainy initiated the founding
of the Ukrainian Asso-

ciation of Victims of Russian Communist Terror. He also became a

prominent emigre organizer and often spoke to emigre groups, encour-

aging them to write down their memories, not only of the famine but

of life in the USSR. Other
emigre

institutions did, or had already done,

the same. The Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre in Win-

nipeg, founded in 1944, held a memoir-writing competition in 1947.

Although aimed at collecting material about the Second World War,

many
of the memoirs submitted concerned the famine, and the Centre

eventually built up a substantial collection.
3H

The Ukrainian commu-)))
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nity around the world also responded to an
appeal

from a diaspora

neWS(laper in Munich f()r memoirs that would Userve as a severe accu-

sati()n ()f Bolshevik arbitrariness in Ukraine.,,3()

()ne of the results of these eff()rts was The Black Deeds of the Krem-

lin, a b()ok edited
by J->idhainy. Eventually comprising

two volumes-

the first was
\037lublished

in 1953, on the twentieth anniversary of the

famine-the Black Deeds contained dozens ()f memoirs as well as anal-

ysis of the famine and other repressive aspects
of the Soviet regime.

AITIong the auth()rs was Sosnovyi. This time his arguments were short-
ened and translated into English. Entitled \"The Truth about the Fam-

ine,\" his essay began bluntly: uThe famine of 1932-33 'was needed by

the Soviet government to break the backbone of the Ukrainian opposi-

tion t() complete Russian domination. Thus, it was a
political

move and

h I f I
\"41 t

not t e resu t 0 natura causes.

Others described their own experiences. Brief, poignant memoirs

were mixed with longer and more literary reminiscences as well as

drawings and photographs of the dead. G. Sova, \\vho had been an

econonlist in Poltava, remembered that
\"Upon many occasions, I saw

the last ounce of grain, flour and even
peas

and beans taken away from

the farmers.\"..1 I. Kh-ko described ho\\\\' his father \"managed to con-

ceal some grain in the leggings of his boots\"
during

the search of their

home, but eventually died anyway: \"nobody buried him, because the

dead lay scattered everywhere.\"\"\037

The editors sent The Black DeedJ of the Kremlin to libraries across the

country. But like The Nil1th Circle, the newspaper articles in Canada

and the leaflets in Germany. it was stlldiously ignored by most Soviet
scholars an<J nlainstreatTI academic journals....' The Inix of emotive

peasant mellloir \\\\,ith
sClni-sch()larly essays (lid not appeal to protes-

si()nal American historians. J)aradoxically. the Cold War did not
help

the Ukrainian emigre cause either. The language many of them were

using-\"black deccls\" c)r \"famine as a political weapon\"-sounded too

1)(Jlitical t() many scholars ill the 1951)s,196()s and 1970s. The authors

were easily dismissed as \"Colt) Warriors\" telling tales.
The active

sUI-)pression
of the fanline story by Soviet authorities also

had, inevitably, a
I-)()werflll inlpact

on Western historians and writers.

The tc)tal ahsence of any har(l inforn13tion about the famine made the

Ukrainian claims seenl at least highly exaggerated, even incredible.

Surely if there hac] been such a famine then the Soviet government)))
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would have reacted to it? Surely no government would stand by while
its own

people
starved?

The Ukrainian diaspora was also undermined by the status of
Ukraine itself. Even to serious scholars of Russian history, the notion of

\"Ukraine\" seemed, in the
(lost-war era, more dubious than ever. Most

outsiders kne\\\\' little of Ukraine's brief, post-revolutionary moment of

independence, an(1 even less of the
peasant

rebellions of 1919 and 1930.

Of the arrests and repressions of 1933
they

knew nothing at all. The

Soviet government encouraged outsiders as well as its own citizens
to think of the USSR as a single entity. The official representatives of

Ukraine on the \\vorld
stage

\\\\'ere spokesn1en for the Soviet Union, and

in the
post-\\\\rar West, Ukraine was almost universally considered to

be a province of Russia. People calling
themselves \"Ukrainian\" could

seen1 sonlehow unserious, nluch in the way that campaigners for Scot-

tish or Catalan independence once seen1ed unserious too.

By the 1970s the Ukrainian
diaspora

in
Europe, Canada and the

United States was large enough to produce its own historians and jour-

nals, an() \\\\realthy enough to establish both the Harvard Ukrainian

Research Institute and the C:anadian Institute for Ukrainian Studies at

the University of Alberta in Edmonton. But these efforts were not sig-

nificant enough to shape the mainstream historical narratives. Frank

Sysyn, a leacling diaspora scholar, has written that the \"ethnicization\"
of the field

may
even have alienated the rest of the scholarly commu-

nity, because it made Ukrainian
history

seem a secondary, unworthy

pursuit.
44

The memory of the Nazi occupation, and the collaboration

of some Ukrainians with the Nazis, also meant that even decades later
it was easy to call any advocate of independent Ukraine \"fascist.\" The

diaspora Ukrainian insistence on their identity even seemed to many

North Americans and Europeans to be \"nationalist\" and therefore sus-

. .

PICIOUS.

The emigres could be disn1issed as \"notoriously biased,\" their

accounts scorned as \"dubious atrocity tales.\" The Black Deeds compila-

tion would eventually be described
by

one
\037lrominent

scholar of Soviet

history as a Cold War \"period piece\"
with no academic value.

4 '5

But

then events began to evolve in Ukraine itself.)

In 1980, as the fiftieth anniversary
of the famine approached, Ukrainian

diaspora groups across North America once again planned
to mark the)))

become

a labour camp in the Arkhangelsk region, one prisoner arrived to find)))
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()ccasif>n. In T()r()nt() the Ukrainian Famine Research Committee
began

t(> filnl interviews with famine survivors and witnesses across Europe

an() Nc)rth Anlcrica..
H )

In New Y()rk the Ukrainian Studies Fund com-

missioned Jarnes Mace, a
young

scholar who had written a doctoral

thesis on Ukraine, tC) lallnch a major research project at the Harvard

Ukrainian Institute:\0377 As in the past, c()nferences were planned, dem-

()nstrati()ns were organizeel, meetings were held in Ukrainian churches

an(] assenlbly halls in C:hicago and Winnipeg. But this time the
impact

woul(i be (Iifferent. Pierre Rigoulot, the French historian of communism,

has written that uhunlan
kno\\vledge

doesn't accumulate like bricks of a

wall. which grows regularly. according to the work of the mason. Its

eJevelol)ment, but also its stagnation or retreat, depends on the social,

cultural and political framework.,,-4H For Ukraine that framework began

to shift in the 198()s,and it would go on changing throughout the decade.

In part, the change in Western
perceptions

came about thanks to

events within Soviet Ukraine, though these were slow in
coming.

Sta-

lin's cleath in 1953 had not led to an official reassessment of the famine.

In his momentous \"secret speech\" in 1956, Stalin's successor, Nikita

Khrushchev, attacketi the ucul t of personality\" that had surrounded

the S()viet (lictator and tien()unced Stalin for the murder of hundreds

of th()usantls of pel)ple,. including many party leaders, in 1937-8. But

Khrushchev, who had taken over the Ukrainian Communist Party in

1939,
kept

silent ab()ut both the t:lmine and collectivization. His refusal

t(>
sl)eak

ab()ut it nleant that the t:1te ()f the l)easants remained hard to
discern even for clissi<lent intellectuals in the years that followed. In

1 <)6<J, R()y Me{ivedev, a high-ranking party insider, mentioned collec-

tivizati()n in Let
HiJ!(Jry fttdge,

the first udissident\" history of Stalinism.

Merlvedev l1escrihcti \037\037tens of thousands\" of peasants dying from star-

vati()n, hlJt ;}(Jlllitte<) he kne\\\\' little.

Nevert)lelcss, Khrllshchcv's Hthaw\" opened some cracks in the

systerl1. Altll()llgll hist()rians were unahle to touch difficult subjects,

s()nlctinles \"'riters ()ultl. In 19(}2. a Soviet literary magazine published
Alexan(ler

S()lzhenitsyn's
J4

Day in the Life of It/an Denisovich, the first
h()nest depicti()ll ()f the Soviet Gulag. In 1968 another magazine pub-
lishcll a sh()rt n()vel

by
a mllch lesser known Russian author, Vladimir

Tenllriak<)v, in which he wr()te of \"Ukrainian kulaks, expropriated

anti exilc(J fr()lll their homeland,\" tlying in a provincial town square:
\"()ne

g()t
used t(> seeing the dea<.1 there in the morning, and the

hospital)))
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groom, Abram, would come along with his cart and pile the
corpses

in.

Not everyone died. Many of them wandered along the dusty, sordid
alleyways, dragging dropsied legs, elephantine and bloodlessly blue,
and plucked at every passer-by, begging with dog-like eyes.,,4

I
J

In Ukraine itself the intellectual and literary rejection of Stalinism
had a distinctly national flavour. In the less repressive atmosphere of

the late 1950s and early 1960s, Ukrainian intellectuals-in
Kyiv

and

Kharkiv and now in Lviv, the formerly Polish territory incorporated
into Soviet Ukraine in 1939-once again began to meet, to write, and

to discuss the possibility of a national reawakening. Many had been

educated in primary schools that still taught children in Ukrainian,

and many had grown up hearing versions of the \"alternative
history\"

of their country from their parents and grandparents. SOl11ebegan to

speak openly about the
promotion

of the Ukrainian language, Ukrai-

nian literature and a Ukrainian history that differed from the
history

of Russia.

These muted attempts to resurrect the shadow of a national identity
alarmed \037Ioscow. In 1961 seven Ukrainian academics were arrested

and tried in Lviv, anl0ng them Stepan Virun, who had helped write

a pamphlet criticizing \"unjustified repressions accompanied by
accu-

sations of nationalism and the annihilation of hundreds of Party and
cultural

personalities.\O")
Another two dozen went on trial in Kyiv in

1966. Among other \"crimes,\" one was accused of possessing a book

containing an \"anti-Soviet\" poem; because it had been printed with-

out the author's name, police had failed to identify the work of Taras

Shevchenko (whose works were, at the time, perfectly legal).)) Shelest,
the Ukrainian Communist

Party leader, presided
over these arrests,

though after he lost his position as First Secretary, in 1973, he too came

under attack on the grounds that 0 Ukraine, Our Soviet Land \"devotes

far too much space to Ukraine's past, its pre-October history, while

failing
to adequately glorify such epochal events as the triumph of the

Great October, the struggle to build socialism.\" The book was banned,

and Shelest remained in disgrace until 1991.'52

But by the 1970s the USSR was no longer as cut off from the worlcf

as it had once been, and this time around the arrests founff an echo.

Ukrainian prisoners smuggled news of their cases back to Kyiv; dis-

sidents in
Kyiv

learned how to contact Radio Liberty or the BBC. By

1971 so much material had leaked out of the USSR that it was
p()ssible)))
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to publish an edited collection of testimonies from Ukraine, including

passionate statements from jailed Ukrainian national activists. In 1974

dissidents
published

an underground journal that contained several

pages on collectivization and the 1932-3 famine. An English-language
translation ()f the journal appeared too, under the title Ethnocide of

Ukrainians in the u.S.S.R.\"i3Soviet
analysts

and observers in the West

slowly became aware that Ukrainian dissidents had a
separate

and

distinct set of grievances. When the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
in 1979and the election of Ronald Reagan in 1981 brought an abrupt

end t() the era ()f detente, a much broader swath of the Western public

also refocused on the
history

of Soviet repression,
incl tiding repression

inside Ukraine.

By the early 1980s the Ukrainian
diaspora

had also changed. Bet-

ter established and now better funded-its members no longer poor

refugees,
but established members of the North American and Euro-

pean middle classes-diaspora organizations could afford to support

more substantive projects, and to turn scattered material into books
and films. The Canadian interview project evolved into a major docu-

mentary: Harvest of Despair
won awards at film festivals and appeared

on Canadian public television in the spring of 198'5.

In the United States the public broadcaster's initial reluctance to

show the film-it was feared t() be too Uright \\ving\"-became contro-

versial. PHS finally broadcast the film in Septenlber 1986 as a
special

episo(le of \"Firing Line,\" the progranllne produced by the conserva-
tive columnist and National Revietl) editor William Buckley, and fol-

lowet-! the broadcast with a debate between Buckley, the historian
Robert

Conqllest,
and the j()urnalists Harrison Salisbury of The New

York
Times antI Christopher Hitchens, then of The Nation. Much of

the (Iebate had nothing to (ia with the fanline itself. Hitchens brought

up the topic of Ukrainian anti-senlitism. Salisbury focused most of his

remarks on Duranty.c;\" But a cascade of reviews and articles followed.

An even greater \\vave ()f interest accompanied the publication of

Conquest's Hal\"tJeJt
of 501\",.Otl/, the most visible fruit of the Harvard

documentati()n project, a few months later. The book (like this one)

was written in collaborati()n with the Harvarci Ukrainian Research
Institute.

C:()nquest
(li(I not have the archives available today. But he

worked with Mace t()
pull together the existing sources: official Soviet

documents, memoirs, oral testimony of survivors in the
diaspora. Har-)))
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vest of Sorrow finally appeared in 1986 and was reviewed in all major
British and American

newspapers
and in many academic journals-

unprecedented, at the time, for a book about Ukraine.
Many

reviewers

expressed astonishment that they knew so little about such a deadly
tragedy. In The TimeJ

Literary Supplement the Soviet scholar Geoffrey

Hosking was shocked to discover
\"just

how much material has accu-

mulated over the years, most of it perfectly accessible in British librar-

ies\": \"almost unbelievably, Dr. Conquest's book is the first historical

study of what must count as one of the greatest man-made horrors in

a century full of them.\" Frank
Sysyn put

it simply: \"No book dealing
with Ukraine had ever received such wide notice.\"ss

Not all of the notice was positive: a wide range of professional jour-
nals did not review Conquest's book at all, while some North Ameri-
can historians, who saw

Conquest
both as the representative of a more

traditional school of Soviet
history

as well as a member of the political

right, denounced the book in no uncertain terms.
J.

Arch Getty com-

plained in the London Review of Books that Conquest's views had been

promoted by the American Enterprise Institute, a conservative think

tank, and dismissed his sources as \"partisan\" because they were linked

to \"Ukrainian emigres in the West.\"
Getty

concluded that \"in today's

conservative political climate, with its 'evil empire' discourse, I am sure

the book will be very popular.\" Then, as now, the historical argument
about Ukraine was shaped by domestic American politics. Although
there is no objective reason why the study of the famine should have

been considered either
\"right wing\"

or \"left wing\" at all, the politics of

Cold War academia meant that
any

scholars who wrote about Soviet

atrocities were easily pigeonholed.
s6

Harvest of Sorrow would eventually find an echo inside Ukraine

itself, although the authorities tried to block it. Just as the Harvard

research project was launching in 1981,a
delegation

from the UN Mis-

sion of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic visited the
university

and asked the Ukrainian Research Institute to abandon the project. In

exchange, the Institute was offered access to Soviet archives, a great

rarity at the time. Harvard refused. After
excerpts

from Conquest's

book appeared in the Toronto Globe and Mail, the first
secretary

to

the Soviet Embassy wrote an angry letter to the editor:
Yes,

some had

starved, he claimed, but they were the victims of drought and kulak

sabotage.
57

Once the book was published, it proved impossible to
keep)))
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it away from Ukrainians. In the autumn of 1986 it was read aloud on

Radi() Liberty, the Alnerican-backed, Munich-based radio station, to

its listeners inside the USSR.

A more elaborate Soviet response arrived in 1987, with the pub-
lication of Fraud, Famine and Fascism: The Ukrainian Genocide Alyth

from Hitler to Harvard. The ostensible author, Douglas Tottle, was

a CanaeJian labour activist. His book described the famine as a hoax

invented and propagated by Ukrainian fascists and anti-Soviet groups
in the West. Although Tottle acknowledged

that poor weather and

post-collectivization chaos caused food shortages in those years, he

refused to concede that a malevolent state had played any role in spread-

ing starvation. Not
only

did his book describe the Ukrainian famine as

a \"myth,\" it argued that any accounts of it constituted, by definition,

Nazi propaganda. Tottle's book posited, among other things, that the

Ukrainian
diaspora

were all uNazis\"; that the famine books and mono-

graphs constituted an anti-Soviet, Nazi propaganda drive that also had

links to Western intelligence; that Harvard University had ul
ong

been

a center of anti-communist research, studies and programs\" and was
linked to the CIA; that Malcolm Muggeridge's writing on the famine

was tainted because the Nazis had made use of it; and that Muggeridge
himself was a British

agent.\037H

The Institute of Party History in both Mosco\\\\\037 and Kyiv contrib-

uted to Tottle's manuscript; unsigned versions were sent back and
forth between their offices and those of the two party Central Com-

mittees for corrections and con1mentary. Soviet diplomats followed

the book's publication an(J progress, and they promoted it \",here
they

could.')t) The book eventually attracted a small following: in January
1988the

Village
Voice

published an article, HIll Search of a Soviet Holo-

caust: A 55-Year-()Id Fan1ine Feeds the
Right,\"

which used Tottle's

work uncritically.60

In retrospect, Tottle's b()()k is
significant mostly as a harbinger of

what was to c()me, nearly three deca(jes later. Its central
argun1ent was

built around the supposel-l link between Ukrainian Hnationalism \"-

defined as
any

discussion ()f Soviet repression in Ukraine, or any dis-
cussion of Ukrainian

indeJlendence
or

sovereignty-and fascism, as

well as American and British intelligence. Much later this same set

of links-Ukraine, t:1scisn1, the CIA-would be used in the Rus-
sian informati()n campaign against

the Ukrainian independence and)))
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anti-corruption movement of 2014. In a very real sense the ground-
work for that

campaign was laid in 1987.

Fraud, Famine and FaJciJm, like other Soviet
apologies

at the time,

conceded that there had been some hunger in Ukraine and Russia in

1932-3, but it attributed mass starvation to the demands of \"modern-
ization,\" kulak

sabotage
and

alleged bad weather. As with all of the

most sophisticated smear campaigns, elements of truth were combined

with falsehood and exaggeration. Tonie's book correctly pointed out
that some of the photographs which were at that time widely identified

with 1933 were actually taken during the famine of 1921. The author

correctly identified some bad or misleading reporting from the 1930s

as well. Finally, Tottle wrote, correctly, that some Ukrainians had col-
laborated with the Nazis, and that Nazis had, during their occupation
of Ukraine, written and spoken a

great
deal about the famine.

Although these facts neither diminished the tragedy of 1932-3
nor altered its causes, the UNazi\" and \037'nationalist\" associations were

intended, simply, to smear anyone who wrote about the famine at all.

To some extent the strategy \\\\'orked: this Soviet campaign against the
Ukrainian

memory
of the famine, and against the historians of the

famine, left a taint of uncertainty. Even Hitchens had felt
obligated to

mention Ukrainian Nazi collaborators in his discussion of Harvest of
Despair, and

part
of the scholarly community would always approach

Conquest's book with caution. 61

Without access to archives it was still

impossible, in the 1980s, to describe the series of deliberate decisions

that had led to the famine in the spring of 1933.It was also impossible

to describe the aftermath, the cover-up, or the suppressed census of
1937in detail.

The research projects that led to both HarveJt of DeJpair and Harvest

of Sorrow nevertheless had a further echo. In 1985 the United States

Congress set up a
bipartisan

commission to investigate the Ukrainian

famine, appointing Mace as chief investigator. Its
purpose

was \"to con-

duct a study of the 1932-33 Ukrainian famine in order to
expand

the

world's knowledge of the famine and provide the American public
with a better understanding of the Soviet system by revealing the Soviet

role\" in it.62

The commission took three years to compile its report, a

collection of oral and written
testimony

from survivors in the diaspora,

which remains one of the largest ever published in
English.

When the

commission presented its work in 1988, the conclusion was in direct)))
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contradiction to the Soviet line: \"There is no doubt,\" the commission

concluded, that \"large numhers of inhabitants of the Ukraine SSR and

the North Caucasus Territory starved t() death in a man-made fam-

ine in 1932-33, caused
by

the seizure of the 1932 crop by the Soviet

authorities.
\"

In addition, the comillission found that \"()fficial Soviet allegations

of 'kulak sabotage,' upon which all difficulties were blamed during

the Famine, are false\"; that the \037'Famine was not, as alleged, related to

drought\"; and that \"attempts were made to prevent the starving from

traveling
to areas where food was more available.\" The commission

concluded that \"the Ukrainian famine of 1932-33 wa's caused by the

extraction of agricultural produce from the rural
population\"

and not,

\302\267
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The findings echoed those of Conquest. They also confirmed the

authority of Mace, and
provided

a mountain of new material for other

scholars to use in the years that followed. But by the time the com-

mission made its final statement in 1988, the most
important

debates

about the Ukrainian famine were finally beginning to take place not in

Europe or North America, but insicle Ukraine itself.)

On 26 April 1986 some odd, off-the-charts measurelnents
began

show-

ing up on radiation-monitoring equipment in Scandinavia. Nuclear

scientists across Europe, at first
suspecting equipment malfunction,

raised the alarll1. But the numbers were not a Huke. Within a few days

satellite photographs \037linpointed the source of the ra(liati()n: a nuclear

power plant in the city of Chernobyl, in nt)rthern Ukraine. Inquiries
were made but the Soviet governlnent (lffere(1 no explanation or guili-
ance. Five (iays after the

explosion
a

l\\1ay I)ay n1arch \\vent aheacl in Kyiv,
less than eighty miles away. Thousands of

people
walked through the

streets of the Ukrainian capital, oblivious to the invisihle radiation in the

city's air. The government was \\vell a\\\\'are of the danger. The Ukrainian

Communist Party leader, \\'olodyn1yr Shcherllytskyi, arrived late to the
march, obviously

llistresse(i: the Soviet C;eneral Secretary had personally
ordered him not t() cancel the IJarade. uYou will put your party card on
the table,\" Mikhail Gorbachev had told Shcherbytskyi, \"if you bungle
h d \"b4

t e para c.

Eighteen (Jays after the accident, Gorbachev abruptly reversed his)))
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policy. He appeared on Soviet television and announced that the public
had a

right to know what had happened. Soviet camera crews went to
the site, filmed interviews with doctors and local people, and eXplained
what hati happened. A bad decision had been nlade; a turbine test had

gone wrong; a nuclear reactor had Inelted (Iown. Soldiers from allover

the Soviet Union had poured concrete over the smouldering remains.
Everyone who lived \\\\rithin

t\\\\renty miles of Chernobyl had abandoned

their homes and farms, indefinitely. The death toll, officially
listed as

thirty-one, actually soared into the thousands, as the men who had
shovelled concrete and flown helicopters over the reactor began to die
of radiation sickness in other parts of the USSR.

The psychological impact of the accident was no less
profound.

Chernobyl destroyed the myth of Soviet technical competence-one of
the fe\\\\' that many still believed. I f the USSR had promisee) its citizens
that communism \"'ould

guide them into the high-tech future, Cher-

nobylled them to question \\\\,hether the USSR could be trusted at all.

More importantly, Chernobyl relninded the USSR, and the world, of

the stark consequences of Soviet secrecy, even causing Gorbachev him-
self to reconsider his

party's
refusal to discuss its past as well as its pres-

ent. Shaken
by

the accident, the Soviet leader launched the policy of

glasnost. Literally translated as
\"openness\"

or
\"transparency,\" glasnost

encouraged public officials and private individuals to reveal the truth
about Soviet institutions and Soviet history, including the history of

1932-3. As a result of this decision, the web of lies woven to hide the

famine-the manipulation of statistics, the destruction of death regis-

tries, the irnprisonment of diarists-would finally unravel. 6 '5

Inside Ukraine the accident stirred memories of past betrayals and

historic catastrophes, leading Ukrainians to challenge their secretive

state. On 5 June, just six weeks after the Chernobyl explosion,
the poet

I van Drach rose to speak at a meeting of the official Writers' Union of

Ukraine. His words had an unusually emotional edge: Drach's son was

one of the young soldiers who had been sent to the accident without

proper protective clothing, and he was now suffering from radiation

poisoning. Drach himself had been an advocate of nuclear power, on

the grounds that it would help modernize Ukraine. 6 ('

Now he blamed

the Soviet system both for the nuclear meltdown, the cloak of secrecy

that had concealed the explosions, and the chaos that followed. Drach)))
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was the first person openly to compare Chernobyl to the famine. Speak-

ing at length, he declared that a \"nuclear lightning bolt had struck at

the genotype
of the nation\":)

Why has the young generation turned away from us? Because we

didn't learn to talk ()penly, to speak the truth about how we lived,
and about how we are living

now. We have got so used to false-

hood. . . When we see
Reagan

as the head of a commission on the

famine of 1933, I wonder, where is the Institute of History when

it comes to the truth about 1933?6i)

Party
authorities later dismissed Drach's words as an \"emotional out-

burst,\" and censored even the internal transcript of the speech. The

reference to a \"nuclear lightning bolt\"
striking

at the \"genotype of the

nation\"-a phrase that was widely misremenlbered as a direct refer-

ence to genocide-was replaced with '\037it struck
painfully.\"6\037

But there was no turning back: Drach's comments had struck a

chord among those who heard them at the time, and those who

repeated them afterwards. Events gathered pace; very quickly, glasnost

became real. Gorbachev had intended the
policy

to reveal the \\\\1orkings

of flawed Soviet institutions, with the hope that this \\vould make them

function better. Others interpreted glasnost more broadly. True stories
and factual

history began
to appear in the Soviet press. The works of

Alexander Solzhenitsyn and other chroniclers of the Gulag appeared

for the first time in print. Gorbachev became the second Soviet leader,

after Khrushchev, to speak ()penly about ublank SP()ts\" in Soviet history.
And unlike his

predecessor,
{;orbachev Illade his remarks on television:)

. . \302\267the lack of proper democratization of Soviet society was pre-

cisely what made
possible

both the Cllit of personality and the vio-

lations of the law, arbitrariness and
repressions

of the 1930s-to

be blunt, crimes based on the abuse of power. Many th()usands ()f

members of the Party and non-melnbers were subjected to mass

repressions. That, comrades, is the bitter truth.
69)

Equally quickly, glasnost began to seem insufficient to Ukrainians. In

August 1987, Vyacheslav Chornovil, a
leading

dissident intellectual,)))
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wrote a thirty-page open letter to Gorbachev, accusing him of hav-

ing launched a
\"superficial\" g/aJl10Sr, one that preserved the \"fictitious

sovereignty\" of Ukraine and the other non-Russian
republics

but
sup-

pressed their languages, their memories, their true history. Chornovil

provided his own list of \"blank spots\" in Ukrainian history, naming
the people and incidents still left out of official accounts: Hrushevsky,

Skrypnyk, Khvylovyi, the rn3SS arrests of intellectuals, the destruction
of national culture, the suppression of the Ukrainian language and, of

course, the
\"genocidal\" great

farnine of 1932-3.
70

Others follo\\ved suit. The Ukrainian chapter of Memorial, the Soviet

society
for the conlmemoration of Stalin's victims, began openly col-

lecting testimony and memoirs for the first time. In June 1988 another

poet, Borys Oliinyk, stood up at the infamous Nineteenth Party Con-

gress in Moscow-the most open and argumentative ever to take
place

in history, and the first to be televised live. He raised three issues: the
status of the Ukrainian language, the dangers of nuclear power and

the famine: \"The reasons for the famine of 1933, which extinguished

the lives of millions of Ukrainians, need to be made public, and those

responsible for this tragedy (should] be identified
by

name.\"7)

In that context the Ukrainian Communist Party prepared to

respond to the U.s.
Congressional Report. Finding itself in a quan-

dary the party decided, as it had so often done in the final, stultifying

years of the USSR, to create a committee. Shcherbytskyi tasked schol-
ars at the Ukrainian

Acaderny
of Sciences and the Institute of Party

History-the organizations behind the publication of Fraud, Famine

and Fascism-with refuting the general accusations, and in particu-

lar with countering the c()nclusions drawn by the u.S. Congressional

Report. Committee members were meant, once again, to
produce

an

official denial. To ensure their success, the historians were given access

h
.

I

7J
to arc Iva sources.

-

The result was unexpected. For many of the scholars the documents

were a revelation. They contained precise accounts of the policy deci-

sions, the grain confiscati()ns, the
protests

of activists, the corpses on city

streets, the tragedy of orphans, the terror and the cannibalism. There

had been no fraud, the committee concluded. Nor was the \"famine

myth\"
a fascist plot. The famine had been real, it had happened, and it

could no longer be denied.)))
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The sixtieth anniversary of the famine, in the autumn of 1993, was like

no other that had preceded it. Two years earlier, Ukraine had elected

its first president and voted overwhelmingly for independence; the

government's subsequent refusal to
sign

a new union treaty had pre-

cipitated the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The Communist Party
of

Ukraine, in one ()f its last memorable acts before giving up power, had

passed
a resolution blaming the 1932-3 famine on the \"criminal course

pursued by
Stalin and his closest entourage.\"i3 Drach and Oliinyk had

joined other intellectuals to found Rukh, an independent political

party
and the first legal manifestation of the national movement since

the repressions of the early 1930s. For the first time in history, Ukraine

was a sovereign state and acknowledged as such by
most of the world.

As a sovereign state, Ukraine was free, by
the autumn of 1993, to

debate and commemorate its own history. From a mix of motives, for-

mer communists and former dissidents were all eager to have a
say.

In

Kyiv the government organized a series of public events. On 9 Septem-
ber the

deputy prime minister opened a scholarly conference, underlin-

ing the political significance of the farnine commemorations. \"Only an

independent Ukraine can guarantee that such a
tragedy

will never be

repeated,\" he told the audience. James Mace, by then a
widely

known

and admired figure in Ukraine, was also there. He too drew
political

conclusions: HI would hope that this commemoration will help Ukrai-

nians remember the danger of
political

chaos and political dependence

on neighboring p()wers.\" Presicient Leonid Kravchuk, a former com-

munist apparatchik, als() spoke: UA democratic t()rm of government
protects a

people
fronl such misfortunes,\" he said. HIf we lose our

in(lependence we are destined to forever lag far behind economically,

politically arld culturally. I f this ha\037)pens, most importantly, we will

always t\037lce the
possibility of repeating thc)se horrible pages in our his-

tory, including the fanline, w11ich were
planned by a foreign power.\"74

I van Drach, the leader of Rllkh, called for a broader acknowledge-
ment ()f the

significance of the fanline: he demanded that Russians

Urepent,\" arid that they follow the example of Germans in
acknowledg-

ing their guilt. He referred directly to the H()locaust, noting that the
Jews

had \"forced the whole world to admit its guilt before them.\" Although
he did not claim that all Ukrainians had been victims-\"Bolshevik

marauders in Ukraine mobilized Ukrainians as well\"-he did strike)))
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a nationalist tone: \"The first lesson which is becoming an integral part
of Ukrainian consciousness is that Russia has never had and never will

have any other interest in Ukraine
beyond

the total destruction of the

Ukrainian nation.,,7'5

The ceremonies continued throughout the weekend. Black stream-

ers hung frorn government buildings; thousands of people gathered
for a memorial service outside St. Sofia's Cathedral. But the most mov-

ing celebrations were spontaneous. Crowds flocked to Khreshchatyk,
Kyiv's

central boulevard, where people had put personal documents

and photographs on billboards set up at three
points along

the street.

An altar was set up halfway down; visitors left flowers and bread beside

it. Civic leaders and politicians from allover Ukraine laid wreaths at

the foot of a new monument. Some brought jars of earth-soil taken

from the mass
graves

of famine victims.
76

To those who were there, the moment would have seemed defini-

tive. The famine had been publicly recognized and remembered. More

than that: after centuries of Russian imperial colonization and decades

of Soviet repression, it had been recognized and remembered in a sov-

ereign Ukraine. For better or worse, the famine story had become part

of Ukrainian politics and contemporary Ukrainian culture. Children

would now study it at school; scholars would piece together the full

narrative in archives. Monuments would be built and books would be

written. The long process of understanding, interpreting, forgiving,

arguing and mourning
was about to begin.)))
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United States and Germany, sometimes to relatives and sometimes to

unknown leaders of their religious communities: \"Dear Fathers and
Brothers in

faraway Germany,
a plea from Russia from me of German

name. . . I call to you for advice and help and to tell you what is in
nlY

.
t

... .

k h
\"30

L Igrle -strlc en eart. etters a so managed to reach Canada.
These missives had an impact, as did the few refugees. Even as the

famine was unfolding, Ukrainians abroad
began to protest against it,

both peacefully and otherwise. Ethnic Ukrainian politicians brought
up

the famine at sessions of the Polish parliament, and described it
in the Ukrainian-language press.

31
In October 1933. Mykola Lemyk,

a member of a Ukrainian nationalist organization in Poland, mur-
dered the secretary of the Soviet consul in Lviv. During his trial in a

Polish court, Lemyk, who had been hoping to kill the consul himself,
described the murder as revenge for the famine.

32

At the end of that

month the Ukrainian community in Poland tried to organize a mass

state aggression. The peasants who experienced the searches and)))

by

the Polish government, which feared further violence. 33

At about the same time, on the other side of the world, the Ukrainian
National Council, an organization formed in May 1933, staged street

protests in Winnipeg, Canada, and sent a letter to President Roosevelt,

enclosing an eyewitness account of the famine. 34

At a meeting held at

the Ukrainian church in Winnipeg, diaspora leaders read aloud letters

from Ukraine exhorting the public to help Ukraine \"break away\" from

the USSR.3S

Ukrainians in Brussels, Prague, Bucharest, Geneva, Paris,

London and Sofia, among other cities, created action committees that

sought, without much luck, to publicize the famine and deliver aid to

h
. 36

t e starving.

News also filtered out via the Catholic Church. In Poland, Ukrai-

nian Greek-Catholic priests took up collections for victims of the

famine in 1933, held a day of mourning and hung black flags on

the facades of Ukrainian churches and the local offices of Prosvita,

the Ukrainian cultural institute. 3i

Polish and I talian diplomats as well

as priests with contacts inside the USSR also alerted the Church hier-

archy. The Vatican first received a written description of the famine

in April 1933, via an anonymous letter smuggled out through the Rus-

sian
port

of Novorossiisk. A second anonymous letter made its way to

Rome from the North Caucasus in August. Pope Pius XI ordered both

letters published in the Vatican newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano.
3M

In)))
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the blacklists remembered them as a collective assault on themselves

and their culture. The Ukrainians who witnessed the arrests and mur-
ders of

intellectuals, acadeInics, writers and artists renlelnbered them

in the same way, as a deliberate attack on their national cultural elite.

The archival record backs up the testimony of the survivors. Neither

crop
failure nor bad weather caused the famine in Ukraine. Although

the chaos of collectivization
helped

create the conditions that led to

famine, the high numbers of deaths in Ukraine between 1932 and

1934, and especially the spike in the spring of 1933, were not caused

directly by collectivization either. Starvation was the result, rather, of
the forcible removal of food from people's homes; the roadblocks that

prevented peasants from seeking work or
food; the harsh rules of the

blacklists imposed on farms and villages; the restrictions on barter and
trade; and the vicious propaganda campaign designed to persuade
Ukrainians to watch, unmoved, as their

neighbours died of hunger.

As we have seen, Stalin did not seek to kill all Ukrainians, nor did all

Ukrainians resist. On the contrary, some Ukrainians collaborated, both

actively
and passively, with the Soviet project. This book includes many

accounts of assaults carried out by neighbours against neighbours, a

phenomenon familiar from other mass murders in other
places and at

other times. But Stalin did seek to physically eliminate the most active

and engaged Ukrainians, in both the countryside and the cities. He
understood the

consequences
of both the famine and the simultaneous

wave of mass arrests in Ukraine as
they

were happening. So did the

people closest to him, including the leading Ukrainian communists.
At the time it took place, there was no word that could have been

used to describe a state-sponsored assault on an ethnic group or nation,
and no international law that defined it as a particular kind of crime.

But once the word
\"genocide\"

came into use in the late 1940s, many

sought to apply it to the famine and the accompanying purges in

Ukraine. Their efforts were complicated at the time, ancl are
compli-

cated still, by multiple interpretations of the word \"genocide\"-a legal
and moral

category
rather than a historical one-as well as by the con-

voluted and constantly shifting politics
of Russia and Ukraine.

In a very literal sense the concept of
\"genocide\"

has its origins in

Ukraine, specifically in the Polish-jewish-Ukrainian city of Lviv.

Raphael Lemkin, the
legal

scholar who invented the word-combining

the Greek word \"genos,\" meaning race or nati()n, with the Latin \"cide,\)
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meaning killing-studied law at the University of Lviv, then called

LWQw, in the 1920s.
2

The city
had previously been Polish until the eigh-

teenth century, then part of the Austro-Hungarian empire. It became

Polish after the First W()rld War; Soviet after the Red Army invasion

of 1939; C;erman between 1941 anc) 1944; part of Soviet Ukraine until

1991; and part of independent Ukraine after that. Each change was

accompanied by upheaval and sometimes mass vi<.)lence as new rulers

imposed changes in language, culture anc1law.

Although
he left Lviv for Warsaw in 1929, Lemkin wrote in his

autobiography that he was inspired to think about genocide by the

history of his region, as well as by the brutal emotions that washed

over it during the First World War. hI
began

to read more history to

study whether national, religious or racial groups, as such, \\vere being

destroyed,\" he wrote. The Turkish assault on the Armenians,
\"put

to

death for no reason other than that they were Christians,\" moved him
in

particular
to think nl0re deeply about international law and to ask

how it could be used to stop such tragedies.
3

His work \\vas made more

urgent by the Nazi invasion of Warsaw in 1939, \\\\,hich he immediately

understood would involve an assault on the Jews as a
group, as well as

others. He finally articulated his vie\\\\'s in \0374xis Rtlle in Occupied Europe:

LaWJ of ()ccupatjon-Analysjs of Government-PropoJals for Redress, a

book he published in the United States in 1944, having fled occupied
Poland. Lemkin defined \"genocide\" in \0374xis Rt\037le not as a single act but

as a process:)

Generally speaking, genocide d()es not
necessarily rnean the

immediate destructi()n of a nation, except \\\\,hen
acconlplished

by
mass killings ()f alilnenlbers of a nation. It is intended rather

to signify a coorclinateti l)lan ()f (lifferent actions ainling at the
destruction ()f essential foundati()ns ()f the life of national gr(JUps,
with the ainl ()f

annihilating
the gr()UI1S themselves. The objec-

tives ()f such a plan w()ul(l be disintegrati()n ()f the
political and

s()cial institutions, ()fculture, langllage, national feelings, religion,
and the econ()nlic existence ()f national grou\037)s't an(l the destruc-

tion of the ()ers()nal secllrity, liberty, health,
(iignity,

and even the

lives of the individuals belonging to such groups. Genocide is
directed against the 11ati()nal

group
as an entity, anl1 the actions)))
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involved are directed against indivicluals, not in their individual

capacity, but as merl1bers ()f the national group.4)

In Axis Rule, Lemkin spoke of different kinds of genocide-political,

social, cultural, economic, biological and physical. Separately, in an
outline for a

history of genocide that he never finished or published,
he also listed the techniques which could be used to commit geno-

cide, including among them the desecration of cultural
symbols

and

the destruction of cultural centres such as churches and schools.' As

broadly defined in Lenlkin's published anti unpublished work in the

1940s, in other
\\\\lords, hgenocide\" certainly included the Sovietization

of Ukraine and the Ukrainian fanline. He later argued eXplicitly
that

this \\\\las so. In a 1953 essay entitled \"Soviet Genocide in the Ukraine\"

LerTIkin \\\\'rote that the USSR attacketi Ukrainian elites precisely
because

the}\037
are Hsmall and easily elinlinated, and so it is upon these

groups particularly that the full force of the Soviet axe has fallen, with

its familiar tools of nlass ITIurder, (ieportation and forced labour, exile

and starvation.
ntJ

Had the concelJt of genocide ren1ained simply an idea in the minds
and

writings
of scholars, there \\\\'ould be no argument today: accord-

ing to Lemkin's definition, the Holodomor was a genocide-as it is by

most intuitive understandings of the word. But the
concept

of
genocide

became part of international law in a completely different context: that
of the Nuremberg trials and the legal debates which followed.

Lemkin served as adviser to the chief counsel at Nuremberg,

Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson, and, thanks to his advocacy,
the term was used at the trial, though it was not mentioned in any of
the verdicts. After the N uremberg trials ended, many felt, for reasons

of both morality and
Realpolitik,

that the term ought to be enshrined in

the UN's basic documents. But as Norman Naimark and others have

argued, international politics, and more specifically Cold War
politics,

shaped
the drafting of the UN convention on genocide far more than

the
legal scholarship

of Lemkin or anyone else.
7

Initially,
a UN General Assembly resolution in December 1946

condemned genocide in language that echoed Lemkin's broad under-

standing. Genocide was identified as \"a crime under international

law. . . whether it is committed on religious, racial, IJolitical
or

any)))
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other ground.\" Early drafts of what would become the UN Conven-

tion on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide also

included \"political groups\" as potential victims of genocide. But the

USSR, kn()wing that it could be considered guilty of carrying out geno-

cide against \"political groups\"-the kulaks, for example-resisted
this

broader definition. Instead, the Soviet delegation argued that political

groups \"were
entirely

out of place in a scientific definition of geno-

cide, and their inclusion would weaken the convention and hinder

the fight against genocide.\" The Soviet delegation sought instead to

ensure that the definition of \"genocide\" was \"organically bound up
with fascism-nazism and other similar race theories.\" Lemkin himself

began to lobby for this narrower definition, as did ()thers who badly

wanted the measure to pass, and feared that the USSR
might

otherwise

block it.
M

The Convention finally passed in 1948, \\vhich was a personal tri-

umph for Lemkin and for many others who had lobbied in its favour.

But the
legal

definition was narrow, and it was interpreted even more

narrowly in the years that followed. I n practice, \"genocide,\" as defined

by the UN documents, came to mean the
physical

elimination of an

entire ethnic group, in a manner similar to the Holocaust.
The Holodomor does not meet that criterion. The Ukrainian fam-

ine was not an attempt to eliminate
every single living Ukrainian; it

was also halted, in the summer of 1933, \"'ell before it could devastate

the entire nation. Although Lemkin later argued for an
expansion

of the term, and even described the Sovietization of Ukraine as the
\"classic

example
of Soviet genocide,\" it is n()w (lifficult to classify the

Ukrainian famine, or any other Soviet crirne, as genocide in interna-

tionallaw.
Y

This is hardly surprising, given that the Soviet Union itself

helped shape the language \037)recisely
in l)r(ler to prevent Soviet crimes,

including the H()lodonlor, frorll being classifieli as \"genocide.\

The
difficulty

of
classifying the Holodomor as a genocide in interna-

tional law has not stopped a series of Ukrainian governments from

trying to lif) so. The first attempt followed the ()range Revolution of

2004-a series of street protests in K yiv against a stolen election, cor-
ruption and

perceived Russian influence in Ukrainian politics. Those

protests led to the election of \\'iktor
Yushchenk(), the first president)))
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of Ukraine without a Conlmunist Party pedigree.
Yushchenko had an

unusually strong mandate froITI the Ukrainian national movement and
he used it to

prornote the study of the famine. He made references to
the Holodomor in his

inaugural speech and created a National Mem-

ory Institute with Holodomor research at its heart. He also lobbied for

the United Nations, the Organization of Security and Cooperation in

Europe
and other international institutions to recognize the Holodomor

as a genocide. Under Yushchenko's government, funding
for research

into the famine expanded dramatically. Dozens of local groups-teach-
ers, students, librarians-joine<.i a national effort to create a Book of

Memory, for example, a complete list of famine victims. lo

In January

2010 a Ukrainian court found Stalin, Molotov, Kaganovich, Postyshev,
Kosior and others

guilty
of

Uperpetrating genocide.\" The court termi-

nated the case on the grounds that the accused were all deceased.
I I

Yushchenko understood the power of the famine as a unifying
national memory for Ukrainians, especially because it had been so long
denied. He undoubtedly Upoliticized\" it, in the sense that he used polit-

ical tools to dra\\v more attention to the story. Some of his own state-

ments about the famine, particularly
his claims about the number of

casualties, were exaggerated. But he stopped short of
using

the famine

to antagonize Ukraine's Russian neighbours, and he did not describe
the famine as a uRussian\" crime against Ukrainians. Indeed, at the

seventy-fifth anniversary Holodomor commemoration ceremony in

2008, as on other occasions, Yushchenko went out of his way to avoid

blaming the Russian nation for the tragedy:)

We appeal to everyone, above all the Russian Federation, to be

true, honest and
pure

before their brothers in denouncing the

crimes of Stalinism and the totalitarian Soviet Union... We

were all together in the same hell. We reject the brazen lie that
\\ve are blaming anyone people for our tragedy. This is untrue.

There is one criminal: the imperial, communist Soviet regime.
12)

Yushchenko's words were not always heeded by his compatriots. Of

course, he was
right

to blall1e the famine on Soviet Communist Party

policy, not Russian policy: there was no \"Russia,\" or at least no sover-

eign Russian state, in 1933. Yet because the Communist Party's 1933)))
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headquarters had heen in Moscow, and because Moscow,
the capital of

post-Soviet Russia, assumed many of the assets of the USSR after 1991,

S()ll1e in Ukraine do n()w blame \"Russia\" for the famine.

The Rllssian political establishment, which was by
the mid-2000s

recovering its <)wn imperial ambitions in the region, confused the issue

further by cho()sing to hear Yushchenko's campaign as an attack on

Russia, not an attack on the USSR. Pro-Russian groups inside Ukraine

followed the Russian state's lead: in 2006 a gr()up of Russian nationalist

thugs, led by a member of the local Communist Party, entered the office

of Volodymyr Kalinichenko, a historian who wrote about the famine

in the Kharkiv region, kicked at locked doors and shouted threats. U

In

2008 the Russian press denounced the Holodomor commemorations

as \"Russophobic\" and the Russian
president,

then Omitry Medvedev,

turned down an invitation to attend, dismissing talk of the \"so-called

Holodomor\" as \"immoral.,,14 Behind the scenes Medvedev threatened

leaders in the region, advising
them not to vote for a motion designat-

ing the Holodomor as a
Ugenocide\" at the United Nations. According

to Prince Andrew of Great Britain, Medvedev told the president of

Azerbaijan that he could
\037'forget

about Nagorno-Karabakh,\" a region

disputed by Azerbaijan and Armenia, unless he voted against a
pro-

posal
to call the Holodomor a genocide.

IS

The campaign was not just diplomatic. It \\vas accompanied by the

emergence of a Russian historical narrative that did not deny the fam-

ine, but emphatically downplayed it. There is almost no commemora-

tion of either the Ukrainian or the wirIer Soviet famine in Russia and

very little 11ublic ciebate. To the extent that it is mentioned at all, it is

usually part of an argulnent that clearly denies
any 11articular Ukrai-

nian suffering. In 20()8 the Russian scholar Viktor Kondrashin pub-
lishc(J the 1110st eloquent version ()f this c()unter-narrative. The Famine

of 1932-3_\037: The
Traged.v o..f the RUJJian Village detailed the horrors of

those years in the Russian
province

of Penza, in the \\lolga region. Kon-

drashin <lid not
deny that there had been mass starvation in Ukraine.

()n the
c()ntrary,

his \"'ork showe(-J that Stalin had launched the bru-

tal process ()f collectivization, anti c()nt1rmed that he had ordered the

\"thoughtless\" confiscati()n ()f
grain

in 1932-3, knowing full well that

millions of peasants would die. But Kondrashin also
argued

that the

Ukrainian estimates of Ukrainian death rates were too high, that esti-
111ates of t:1rninc deaths in the \\'()Iga regions had generally been too

low,)))
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and that Stalin's policies had affected
everyone

alike. The \"mechanism

of the creation of famine was the same,\" in Russia and Ukraine, he told

an interviewer: \"there were no national differences.\"lb

Kondrashin's argument was partly correct. President Yushchenko is

one of many prominent figures
who sometimes cite casualty figures for

the Holodomor that are too high. Although the Ukrainian scholarly

community is now coalescing, with some exceptions, around a number

just below 4 million deaths, it is still possible to hear numbers as high
as 10million deaths. 17

Kondrashin may also have been right that Penza

province-like Ukraine, a region famous for a civil war-era peasant

rebellion that infuriated Lenin in 1918-was a special target of the
Soviet state.IS

Clearly
there is a case for a close examination of the

\"special\"
famine

in Penza. There is an even more urgent case for a closer examination
of the famine in Kazakhstan, where the very high mortality rate also

indicates something much more sinister than negligence. But that

should not negate the need for a recognition of the
special

circum-

stances of the famine in Ukraine. As this book has shown, the historical

record includes decrees directed solely at Ukraine, such as the one clos-

ing the Ukrainian border, blacklisting
dozens of Ukrainian collective

farms and villages, and implicitly linking the grain collection failure

to Ukrainization. The demographic record also shows that Ukraine

had a
higher

death toll in those years than any other part of the Soviet

Union.
In a

public
debate with the Ukrainian historian Stanislav Kulchytsky,

Kondrashin himself wrote that Stalin saw the food crisis of 1932 as an
\" . \"

opportunity
:)

the famine of 1932-33 and the general economic crisis in Ukraine

gave the Stalinist regime
an excuse to adopt preventive measures

against the Ukrainian national movement and also, in the distant

perspective,
its possible social base (the intellectuals, the bureau-

crats, the
peasants).19)

Since this, more or less, is the argument of most mainstream Ukrainian

historians-and of this book-it seems that the gap between the \"Rus-

sian\" and \"Ukrainian\" scholarly interpretations of the famine is not as

great as has sometimes been
presented.)))
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Nevertheless, politicization of the famine debate has meant that the

differences between the public
Ukrainian and Russian understandings

of the famine have become significant, both in the Russian-Ukrainian

context and also within Ukraine itself. Yushchenko spoke often about

the famine, and thought carefully
about how to commemorate it. But

his opponent and successor, Viktor Yanukovych-a \"pro-Russian\"

president, who had been elected with open Russian financial and polit-

ical support-abruptly reversed that policy. Yanukovych removed ref-

erences to the Holodomor from the presidential website, replaced the

head of the National Memory Institute with an ex-communist histo-

rian, and stopped using the word \"genocide\" to describe the famine.

Yanukovych
continued to speak of the famine as a Utragedy\" and

even as an \"Armageddon,\"
and he frequently used the word \"Holodo-

mor,\" which implies an artificially created famine. He also continued

to hold annual commemoration ceremonies and he did not stop or

harass archival researchers, as President Vladimir Putin did in Russia

at about the same time, although many
had feared that he would.

20

Nevertheless, the president's change of tone and emphasis enraged his

political opponents. In particular, his refusal to use the word \"geno-

cide\" was widely dismissed as a gesture of deference to Russia (it is

notable that President Medvedev did finally visit a Holodomor merno-
rial in K yiv in 2010, dllring the Yanukovych presidency, perhaps as a

\"reward\" for the toned-down language). One group of citizens even

tried to take Yanukovych to c()urt for \"genocide denial.\"21 His disas-

trous presidency further discredited all of his
policies, including

his

downplaying ()f the famine. He systematically undermined Ukrainian

political institllti()ns and engaged in
corruption

()n an extraordinary

scale. He fled the cOllntry in February 2014 after his
police

shot more

than one hun(lred pr()testers dead in Kyiv's Maidan Square, during an
extended

pr()test against his rule.

Inevitably, Yanukovych's disgrace left its mark on the public histori-
cal debate. Thanks to the p()litics that swirled around the word \"geno-
cide,\" it hecanle a kintl of identity tag in Ukrainian politics, a term

that c()ul() Inark those who used it as partisans of one political party
and those wh() tiid not as partisalls of another. The pr()blem worsened
in the spring of 2() 14, when the Russian government produced a cari-
cature \"genocide\" argulllent to

jllstify
its own behaviour. During the)))
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Russian invasions of Crimea and eastern Ukraine, Russian-backed
sep-

aratists and Russian politicians both said that their illegal interventions
were a \"defence

against genocide\"-meaning the \"cultural genocide\"
that uUkrainian Nazis\" were supposedly carrying out

against
Russian

speakers in Ukraine.

As the conflict between Russia and Ukraine intensified, attacks
on the

history
and

historiography also worsened. In August 2015,

Russian-backed separatists deliberately destroyed a monument to
the victims of the famine in the occupied eastern Ukrainian town of

Snizhne-the same place from which separatists had launched the

BUK missile a year earlier that brought down
Malaysian

Airlines

flight 17, killing everyone on boardY Also in August 2015, Sputnik
News, a Russian government propaganda website, published an article

in English entitled uHolodomor Hoax.\" The article
presented

views

reminiscent of the old era of denial, called the famine \"one of the 20th

century's most famous myths and vitriolic pieces of anti-Soviet Propa-
ganda\"

and even cited Douglas Tottle's long-discredited book, Fraud,

Famine and Fascism. 23

The links that Tottle claimed between historians

of the famine, alleged Ukrainian Nazis and
alleged

anti-Soviet forces

in the West proved useful again to a Russia that once again sought to
d

.

d

.

Uk
. . '''

N
. ,,74

Iscre It ralnlans as aZlS.-

By 2016 the arguments had come full circle. The post-Soviet Rus-

sian state was once again in full denial: the Holodomor did not happen,

and only \"Nazis\" would claim that it did. All these arguments mud-

died the application of the word \"genocide\" so successfully that to use

it in any Russian or Ukrainian context has become wearyingly contro-

versial. People feel exhausted by the debate-which was, perhaps, the

point of the Russian assault on the historiography of the famine in the

first place.
But the genocide debate, so fierce a decade ago, has subsided for

other reasons too. The accumulation of evidence means that it matters

less, nowadays, whether the 1932-3 famine is called a genocide, a crime

against humanity, or simply an act of mass terror. Whatever the defini-

tion, it was a horrific assault, carried out
by

a government against its

own people. It was one of several such assaults in the twentieth century,

not all of which fit into neat legal definitions. That the famine
hap-

pened,
that it was deliberate, and that it was part of a

political plan
to)))
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undermine Ukrainian identity is becoming more widely accepted, in

Ukraine as well as in the West, whether or not an international court

confirms it.

Slowly,
the debate is also becoming less important to Ukrainians.

In truth, the
legal arguments

about the famine and genocide were

often proxies for arguments about Ukraine, Ukrainian sovereignty

and Ukraine's right to exist. The discussion of the famine was a
way

of insisting on Ukraine's right to a separate national history and to its

own national memory. But now-after more than a quarter-century of

independence, two street revolutions and a Russian invasion that was

finally halted by a Ukrainian army-sovereignty is a fact, not a theory

that requires historical justification, or indeed any justification at all.)

Because it was so devastating, because it was so thoroughly silenced, and

because it had such a profound impact on the demography, psychology

and politics of Ukraine, the Ukrainian famine continues to shape the

thinking of Ukrainians and Russians, both about themselves and about

one another, in ways both obvious and subtle. The generation that expe-
rienced and survived the famine carried the men10ries with them forever.

But even the children and grandchildren of survivors and perpetrators

continue to be shaped by the tragedy.

Certainly the elinlination of Ukraine 's elite in the 1930s-the nation's

best scholars, writers and p{)liticalleaders as well as its most energetic

farmers-continues to n1atter. Even three generations later.. many of

c()ntenlporary
Ukraine's political problems, including widespread dis-

trust of the state.. weak national institutions and a
corrupt political class,

can be traced directly back to the I()ss of that first, post-revolutionary,

patri()tic elite. In 1933 the nlen and women who could have led the

c()untry, the IJe()ple whom they would have influenced and who would
have inAuenced ()thers in turn.. were abruptly removed from the scene.

Those who replaced them were
frightened

into silence and obedience..

taught to be wary, careful, (()wed. In subsequent years
the state became

a thing t() be feared.. not a{lrnired; 110liticians and bureaucrats were
never again scerl as

benign public servants. The political passivity in

Ukraine, the tolerance of corruption, and the general wariness of state

institutions, even democratic ()nes-all of these contemporary Ukrai-
nian p()litical pathologies date back to 1933.

The Russificatil)n that f()llowed the farnine has also left its mark.)))
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Thanks to the USSR's systelnatic Jestrllction of Ukrainian culture and

nlemory, many Russians O() 110t treat Ukraine as a
separate

nation with

a separate history. Many Europeans are only dimly aware that Ukraine
exists at all. Ukrainians thenlselves have mixed and confused loyalties.
That ambiguity can translate into

cynicism
and apathy. Those who

do not care much or kno\\v much about their nation are not likely to

work to Inake it a better place. Those who do not feel
any

sense of civic

responsibility are less interested in stopping c()rruption.
Ukraine's contemporary lingllistic

battles date from the 1930s too.

Paradoxically, Stalin reinforced the link between the Ukrainian lan-

guage
and Ukrainian national itlentity when he tried to destroy them

both. As a result linguistic controversies continue to reflect deeper

arguments about identity even today. Ukraine is a
thoroughly

bilin-

gual countrY-lnost people speak both Ukrainian and Russian-yet
those \\vho

prefer
one language or the other still regularly complain of

discrimination. Riots broke out in 2012 when the Ukrainian state rec-

ognized Russian as an .'official\" language in several provinces, mean-

ing
that it could be used in courts and government offices. In 2014

the
post-!\\1aidan

Ukrainian government tried to repeal that law, and

though the repeal was quickly reversed, Russian-backed
\"separatists\"

used this proposed change to justify their invasion of Ukraine. Russia's

challenge, both to the language and to Ukrainian sovereignty, has also

created a different kind of popular backlash. In 2005, less than half of

Ukrainians used the language as their main form of communication.
Ten

years
later two-thirds preferred Ukrainian to Russian.

25
Thanks

to Russian pressure, the nation is
unifying

behind the Ukrainian lan-

guage as it has not done since the 1920s.
If the stlldy of the famine helps explain contemporary Ukraine, it

also offers a guide
t(J some of the attitudes of contemporary Russia,

many of which forll1
part

of oicler patterns. From the time of the revo-

lution, the Bolsheviks knew that
they

were a minority in Ukraine. To

subjugate the maj()rity, they used not
only

extreme violence, but also

virulent and angry forms ()f propaganda. The Holodomor was
pre-

ceded by a decade of what we would now call polarizing \"hate
speech,\"

language designating some people as \"loyal\" Soviet citizens and others

as
\"enemy\"

kulaks, a privileged
class that would have to be destroyed

to make
\\\\'ay

for the people's revoluti()n. That ideological language jus-

tifie(i the behavi()ur of the men and \",'omen who facilitated the famine,)))
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the people who confiscated foo\037 from starving families, the policemen

who arrestc(1 an(1 killcel their fell()w citizens. It also
provided

them

with a sense of moral and political justification. Very few of those who

organized
the famine felt guilty about having done so: they had been

persuaded that the dying peasants
were \"enemies of the people,\" dan-

gerous criminals who had to he eliminated in the name of progress.

Eighty years later, the Russian FSB, the institutional successor of

the KC;B (itself the Sllccessor of the OC;PU), continues to demonize

its opponents using propaganda and disinformation. The nature and

form ofhate speech in Ukraine has changed, but the
int\037ntions

of those

who elllploy it have not. As in the past, the Kremlin uses language
to set

peofJle against ()ne another, to create first- and second-class citizens, to
elivide and distract. In 1932-3, Soviet state media described the OGPU

troops w()rking with local collaborators as \"Soviet patriots\" fighting

\"Petliurists,\" \"kulaks,\" \"traitors\" and \"counter-revolutionaries.\" In

2014, Russian state media described Russian special forces carrying

out the invasi()n of Crimea and eastern Ukraine as
\"separatist patri-

ots\" fighting \"fascists\" antI UNazis\" from Kyiv. An extraordinary dis-

inforll1ati()n campaign, complete
with fake stories-that Ukrainian

nationalists had crucitiecl a baby, for example-and fake
photographs

followed, nl)t only insieJe Rllssia but on Russian state-sponsored media

ar()und the worlcl.
Altll()ugh

far more sophisticated than anything Sta-

lin cOllld have devised in 3n era before electronic media, the spirit of

that (lisinf()rll1ati()n calnlJaign was much the same.

\037\037ighty years 13ter, it is p()ssible to hear the echo of Stalin's fear of
Ukraine-()r rather his fear l)f unrest spreading from Ukraine to

Russia-in the IJrescnt t()(). Stalin
sl)oke obsessively about loss of con-

tr()1 ill Ukraine, ancl ah()llt P()lish or other
foreign plots

to subvert

the country. He knew that Ukrainians \"'ere suspicious of centralized
rule, that c()llectivizati()n woulcl be unpopular among peasants deeply
attache(1 t() tlleir lanll an(1 their traditions, and that Ukrainian nation-

alisnl was a galvanizing f()rce,
ca\037lable

of
challenging Bolshevism and

even (jestr()ying it. A s()vereign Ukraine coul(i thwart the Soviet
proj-

ect, n()t ()nly 11Y (leJ)riving the USSR of its grain, but also by robbing it
()f

legitimacy.
Ukraine ha(1 been a Russian colony for centuries, Ukrai-

nian anlJ I{llssian culture remained
closely intertwined, the Russian

an(1 Ukrainian languages were closely related. If Ukraine
rejected)))
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both the Soviet system and its
ideology,

that rejection could cast doubt

upon the whole Soviet project. In 1991that is
precisely

what it did.

Russia's current leadership is all too familiar with this
history.

As

in 1932, when Stalin told Kaganovich that Ulosing\" Ukraine was his

greatest worry,
the current Russian governll1ent also believes that a

sovereign, democratic, stable Ukraine, tied to the rest of Europe by

links of culture and trade, is a threat to the interests of Russia's leaders.

After all, if Ukraine beconles too European-if it achieves anything

resembling successful integration into the West-then Rllssians might
ask, \"rhy

not us? The Ukrainian street revolution of 2014 represented
the Russian leadership's \\\\lorst

nightnlare: young people calling for the

rule of law, denouncing corruption and waving European flags.
Such

a movement could have been contagious-and so it had to be stopped
by

whatever means possible. Today's Russian government uses dis-

information, corruption and military force to undermine Ukrainian

sovereignty just as Soviet governments did in the past. As in 1932, the

constant talk of \"war\" and Henemies\" also remains useful to Russian
leaders \\vho cannot explain stagnant living standards or justify their

own privileges, wealth and
power.)

History
offers hope as well as tragedy. In the end, Ukraine was not

destroyed. The Ukrainian
language

did not disappear. The desire for

independence did not disappear either-and neither did the desire for

democracy, or for a more just society, or for a Ukrainian state that truly

represented Ukrainians. When it becallle possible, Ukrainians expressed
these desi res. When they were allowed to do so, in 1991, they voted over-

whelmingly
for independence. Ukraine, as the national anthem pro-

claims, did not die.
In the end, Stalin failed too. A generation of Ukrainian intellectu-

als and politicians was murdered in the 1930s,but their legacy
lived

on. The national aspiration, linked, as in the past, to the
aspiration

for

freedom, was revived in the 1960s; it continuec) underground in the

1970sand 1980s;it became open again in the 1990s. A new generation

of Ukrainian intellectuals and activists
reappeared

in the 2000s.

The history of the famine is a tragedy with no happy ending. But

the history of Ukraine is not a tragedy. Millions of people were mur-

dered, but the nation remains on the map. Memory was suppressed,)))
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but Ukrainians today discuss and debate their past. Census records

were destroyed, but today the archives are accessible.

The famine and its aftermath left a terrible mark. But although the

wounds are still there, millions of Ukrainians
are,

for the first time

since 1933, finally trying to heal them. As a nation, Ukrainians know

what happened in the twentieth century, and that knowledge can help
shape

their future.)))
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star. In addition, they

learned not only old carols, but also new ones. They made a
plan:

when they were approaching a communist's house, they would

display the
five-pointed

star and sing the new carols, but when

they approached the house of a
religious man, they would display

the side with the icon of the Mother of God, and would sing [old

carols].6)

But the outsiders who came to Dolot's
village

that December brought

with them a different set of ideas about how life there should be lived.

Loose organization was to be replaced by strict control. Entrepre-
neurial farmers would become paid labourers. I ndependence was to

be replaced with strict regulation. Above all, in the name of efficiency,

collective farms, owned jointly by the commune or the state, were to

replace all private farms. As Stalin had said in Siberia, the \"unifica-)))
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